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INTRODUCTION
The City of Southlake is approximately 22 square miles and is situated in the heart of the Dallas-Fort Worth area of North
Texas. Locals brag about the quality of life in this upscale community and with good reason. Southlake has consistently been
ranked as one of the best places to live by newspapers and media outlets. The Dallas Business Journal reported in a 2012
quality of life study by On Numbers in which Southlake was listed as the top DFW city and third among 1,145 cities throughout
the southern United States. In 2015, the Dallas Morning News reported Southlake as one of the top 10 Best Neighborhoods in
DFW. In WalletHub’s 2019 Best Small Cities in America list, Southlake ranked in the top 1%. The reasons for these rankings are
easily found within its 22 square mile borders: exemplary schools, acre after acre of green space, and the welcoming spirit of
its residents; all true Texas traditions.
In 2019 Southlake was projected to be home to an estimated 30,310 residents. The City maintains a team of full- and parttime employees to provide a comprehensive suite of services through 11 main departments: City Manager’s Office, City
Secretary’s Office, Community Services, Economic Development and Tourism, Finance, Fire Services, Human Resources,
Information Technology, Planning & Development Services, Police Services, and Public Works.

?

WHY SURVEY?

The bar for service delivery in Southlake is high, and in order to monitor its progress in meeting residents’ needs, the City
engages in a biannual citizen survey. According to the International City/County Management Association, surveys are integral
in meeting service needs in the following ways:
1.

Citizen surveying bridges the gap between the government and citizens who don’t come to meetings, but do vote, pay
taxes, and make decisions about where to live and build their businesses.

2.

The best way to encourage good performance is to measure it, and the best indicator of government performance is
citizen satisfaction. Two out of three local governments that monitor their service contracts use citizen satisfaction as a
guide.

3.

Surveying is how you measure progress. Surveying is not a one-time event. You start a trend line with your first survey. In
following years, declining scores tell you where to focus improvements; rising scores reward service areas that are
improving.

4.

Surveys done by professionals come with analysis and explanation that put local scores in perspective. Surveys done by
outside consultants establish a neutral benchmark that all parties can accept.

5.

Surveying is always done in the context of planning for the future—balancing priorities, setting new objectives, preparing
the next budget, improving services. You create, you measure; you refine, you reassess. Strong management demands a
credible feedback system.

6.

The cost of surveying is repaid with interest in terms of citizen satisfaction with government, staff commitment to change,
and conservation of resources.

Ultimately, the survey results and analyses presented in this report will provide the Council and staff with information that can
be used to make sound, strategic decisions in a variety of areas, including service improvements and enhancements, measuring
and tracking internal performance, budgeting, policy, and planning.
To assist in this effort, the City contracted with Decision Analyst, Inc., to conduct this Internet study during the month of
October 2019. The project was designed to address several objectives (shown opposite).
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INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY
A full description of the methodology used for this study is included later in this report. In brief, a total of 1084 residents
participated in the online survey posted on the City’s website between October 1 and October 30, 2019. The City used its
automated calling system, email blast system, city websites and social media sites, and various printed media to invite
residents to participate in the study.
The margin of error is a measure of the accuracy of the
results of a survey. The wider the margin of error, the less
accurate the results. Correspondingly, the narrower the
margin of error, the more accurate the results.
In this particular study, with a sample size of 1084 completed
surveys, the margin of error is +/- 2.9% at the 95%
confidence level. This means that if the same study were
conducted 100 times, we could expect that in 95 of those
studies a percentage observed in the sample data would be
within 2.9% of the true percentage in the population of
Southlake residents.

Survey Participants
1084

1200
1000
800
600

450

400
200

0
Respondents
Total
Needed
Respondents

SURVEY RESPONDENT LOCATIONS BY
SPIN NEIGHBORHOOD

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT
This report is designed to meet the needs of both readers who prefer a summary of the findings as well as those who are
interested in the details of the results. For those who seek an overview of the findings, the sections titled Just the Facts and
Conclusions are for you. They provide a summary of the most important factual findings of the survey in bullet-point format
and a discussion of their implications. For the interested reader, these sections are followed by a more detailed discussion of
the results from the survey by topic area (see Table of Contents), as well as a description of the methodology employed for
collecting and analyzing the data. And, for the truly ambitious reader, the questionnaire used for the survey is contained at
the back of this report.
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INTRODUCTION
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LINK
Strategic management has been focused in the private sector on profit, market share, and return on investment. The same
environmental factors that affect a business’ bottom line can also affect an organization’s ability to be successful.
Despite the fundamental difference from a business, a local government must have the same orientation to the present and
the future as a private company. A business has short-term and market-share targets and must plan for the future growth
in existing and new markets. A government has short-term service provision focus areas and must plan for future demands
for public services with a shrinking, static, or expanding pool of human and capital resources. In short, a local government
must satisfy today’s need for constituent services and seek means of providing improved services in the years to come.
In the City of Southlake, results and accountability are driven by a Strategic Management System (SMS). This is a process by
which an organization and a community attempt to control its destiny rather than allowing future events to do so.
Since 2005, the City Council has worked closely with staff to develop this system, which is based on the Balanced Scorecard
framework. Through sound business principles embodied in the SMS, the City is able to more effectively provide services to
the citizens of Southlake, increasing both efficiency and customer satisfaction.

Ultimately, it guides the way the City does business and helps us determine how we should invest our time and resources.
In the budget process, the SMS allows for increased transparency and accountability, providing the City a framework for
demonstrating results.
The diagram on the next page is the City’s Strategy Map, which highlights the City’s mission, focus areas, corporate
objectives, and values. The Southlake community, City Council, and staff business units all played key roles in the
development of this map.
The City’s Strategy Map benefits the organization in numerous ways:
•

It clarifies the organizational vision.

•

It aligns the organization in achieving the vision.

•

It integrates the strategic planning and resource allocation processes.

•

It communicates specific expectations and aligns them with the focus areas, corporate objectives, and initiatives.
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INTRODUCTION
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LINK
Essentially, the Strategy Map articulates specific macro-level objectives the organization must achieve. It clearly articulates
the City’s strategy so that everyone understands their role in implementation of that strategy. This Strategy Map proposes
six focus areas with 22 underlying corporate objectives. Each of the 22 objectives is broadly defined so that it provides
context for what the organization is to achieve. This relationship between the six focus areas, 22 objectives, five critical
business outcomes, and four key perspectives constitute the blueprint for budget proposals as well as strategic action and
individual employee activity.
You will notice throughout this document that results have been grouped by focus area. By ensuring that each question
and its corresponding result is aligned with our strategy, we are also ensuring that decisions made based on survey input
are also in alignment.
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JUST THE FACTS
QUALITY OF LIFE
The following is an outline of the main factual findings from the survey. For the reader’s convenience, we have organized the
findings according to the section titles used in the body of this report. Thus, to learn more about a particular finding, simply
turn to the appropriate report section.

Consistent with past years, an overwhelming majority (99%) of respondents shared
favorable opinions of the overall quality of life in Southlake, with 48% reporting it as
excellent, 41% reporting it as very good, and 10% reporting it as good. A very small
percentage of the respondents used poor or fair to describe the quality of life.

EXCELLENT, VERY GOOD, OR
GOOD
QUALITY OF LIFE

During the time they have lived in Southlake, 56% of respondents feel that Southlake has
improved, 29% indicate they feel Southlake has stayed the same, and 16% believe that
Southlake has gotten worse. However, compared to 2017, the percentage of respondents
who believe Southlake has improved has declined.

About 9 out of 10 respondents associate Southlake with the phrases safe and secure,
financially sound, dependable, high-quality services, strong community spirit, and excellent
shopping and dining while around 8 out of 10 respondents associate Southlake with the
phrases beautiful parks/open spaces and strong management.
When asked what was the most important issue facing Southlake, respondents generally
responded that the City’s management of growth and development, traffic congestion,
traffic management, overbuilding and commercial development were the most important
issues facing Southlake today.
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JUST THE FACTS
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT & SERVICE DELIVERY
Respondents were asked to rate the City’s performance as it relates to
the customer-level objectives identified on the City’s strategy map. For
all objectives, with the exception of providing travel convenience within
the City, a majority of respondents rated the City’s performance as
either excellent or very good. Topping the list was achieving the
highest standards in safety and security, with 8 out of 10 respondents
rating the City’s performance in this area as excellent or very good.
Conversely, providing travel convenience within the City received the
lowest ranking, with 37% of respondents rating the City’s performance
as fair or poor in this area. While travel convenience was rated lowest in
satisfaction, it is notable that this objective, along with preparing for
emergencies, enforcing traffic laws, patrolling to ward off criminals and
providing animal control services all improved significantly.

# OF CITY SERVICES
WHOSE SATISFACTION
RATING SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPROVED

When asked to rank the importance of 21 services, overall, Southlake residents rated responding to calls for police service,
providing fire services, and providing water service as the most important of the services (all rated very important at 90% or
above), followed by providing emergency medical services, that is providing ambulance services (89%), maintaining local streets
and roads (87%), and managing traffic congestion (87%). Rounding out the top 10 most important services were patrolling to
ward off criminals, providing sewer service, preparing the City for emergencies, and managing storm-water drainage.
At the other end of the spectrum, providing senior services (71%) and providing information on bicycle safety and education
(58%) were considered less important to Southlake residents.
Although residents were generally satisfied with most services, they were most satisfied with the City’s efforts to provide fire
services (80% very satisfied), followed by responding to calls for police service (76%), providing ambulance services (76%),
providing water service (70%), providing sewer service (68%), preparing the City for emergencies (63%), maintaining the
appearance of parks, landscapes and facilities (59%), patrolling to ward off criminals (56%), enforcing traffic laws (52%) and
providing library services (52%).

3
2

# of 2017
Gap Issues

Operating from the management philosophy that, all other things
being equal, the City should focus on improving services that have
the highest percentage gap in Figure 15. The City has established
that any service with a 25% or higher gap will be prioritized for
service improvement. Thus, managing traffic congestion is the top
priority, followed by providing pedestrian pathways and responding
to code-enforcement inquiries/complaints.

# of 2019
Gap Issues

In looking further at the services in the top gap-issues list for 2019, two of the three appear on the top in dissatisfaction ratings.
Managing traffic congestion (32% very or somewhat dissatisfied) and providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks and trails”
(26%) received the highest dissatisfaction ratings. After these initial two services, there is significant drop in dissatisfaction
levels, with no other services receiving dissatisfaction ratings over 10%. Consistent with 2017, managing traffic congestion is
included in the list of services that appear on the top 10 importance listing as well as on the top services receiving high
dissatisfaction ratings.
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JUST THE FACTS
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT & SERVICE DELIVERY
The vast majority (88%) of Southlake residents indicated they were either very or somewhat satisfied with the City’s overall
performance in providing services. Eight percent were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. A small portion of residents indicated
they were somewhat dissatisfied (3%), and a mere 1% of respondents reported being very dissatisfied. Overall satisfaction has
remained consistent compared to 2017.
Nearly half of respondents report receiving city information by word of mouth (48%), through MySouthlakeNews.com (47%)
and from the City of Southlake website (46%).
The vast majority of respondents (78%) indicated that contact with a City employee had occurred in the past year. The most
common contact was with the Champions Club (13%), followed by questions for the library (7%), questions for the public works
department (6%), and questions about trash and recycling (6%). Conversely, the least amount of contact occurred with the fire
department (1%), Bob Jones Nature Center employees (1%), Tennis Center employees (1%), and with employees to find out
how to contact City Council (<1%).
Overall, residents have positive experiences when dealing with City employees. My request was directed to the correct
department received the highest rating, with 74% of respondents agreeing completely. More than half of respondents agreed
completely with the following: the employee represented the City in a positive manner (69%), the employee listened to me and
was warm and sincere (66%), the employee asked adequate and appropriate questions to understand the issue (65%), the
employee showed pride and concern for the quality of work (62%), the employee seemed concerned about my issue (57%), and
my call was returned within a reasonable amount of time if the correct employee was not available (55%).
Overall, across all of the most contacted departments (Champions Club, library, public works, and trash and recycling), the
employees recently contacted received high ratings in their customer service performance. However, customer service for all
departments could improve if the City followed up to ensure the issues were addressed.
For those respondents who indicated contact with a police officer to report an incident or crime, the survey also captured
respondents’ opinions about the officer’s professionalism. Nearly 9 out of 10 respondents (85%) indicated that they felt the
officer was very professional.
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JUST THE FACTS
SAFETY & SECURITY
When asked to consider to what degree respondents associate their image of Southlake with
the phrase safe and secure, an overwhelming majority of respondents provided a rating of
five or better for this question (95%).

90%

When asked to consider how they would rate the city on achieving the highest standards in
safety and security, more than 8 in 10 respondents said excellent or very good (85%), which is
improved compared to the result in 2017 of 79%.

80%

When asked to indicate whether they felt crime had increased, decreased, or remained the
same, about half of respondents (53%) indicated that crime has remained the same. Three
out of 10 respondents (30%) indicated serious crime in Southlake has increased slightly, and
only 6% felt it has increased significantly.
Residents’ feelings of safety varied little depending on the venue. Virtually all residents
stated that they feel at least somewhat safe walking alone in their neighborhoods, visiting
Southlake’s parks, and visiting shops in Southlake.

60%

When asked to rank the importance of safety and security-related services, ranked highest in
importance were providing fire services (99% very or somewhat important), responding to
calls for police service (98%), patrolling to ward off criminals (98%), providing ambulance
services (97%), and preparing the City for emergencies (96%). Among the importance ranking
of all city services, five of these are among the top-ten ranked services: responding to calls for
police service, providing fire services, providing ambulance services, patrolling to ward off
criminals, and preparing the City for emergencies (see Figure 8 on page 33).

50%
40%

30%

Overall, respondents are satisfied with the City’s performance for each of these services, with
a majority of respondents indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating. Respondents are
most satisfied with the provision of fire services (88% very or somewhat satisfied), followed
by response to calls for police service (87%) and providing ambulance services (85%).
Providing animal control services received the lowest satisfaction rating (67%) among the
safety and security services. Compared to 2017, preparing the city for emergencies, enforcing
traffic laws, patrolling to ward off criminals and providing animal control services significantly
increased (+5 percentage points or more). The remaining services did not have significant
gains or losses in satisfaction, compared to 2017.

EXCELLENT OR VERY GOOD

70%

20%
10%

CITY’S PERFORMANCE
IN ACHIEVING THE
HIGHEST STANDARDS
OF SAFETY AND
SECURITY
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JUST THE FACTS
MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
When asked to rate the City’s performance at providing travel convenience within the City, results are mixed with roughly onethird (33%) indicating excellent or very good, 30% indicating good, and 37% of the respondents indicating a fair or poor rating.

When asked to rank the importance of mobility and infrastructure-related services, with the exception of providing information
on bicycle safety and education, at least 9 out of 10 respondents indicated that the services were very or somewhat important,
with providing water service ranked the highest in importance (99% very or somewhat important), followed by maintaining
local streets and roads (99%) and managing traffic congestion (99%). When compared with importance rankings for all city
services, five of these are among the top ten ranked services: providing water service, maintaining local streets and roads,
managing traffic congestion, providing sewer service, and managing storm-water drainage (see Figure 8).
The survey also asked about satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide the same mobility and infrastructure-related services.
About 9 out of 10 respondents indicated a very or somewhat satisfied rating for providing water service (89%), followed by
providing sewer service (86%), maintaining local streets and roads (83%) and managing storm water drainage (77%). On the
other hand, for mobility and infrastructure-related services, managing traffic congestion and providing information on bicycle
safety and education received the lowest ratings, with 55% and 39%, respectively, very or somewhat satisfied. Among the
satisfaction rankings for all city services, two of these are in the top ten ranked services: providing water service and providing
sewer service.
Two of the services showed a significant change in satisfaction. Satisfaction with the management of traffic congestion
improved significantly, while satisfaction with the management of storm-water drainage declined significantly. However,
examining these services further by looking at the gap between importance and satisfaction reveals that managing traffic
congestion and providing pedestrian pathways have the largest gaps and warrant the most attention moving forward.

SATISFACTION WITH PROVISION OF SIDEWALKS AND TRAILS
NOT

NOT

SATISFIED
25%

SATISFIED
26%

NEUTRAL
15%

NEUTRAL
15%

SATISFIED
59%

SATISFIED
60%

2017
2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION SURVEY

2019
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JUST THE FACTS
MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
As previously noted, when considering perceived importance and current satisfaction levels, managing traffic congestion in
Southlake was found to be the top priority among residents. While still a priority, the gap between service importance and
satisfaction in managing traffic congestion has decreased significantly since 2017, indicating that respondents’ expectations for
this service have been met better than in the past.

In previous surveys, the provision of pedestrian pathways (sidewalks and trails) has been a prominent service that residents
have indicated is lacking. Satisfaction levels have been maintained since 2017, when 60% stated they were very or somewhat
satisfied, to 2019, when 59% indicate they are very or somewhat satisfied.

QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Of the quality development-related services, two were rated by more than 90% to be very or somewhat important.
Maintaining appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities (97%) and providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities
(92%) were the most important quality development-related services. The remaining services, including providing information
on development (89%), responding to code-enforcement inquiries (86%) and providing a variety of parks and recreation
programs (83%), were each rated by more than 80% as being very or somewhat important.

For quality development-related services, the highest satisfaction ratings went to maintaining appearance of parks, landscapes,
and facilities, with 89% of respondents indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating, followed by providing a variety of parks
and recreation facilities (82%). In contrast, only about 6 in 10 (59%) respondents indicated that they were very or somewhat
satisfied with the City’s efforts to respond to code-enforcement inquiries. Respondents are most satisfied with maintaining the
appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities (59% very satisfied).
Satisfaction ratings on quality development-related services were comparable to 2017 satisfaction levels, except for responding
to code-enforcement inquiries, which saw a decline (-8 percentage points).
Based on the City’s priority standard for any service with a 25% or higher gap, only one of the quality development-related
services meets the criteria for prioritization, responding to code-enforcement inquiries (27% gap), and it should continue to be
monitored by the City going forward.
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JUST THE FACTS
PARTNERSHIPS & VOLUNTEERISM
The vast majority of residents rated the City’s performance positively in terms of partnerships and volunteerism. Sixty-one
percent (61%) rated the City as excellent or very good at promoting opportunities for partnerships and volunteer involvement.
As part of the survey, respondents were also asked what types of organizations with which they volunteer. Most often,
respondents said they volunteer with religious organizations (42%), followed by educational (34%), social services (23%), and
sports (21%) organizations.
About 8 out of 10 residents indicated that trash- and recycling-collection services are either excellent or very good.

CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
The survey continued to include several new questions to better understand how engaged Southlake’s citizens are with
government, their neighbors, and community activities.
The majority of residents participate with local, state, and federal government in some way. Respondents participate most
often with local, state, and federal government by going to the City website (39% local, 36% state, 35% federal). Other
common ways respondents participate with local government include attending meetings dealing with specific issues (35%),
getting together with neighbors (32%), and attending public hearings (28%).
Voting in City elections is another way citizens participate with the City’s government. Most always vote in City elections
(67%). Among those who do not always vote, being too busy, conflicting work (28%), being out of town or away (27%), and
forgetting to vote (25%) were the most common reasons for not voting or voting more often.
Participating in community activities is common among respondents. Most (58%) responded that they get together with their
neighbors. Further, when asked about their neighbors, 9 out of 10 said they agreed completely or somewhat that they trust
their neighbors (91%) and that they help their neighbors (90%).
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JUST THE FACTS
DEMOGRAPHICS
■ About two-thirds (70%) of these participants have lived in Southlake for more than seven years.
■ Slightly less than half (45%) mentioned that this is their first time taking the City’s survey.
■ The vast majority of participants surveyed own their primary residence (99%).
■ Two-thirds (67%) of participants in the survey mentioned that they always vote in City elections.
■ The majority of participants have graduated college or have a graduate degree or higher (91%).
■ On average, participants have an annual income of $235,000.
■ The average age of participants is 54.6 years (about the same as in 2017) and the majority are Caucasian.

Caucasian

Hispanic

85%
78%

3%
2017

4%
2019
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CONCLUSIONS
WHERE SHOULD THE CITY FOCUS ITS EFFORTS IN THE FUTURE?
Perhaps the most important recommendation, and one that is occasionally overlooked in customer satisfaction research, is for
the City to recognize the many things that it does well and to focus on continuing to perform at a high level in these areas. As
noted throughout this report, residents were generally pleased with the City’s efforts to provide services and facilities, and they
have a favorable opinion of the City’s performance in most areas. The top priority for the City should, thus, be to do what it takes
to maintain the high quality of services that it currently provides.
However, as the City continues to strive for improvement, the results of this study do suggest opportunities to further bolster
resident satisfaction. Considering the list of services and their respective priority status for future City attention provided in this
report (see Figure 15), the top candidates for improvement are managing traffic congestion, providing pedestrian pathways,
sidewalks, and trails, and responding to code-enforcement inquiries.

TOP CANDIDATES FOR IMPROVEMENT
MANAGE TRAFFIC CONGESTION
(44% GAP)

PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS
(32% GAP)

RESPOND TO CODE ENFORCEMENT INQUIRIES
(27% GAP)

IS CITY-RESIDENT COMMUNICATION A CONCERN FOR SOUTHLAKE?
The aforementioned recommendations notwithstanding, the City of Southlake has an opportunity to improve communication
with residents by improving access to community news via their preferred methods.
Furthermore, the types of information residents are most interested in learning about through these tools include community
events and festivals, breaking news, development, and roadway construction.
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The opening series of questions in the survey was designed to assess residents’ perceptions of the quality of life in Southlake, as
well as what the City government could do to improve the quality of life in the City, now and in the future.
After being excluded from the 2017 survey, a question was reinstated asking respondents to rate the quality of life in Southlake,
using a five-point scale of excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor. As shown in Figure 1 below, 99% of respondents shared
favorable opinions of the overall quality of life in Southlake, with 48% reporting it as excellent, 41% reporting it as very good and
10% reporting it as good. About 1% of respondents reported the quality of life in Southlake as fair, and less than 1% of the
respondents chose poor to describe the quality of life.

HOW WOULD YOU CLASSIFY THE QUALITY OF LIFE YOU EXPERIENCE LIVING IN SOUTHLAKE? (Q5)
Figure 1 – Overall Quality of Life

Poor
Excellent
Fair

<1%
1%
48%
Good

10%

2019

41%

Very Good

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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Figure 2 provides a comparison between overall quality of life ratings in 2015 and 2019. It shows that these ratings have shifted
somewhat among those rating the quality of life as excellent or very good.

Figure 2 – Overall Quality of Life, 2015 vs. 2019

57%

X

48%

X

32%

41%

2015

10%

9%
Excellent

Very Good

1%

Good

2019

1%

0%

Fair

0%
Poor

X Indicates significant difference between 2015 and 2019 at 95% confidence level

Looking further, Figure 3 shows a top-three-box composite score of positive quality of life ratings since 1995 and reveals that, overall,
the perceived quality of life has significantly improved when compared with results in 2002 and 1995. Otherwise, results have
remained stable since 2005.

Figure 3 - Overall Quality of Life Since 1995

95% X

97% X

98%

99%

99%

99%

99%

98%

99%

1995

2002

2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

2019

X Indicates significant difference at 95% confidence level when 2015 results are compared with previous years

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2015 (673) / 2013 (803) / 2011 (812) / 2009 (779) / 2007 (409) / 2005 (400 ) /
2002 (402) / 1995 (606)
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For the interested reader, Figures 4 and 5 show how ratings of the quality of life in the City varied by years of residence, age of the
respondent, and annual income.
Overall satisfaction levels were fairly consistent across the groups. Exceptions include those 60 years of age and older and those with
incomes under $150K or $300K or more who rate the quality of life more highly compared to the groups noted.

Figure 4 – Overall Quality of Life by Age and Years in Southlake

Excellent

Very Good

39%

38%

43%

46%

41%

46%

54%

51%

45%

41%
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40%

45%

41%

48%

42%
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Figure 5 – Overall Quality of Life by Annual Income
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Prefer Not
To Answer (M)

INCOME
Uppercase Letter (A-M) indicate significant difference between sub-groups at 95% confidence level
Base: See table on Figure 22.
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Residents were asked to indicate whether they felt Southlake had improved, stayed the same, or gotten worse during the time they
have lived in Southlake. Figure 6 shows that 56% feel that Southlake has improved, 29% indicated they feel Southlake has stayed the
same, and 16% believe that Southlake has gotten worse.

DURING THE TIME YOU HAVE LIVED IN SOUTHLAKE, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT, AS A COMMUNITY IN WHICH TO
LIVE, SOUTHLAKE HAS IMPROVED, STAYED THE SAME, OR GOTTEN WORSE? (Q6)

Improved

Stayed the same
15%

16%

9%
X

25%

Gotten worse

7%
X

20%
X

26%

8%
X

11% 11%
X

X

22% 16% 16%
X

28% 25% 22%
X

19%
X

2019
29%

56%
56%

64%
X

73%
X

22% 29%
X

64% 63% 67% 59% 62%
56%
X
X
X
X

2002 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017 2019
Figure 6 – Quality-of-Life Progression
Base: 2019 Total Respondents (1084)

Figure 7 – Quality-of-Life Progression Since 2002
Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) / 2017 (1096) / 2015 (673)
/ 2013 (803) / 2011 (812) / 2009 (779) 2007 (409) / 2005 (400)
2002 / (402)

Figure 7 provides data for this question since 2002, which shows that, overall, a majority of respondents consistently report that life in
Southlake has improved. However, 2019 shows a significant decline in those who think the quality of life has improved, compared to all
previous years except for 2015 and 2002.

X Indicates significant difference at 95% confidence level when 2019 results are compared with previous years
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Furthermore, Figures 8 and 9 show how perception of quality of life progression in the City varied by age of the respondent, years of
residence, and annual income. For those age 60 and older and those aged 50-59, quality of life has improved significantly, compared
to age groups younger than themselves. The perception of improvement increases as the amount of time living in Southlake
increases. In addition, those with income levels under $150,000 are more likely than those of higher-income levels are to indicate an
improvement in the quality of life.

Figure 8 - Quality of Life Progression by Age and Years in Southlake
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Figure 9 - Quality of Life Progression by Annual Income
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Continuing with an assessment of Southlake’s quality of life, respondents were next asked to rate phrases on a scale from 1 to 7,
where “1” indicated that phrase fit least with his or her image of the City and “7” indicated that phrase fit best with his or her image of
the City.
Figure 10 represents the percentage of respondents who rated each phrase with a “5” or more. The majority of all respondents highly
associate Southlake with each of the eight phrases, with about 9 out of 10 respondents associating Southlake with the phrases “safe
and secure,” “financially sound,” “dependable, high-quality services,” “strong community spirit,” and “excellent shopping and dining.”
Agreement is lowest for “beautiful parks/open spaces” and “strong management.”

PLEASE RATE THE FOLLOWING PHRASES ACCORDING TO HOW WELL YOU THINK THEY DESCRIBE THE CITY OF
SOUTHLAKE. RATE EACH PHRASE FROM “1” TO “7,” WHERE “1” MEANS “FITS LEAST WITH MY IMAGE OF THE
CITY” AND “7” “FITS BEST WITH MY IMAGE OF THE CITY.” (Q8)
Figure 10 – Image of City (Top 3 Box Rating, 5 or Higher)
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The next quality of life question (Q9) was asked in an open-ended manner to determine respondents’ feelings as to the most
important issue facing Southlake. This question was designed to provide staff with insight into the feelings of the residents, who
though, overall, express high satisfaction with the quality of life, still see areas where the City could improve.
As shown in Figure 11, respondents generally agreed that the City’s management of growth and development, traffic congestion,
traffic management, overbuilding, commercial development, and taxes are some of the most important issues facing Southlake today.

THINKING ABOUT THE CITY OF SOUTHLAKE OVERALL, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE
FACING SOUTHLAKE TODAY? (Q9)

Figure 11 - Most Important Issue
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
& SERVICE DELIVERY

A large portion of the Citizen Satisfaction Survey was dedicated to assessing residents’ opinions about the City’s performance in
providing various municipal services. Questions ranged from broad service provisions to assessing importance and performance
expectations for specific services.
Beginning with Q10, respondents were asked to rate the City’s performance as it relates to the customer-level objectives found on
the City’s Strategy Map (shown below), using a five-point scale of excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor. As you can see, these
objectives represent broad service goals for the City. Note that these goals also tie directly into the City’s focus areas of Safety and
Security, Mobility, Infrastructure, Quality Development, Partnerships and Volunteerism, and Performance Management and Service
Delivery. By asking respondents to rate the City’s performance for these five objectives, the City is able to directly assess how well it
is meeting the customer goals of the Strategic Management System.
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Figure 12 shows that for all objectives, with the exception of providing travel convenience within the City, a majority of respondents
rated the City’s performance as either excellent or very good. Topping the list was achieving the highest standards of safety and
security, with more than 8 out of 10 respondents rating the City’s performance in this area as excellent or very good. At the other end
of the spectrum, providing travel convenience within the City received the lowest ranking, with 37% of respondents rating the City’s
performance as fair or poor in this area.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES? (Q10)
Figure 12 – City Performance: Customer-Level Objectives
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Figure 13 provides a comparison with the 2017 survey top-two box results for this question. The City saw a significant increase in
achieving the highest standards of safety and security and in providing travel convenience within the city. The areas decreasing
significantly compared to 2017 were providing attractive and unique spaces for enjoyment of personal interests and attracting and
keeping top-tier businesses to drive a dynamic and sustainable economic environment. The lowest-ranked objective in both 2017 and
2019 was providing travel convenience within the city.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES, 2019 VS. 2017? (Q10)
Figure 13 – City Performance: Customer-Level Objectives, 2019 vs. 2017
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Following the broader assessment of service delivery was a series of questions that asked respondents to rate their experiences with
21 specific services offered by the City, as well as their level of satisfaction with efforts to provide these services.
Figure 14 presents the top ten services ranked by order of importance according to the proportion of respondents who rated a service
as very important. Overall, Southlake residents rated responding to calls for police service as the most important of the services tested
(93% very important), followed by providing fire services (92%), providing water service (91%), providing emergency medical services
(89%), maintaining local streets and roads (87%), managing traffic congestion (87%), patrolling neighborhoods, buildings, and
businesses to ward off criminals (83%), providing sewer service (81%), preparing the city for emergencies (75%) and managing stormwater drainage (74%).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU? ( Q23, Q30,& Q34)
Figure 14 – Importance of Services in 2019 (Top 10)
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Figure 15 presents the top-two-box ratings for the remainder of the 21 ranked services. Based on the top-box importance ratings,
most city services received high importance ratings, with only a few city services rated as very important by fewer than 50% of
respondents. Those services are responding to code-enforcement inquiries/complaints (49%), providing a variety of recreational
programs (44%), providing animal-control services (39%), providing senior services (36%), and providing information on bicycle safety
and education (26%).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU? (Q23, Q30, & Q34)
Figure 15 – Importance Of Services in 2019 (Rated 11th-21th)
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Figure 16 looks at the importance ratings in comparison with the 2017 responses. The top 10 services for 2019 have been listed along
with their corresponding ranking in the 2017 survey. In looking at this comparison, one can see that in both surveys respondents
indicated that responding to calls for police service and providing fire services are the two most important services provided by the
City, with 93% and 92%, respectively, rating those services as very important.
There was some movement in the rankings compared to 2017. While providing water service, maintaining local streets and roads, and
managing storm-water drainage each moved up in ranking, providing emergency medical services and managing traffic congestion
both moved down in their ranking order.

Figure 16 – Importance of Services, 2019 vs. 2017 Top 10

2017
Rank

2019
Rank

Movement

Responding To Calls For Police Service (93%)

1

1

Same

Providing Fire Services (92%)

2

2

Same

Providing Water Service (91%)

5

3

+2

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance) (89%)

3

4

-1

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads (87%)

6

5

+1

Managing Traffic Congestion (87%)

4

6

-2

Patrolling To Ward Off Criminals (83%)

7

7

Same

Providing Sewer Service (81%)

8

8

Same

Preparing The City For Emergencies (75%)

9

9

Same

Managing Storm-Water Drainage (74%)

11

10

+1

Service (% Very Important)
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Turning to the satisfaction component, Figure 17 sorts the same list of services by order of satisfaction according to the proportion of
respondents who indicated they were very satisfied with the City’s efforts to provide the service.
At the top of the list, respondents were very satisfied with the City’s efforts to provide fire services (80%), followed by responding to
calls for police service (76%), providing ambulance services (76%), providing water service (70%), providing sewer service (68%),
preparing the city for emergencies (63%), maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes and facilities (59%), patrolling to ward off
criminals (56%), enforcing traffic laws (52%), and providing library services (52%). In addition, when the top-two rankings (very and
somewhat satisfied) are combined, over 75% of the respondents indicated they were very or somewhat satisfied with each of these
services.

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES? (Q24, Q31, & Q35)
Figure 17 - Satisfaction With Services in 2019 (Top 10)

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Providing Fire Services

Top-Two Box

80%

7% 88%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

76%

11% 87%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

76%

8% 85%

Providing Water Service

70%

Providing Sewer Service

68%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

63%

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities

59%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To
Ward Off Criminals

56%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

52%

Providing Library Services

52%

89%

19%
18%

86%
83%

20%

89%

30%

86%

30%
27%
24%

79%
76%
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Figure 18 presents the satisfaction ratings for the remainder of the 21 ranked services.
Both providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities (49%) and managing storm-water drainage (48%) dropped to the second tier
on the list of satisfaction.
Based on the top-two-box satisfaction ratings (very or somewhat satisfied), respondents appear to be comparatively less satisfied with
the City’s effort to provide information on bicycle safety and education (39%).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES? (Q24, Q31, & Q35)
Figure 18 – Satisfaction With Services in 2019 (Rated 11th-21th)
Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

49%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

48%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

45%

Providing Animal Control Services

45%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

38%

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

38%

Providing Senior Services

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

33%

22%

Managing Traffic Congestion

19%

83%

67%

33%

32%

21%

23%

27%

20%

77%

38%

34%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

82%

28%

41%

Providing Information On Development

Top-Two Box

32%

19%

74%
70%

59%

56%

59%

39%

36%

55%
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Figure 19 looks at the satisfaction ratings in comparison with the 2017 responses. The top 10 services for 2019 have been listed along
with their corresponding ranking in the 2017 survey.
In looking at this comparison, one can see that in both surveys' respondents were most satisfied with the City’s efforts at providing fire
services, which earned the top rank in both years. In addition, the other services making up the top 5 remained the same as 2017,
including responding to calls for police service, providing ambulance services, providing water service, and providing sewer service.

Enforcing traffic laws and providing library services moved from rankings below the top 10 in 2017, filling out this years top 10.

Figure 19 – Satisfaction with Services, 2019 vs. 2017 Top 10

2017
Rank

2019
Rank

Movement

Providing Fire Services (80%)

1

1

Same

Responding To Calls For Police Service (76%)

2

2

Same

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance) (76%)

3

3

Same

Providing Water Service (70%)

4

4

Same

Providing Sewer Service (68%)

5

5

Same

Preparing The City For Emergencies (63%)

7

6

+1

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities (59%)

6

7

-1

Patrol To Ward Off Criminals (56%)

9

8

+1

Enforcing Traffic Laws (52%)

13

9

+4

Providing Library Services (52%)

11

10

+1

Service (% Very Satisfied)
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Figure 20 shows one final look at satisfaction ratings as compared to 2017. For both 2017 and 2019, we analyzed each service by first
tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied rating. Then we calculated the difference
between those composites to determine which services had gained or conversely lost ground in satisfaction from 2017 to 2019.
Figure 14 shows those services that significantly gained or lost percentage points in their satisfaction score.
In 2019, 5 out of 21 services rated had satisfaction ratings that increased significantly. On the other hand, only 1 out of the 21 services
had a significant loss compared to 2017. The greatest percentage-point increase was for managing traffic congestion (+9 points).
Responding to code-enforcement inquiries (-7 points) had the largest loss in satisfaction.

Figure 20 – Statistically Significant Top-2-Box Service Satisfaction Changes from 2017 to 2019

Managing Traffic Congestion

9%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

7%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

6%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To Ward Off
Criminals

6%

5%

Providing Animal-Control Services

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

-7%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084) – 2017 (1096)
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SERVICE IMPORTANCE VS. SERVICE SATISFACTION: GAP ISSUES
With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we can examine the relationship between these two dimensions. We can then identify service areas where the City has
the greatest opportunities to improve resident satisfaction and identify services for which the City is meeting, and even exceeding,
most the residents’ needs.
Figure 21 presents each of the 21 services, along with the difference between the percentage of respondents who rated a service as
very or somewhat important compared to the percentage who indicated they were very or somewhat satisfied with the service. It
can be concluded that for those services where the gap is larger, the City is not currently meeting residents’ needs for those services.
We refer to these services as the City’s “gap issues.”
The management philosophy is that, all other things being equal, the City should focus on improving services that have the highest
percentage-point gap in Figure 21. The City has established that any service with a 25-point (or greater) gap will be prioritized for
service improvement. Thus, managing traffic congestion is the top priority, followed by providing pedestrian pathways.
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Figure 21 – Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap), Sorted by Service-Area Groups
Defined in 2019 Survey
17%

Providing Animal-Control Services

14%

Preparing The City For Emergencies
Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

12%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And Businesses To Ward Off
Criminals

12%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

11%

Providing Fire Services

11%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

11%
43%

Managing Traffic Congestion

32%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

19%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

17%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

16%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads
Providing Water Service
Providing Sewer Service

9%
7%
27%

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

19%

Providing Information On Development

15%

Providing Senior Services
Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities
Providing Library Services
Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs
Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes, And Facilities

11%
10%
9%
8%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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So how does this compare to 2017? Figure 22 provides a comparison of the percentage-point gap between 2017 and 2019, with
services sorted by service-area groups that were defined in the 2019 survey. This allows a quick, at-a-glance view at how the 2019
gaps compare with those from 2017. In general, smaller gaps between importance and satisfaction ratings indicate better
performance and service delivery, while larger gaps indicate more room to improve. Also, smaller gap differences between 2017 and
2019 demonstrate similar changes, while larger gap differences between 2017 and 2019 demonstrate larger changes.
Instances where a “yellow star” is present and the dark green bar (2017) exceeds the gold bar (2019) means that the gap for that
service has significantly decreased between 2017 and 2019, and that the City is better meeting residents’ needs for those services.
As illustrated in Figure 22, 6 out of the 21 areas show a significant decrease in the gap, which means that the City has improved at
meeting residents’ needs for those services, compared to 2017. However, there are 4 City services for which the gap has increased
compared to 2017: providing information on bicycle safety and education, responding to code-enforcement inquiries, providing parks
and recreation facilities, and providing library services. Figure 22 provides a closer look at these gap differences.

@
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Figure 22 – Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap), 2017 vs. 2019
21%

Provide Animal Control Services

17%
20%

Prepare The City For Emergencies

14%
19%

Patrol To Ward Off Criminals

12%
17%

Enforce Traffic Laws

11%
16%

Provide Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

12%
13%

Respond To Calls For Police Service

11%
10%

Provide Fire Services

11%
53%

Manage Traffic Congestion

43%
32%

Provide Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

32%
18%

Maintain Local Streets And Roads

16%
15%

Provide Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

19%
15%

Manage Storm-Water Drainage

17%
7%

Provide Water Service
Provide Sewer Service

9%
5%
7%
19%

Provide Code-Enforcement Services

27%
17%

Provide Information On Development

15%
8%

Provide A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities

11%
8%

Provide A Variety Of Recreation Programs

Maintain Appearance Of Parks/Landscapes/Facilities

2019

14%

Provide Senior Services

Provide Library Services

2017

19%

9%
6%
10%
6%
8%

Indicates significant decrease at
95% confidence level when 2019
results are compared with 2017.
Indicates significant increase at
95% confidence level when 2019
results are compared with 2017.

Base: Total Respondents 2017 (1096) - 2019 (1084)
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Figure 23 provides another look at a comparison between the 2017 and 2019 gap percentages. Services with a significant decrease
from 2017 include manage traffic congestion (-10 points), patrol to ward off criminals (-7 points), enforce traffic laws (-6 points),
prepare the city for emergencies (-6 points), provide emergency medical services (ambulance) (-4 points), and provide animalcontrol services (-4 points). This means that for these services, the City has done a better job of meeting service expectations since
2017.
It is also notable that 4 issues had significant gap increases since 2017, including providing a variety of parks and recreation
facilities (3 points), providing information on bicycle safety and education (4 points), providing library services (4 points) and
responding to code-enforcement inquiries (8 points).
Overall, the City’s efforts to address gap issues have had a positive impact. The issue with the biggest gap in 2017, managing
traffic congestion, saw the biggest decrease in 2019.
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Figure 23 – Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction, Difference in Gap from 2017 to 2019
Decrease in gap: Meeting service-level expectation better than in 2017
Increase in gap: Not meeting service-level expectation as well as in 2017

Manage Traffic Congestion
Patrol To Ward Off Criminals

-10% X
-7% X

Enforce Traffic Laws

-6% X

Prepare The City For Emergencies

-6% X

Provide Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

-4% X

Provide Animal Control Services

-4% X

Respond To Calls For Police Service

-2%

Maintain Local Streets And Roads

-2%
0%

Provide Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails
Provide Senior Services

1%

Provide Fire Services

1%

Provide A Variety Of Recreation Programs

1%

Provide Water Service

2%

Provide Information On Development

2%

Provide Sewer Service

2%

Maintain Appearance Of Parks/Landscapes/Facilities

2%

Manage Storm-Water Drainage

2%
3% X

Provide A Variety Of Parks And Recreation Facilities
Provide Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

4% X

Provide Library Services

4% X
8% X

Responding To Code-Enforcement Inquiries/Complaints

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level
Base: Total Respondents 2017 (1096) / 2019 (1084)
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While gap analyses (see Figures 21, 22 & 23) indicate only a few concerning services with top gap issues (such as managing traffic
congestion, providing pedestrian pathways, sidewalks, and trails, and responding to code-enforcement inquiries), Figure 18
demonstrates service areas that have comparatively higher dissatisfaction among Southlake residents.
Not surprisingly, in looking further at the services in the top gap-issues list for 2019 (see Figure 24), two of them appear on the top in
dissatisfaction ratings. Those services are manage traffic congestion (32% very or somewhat dissatisfied), and provide pedestrian
pathways, sidewalks and trails (26% bottom-two box). Consistent with 2017, managing traffic congestion is included in the list of
services that appear on the top ten importance listing (see Figure 14) as well as on the top services receiving high dissatisfaction
ratings. The City may want to continue to focus future efforts on improving this particular service.

Figure 24 – Service Satisfaction, Ranked by Bottom-Two-Box %
(Respondents Indicating Somewhat or Very Dissatisfied)

Very Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Manage Traffic Congestion

9%

Provide Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

8%

23%

18%

Bottom-Two Box

32%

26%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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Residents were also asked to indicate if, overall, they were satisfied or dissatisfied with the job the City of Southlake is doing to
provide services. As shown in Figure 25, nearly 9 out of 10 residents indicated they were at least somewhat satisfied with the City’s
efforts to provide services. Eight percent (8%) were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, and a small portion of residents indicated they
were somewhat dissatisfied (3%). Only 1% of respondents reported being very dissatisfied.

OVERALL, HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE SERVICES?
(Q11)
Figure 25 – Overall Service Satisfaction

Very Satisfied

55%

Very Dissatisfied

2019

1%
3%
Somewhat Dissatisfied

8%
Neither Satisfied
Nor Dissatisfied

33%

Somewhat Satisfied

Base: 2019 Total Respondents (1084)
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Figure 26 provides a comparison between 2017 and 2019 for overall service ratings and shows that while there has been some very
small movement across the categories, overall satisfaction has remained consistent. Just as in 2017, 88% of residents indicate they are
at least somewhat satisfied with services in 2019.

Figure 26 – Overall Service Satisfaction, 2017 vs. 2019

2017

56%

2019

55%

32%

33%

7%

8%
4%

Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither Satisfied
Nor Dissatisfied

3%

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

1%

1%

Very
Dissatisfied

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level
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Figure 27 – Overall Service Satisfaction by Age and Years in Southlake

Very Satisfied

36%

Somewhat Satisfied

27%

34%

37%

36%

D

D

53%

50%

52%

61%

57%

BC

<40 (A)

40-49 (B)

50-59 (C)

60+ (D)

29%

44%

41%
H

H

47%

57%

F

46%

<4 (E)

4-<7 (F)

7-<10 (G)

10 + (H)

AGE

FG

YEARS IN SOUTHLAKE

Figure 28 - Overall Service Satisfaction by Annual Income

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

31%

32%

33%

34%

58%

56%

53%

61%

$150K- <$200K (J)

$200K- <$300K (K)

$300K Or More (L)

49%

M

M

Under $150K (I)

35%

Prefer Not
To Answer (M)

INCOME
RESPONDENT BASES
AGE

YEARS IN SOUTHLAKE

INCOME

<40

40-49

50-59

60+

<4

4-<7

7-<10

10 +

Under
$150K

$150K<$200K

$200K<$300K

$300K+

No
Answer

95

293

323

373

167

159

103

655

117

104

158
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405

Uppercase Letters (A-M) indicate significant difference between subgroups at 95% confidence level.
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Figure 29 shows the tools that respondents use most to receive community news. Word of mouth (48%) and the City’s websites,
MySoutlakeNews.com (47%) and CityofSouthlake.com (46%), are the common ways residents gather community news. On the other
end of the spectrum, only 1% access news from the City’s cable channel.
Further, most respondents agree (completely or somewhat) that the City’s website is the first place they look for City information
(67%) and that they can easily find the information they need on Cityofsouthlake.com (63%)

WHICH TOOL DO YOU USE MOST OFTEN TO RECEIVE CITY INFORMATION/NEWS?(Q42)
Figure 29 – Communication Tools Used
Word of mouth

48%

MySouthlakeNews.com

47%

CityofSouthlake.com

46%

Next Door

41%

City-sponsored social media

41%

City email newsletter

27%

Local newspaper

21%

Neighborhood organization

19%

Non-city-sponsored social media…

18%

Other email or newsletter

12%

Elected officials

12%

ExperienceSouthlakeTexas.com

8%

City cable channel 1%
Other

8%

PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT THE CITY WEBSITE,
CITYOFSOUTHLAKE.COM. (Q65)
Figure 30 – City Website Agreement
Agree Completely

Cityofsouthlake.com (City Website) Is The First Place I Look For City
Information

I Can Find The Information I Need Easily On Cityofsouthlake.com

Agree Somewhat

33%

20%

Top-Two Box

34%

43%

67%

63%

Base: 2019 Continued Providing Feedback (830)
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Respondents were asked to identify the types of information that they are most interested in learning about through the City’s
communication tools. Nearly two-thirds indicated they are interested in learning about community events and festivals (64%),
breaking news (64%), and development (63%).
On the other hand, only about 1 in 4 are interested in information about nature programs (26%) and city meetings (26%).

WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN? (Q41)
Figure 31 – Communication, Information Types
Community Events and Festivals

64%

Breaking News

64%
63%

Development

60%

Roadway Construction

53%

Public Safety/Health

50%

City Council Actions
The Marq

36%

Recreational Opportunities

36%
31%

Volunteer Opportunities
Nature Programs

26%

City Meetings

26%

Other

5%
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
Customer service is at the forefront of everything the City does. Its importance is stressed throughout the City and is reflected in the
City’s mission, corporate values, and strategic-management system. As such, a number of questions in the 2019 survey were devoted
to assessing how well the City is meeting its customer service goals.

In 2013, we removed the baseline question and derived the number with contact as those who selected at least one department they
had contact with. This same method was used in 2017 and again in 2019. As shown in Figure 32, 78% indicated they had contacted a
City employee.

WHAT WAS THE REASON YOU MOST RECENTLY CONTACTED THE CITY? (Q12)
Figure 32 – Contact With Employee

Yes (Net):
Contacted A City Employee In
Any City Department

78%

22%
No (Net):
Have Not Contacted A
City Employee In Any
City Department

Base: 2019 Total Respondents (1084)
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Of those respondents who indicated they’d had contact with a City employee, Figure 33 reflects those reasons they made contact.
Questions about membership or programs at Champions Club at The Marq (13%) was the most common reason mentioned by nearly
two times as many respondents as the next-most-frequent reason, questions for the library. Public works and trash and recycling were
contacted nearly as often as the library. Finding out how to contact City Council received the least amount of mentions.

WHAT WAS THE REASON YOU MOST RECENTLY CONTACTED THE CITY? (Q12)
Figure 33 – Department Contacted

Question About Membership/Programs At Champions Club

13%

Questions For The Library

7%

Request Or Question For Public Works Department

6%

Question About Trash And Recycling

6%

Question About My Water Bill

5%

Request Or Need For Police Department

5%

Report A Code Enforcement Issue

4%

Question For The Planning Department

3%

Question Or Request For Animal Control

3%

Schedule Building Services Or Inspections

3%

Question About Rentals/Events At Legends Hall

3%

Ask About Recreation Programs

2%

Request Or Need For Emergency Medical Services/Ambulance

2%

Question About Becoming A City Volunteer

2%

Question About Membership Or Programs At The Senior Center

2%

Request Or Need For Fire Department 1%
Pay A Ticket 1%
Questions About Bob Jones Nature Center 1%
Questions For The Tennis Center
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1%
<1%
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The survey next asked respondents to think about their contact with the department indicated in Q12 and rate their customer service
experience with that department’s employee(s).
Figure 34 shows that, overall, residents have positive experiences when dealing with City employees, with as many as one-half of
respondents agreeing completely. My request was directed to the correct department received the highest rating with 74% of
respondents agreeing. Two-thirds or more of respondents agreed completely that the employee represented the City in a positive
manner (69%), and the employee listened to me and was warm and sincere (66%).

PLEASE RATE YOUR AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT YOUR CONTACT WITH THE CITY
EMPLOYEE FROM [DEPARTMENT]. (Q13)
Figure 34 – Customer Service Experience

Agree Completely

Agree Somewhat

Neither Agree Nor Disagree

Disagree Somewhat

My Request Was Directed To The Correct Department

74%

The Employee Represented The City In A Positive Manner

66%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate Questions To
Understand My Issue

65%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For The Quality Of The
Work

17%

16%

55%

14%

48%

44%

21%

15%

9%

3% 4%

5% 5%

4%

12%

16%

17%

15%

3% 4%

13%

19%

7%

3%

9%

10%

17%

57%

If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially Available, He Or She
Returned My Call Within A Reasonable Amount Of Time

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed About My Issue

14%

62%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My Issue And Anticipated My
Needs

7% 3%

13%

69%

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm And Sincere

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

Disagree Completely

6%

6%

7%

5%

6%

10%

7%

19%
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Figure 35 shows a comparison of customer service experience ratings from 2017 to 2019. Across the areas rated, there are no
significant changes from 2017 to 2019. Although there were no statistically significant changes, there was a directional decline is
agreement with the statement if the correct employee was not initially available, he or she returned my call within a reasonable
amount of time.

PLEASE RATE YOUR AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT YOUR CONTACT WITH THE CITY
EMPLOYEES. (Q13)
Figure 35 – Customer Service Experience Changes from 2017 to 2019
2017

2019

Top-Two Box
(Agree Completely/ Somewhat Ratings)

88%
88%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct Department
The Employee Represented The City In A Positive
Manner

83%
84%

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm And
Sincere

83%
83%
82%
81%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate
Questions To Understand My Issue

76%
79%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For The
Quality Of The Work

77%
77%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My Issue And
Anticipated My Needs

71%
69%

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

73%
69%

If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially Available, He
Or She Returned My Call Within A Reasonable Amount…

59%
59%

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed About
My Issue

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level
Base: 2017 Total Respondents, Excluding “Do Not Apply” (Varies, Ranging From 249-536);
2019 Total Respondents, Excluding “Do Not Apply” (Varies, Ranging From 362-735)
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As noted previously, the most contacted departments include the Champions Club, library, public works, and trash and recycling.
Figures 36 through 39 show customer service ratings for each of these departments. Customer service with Champions Club
employees has room for improvement as several performance attributes received top-two-box agreement ratings (agree completely
or somewhat) below 80%. Library employees recently contacted received high top-two-box ratings in their client service performance.
However, customer service for all departments could improve on the City followed up to ensure the issues were addressed.

Top-Two-Box Ratings
(Agree Completely Or
Somewhat)

Champions Club

The Employee Listened To Me And Was
Warm And Sincere

Library

96%

86%

The Employee Represented The City In A
Positive Manner

83%

97%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct
Department

82%

98%

The Employee Asked Adequate And
Appropriate Questions To Understand My
Issue
The Employee(s) Showed Pride And
Concern For The Quality Of The Work

74%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About
My Issue And Anticipated My Needs

74%

If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially
Available, He Or She Returned My Call
Within A Reasonable Amount Of Time

! Caution:

Small base

97%

89%

85%

68%

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was
Informed About My Issue

99%

77%

90%

67%

59%
Base: Total Respondents
Contacting Champions Club
(140)

Figure 36
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85%
Base: Total Respondents
Contacting Library
(74!)
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Although all these departments generally received high top-two-box ratings in their client service performance, some of the
departments appear to have room for improvement in service areas rated below 80%.

Top-Two-Box Ratings
(Agree Completely Or
Somewhat)

Public Works

Trash & Recycling

The Employee Listened To Me And Was
Warm And Sincere

78%

81%

The Employee Represented The City In A
Positive Manner

79%

81%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct
Department

84%

87%

The Employee Asked Adequate And
Appropriate Questions To Understand My
Issue

72%

78%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And
Concern For The Quality Of The Work

71%

77%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About
My Issue And Anticipated My Needs
If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially
Available, He Or She Returned My Call
Within A Reasonable Amount Of Time

63%

61%

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

66%

61%

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was
Informed About My Issue

! Caution: Small base

78%

80%

45%

56%
Base: Total Respondents
Contacting Public Works
(68!)

Figure 38
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Respondents who indicated a contact with the Police Department were asked their opinions about the officer’s professionalism.
Figure 40 shows that 89% of respondents indicated that they felt the officer was very or somewhat professional. 7% indicated that the
officer was neither professional nor unprofessional, and merely 4% indicated that the officer was very unprofessional.

YOU MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY THAT YOU HAVE CONTACTED AN EMPLOYEE IN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT.
DID YOU CONTACT THEM TO REPORT AN INCIDENT/CRIME? (Q15)
Figure 40 – Contact With Police Department To Report A Crime

Yes
50%

No
50%

Base: 2019 Contacted Police Department Most Recently (54!)

WOULD YOU SAY THE OFFICER WAS VERY PROFESSIONAL, SOMEWHAT PROFESSIONAL, NEITHER
PROFESSIONAL NOR UNPROFESSIONAL, SOMEWHAT UNPROFESSIONAL, OR VERY UNPROFESSIONAL? (Q17)
Figure 41 – Police Officer’s Professionalism

85%
! Caution: Small base

4%
Very
Professional

Somewhat
Professional

7%
Neither Professional
Nor Unprofessional
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Somewhat
Unprofessional

0%
Very
Unprofessional

Base: 2019 Respondents
Who Contacted The Police
Department To Report A
Crime (27!)
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SAFETY & SECURITY
The next question looks at the City’s performance as it relates to a specific safety and security customer-level objective found on the
City’s Strategy Map (to read more about the Strategic Management System and Strategy Map, check the reference on page 12).
Figure 42 shows respondents’ assessment of the City’s performance at achieving the highest standards in safety and security. More
than 8 out of 10 respondents ranked the City’s performance in this area as excellent (50%) or very good (35%), followed by good
(13%), and fair (2%). Few (1%) rated the City’s performance as poor in this area.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: ACHIEVING THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS IN SAFETY AND SECURITY? (Q10)
Figure 42 – City Performance: Safety And Security Customer-Level Objective

Poor
Excellent

1%
2%

Fair

50%

13%
Good

2019

35%
Very Good
Base: 2019 Total Respondents (1084)

Figure 43 – City Performance: Safety And Security Customer-Level Objective, 2017 vs. 2019
2017

43%

2019

50% X
36%

35%
16%

13% X
4%

Excellent

Very Good

Good

2% X

1%

Fair

1%
Poor

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level
Base: Total Respondents 2017 (1096) – 2019 (1084)
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SAFETY & SECURITY
The next question assessed respondents’ perception of serious crime. As shown in Figure 44, half of respondents (53%) feel serious
crime has remained the same. Three in 10 respondents (30%) indicate serious crime in Southlake has increased slightly, and only 6%
feel it has increased significantly.

WHAT IS YOUR PERCEPTION OF SERIOUS CRIME IN SOUTHLAKE? (Q26)
Figure 44 – Perception Of Serious Crime In Southlake

Increased Significantly
Decreased Significantly

Decreased Slightly
8%

2%

Increased Slightly
6%

30%

2019

53%

Remained The Same

Base: Continuing Providing Feedback 2019 (830)
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SAFETY & SECURITY
Furthermore, Figures 45 and 46 show how perceptions of serious crime vary by age of the respondent, years of residence, and annual
income.
Generally, as age of the respondent increases so does the perception that crime has increased. A similar pattern is exhibited based
on an increase in years the respondent has lived in Southlake.

Figure 45 – Perception of Serious Crime in Southlake by Age and Years in Southlake
Significantly increased
3%
4%

69%
BCD

Increased slightly

Remained the same

1%
9% A

2%
8%

3% B

55%

49%

52%

Decreased slightly

1%
5%

8%

Significantly decreased

2%

3% E
8%

1%
4%

13%
EGH

49%

50%

49%

76%
FGH

31% A

29% A

18%
6%

<40 (A)

6%

9% D

40-49 (B)

50-59 (C)

30% E

33% A

37% E

32% E

7% E

4%

15%
3%

6%

8%

60+ (D)

<4 (E)

4-<7 (F)

7-<10 (G)

AGE

10 + (H)

YEARS IN SOUTHLAKE

Figure 46 – Perception of Serious Crime in Southlake by Annual Income
Significantly increased
2%
5%
52%

35%
6%

Under $150K (I)

Increased slightly

Remained the same

Decreased slightly

5%
6%

2%
8%

2%
11% IJ

58%

57%

55%

27%

27%

29%

5%

$150K- <$200K (J)

6%

$200K- <$300K (K)

Significantly decreased
3%
7%
50%

31%
9% JL

4%

$300K Or More (L)

Prefer Not
To Answer (M)

INCOME
Uppercase Letter (A-M) indicates significant difference between sub-groups at 95% confidence level.
Base: See table on Figure 22.
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SAFETY & SECURITY
The next three questions were designed to measure how safe respondents feel in Southlake, such as when they are walking alone in
their neighborhood, visiting Southlake’s public parks, and visiting various stores or shops in Southlake.
As shown in Figure 47, residents’ feelings of safety varied little depending on the venue. Virtually all residents stated that they feel at
least somewhat safe in each of the places, with nearly half feeling extremely safe when walking alone in neighborhoods and when
visiting various stores or shops. However, it’s worth noting that only about one-third (34%) report feeling extremely safe when visiting
Southlake’s public parks.

OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL WALKING ALONE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD? (Q27)
OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING SOUTHLAKE’S PUBLIC PARKS? (Q28)
OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING VARIOUS STORES OR SHOPS IN SOUTHLAKE? (Q29)
Figure 47 – Perception of Personal Safety

Extremely Safe
11%

Very Safe

Somewhat Safe

16%

9%

44%

42%
49%

46%

46%
34%

Walking Alone In Neighborhood

Visiting Southlake's Public Parks

Visiting Various Stores Or Shops
In Southlake

Base: Continuing Providing Feedback 2019 (830)
The next series of questions deal with safety and security-related services from both an importance and a satisfaction perspective.
Beginning with importance, we asked respondents to rate services on a five-point scale of very important, somewhat important,
neither important nor unimportant, somewhat unimportant, and not important at all.
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Figure 48 shows the safety and security-related services and their top-two box ratings (very or somewhat important). Among the
services rated, responding to calls for police service (98%), providing fire services (99%) and providing ambulance services (97%) were
all rated as at least somewhat important to nearly all respondents. These were followed by patrolling to ward off criminals (98%),
preparing the City for emergencies (96%), enforcing traffic laws (90%), and providing animal control services (84%).
In addition, when compared with importance rankings for all city services, five of these land in the top-10-ranked services: responding
to calls for police service, providing fire services, providing ambulance services, patrolling to ward off criminals, and preparing the City
for emergencies (see Figure 14).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS; PATROL
NEIGHBORHOODS, BUILDINGS, AND BUSINESSES TO WARD OFF CRIMINALS; RESPOND TO CALLS FOR POLICE
SERVICE; PREPARE THE CITY FOR EMERGENCIES; PROVIDE ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICES; PROVIDE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (AMBULANCE); AND PROVIDE FIRE SERVICES? (Q23)
Figure 48 - Importance of Safety and Security Services

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Top-Two Box

Responding To Calls For Police Service

93%

5% 98%

Providing Fire Services

92%

6%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

89%

Patrolling To Ward Off Criminals

Enforcing Traffic Laws

Providing Animal Control Services

8% 97%

14% 98%

84%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

75%

96%

21%

56%

39%

99%

34%

46%

90%

84%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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Figure 49 shows one final look at safety and security-related, service-importance ratings as compared to 2017. It shows that for all
services, importance ratings are comparable to or better than the ratings in 2017. Two services increased significantly from 2017:
providing fire services and providing animal control services.

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS; PATROL
NEIGHBORHOODS, BUILDINGS, AND BUSINESSES TO WARD OFF CRIMINALS; RESPOND TO CALLS FOR POLICE
SERVICE; PREPARE THE CITY FOR EMERGENCIES; PROVIDE ANIMAL-CONTROL SERVICES; PROVIDE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (AMBULANCE); AND PROVIDE FIRE SERVICES? (Q23)
Figure 49 - Safety and Security-Related Service Importance Changes from 2017 to 2019

2017
X

98% 99%

98% 98%

98% 97%

2019

99% 98%

96% 96%
X

90% 90%

83% 84%

Provide fire
services

Respond to calls
for police service

Provide
ambulance
services

Patrol to ward off
criminals

Prepare the city
for emergencies

Enforce traffic
laws

Provide animal
control services

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2017 (1096) / 2019 (1084)
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Safety and security service importance is just one aspect of service delivery; another aspect is service satisfaction. Respondents were
next asked to rate, on a five-point scale from very satisfied to very unsatisfied, their satisfaction with the same seven safety and
security-related services ranked in the previous figure.
Figure 50 shows that, overall, respondents are satisfied with the City’s performance for each of these services, with a majority of
respondents indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating. Respondents are most satisfied with the provision of fire services (80%
very satisfied), followed by response to calls for police service (76%) and providing ambulance services (76%). Of the services,
respondents are least satisfied with providing animal-control services (45%).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES: ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS; PATROL NEIGHBORHOODS, BUILDINGS, AND BUSINESSES TO WARD OFF
CRIMINALS; RESPOND TO CALLS FOR POLICE SERVICE; PREPARE THE CITY FOR EMERGENCIES; PROVIDE
ANIMAL CONTROL SERVICES; PROVIDE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (AMBULANCE); AND PROVIDE FIRE
SERVICES? (Q24)
Figure 50 - Satisfaction With Safety and Security Services

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Providing Fire Services

Top-Two Box

80%

7%

88%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

76%

11%

87%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

76%

8%

85%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

Patrol To Ward Off Criminals

Enforcing Traffic Laws

Providing Animal Control Services

63%

20%

56%

52%

45%

30%

86%

27%

22%

83%

79%

67%

Base: Respondents Who Rated 2019 (varies)
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Figure 51 shows one final look at safety and security-related, service-satisfaction ratings as compared to 2017. For both 2017 and
2019, we analyzed each service by first tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied
rating. Then, we calculated the difference between those composites to determine which services had gained or lost ground in
satisfaction from 2017 to 2019.
This figure shows that satisfaction for all services has increased somewhat since 2017, with preparing the City for emergencies (+7
points), enforcing traffic laws (+6 points), patrolling to ward of criminals (+6 points), and providing animal-control services (+5 points)
increasing significantly. Providing ambulance services (+3 points), responding to calls for police service (+2 points) and providing fire
services (+1 point, approximately) saw small, but not significant, positive changes.

Figure 51 - Safety and Security-Related Service Satisfaction Changes from 2017 to 2019

Prepare the City for emergencies

7% x

Enforce traffic laws

6% x

Patrol to ward off criminals

6% x
5% x

Provide animal control services

3%

Provide ambulance services

2%

Respond to calls for police service

Provide fire services

<1%

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level
Base: Total Respondents 2017 (Varies) / 2019 (Varies)
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With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents, as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we can examine the relationship between these two dimensions and identify service areas where the City has the greatest
opportunities to improve resident satisfaction. We can then identify services for which the City is meeting, and even exceeding, the
majority of the residents’ needs.
Figure 52 presents the difference between the percentage of respondents who rated a service as very or somewhat important, and
the percentage who indicated they were very or somewhat satisfied with the service. The City has established that any service with a
25% or higher gap will be prioritized for service improvement. While all of the listed services fall below this gap, providing animalcontrol services has the largest gap and may be an area to focus on for improvement.

Figure 52 - Safety and Security-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap)

17%

Provide Animal Control Services

14%

Prepare The City For Emergencies

Provide Emergency Medical Services
(Ambulance)

12%

Patrol To Ward Off Criminals

12%

Respond To Calls For Police Service

11%

Provide Fire Services

11%

Enforce Traffic Laws

11%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084); Bases vary for each attribute
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Figure 53 provides the change in gap from 2017 to 2019 and shows that 3 of the 7 gaps relating to safety and security service have
decreased significantly, meaning they are meeting the service level expectation better than in 2017. The only rating to increase (not
significantly) from 2017 is providing fire services.
Note: See Figure 16 for more detailed top-two-box gaps for each of these services.

Figure 53 - Safety and Security-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction,
Difference in Gap from 2017 to 2019

Decrease in gap: Meeting service-level expectation better than in 2017
Increase in gap: Not meeting service-level expectation as well as in 2017

Patrol To Ward Off Criminals

Enforce Traffic Laws

X

-7% x

X

-6% x

X
Prepare The City For Emergencies

-6% x

Provide Animal Control Services

-4%

Provide Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

-4%
-2%

Respond To Calls For Police Service

1%

Provide Fire Services

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2017 (1096) – 2019 (1084)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
In Southlake, Mobility (as one of the City’s strategic focus areas) is defined as: “The efficient movement of pedestrians and vehicles
from place to place within Southlake through means such as roads, sidewalks, and trails.” Infrastructure, also a strategic focus area, is
defined as: “Capital assets that provide city services within Southlake such as parks, buildings, water, sewer, drainage systems,
sidewalks, and roadway systems.”
In the 2019 survey, questions were included to assess performance in these areas both on a broad, strategic level as well as in specific
areas, such as traffic circulation, water and sewer service, pathways, and drainage. In Q10, respondents were asked one of the broadview questions related to assessing the City’s performance at providing travel convenience within the City, which is one of the City’s
strategic corporate objectives found on the City’s Strategy Map. Figure 54 shows that in this area, results are mixed, with 37% of the
respondents indicating a fair or poor rating, 33% indicating excellent or very good, and 30% indicating good.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROVIDING TRAVEL
CONVENIENCE WITHIN THE CITY? (Q10)
Figure 54 - City Performance: Mobility and Infrastructure
Customer-Level Objective

Excellent
Poor
13%

10%

Very Good
23%
24%

2019

Fair

30%

Good
Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Figure 55 shows the 2019 results as compared with those from 2017.
Respondents’ overall assessment of the City’s performance in this area has improved. Ratings of both very good and excellent have
increased significantly compared to 2017.

Figure 55 - City Performance: Mobility and Infrastructure
Customer-Level Objective, 2017 vs. 2019

2017

2019

33%
30%
26%
24%

X
23%

17%

17%
X
13%

X
10%
6%

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

X Indicates significant difference between 2017 and 2019 at 95% confidence level

Base: Total Respondents 2017 (1096) / 2019 (1084)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
The next series of questions relate to mobility and infrastructure-related services from both an importance and a satisfaction
perspective. Beginning with importance, we asked respondents to rate services on a five-point scale of very important, somewhat
important, neither important nor unimportant, somewhat unimportant, and not important at all.
Figure 56 shows the mobility and infrastructure-related services and their ratings. Overall, at least 9 out of 10 respondents indicated
that nearly all services were very or somewhat important, with providing water service (99%), maintaining local streets and roads
(99%), and managing traffic congestion being ranked the highest in importance. Providing information on bicycle safety and education
(58% very or somewhat important) is not nearly as important as the other services are. When compared with importance rankings for
all city services, five of these land in the top ten ranked services: providing water service, maintaining local streets and roads,
managing traffic congestion, providing sewer service, and managing storm-water drainage (see Figure 8).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: PROVIDE WATER SERVICE, MANAGE TRAFFIC
CONGESTION, MAINTAIN LOCAL STREETS AND ROADS, PROVIDE SEWER SERVICES, MANAGE STORM-WATER
DRAINAGE, PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS, AND PROVIDE INFORMATION ON BICYCLE SAFETY AND
EDUCATION? (Q30)
Figure 56 - Importance of Mobility and Infrastructure Services

Very Important

Top-Two Box

Somewhat Important

Providing Water Service

91%

8% 99%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

87%

12% 99%

Managing Traffic Congestion

87%

11% 99%

Providing Sewer Service

81%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

74%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

11% 93%

20%

67%

26%

32%

24%

94%

91%

58%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Figure 57 shows one final look at mobility and infrastructure-related, service-importance ratings as compared to 2017. Nearly all of
the 2019 mobility and infrastructure-related service importance ratings are comparable to those in 2017. Only providing information
on bicycle safety and education has seen a significant change, an increase, since 2017.

Figure 57 - Mobility and Infrastructure-Related Service Importance, 2017 vs. 2019

2017

99%

99%

99%

99%

98%

2019

99%
92%

94%

92%

91%

91%

93%

X 58%
53%

Maintain Local
Streets And Roads

Manage Traffic
Congestion

Provide Water
Service

Manage Storm
Water Drainage

Provide Pedestrian
Pathways

Provide Sewer
Service

Provide
Information On
Bicycle Safety And
Education

Base: Total Respondents 2017 (1096) / 2019 (1084)

X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2017 at 95% confidence level
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Service importance is just one aspect of service delivery. Another is service satisfaction. Respondents were next asked to rate (on a
five-point scale of very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, neither satisfied nor unsatisfied, somewhat unsatisfied, and very unsatisfied)
their satisfaction with the same seven mobility and infrastructure-related services ranked in the previous figure.
Figure 58 shows that 9 out of 10 respondents indicated a very or somewhat satisfied rating for providing water service (89%), followed
by providing sewer service (86%), managing storm water drainage (77%), and maintaining local streets and roads (83%). On the other
hand, for mobility and infrastructure-related services, managing traffic congestion (55%) and providing information on bicycle safety
and education (39%) received the lowest ratings.
In addition, when compared with the satisfaction rankings for all city services, two of these are among the top-ten ranked services:
providing water service and providing sewer service (see Figure 13).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES: PROVIDE WATER SERVICE, MANAGE TRAFFIC CONGESTION, MAINTAIN LOCAL STREETS AND
ROADS, PROVIDE SEWER SERVICES, MANAGE STORM WATER DRAINAGE, PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS,
AND PROVIDE INFO ON BICYCLE SAFETY? (Q31)
Figure 58 - Satisfaction With Mobility and Infrastructure Services
Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Provide Water Service

70%

Provide Sewer Service

68%

19%

18%

Manage Storm Water Drainage

48%

28%

Maintain Local Streets And Roads

45%

38%

Provide Pedestrian Pathways

27%

Provide Information On Bicycle Safety And Education

20%

Manage Traffic Congestion

19%

32%

19%

Top-Two Box

89%

86%

77%

83%

59%

39%

36%

55%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (varies)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Figure 59 shows one final look at mobility and infrastructure-related service satisfaction ratings as compared to 2017. For both 2017
and 2019, we analyzed each service by first tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied
rating. Then we calculated the difference between those composites to determine which services had gained or, conversely, lost
ground in satisfaction from 2017 to 2019.
This figure shows that satisfaction with managing traffic congestion has increased significantly, while satisfaction with managing
storm-water drainage has decreased significantly. The rest of the services remained stable.

Figure 59 - Mobility and Infrastructure Service Satisfaction Changes from 2017 to 2019
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents, as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we are able to examine the relationship between these two dimensions and identify service areas where the City has the
greatest opportunities to improve resident satisfaction.
Figure 60 presents the difference between the percentage of respondents who rated a service as very or somewhat important,
compared to the percentage who indicated they were very or somewhat satisfied with the service. The City has established that any
service with a 25% or higher gap will be prioritized for service improvement; therefore, improving service delivery related to
managing traffic congestion (43% gap between importance and satisfaction ratings) and providing pedestrian pathways (32%) should
be the top services of focus for the City going forward.

Figure 60 - Mobility and Infrastructure-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap)
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Figure 61 provides the gap changes from 2017 to 2019 and shows that the gaps for one service has significantly decreased, suggesting
that outreach and community education seems to be working in a positive direction.
As noted previously, when considering perceived importance and current satisfaction levels, managing traffic congestion in Southlake
was found to be the top priority among residents. While the gap is still large, it is noteworthy that the gap for this area has decreased
significantly in the past two years.

Figure 61 - Mobility and Infrastructure-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction,
Difference in Gap from 2017 to 2019
Decrease in gap: Meeting service level expectation better than in 2017
Increase in gap: Not meeting service level expectation as well as in 2017
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
Traffic Congestion
For those who indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the provision of managing traffic congestion in Southlake, we asked a
follow-up question: “You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the provision of managing traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.” Respondents’ responses to this question were coded, and similar
responses were counted together.
The results in Figure 61 show the most frequent comments about what is causing dissatisfaction with the management of traffic
congestion. Overall, the sheer volume of people on the road (too much traffic/road congestion) contributes to most of the
dissatisfaction.

YOU PREVIOUSLY INDICATED SOME LEVEL OF DISSATISFACTION WITH THE PROVISION OF MANAGING TRAFFIC
CONGESTION IN SOUTHLAKE. PLEASE TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR DISSATISFACTION. (Q32X)*
Figure 62 – Comments About Traffic Congestion
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MOBILITY & INFRASTRUCTURE
SIDEWALK SATISFACTION
In previous surveys, the provision of pedestrian pathways (sidewalks, trails) has been a prominent service that residents have
indicated is lacking. Figure 63 shows that in 2019, nearly 6 out of 10 respondents (59%) indicated that they were at least somewhat
satisfied with the provision of pedestrian pathways in Southlake. Conversely, about one-quarter of respondents (26%) were
somewhat or very dissatisfied, and 15% indicated neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction.

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES: PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, AND TRAILS? (Q31)
Figure 63 - Sidewalk Satisfaction
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
In Q10, respondents were asked one of the broad-view questions related to assessing the City’s performance at providing attractive
and unique spaces for enjoyment of personal interests and attracting and keeping top-tier businesses to drive a dynamic and
sustainable economic environment, which are two of the City’s strategic corporate objectives found on the City’s Strategy Map.
Figure 64 shows that a majority of respondents agree that the City is doing an excellent or very good job at providing attractive and
unique spaces for enjoyment of personal interests, with 63% of respondents indicating an excellent or very good rating, followed by
good (25%), fair (10%), and poor (2%). Attracting and keeping top-tier businesses to drive a dynamic and sustainable economic
environment received slightly lower, but still quite good ratings, with 59% of respondents indicating an excellent or very good rating,
followed by good (27%), fair (11%), and poor (3%).

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROVIDING ATTRACTIVE
AND UNIQUE SPACES FOR ENJOYMENT OF PERSONAL INTERESTS AND ATTRACTING AND KEEPING TOP-TIER
BUSINESSES TO DRIVE A DYNAMIC AND SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT? (Q10)
Figure 64 - City Performance: Quality Development Customer-Level Objectives
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 65 shows a comparison between respondents’ 2017 and 2019 assessments of the City’s performance in providing attractive
and unique spaces for the enjoyment of personal interests.
The City’s 2019 performance in attracting and keeping top-tier businesses to drive a dynamic and sustainable economic environment is
shown in comparison with 2017 ratings in Figure 66.

Figure 65 - City Performance: Providing Attractive and Unique Spaces, 2017 vs. 2019
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Figure 66 - City Performance: Attracting and Keeping Top-Tier Businesses to Drive a Dynamic and
Sustainable Economic Environment, 2017 vs. 2019
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X Indicates significant difference between 2019 and 2017 at 95% confidence level
The next series of questions (from Figure 61 through Figure 70) deal with quality development-related services from both an
importance and satisfaction perspective.
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 67 shows the quality development-related services and their importance ratings. At least 85% of respondents indicated that
four of the services were very or somewhat important. Maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities ranked highest
in importance (97% very or somewhat important), followed by providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities (92%), providing
information on development (89%), responding to code-enforcement inquiries (86%), and providing a variety of recreation programs
(83%).

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: PROVIDE INFORMATION ON DEVELOPMENT;
MAINTAIN APPEARANCE OF PARKS, LANDSCAPES AND FACILITIES; CREATE AND ATTRACT A DIVERSIFIED,
VIBRANT AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY THROUGH ATTRACTION AND SUPPORT OF BUSINESSES; DEVELOP AND
IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS TO RETAIN AND SUPPORT EXISTING BUSINESSES; PROVIDE A VARIETY OF PARKS AND
RECREATION FACILITIES; RESPONDING TO CODE-ENFORCEMENT INQUIRIES/COMPLAINTS; AND ATTRACT
TOURISM TO THE AREA? (Q34)
Figure 67 - Importance of Quality Development-Related Services
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 68 shows one final look at quality development-related, service-importance ratings as compared to 2017.
Importance ratings of quality development-related services have remained stable since 2017.

Figure 68 – Quality Development-Related Service-Importance, Ratings 2017 vs. 2019
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 69 shows that the highest satisfaction ratings went to maintaining appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities, with 89% of
respondents indicating a very or somewhat satisfied rating, followed by providing a variety of parks and recreation facilities (82%). On
the other end of the spectrum, about 6 in 10 (59%) respondents indicated that they were very or somewhat satisfied with the City’s
efforts to respond to code-enforcement inquiries.
When compared with the satisfaction rankings for all city services, maintaining the appearance of parks, landscapes, and facilities
lands among the top-ten ranked services for the City (see Figure 17).

HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
SERVICES: PROVIDE INFORMATION ON DEVELOPMENT; MAINTAIN APPEARANCE OF PARKS, LANDSCAPES, AND FACILITIES;
CREATE AND ATTRACT A DIVERSIFIED, VIBRANT, AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY THROUGH ATTRACTION AND SUPPORT OF
BUSINESSES; DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS TO RETAIN AND SUPPORT EXISTING BUSINESSES; PROVIDE A VARIETY OF
PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES; RESPONDING TO CODE-ENFORCEMENT INQUIRIES/COMPLAINTS; AND ATTRACT TOURISM
TO THE ARE? (Q35)
Figure 69 - Satisfaction With Quality-Development-Related Services
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 70 shows one final look at quality development-related, service-satisfaction ratings as compared to 2017. For both 2017 and
2019, we analyzed each service by first tabulating a composite score of respondents who indicated a very or somewhat satisfied
rating. Then we calculated the difference between those composites to determine which services had gained or, conversely, lost
ground in satisfaction from 2017 to 2019.
This figure shows that in most quality development-related services measured in both 2019 and 2017, satisfaction ratings were
comparable between years. However, satisfaction ratings for responding to code-enforcement inquiries declined significantly since
2017.

Figure 70 – Quality Development Service Satisfaction Changes from 2017 to 2019
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
With a measure of the importance of a service to the residents as well as a measure of satisfaction with the City’s efforts to provide
the service, we are able to examine the relationship between these two dimensions and identify service areas where the City has the
greatest opportunities to improve resident satisfaction. We can then identify services for which the City is meeting, and even
exceeding, the majority of the residents’ needs.
Figure 71 presents each of the quality development-related services, along with the difference between the percentage of
respondents who rated a service as very or somewhat important, compared to the percentage who indicated they were very or
somewhat satisfied with the service. The City has established that any service with a 25% or higher gap will be prioritized for service
improvement. In 2019, responding to code-enforcement inquiries meets the criteria for prioritization.

Figure 71 – Quality Development-Related Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction (Gap)
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QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 72 provides the change in gap from 2017 to 2019, and it shows there has been some movement in the gaps between years.
The gap for responding to code-enforcement inquiries increased by 8 points, whereas the others remained more stable.

Figure 72 - Quality Development Service Importance vs. Service Satisfaction,
Difference in Gap from 2017 to 2019
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In Southlake, as one of the City’s strategic focus areas, Partnerships is defined as “relationships between the City of Southlake and
groups or individuals that are characterized by mutual cooperation and responsibility toward the achievement of a common mission,
broad objective, or specified goal.” Volunteerism is defined as “the active promotion of alliances through community involvement
focused on giving time, energies or talents to individuals and groups for the enrichment of the Southlake community and its strategic
affiliations.” In the survey, a question was included to assess performance for partnerships and volunteerism.
Figure 73 shows that a majority of respondents agree the City is doing an excellent or very good job at promoting opportunities for
partnerships and volunteer involvement, with 61% of respondents indicating an excellent or very good rating, followed by good (28%),
fair (9%), and poor (2%).

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROMOTING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT? (Q10_3)
Figure 73 - City Performance: Partnership and Volunteerism Customer-Level Objectives
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Furthermore, Figure74 provides a comparison with the 2017 survey for promoting opportunities for partnerships and volunteer
involvement.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: PROMOTING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT? (Q10_3)
Figure 74 - City Performance, Promoting Opportunities for Partnerships and Volunteer Involvement,
2017 vs. 2019
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For the interested reader, Figures 75 and 76 show how ratings of the City’s performance in promoting opportunities for partnerships
and volunteer involvement varied by age of the respondent, years of residence, and annual income.
Satisfaction levels varied somewhat across the groups. Overall, about 60% or more of all subgroups state the City is doing an excellent
or very good job.

Figure 75 - Image of City, Promoting Opportunities for Partnerships and Volunteer Involvement, by Age
and Years in Southlake
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Figure 76 - Image of City, Promoting Opportunities for Partnerships and Volunteer Involvement, by
Annual Income
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Included in the survey is a question asking respondents about the types of organizations with which they volunteer. Respondents said
they most often volunteer with religious organizations (42%), followed by educational (34%), social services (23%), and sports (21%).
Two (2) in 10 do not volunteer with any organizations.

WHAT TYPE(S) OF ORGANIZATIONS, IF ANY, DO YOU VOLUNTEER WITH? (Q67)
Figure 77 – Types of Organizations Volunteer With
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The City has partnered with Republic Services since March 2007 to provide solid-waste and recycling service for Southlake. The service
contract with Republic Services includes a performance measure related to resident service satisfaction. In order to obtain
satisfaction rates for 2019, residents were asked to rate their experience with the trash and recycling services.
Figure 78 shows that about 8 out of 10 residents indicated that trash- and recycling-collection services are either excellent or very
good.

HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE CITY'S TRASH AND RECYCLING
CONTRACTOR, REPUBLIC SERVICES, IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS? (Q21)
Figure 78 - Satisfaction With Solid Waste Services as Provided by Contractor
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Figure 79 shows a comparison between respondents’ 2017 and 2019 assessments of the City’s performance in providing solid-waste
and recycling services. Results represent the combined excellent and very good ratings for each year.

Figure 79 – Satisfaction with Solid Waste Services: 2019 vs. 2017
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Citizens were asked several questions to better understand their engagement with the City and government in general. Responses to
these questions are presented in this section.
In Figure 80, respondents were asked about which ways they participate with government. The full list of responses are shown in
Figure 81. Here, the top 5 ways respondents participate with each level of government are presented. The most common way for
participating with any level of government is going to the website (39% local, 36% state, 35% federal). The next most common way to
participate in local government is to attend meetings dealing with specific issues (35%). The next most common way respondents
participate with state and feral government is by contacting elected officials in person or by phone (24% state; 21% federal).

WHAT WAYS DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH LOCAL/STATE/FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR GIVE YOUR OPINION TO
PUBLIC OFFICIALS? (Q61A)
Figure 80 – Top 5 Ways to Participate with Government
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
WHAT WAYS DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH FEDERAL/STATE/LOCAL GOVERNMENT OR GIVE YOUR OPINION TO
PUBLIC OFFICIALS? (Q61A)
Figure 81 – Participation with Government
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Most respondents (67%) always vote in city elections as shown in Figure 82. In Figure 83, respondents who indicated they do not
always vote, were asked why they did not vote or vote more often. The most common reasons for not voting included being too busy
(28%), being out of town or away (27%) or simply forgetting to vote (25%).

HOW FREQUENTLY DO YOU VOTE IN CITY ELECTIONS? (Q47)
Figure 82 - Survey Demographics, Voting Frequency
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EARLIER YOU INDICATED YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN) IN CITY ELECTIONS. WHICH OF THE
FOLLOWING DESCRIBE WHY YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN)? (Q63)
Figure 83 – Reason for Not Voting/Voting More Often
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Figure 84, shows the ways respondents are involved with the community. Most respondents relate that they are involved in the
community by getting together with neighbors (58%). Further, when asked about their interactions with and opinions of their
neighbors, half or more of respondents agreed completely that they trust their neighbors (57%) and help their neighbors (55%).

WHAT DO YOU DO TO BE INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY? (Q62)
Figure 84 – Activities to Be Involved in the Community

58%

Get together with my neighbors
Member of local religious organization or
congregation

44%

Neighborhood association

41%

Volunteer with local nonprofit organization

40%
33%

Member of local social group or organization

23%

School district board, club, or association

17%

Member of local professional group or organization
Serve on a City Board or Commission

7%

Other

6%
9%

I am not involved in the community

PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS. (Q64)
Figure 85 – Agreement With Statements Abut Neighbors
Agree Completely

I Trust My Neighbors

57%

34%

I Help My Neighbors

55%

35%

I Frequently Interact With My Neighbors

I Am Good Friends With My Neighbors

40%

38%

34%

39%

Agree Somewhat

91%

90%

78%

73%

Base: 2019 Total Respondents Continuing to Provide Feedback (830)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

HOW FREQUENTLY DO YOU VOTE IN CITY ELECTIONS? (Q47)
Figure 86 - Survey Demographics, Voting Frequency

Never

Always

4%

Rarely
3%

2019

67%

26%
Sometimes

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

DO YOU OWN OR RENT YOUR PRIMARY RESIDENCE? (Q48)
Figure 87 - Survey Demographics, Homeownership Status

Other
Own

Rent/Lease
1%
1%

2019

99%

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

WHAT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION YOU HAVE COMPLETED? (Q51)
Figure 88 - Survey Demographics, Level of Education

44%

Graduate Degree Or Higher

47%

Graduated College

5%

5%

Trade Or Technical School

High School or Less

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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DEMOGRAPHICS
WHAT IS YOUR AGE? (Q52)
Figure 89 - Survey Demographics, Age

31%

30%

27%
8%
30-39

4%
40-49

50-59

60-74

75 Or Over

DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE…? (Q53)
Figure 90 - Survey Demographics, Race

78%

6%
4%

1%
Caucasion Or
White

African American
Or Black

Hispanic Or Latino

Asian Or Pacific
Islander

9%

1%
Mixed Racial
Background

Prefer Not To
Answer

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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DEMOGRAPHICS
HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN SOUTHLAKE? (Q50)
Figure 91 - Survey Demographics, Years as a Southlake Resident

60%

2%

4%

5%

3%

5%

10%

10%

Less Than 1
Year

1 But Less
Than 2 Years

2 But Less
Than 3 Years

3 But Less
Than 4 Years

4 But Less
Than 5 Years

5 But Less
Than 7 Years

7 But Less
Than 10 Years

10 Years Or
More

WHAT IS YOUR ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME, BEFORE TAXES? (Q54)
Figure 92 - Survey Demographics, Annual Household Income

37%

28%

<1%
Under
$35K

1%
$35K But
Under
$50K

1%
$50K But
Under
$75K

2%
$75K But
Under
$100K

7%

$100K But
Under
$150K

10%

$150K But
Under
$200K

8%

7%

$200K But
Under
$250K

$250K But
Under
$300K

$300K Or
More

Prefer Not
To Answer

Base: Total Respondents 2019 (1084)
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Figure 93 - Survey Participation by Age and Years in Southlake (Q55)

First Time

2017

2015

18%
2%

2%
5%13%
29%

2%
4%
11% 7%
15%
27%
46%

69%

40-49

2011

2009

2007

2005

20%
21%
25%
30%

14%

20%
23%
27%
42%

39%

2005-2015
<1% each
13%

45%

56%

53%

<40

2013

55%

40%

36%

50-59

60+

87%

<4

AGE

1%

19%
22%
27%
33%
39%

1%
1%
2%
19%
31%

3%
22%
40%

50%

53%

62%

58%

43%

31%

4-<7

7-<10

10 +

YEARS IN SOUTHLAKE

Figure 94 - Survey Participation by Annual Income

First Time

2017

2015

17%
21%
23%
26%
31%
41%

13%
16%
20%
29%
30%
42%

55%

52%

39%

42%

Under $150K

2013

$150K- <$200K

2011

2009

9%
10%
15%11%
18%
27%
46%
49%

$200K- <$300K

2007

2005

14%
16%
19%
23%
30%
40%

8%
9%
12%
14% 21%
33%
47%

53%

49%

42%

$300K More

Prefer Not
To Answer

INCOME
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METHODOLOGY

QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT
Decision Analyst, Inc. worked closely with the City of Southlake to develop a questionnaire that covered the topics of interest and
avoided the many possible sources of systematic-measurement error, including position-order effects, wording effects, responsecategory effects, scaling effects, and priming. Several questions included multiple individual items. Because asking the items in a
set order can lead to a systematic-position bias, the items were asked in a random order for each respondent. Some of the
questions asked in this study were presented only to a subset of respondents. Most of the questions asked in the 2019 survey
were tracked directly from the 2017 survey to allow the City to reliably track its performance over time. However some questions
in the 2019 study were edited, added or removed to ensure the City continues to accurately address all appropriate areas of
citizen satisfaction.

DATA COLLECTION
Data for this study was collected through an online survey posted on the City of Southlake website. The survey was open
between October 1 and October 30, 2019. The City used its automated calling system, email blast system, other city websites,
and various printed media to invite residents to participate in the study. During that time, 1084 completed surveys were
collected with good distribution throughout the City. Additionally, 830 respondents completed the optional portion of the
survey.

ROUNDING
Numbers that end in 0.5 or higher are rounded up to the nearest whole number, whereas numbers that end in 0.4 or lower are
rounded down to the nearest whole number. These same rounding rules are also applied to arrive at numbers that include a
decimal place in constructing figures and charts. Occasionally, these rounding rules lead to small discrepancies, resulting in
responses occasionally totaling more or less than 100%.
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METHODOLOGY

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND SAMPLE SIZE
The margin of error is a measure of the accuracy of the results of a survey. The wider the margin of error, the less accurate the
results. Correspondingly, the narrower the margin of error, the more accurate the results.
In this particular study, with a sample size of 1084 completed surveys, the margin of error is +/- 2.9 % at the 95% confidence
level. This means that if the same study were conducted 100 times, we could expect that in 95 of those studies a percentage
observed in the sample data would be within 2.9% of the true percentage in the population of Southlake residents.

WORD CLOUDS
A number of questions were asked in an open-ended manner, which allowed respondents to answer without being prompted by
or restricted to a particular list of options. For these responses, Decision Analyst, Inc. prepared “word clouds” to represent the
answers. In these figures, words that were mentioned more often appear larger, and, conversely, words that were mentioned less
often appear smaller.

City growth/ Management of
City Development
Traffic/Congestion on
Poor
the roads
management/control
over traffic

Overbuilding/Overcrowding
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development
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE

56% 55%

2017

2019

32% 33%

7% 8%
Very
satisfied

4% 3%

Somewhat Niether satisfied Somewhat
satisfied
nor dissatisfied dissatisfied

1% 1%
Very
dissatisfied
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2019 CITIZEN-SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS AT A GLANCE

The 2019 Citizen Satisfaction Survey was posted on the City’s website. Residents were invited to participate via a number of
communication means, including the City’s automated phone system, email invitations to board and commission members, and
SPIN communication.
Unless otherwise noted, the total 2019 respondents for each question is 1084.

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our survey. Your input is very valuable to the City Of Southlake. It will likely take
approximately 10 minutes to complete this survey.

SECTION 2: RESIDENCE INFORMATION

Q6 DURING THE TIME YOU HAVE LIVED IN SOUTHLAKE, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT, AS A
COMMUNITY IN WHICH TO LIVE, SOUTHLAKE HAS…?
Improved

56%

Stayed the same

29%

Gotten worse

16%
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2017 CITIZEN-SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 3: QUALITY OF LIFE AND COMMUNITY
Q9

CITY OF SOUTHLAKE OVERALL, WHAT WOULD
MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING SOUTHLAKE TODAY?
THINKING ABOUT THE

YOU SAY IS THE

City growth/ Management of
City Development
Traffic/Congestion on
Poor
the roads
management/control
over traffic

Overbuilding/Overcrowding

Commercial
development

Recreation Services
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 3: QUALITY OF LIFE AND COMMUNITY
Q10 HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE CITY’S PERFORMANCE

ON THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES?

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Achieving The Highest Standards
Of Safety And Security

50%

35%

13%

2%

1%

Enhancing The Sense Of Community By Providing
Excellent Customer Service And Citizen-Engagement
Opportunities

35%

37%

21%

5%

1%

Providing Attractive And Unique Spaces
For Enjoyment Of Personal Interests

26%

37%

25%

10%

2%

Promoting Opportunities For Partnerships
And Volunteer Involvement

25%

36%

28%

9%

2%

Attracting And Keeping Top-Tier Businesses To Drive A
Dynamic And Sustainable Economic Environment

22%

37%

27%

11%

3%

Providing Travel Convenience
Within The City

10%

23%

30%

24%

13%
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q23, Q30, & Q34
HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU?

Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Neither
Important Nor
Unimportant

Somewhat
Unimportant

Not Important
At All

Responding To Calls For Police Service

93%

5%

1%

<1%

0%

Providing Fire Services

92%

6%

<1%

<1%

<1%

Providing Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)

89%

8%

1%

<1%

<1%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And
Businesses To Ward Off Criminals

83%

14%

2%

<1%

<1%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

75%

21%

2%

1%

<1%

Enforcing Traffic Laws

56%

34%

7%

3%

1%

Providing Animal Control Services

39%

46%

10%

2%

1%

Providing Water Service

91%

8%

1%

0%

0%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

87%

12%

<1%

<1%

<1%

Managing Traffic Congestion

87%

11%

1%

<1%

<1%

Providing Sewer Service

81%

11%

4%

1%

<1%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

74%

20%

4%

1%

<1%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And Trails

67%

24%

6%

2%

1%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And
Education

26%

32%

24%

7%

7%

Q23:

Q30:
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q23, Q30, & Q34
HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU?
Neither
Somewhat
Important Nor
Unimportant
Unimportant

Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Not Important
At All

72%

25%

2%

1%

<1%

64%

29%

6%

1%

1%

Providing Information On Development

59%

31%

7%

2%

1%

Providing Library Services

55%

31%

9%

3%

1%

Responding To Code-Enforcement
Inquiries/Complaints

49%

36%

9%

2%

1%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

44%

40%

10%

3%

2%

Providing Senior Services

36%

35%

15%

4%

3%

Q34:
Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes,
And Facilities
Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation
Facilities
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q24, Q31, & Q35 HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES?
Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied
Nor
Dissatisfied

Enforcing Traffic Laws

52%

27%

13%

6%

2%

Patrolling Neighborhoods, Buildings, And
Businesses To Ward Off Criminals

56%

30%

10%

4%

1%

Preparing The City For Emergencies

63%

20%

17%

1%

0%

Providing Animal Control Services

45%

22%

29%

4%

1%

Providing Emergency Medical Services
(Ambulance)

76%

8%

15%

<1%

<1%

Providing Fire Services

80%

7%

12%

0%

<1%

Responding To Calls For Police Service

76%

11%

12%

1%

<1%

Maintaining Local Streets And Roads

45%

38%

7%

8%

2%

Managing Traffic Congestion

19%

36%

13%

23%

9%

Providing Pedestrian Pathways, Sidewalks, And
Trails

27%

32%

15%

18%

8%

Providing Information On Bicycle Safety And
Education

20%

19%

55%

5%

2%

Managing Storm-Water Drainage

48%

28%

13%

7%

3%

Providing Water Service

70%

19%

7%

3%

1%

Providing Sewer Service

68%

18%

12%

1%

1%

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Q24:

Q31:
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q24, Q31, & Q35 HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES?
Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied
Nor
Dissatisfied

Provide Information On Development

38%

32%

20%

7%

2%

Responding To Code-Enforcement
Inquiries/Complaints

38%

21%

36%

3%

2%

Maintaining Appearance Of Parks, Landscapes,
And Facilities

59%

30%

7%

3%

1%

Providing A Variety Of Parks And Recreation
Facilities

49%

33%

11%

5%

2%

Providing A Variety Of Recreation Programs

41%

33%

21%

5%

1%

Providing Library Services

52%

24%

16%

6%

2%

Providing Senior Services

34%

23%

41%

2%

1%

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Q35:
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 4: CITY SERVICES
Q11 OVERALL, HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE JOB THE CITY IS DOING TO PROVIDE
SERVICES?
Very satisfied

55%

Somewhat satisfied

33%

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

8%

Somewhat dissatisfied

3%

Very dissatisfied

1%

Q32X YOU PREVIOUSLY INDICATED SOME LEVEL OF DISSATISFACTION WITH THE PROVISION OF
MANAGING TRAFFIC CONGESTION IN SOUTHLAKE. PLEASE TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR
DISSATISFACTION.
Too Much Traffic/Road Congestion

55%

Poor Traffic-Light Timing

22%

Road-Safety Concerns

22%

Too Much Construction/City Growth/Development

15%

Q21 HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE CITY’S TRASH AND
RECYCLING CONTRACTOR IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Trash collection

57%

26%

11%

4%

1%

Recycling collection

57%

26%

11%

4%

1%
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 5: SAFETY & SECURITY
Q26 WHAT IS YOUR PERCEPTION OF SERIOUS CRIME IN SOUTHLAKE?
Crime has significantly increased

6%

Crime has slightly increased

30%

Crime has remained the same

53%

Crime has slightly decreased

8%

Crime has significantly decreased

2%

Q27 OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL WALKING ALONE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD?
Extremely safe

46%

Very safe

42%

Somewhat safe

11%

Not very safe

1%

Not safe at all

<1%

Q28 OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING SOUTHLAKE’S

PUBLIC PARKS?

Extremely safe

34%

Very safe

49%

Somewhat safe

16%

Not very safe

<1%

Not safe at all

0%

Q29 OVERALL, HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL VISITING VARIOUS STORES OR SHOPS IN SOUTHLAKE?
Extremely safe

46%

Very safe

44%

Somewhat safe

9%

Not very safe

1%

Not safe at all

<1%
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 6: CUSTOMER SERVICE
Q13 PLEASE RATE YOUR AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
CONTACT WITH CITY EMPLOYEES.

ABOUT YOUR

Agree
Completely

Agree
Somewhat

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Completely

The Employee Listened To Me And Was Warm
And Sincere

62%

16%

9%

3%

4%

The Employee Represented The City In A Positive
Manner

66%

14%

9%

3%

4%

My Request Was Directed To The Correct
Department

62%

11%

6%

2%

3%

The Employee Asked Adequate And Appropriate
Questions To Understand My Issue

58%

14%

9%

4%

4%

The Employee(s) Showed Pride And Concern For
The Quality Of The Work

57%

16%

12%

3%

5%

The Employee Exceeded My Expectations

45%

20%

16%

6%

7%

The Employee Seemed Concerned About My
Issue And Anticipated My Needs

52%

17%

11%

5%

5%

If The Correct Employee Was Not Initially
Available, He Or She Returned My Call Within A
Reasonable Amount Of Time

26%

6%

7%

3%

5%

The City Followed Up To Ensure I Was Informed
About My Issues

28%

10%

10%

5%

12%
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 7: MOBILITY
Q33 WHAT TOOLS DO YOU USE TO MANAGE
ACCIDENTS, CONSTRUCTION, ETC.)?

IMPACTS TO YOUR COMMUTE (TRAFFIC,

Google Maps

54%

Southlake DPS Facebook & Twitter

46%

Waze

40%

City of Southlake Facebook & Twitter

28%

Orange Barrel Alerts/MySouthlakeNews.com

20%

Southlake Mobility Facebook

10%

Other

11%
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION
Q41 WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE CITY ARE YOU MOST

INTERESTED IN?

Community events and festivals

64%

Breaking News

64%

Development

63%

Roadway Construction

60%

Public Safety/Health

53%

City Council actions

50%

The Marq

36%

Recreational Opportunities

36%

Volunteer Opportunities

31%

Nature programs

26%

City Meetings

26%

Other

5%
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION
Q61A. WHAT WAYS DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
OPINION TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS?

OR GIVE YOUR

Go to their website

35%

Contact elected officials in person or by phone

21%

Contact elected officials on social media

13%

Participate in blogs or e-mail groups

12%

Get together with my neighbors

11%

Attend meetings dealing with specific issues

10%

Join a group

9%

Attend meeting with special interest group

8%

Attend public hearings

8%

Attend ethnic or cultural community meetings

4%

Organize or participate in protests

4%

Attend regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings

4%

Send letters to the editor

3%

Organize a block meeting or group

2%

Write a letter to neighbors

2%

Call the media

2%

Testify at a public hearing

2%

Serve on a board or commission

1%

Other

5%

I do not participate or give my opinion to public officials

40%
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2019 CITIZEN SATISFACTION
SURVEY RESULTS-AT-A-GLANCE

SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION
Q61A. WHAT WAYS DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH STATE GOVERNMENT
TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS?

OR GIVE YOUR OPINION

Go to their website

36%

Contact elected officials in person or by phone

24%

Contact elected officials on social media

16%

Participate in blogs or e-mail groups

11%

Attend meetings dealing with specific issues

11%

Join a group

9%

Get together with my neighbors

8%

Attend public hearings

8%

Attend meeting with special interest group

8%

Attend ethnic or cultural community meetings

4%

Attend regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings

3%

Organize or participate in protests

3%

Send letters to the editor

3%

Testify at a public hearing

3%

Call the media

2%

Organize a block meeting or group

2%

Write a letter to neighbors

2%

Serve on a board or commission

1%

Other

4%

I do not participate or give my opinion to public officials

40%
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SECTION 8: COMMUNICATION
Q61A. WHAT WAYS DO YOU PARTICIPATE WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENT
OPINION TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS?

OR GIVE YOUR

Go to their website

39%

Attend meetings dealing with specific issues

35%

Get together with my neighbors

32%

Attend public hearings

28%

Contact elected officials in person or by phone

24%

Attend regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings

22%

Attend meeting with special interest group

17%

Contact elected officials on social media

16%

Join a group

16%

Participate in blogs or email groups

16%

Attend ethnic or cultural community meetings

12%

Serve on a board or commission

11%

Write a letter to neighbors

10%

Testify at a public hearing

9%

Organize a block meeting or group

8%

Send letters to the editor

5%

Call the media

5%

Organize or participate in protests

5%

Other

4%

I do not participate or give my opinion to public officials

25%
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SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS
These last few questions are for classification purposes only. It will help us group your answers with those of other residents who may be
similar to you.

Q47 HOW FREQUENTLY

DO YOU VOTE IN CITY ELECTIONS?

Always

67%

Sometimes

26%

Rarely

3%

Never

4%

Q63. EARLIER YOU INDICATED YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN) IN CITY ELECTIONS. WHICH
OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBE WHY YOU DO NOT VOTE (MORE OFTEN)?
Too Busy, Conflicting Work

28%

Out Of Town Or Away

27%

Forgot To Vote

25%

Not Interested, Felt My Vote Didn't Matter

15%

Didn't Like Candidates

5%

Inconvenient Hours, Polling

3%

Registration Problems

2%

Illness Or Disability

2%

Other

18%

No Particular Reason

17%

Base: Continue Providing Feedback, And Do Not Vote/Do Not Vote More Often

257

Q48 DO YOU OWN OR RENT YOUR PRIMARY RESIDENCE?
Own

99%

Rent/Lease

1%

Other

1%
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SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS
Q51 WHAT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION YOU HAVE COMPLETED?
Less than high school

<1%

High school

5%

Trade or technical school

5%

Graduated college

47%

Graduate degree or higher

44%

Q52 WHAT IS YOUR AGE?
Under 21

<1%

21-29

<1%

30-39

8%

40-49

27%

50-59

30%

60-74

31%

75 or over

4%

Q53 DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE…?
Caucasian or White

78%

Asian or Pacific Islander

6%

Hispanic or Latino

4%

African American or Black

1%

Mixed racial background

1%

Prefer not to answer

9%
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SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS
Q50 HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN SOUTHLAKE?
Less than 1 year

2%

1 but less than 2 years

4%

2 but less than 3 years

5%

3 but less than 4 years

3%

4 but less than 5 years

5%

5 but less than 7 years

10%

7 but less than 10 years

10%

10 years or more

60%

Q54 WHAT IS YOUR ANNUAL

HOUSEHOLD INCOME, BEFORE TAXES?

Under $35,000

<1%

$35,000 but under $50,000

1%

$50,000 but under $75,000

1%

$75,000 but under $100,000

2%

$100,000 but under $150,000

7%

$150,000 but under $200,000

10%

$200,000 but under $250,000

8%

$250,000 but under $300,000

7%

$300,000 or more

28%

Prefer not to answer

37%
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SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS
Q67. WHAT TYPE(S) OF ORGANIZATIONS, IF ANY, DO YOU VOLUNTEER
Religious

42%

Educational

34%

Social Services

23%

Sports

21%

City

11%

Arts

10%

Health

9%

Other

14%

I do not volunteer

20%

Base: Continue Providing Feedback

830

WITH?

Q55 IN WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING YEARS HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN THIS SURVEY FOR THE
CITY OF SOUTHLAKE?
This is the first time I have participated

45%

2017

50%

2015

37%

2013

26%

2011

20%

2009

16%

2007

14%

2005

12%

2002

9%

1997

7%
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SECTION 9: DEMOGRAPHICS
Q64. PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT

WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.

Agree
Completely

Agree
Somewhat

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Completely

I Trust My Neighbors

57%

34%

7%

1%

<1%

I Frequently Interact With My Neighbors

40%

38%

10%

8%

3%

I Help My Neighbors

55%

35%

7%

1%

1%

I Am Good Friends With My Neighbors

34%

39%

16%

6%

3%

Q65. PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT
CITY WEBSITE, CITYOFSOUTHLAKE.COM.

WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT THE

Agree
Completely

Agree
Somewhat

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Completely

Cityofsouthlake.com (City Website) Is The
First Place I Look For City Information

33%

34%

14%

9%

7%

I Can Find The Information I Need Easily
On Cityofsouthlake.com (City Website)

20%

43%

16%

12%

4%
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SECTION 3:
QUALITY OF LIFE AND COMMUNITY

Q9:

Thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important
issue facing Southlake today?

City growth/ Management of
City Development
Traffic/Congestion on
Poor
the roads
management/control
over traffic

Overbuilding/Overcrowding

Commercial
development

Recreation Services

Budget/Taxes

Residential
Development

Quality of Life

Community
Feel/Diversity
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic Real Estate Tax. secondly is water for lawn, multi tenant buildings
Over building! Losing green space and trees. Too much traffic. None of these things is good for the environment.
Too much new construction causing congestion and displacement of wildlife
it's decision on whether or not to allow high-density housing, which I totally oppose. If people want high density housing, there are
plenty of nearby options. Southlake is not obligated to provide it.
Lack of independent restaurants. Frisco and Plano are known for having interesting, unique, and healthy restaurants. All we have are
chains and with limited variety (Mexican, Italian, some Asian). I also suggest a large food facility with incubator restaurants and a
place to gather and meet friends.
Over-development resulting in inconvenience to and infringement upon our ability to move about our town easily and to enjoy open
spaces.
Managing growth
too many new buildings going up and taking away natural green areas
Traffic flow on 1709 during rush hours. No liquor stores.
Ridiculous amount of building goin on. The mayor and city council will not be happy until there are no open spaces left in Southlake.
The threat of apartments in our area is alarming. We already have an eyesore being built in the TownSq. In 3-5 years the city will not
be what it is today.
Selling out to possible apartments. Not apartments in Southlake!! Also need grocery store in Northwest part of town where much
housing growth has happened.
The City is rapidly losing its special quality of preserving any kind of rural ambiance and is becoming a "concrete" city. Yes, we have
fancy parks that are environmentally sterile but little real efforts are put into preserving the environment that made this community
special. Every piece of land is continually subdivided to allow the maximum dwelling per space--money seems to drive the planning
decisions. We literally close our preserved areas and lose years of work while surrounding communities are taking real steps to not
only preserve environmental areas but are actually restoring original habitats for indigenous species. Where Southlake once led in
the area now finds itself trailing in the dust. A sad commentary on a community that had so much environmental quality.
The need for green accessible parks and open spaces, lack of parking areas in the Southlake Town Square due to immense building
and the traffic has become unbearable
Apartments coming to Southlake! Absolutely against!
Over development. Lessening the standards for residential construction. When I moved here in 1996, you had to have a 1/2 acre
lots and apartments were not allowed.

Development that is not in line with our historical intentions
Growth
Keeping business successful
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Overcrowded, too much development and need better integration of all the residents

Over development
traffic and possible apartment buildings which will lead to crowding of schools and roads
Managing traffic as the city and area continues to grow.
Managing development as the economy becomes less predictable.
Threat of multi family
Corridor planning and zoning.
Competition from Westlake’s Entrada development and the impact it will have on Southlake Town Square.
Managing growth with traffic flow, controlling property taxes
maintaining excellent school system, quality shopping and dining to draw visitors and keep residents, continuing to add sidewalks

Building more and more residences in Town Square is ruining the "hometown feel." Are you just greedy for more property tax?
You're wrecking the feel of it by building high rise multi unit residences. They look like apartments. This goes against the image /
look and feel of Town Square. BAD CHOICE AND YOU GUYS WANT TO BUILD EVEN MORE! Give me a break. What are you thinking?
Environmental degradation, over development and school size
High taxes and multi-family development ; I do not believe multi-family units in Town Square or other areas of Southlake are needed.
The condo and high-rise structure in Town Square detract from the overall feeling of the community. I am against building any multifamily, regardless of price point or location.
Out of control growth development
Continuing to manage the maturation of the city as it has grown over the past decade.
Protecting the quality of development that has been established both from a zoning perspective and aesthetics.
Overbuilding. Why must we bulldoze every tree for new retail when there are plenty of vacant buildings? Look what happened to
the Fresh Market center!! We will be concrete, vacant and ugly when economy turns.

Too many businesses and residential growth without much adequate infrastructure development.
Managing growth
The prospect of high density living. Please do not allow apartments to be built in our city and thereby allow every amenity we enjoy
to slowly deteriorate!
threat of multi-family housing (apartments)
expansion
Growth. I see SL as filling with businesses, homes. Land for parks green space is going away. I don't mean planned spaces like the
Marq area, but land with trees trails for hiking, biking, etc. I am 78 yrs old I see these spaces as important to human life.
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CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
growth
Overgrowth- Population and Business
LOOSING THE COUNTRY LIVING ATMOSPHERE FROM CONSTRUCTION - CREATING MORE CONGESTION/TRAFFIC AND WILDLIFE
HABITATS AND FOOD SOURCES ARE EFFECTED.
Lack of quality restaurants, shopping and adult entertainment. We are dying of boredom!
High Density Housing
Density. I moved here 20 years ago, before there was a Town Square. The Brownstones made city more dense. Now the
"apartments" being built by Harkins Theater...make the city even more denser.
Over Crowded - Too many constructions all around, during peak hours Southlake blvd always has traffic jams. Beautification - Needs
more attractive plantation than the same old stuff, the exists and entrances to Southlake needs some spice to it. Southlake needs to
have a edge over other cities. Internet - Its pretty bad needs update Inner Roads - Have over grown trees and during night time the
stop signs and road edges are hardly visible Open Forums - More of these - Suggestion boxes school projects to up lift Southlake
image, Like Southlake 2025 Trash Collection Trucks - Needs some paint on them and some eco friendly message on them Ban /
Minimize - Plastic Usage in Southlake, Restaurant waste Incentive for installing smart devices
Southlake is the most upscale parking lot in North Texas. The traffic congestion is unbelievable. Apparently the City Fathers have no
limit on their quest for sale tax dollars, so Southlake is now a maze of traffic congestion.
Zoning. This impacts our traffic, schools, congestion, quality of life, green spaces--you name it.
The impact of growth. Especially 1) Automobile (speed, red light timing) and pedestrian (sidewalks, safe crossings) traffic
management. And 2) Balancing development with natural space preservation (trees on city property are being cut at an alarming
rate)
development

Development of unused areas
Managing commercial growth without losing our close-knit community feel.
Public safety issues that may become more prevalent with time. Social media, hotels, large companies, higher traffic all bring more
people, tempers and increase targets for theft and kidnapping.
Overdevelopment. Losing the small town feel. Too much traffic. Crowded housing.
Keeping the small town feel and not letting developers add multi family housing
Businesses close - keep rents affordable
Measured, balanced growth that keeps building and infrastructure growth and green space / visual appeal balanced
Over building

Our image in other communities; over-development of our green spaces with unattractive buildings and sprawl versus density
Overbuilding and decreasing lot sizes
Over commercialization of space
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Q9 - KEYWORD:
CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
making sure not to sacrifice property values/small-community feel with excessive new growth (more office buildings). I think it
would be a big mistake to consider multi-unit properties/condos/apartments to start here
The building of new commercial office buildings (one story office complexes) when we have so many that are empty and have yet to
be rented.
The closest whataburger is in keller
They continue to keep crime low in our city. Good oversight with new construction both commercial and residential. I feel concerned
when I see businesses closing down even in prime locations.
traffic, especially on SL blvd and development. Sometimes its sad to see our open spaces with cattle, donkeys etc. sold and
developed into housing or office space.
traffic and over development
The increase population and the thoughts of adding apartment dwellings
Affordable housing (less than say the apartments in Town Square) for seniors who want to downsize but still stay in Southlake.
over crowding
traffic, retail and dining
Overcrowding. Our city does not have the school space or the infrastructure to support more people.
Too many vacant buildings. Would not support apartments.
1. Tax rates (do not need any further development). 2. Water availability and cost.
I think there are too many stores being built, and they will take business away from the Town Square. The Town Square is what
makes Southlake special, and it is the reason I chose to live in Southlake.
Growth and Density
Too many empty buildings and yet the city continues to issues permits to build new strip malls, stores, offices.
Overdevelopment
Traffic, rental apartments in Town Square
Avoiding overbuilding and becoming too crowded
Overhrowth
Traffic (speeding on SL blvd, U-turns) TOO MUCH commercialism/building city-wide
Overcrowding and ridiculous school/property taxes
Take control of recent attempts of residential overpopulation by developers, particularly in the Town Square area by Cooper
Company. I believe they are the only ones that would benefit from it, but to the detriment of its current residents. Cooper's attempt
to bring in lower price-point rental properties will be devastating to the vision set by the City and it must be stopped.
I feel safe here in Southlake, I really have a hard time seeing all the destruction of every available piece of natural land. The city went
from beautiful large open spaces houses with big yards lots of natural spaces around to “Beverly Hills“. It is also a shame that when
lots of people retire they have to move away because of high taxes and the fact that services by local providers seem to cost more
just because of our location.
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CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

Not allowing apartment complexes into our city . Trying to maintain the small town feel of a community.
That the western section of town is treated like a bad stepchild.
Too much clearing and building office spaces in such a small area. Leading to worse traffic, and many older office space vacant. Not
very good planning. If you want Southlake to be an exclusive area for shops and offices it shouldn’t be so easy to build. You are
diminishing the charm of Southlake.
Push by developers, both residential and commercial, towards higher density development that goes against our character and
vision as a city.
Aging infrastructure to support erosion.Most homes are 20-30 years old. Parks and green belts need to be dealt with.
Too much commercial, the city is losing its small town feel
Providing living space for our older citizens so they’ll stay in Southlake
Too much empty retail office space. Appears to be too much emphasis on business space growth pushing quality of residential life
to a secondary issue.
Overcrowding
how to manage commercial and residential growth

Overbuilding of retail space
Development- best use of resources and land management
I do not want high density living options (apartments) in the city.
*Keeping property values high. *Improving and updating town square. It looks old and run down. *Do not overbuild!! Empty
stores, and offices bring down the value!
Managing growth and associated issues (traffic, crowded schools, etc)
Over building has created too much traffic. We keep building new office and retail space while there are already so many empty
spaces. Traffic continues to get worse.
Development Need to preserve open space
We need more affordable housing on smaller lots. This 1 acre crap is terrible. You can’t afford the water to keep lawn green
Overdeveloping creating issues all across , traffic , access to services, etc
Overused space....taking EVERY bit of green space and turning it into more office buildings or shopping centers. SPEEDING.....I’ve
been a driver in 4 stares. Lived outside of major cities like Washington DC. This town is full of reckless, impatient, rude drivers. I drive
from one end of Continental to the other 4-6 times a day.....unbelievable! Especially in areas where one lane needs to merge into
another (Byron Nelson intersection and also near train tracks on Brumlow!!!) I’ve never seen anything like it, but here in SL!
Zoning, keeping local businesses open and thriving.
Commercial congestion
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CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

Overdevelopment! Please stop! Apartments and condos (other than the Brownstones at Town Square) should not be permitted in
Southlake. This was one of the big things that drew us to Southlake when we moved here and current City Council and Government
officials are entertaining this idea with several developers. This will bring more crime into our city and we have already seen an
increase in crime due to all the development and retail going on currently and in the past few years.
There is no single family houses for those of us who have been here before Southlake grew to the city it is today. We are headed to
retirement phase and no single story houses are available within the $400-500 price range. Some of us would like to stay here but
don't want brownstone living or assistant living.
Increase in traffic, density in housing and commercial development
Overcrowding
controlling future development - particularly as it relates to potential school overcrowding
Development of the Highway 114 corridor to fit and compliment the Southlake standards.
Density and that effects so many other issues our city is facing...for example traffic. I can’t believe having multi family housing in
Southlake is even a consideration. It is bad enough that the “rules” changed from anything built north of 114 was to be 1/2 acre lots
to what has actually happened. And now we are thinking of putting apartments in, please NO!
Tax base and development
Less development
Growth - overbuilding, traffic, population density

Proposition of high density developments which will increase traffic and strain city and school resources. We chose Southlake over
Plano specifically because it didn't contain these type of residences. If the city approves many more of these type of developments,
we will move elsewhere. Too many transient residents change the demographics in a negative manner.
Traffic and the proposed multi- family developments that are being proposed that will only make traffic much worse.
Overcrowding/traffic
Destroying all of the forest which minimize the noise from the freeway. Way too much construction and adding more homes instead
of keeping nature and its inhabitants alive.
Controlling development to maintain a small community feel so that Southlake does not end up with the feel of Plano or Frisco.
Keeping multi family residences out of Southlake
Traffic congestion is getting worse, and with new subdivisions being constructed, the traffic will likely become unbearable.
Overdevelopment
redevelopment. Greenfield development (both residential and commercial) is mostly done. How does the city encourage
redevelopment/improvement of existing properties, without interfering with property rights or making unaffordable commitments?
Over development and multifamily housing. A lot of commercial development has occurred but it doesn't appear that all this space
can be supported by business that are able to thrive. Many businesses have opened only to be shuttered. There appears to be too
much open commercial space. I also do not want to see apartments or other multifamily housing that would change the nature of
the ownership and feeling of the city.
Expansion Planning
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CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Balancing growth and keeping open areas

Development - city shouldn't change stance on high density development of any kind including residential or commercial. It seems
developers run Southlake these days with only profits in mind as residents pay the price through increased traffic, crowded schools,
new residents that don't take care or can't afford to care for their home and more cement everywhere so water management issues
grow.
traffic to congested, to commercialized with businesses
managed growth
Traffic continues to increase; new houses continue to get bigger
Higher density housing is decreasing property values and increasing traffic.
The City is allowing more and more new neighborhoods to be developed, which seem to be higher density. This impacts traffic and
CISD schools greatly.
Over population, high density, swaying away from Biblical and Christian values.
The rapid growth and prospect of apartments
Traffic and mushrooming development. The development seem to be out of control resulting in overcrowding and traffic issues 7 am
to 10 pm. We are losing the outer suburb feel.
Too much building of commercial and residential buildings. Losing the small town feel as a result.
How to manage growth
While I rated the city has improved, the TRAFFIC IS ABSOLUTELY ABHORRENT. I don't think the amount of traffic heading north of
114, i.e. Carillon, was taken into account. The flow around Town Square most days is terrible. I will be glad, I think, when Davis
Boulevard is totally finished. I also believe people avoid Davis Boulevard because of the low speed limit.
Smart development of remaining land. Bringing quality (preferable not big chain) dining and shopping.
contrl growth
would like to see more non chain dining options
Businesses going out of business
Multi Family housing - Apartments. I do not want apartments
developers trying to build apartment complexes and/or resort style living
The addition of high density housing and loss of green space; increasing traffic.
The possibility of the building of multi-family housing.
Over development and school crowdimg

Crowding and traffic
Zoning and planning, there seems to be an effort to fill every space Speeding, somebody is going to get hurt. When we first moved
here everybody knew not to speed in Southlake.
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CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Maintaining high quality schools and allow only thoughtful development that will increase the attractiveness of the city. Having
said that, I think that the city lacks and would benefit greatly from having a better building for the library. The location is great now,
but the physical structure isn't inviting. Also, the city could use more Southlake resident focused events. The events at Town
Square are great, but they tend to be crowded and an unlikely place to meet other Southlake residents. It would be great to have an
event where there were kids activities (bounce house, etc.) where the activities were less crowded and less expensive.
building too much, empty retail space
Zoning discipline and restrained growth
Population growth. There are way too many roof tops and way too many cars.
Managing density and traffic.
highest taxes, arrogance by city administration. Difficulty retaining independent local businesses.
having shopping and dining options to match the demographics of the citizens
Overcrowding and traffic
Affordability on housing. Have lived here for 25 years, would like to retire here however buying an equally or higher priced home
than what we have is our only option. Also Traffic is dreadful.
Properly developing available land, diversity, maintaining good schools, and keeping families in SL.
management of growth and traffic
Bringing down property tax. Following through with the new facilities shopping, cultural arts, library and performance hall at Whites
Chapel near Carillon.
TOO CROWDED
Growth, sustainability
Growth of the city
The new developments are getting the schools crowded and the increase of traffic.
Over development, only caring about visitors and not your tax payer. Too much trying to be a big boy and not sticking to the roots
and value of what is Southlake
discipline per no multi-family housing and quality retail
Too much traffic and significant speeding on southlake blvd. Too many houses with population increases. Lack of walking trails and
sidewalks. Unsafe to cross southlake blvd on foot at Shady Oaks bear the Marq
Growth; the matrix of available space to rent and new builds going up in comparison to tenants to actually fill those spaces is very
uneven. It is so hard to watch commercial land and property be developed then put up for rent as it was built for no one to occupy it.

MULTI FAMILY DWELLINGS, INCLUDING RENTAL TOWNHOME/APARTMENTS, BUT ALSO MULTIPLE FAMILIES LIVING IN SNGLE FAMILY
DWELLINGS
Traffic, Highway 114 Corridor Development
Overdevelopment and higher density housing are changing the traffic, feel, and demographics.
Small businesses staying in business
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CITY GROWTH

Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Growth. Southlake is losing it's small town charm. 1709 is often congested , crime in town square appears to have increased. I
worry that it is becoming to crowded
Too many houses, too much traffic, too many speeders. Southlake was special when it was more rural with minimum acre lots. Now
it's just like any place else.
OVERBUILDING
City leadership views that may compromise the type of developments that are approved for our community
Traffic, too much filling of open spaces, no independent affordable senior housing, traffic, not sticking to low density, allowing
permits and over crowding to create traffic issues.
Traffic, over pushing curriculum.
Most important challenge is Economic Development - bringing in the right mix of retail and restaurants to maintain our position as
the premier City in DFW metroplex and our strong financial base Most important issue or asset that is not currently a "challenge" is
our excellent school system
STOP DEVELOPING! The council is RUINING our city for their own financial gain! Start following proper procedures instead of
breaking protocol to scratch each other’s backs.

Successful buildout of the remaining space in the City. Adherence to the city's master plans.
Taxes are ridiculous, traffic is terrible, over building
Building taking away open spaces
The future. The areas around Southlake are growing and the integration of new neighborhoods, businesses, and economic
backgrounds will introduce unknown needs to meet. The next generations to come through Southlake will have different needs and
expectations of life. Ensuring there are enough “High Tech” jobs will allow Southlake to build a strong business need for new growth
and allow it to integrate nicely with the Aerospace and OilGas companies in the area.
Growing number of businesses closing and empty stores
Not having apartments and high density housing
High property taxes. Also not having big sales tax revenue stores in Southlake.
Businesses and restaraunts going out of business

Saying NO to high density housing like apartments, condos, and similar residences.
Over development
Overcrowding and traffic
114 development, Adding walking biking lanes.
community overgrowth in both residential and business. It seems like there is an effort to fill up every piece of green space with
shopping, residential areas, hotels or business office buildings. I’m unconvinced all of this growth is necessary or in the best interest
of the community.
Apartments and high-density housing. When we moved to Southlake we were told this would not be considered and the Southlake
city council would not let this happen. However, we are faced with that very issue and we are not happy with the mayor or the city
council for entertaining the possibility.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
density! Southlake needs to be built out using existing code enforcement. One house per acre needs to be one house per acre. No
Apartments or additional condominiums. No RPUDs that increase density per acre. No easements that allow additional homes to
be built. Enforce zoning regulations. No zoning changes that increase density over what exists today.
Maintaining quality while managing growth and increasing commuter traffic from neighboring cities and towns.
There is too great of a shift from residential to commercial property. It's creating traffic issues, is visually unattractive and makes me
feel like it's less safe for my child both because it's not safe for him to physically walk around so much traffic and also because there's
so many random people constantly travelling through Southlake.
TRAFFIC on Southlake Blvd and Carroll! CAR ACCIDENTS because Southlake residents are trying to get their kids to school, work,
exercise and other activities. Also getting too built up! if i see one more nail spa and medical office building I'm moving! then they
move a street down and the empty buildings look terrible!
Overdevelopment - The city is becoming too congested. Traffic is terrible and there is little open space and trees left.
Concerns about outside developments and building projects (Marq, donkey whites chapel) bringing sentiment into our community
creeks and water ways. Need the city to set stronger standards and reduce sentiment coming into our residential community.
Overbuilding and congestion
Over developed .... too many people... too many cars...not enough natural green spaces left. Every natural patch of grass that’s left
with trees is being developed. The city is losing its charm. I don’t want apartments or more brownstones. I didnt want to live in a
busy city like Dallas.... it’s why we moved to Southlake. So stop trying to turn it into Dallas.
Keeping up with growth
I think the introduction of multi-family residential rentals (apartments) will have a negative impact on the city, two of which are
currently being discussed.
Overcrowding, more and more housing, including high density is taxing the schools and traffic
Lack of small businesses to support the needs of the city.
This city has been over built with chain restaurants and ordinary retail, the rate of turnover and vacant buildings is alarming. Our
city has been cheapened by the lack of better planning. We should have retained some of the natural open spaces which is what
drew so many citizens to the area in the first place. We are now a mirror image of Plano and that's not what Southlake was
supposed to be.
Traffic control due to continued development
Over crowded
zoning. We are under attack for apartment zoning! We should have NEVER allowed condos, so now the next step is apartments!
There seems to be NO stamina to deflect such from council. Those proposals should be denied when they hit the city - we do not
allow such, and they will keep coming until such is made clear. People from New York, New Jersey California (i.e.) come her to get
away from terrible policies and then VOTE like they did there - which kills what they came here for!... This is the same with
apartments …. because we don't have them, Southlake is the "plum" for their wants... then it will kill what we have start the slide in
our property values will start the slide in our "plum'ness".
Development of multi tenant homes
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
An unattractive excess of existing unleased retail and commercial properties while continuing to approve MORE new retail and
commercial construction without having a requirement for strict pre-leasing levels prior to beginning construction which now leaves
a blight of unleased or never has been leased retail and commercial properties in Southlake.
There aren’t too many places focused on family fun, be it well done parks or restaurants themed for all ages.
traffic, continued building, many empty buildings and office complexes
overgrowth
Traffic and houses for downsizing
Town Square is becoming dated and Southlake is falling behind other cities' projects- Legacy West in Plano Clearfork in Fort Worth
specifically. Southlake residents are leaving Southlake and opting to spend their time money outside of Southlake.
Development is lacking with the new modern shops and restaurants and fountains that don't work should never be the case within
our city limit, let alone allow city funds to convert the fountain to an art structure. Hold developers accountable.
Sidewalks, recycling, empty retail locations
Preventing apartments or other multi family units, owned and especially rentals
Growth (and traffic)
1. Vacant office and medical spaces. 2. Parking at town square. 3. Sidewalks and bike lanes.
Housing for Senior citizens that would like smaller homes and the cost of water
Attracting and keeping high quality and unique shopping and dining, and being mindful as remaining land is developed that it is used
in the city's best interest
City management is so swayed by developers that it doesn't stop to consider the long term consequences.
Traffic, preservation of open space, too many medical plazas
Diversity, Global Vision - Outlook. We are educating our children to be global citizens and leaders, thus the City needs to have such
vision.
Development density. I’m concerned about requests for high-density dwelling and apartments. Many people moved here because
there were no apartments. I am annoyed that I feel I must go to Town Hall meetings. SPIN forums and send my input to City Council
members in order to KEEP our city this way, the way probably 90% of residents prefer it.
Over development
NO APARTMENTS, terrible garbage pu; have ruined Southkake with ugly strip malls along 1709; have cut way too many trees have
not required new buildings to replant; ugly office space; lack of response to citizens from the current mayor city council; hotels,
shopping strips not required to adhere to aesthetically pretty requirements.
Making the most responsible decisions on use of developable property, balancing municipal revenue requirements and quality of
life.
Over growth, traffic
Continuing to attract a variety of restaurants and amusement type businesses without compromising the safety of the community.
Overcrowding by zoning changes not in line with plans
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic congestion and water pressure - due to the number of new homes traffic is very congested and is taking more time to get
around. Also as new homes are built and they run their sprinklers, we are seeing water pressure drop.
The ability to attract and retain good retail and businesses. They don’t stay and close so fast with how high it costs to be here and
they never are as nice as other cities.
Too many people per sq mile, becoming over built and roads are suffering
I think development needs to slow down.
Stopping multi resident developments (apartments and condominiums)

Clean air, green space, too much development
Still sidewalks. Too many vacant businesses. Need to do something about making rent more affordable for small businesses.
Preserving the quality of life residents desire: no multi-family rentals, minimal condos/townhomes; more open green space;
attracting and retaining more independent retailers and restaurants
Not having apartments in southlake, Also high water bills property taxes
The green spaces - which make this city unique - that are being built up. We're becoming every other city around us without the
beauty.
Density and zoning.
The city council and mayor are the worst we’ve ever had. Defective construction is rampant as well.
Overdevelopment! I would like to see more parks and green spaces. We have too many empty office/retail spaces, yet new ones are
being built everyday. Traffic is getting worse with all the development. I do NOT want apartments built in Southlake. I miss the
beautiful farm land and cattle I used to see everyday.
Empty businesses/store fronts in Town Square and other developments
Over growth
Adding apartments to the city, which would overcrowd our schools.
Traffic and managing residential growth

Continuing to grow but in a way that is aesthetically attractive and leaves plenty of green space. Southlake has never really had
apartment-style rental property, and I see no reason to start now.
There are so many good things here, it’s difficult to complain. I believe the city addresses concerns as they happen. Community
pride is everywhere! One thing I do see, is our age group, over 65, does not want to leave Southlake when it comes time to
downsize. Yet, there are very few smaller homes. We are fortunate to have bought in Timarron Villas five years ago. This may not
be the most important issue, but an observation.
Too much growth, too fast.
Stop the over-building of the city! Too many empty storage and retail establishments...
Completing the development within the limited remaining areas of the City
Managing the growth from a desirability perspective and traffic

careful development of the remaining land parcels
overall growth. New housing going in without roads to ease traffic especially in my area.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Growth
Preventing the city from overextending itself by overbuilding too many doctor's offices onto our beautiful open fields, increasing
mobility for citizens, through better control of traffic flow, building more sidewalks and crosswalks, and perhaps building a
pedestrian bridge at Carroll and 1709.
Build out and schools to support.
APARTMENTS!!!
too many empty retail spaces... it looks like the town is on the downswing and that empty fountain is ridiculous
I think they are on the verge of over building the city, too many houses and not enough green space. We will end up like Houston
area where rain brings floods because there are no wetlands or places for water to run off.
Lack of diversity and inclusion, too much focus on athletic amenities.
Too much commercial construction like hotels and all the nice land and open areas is going away
Thoughtful build out
Growth. Some people say if your aren’t growing you are dying. However, that doesn’t mean our growth is covering every piece of
land with buildings.

Future
Preserve green space and continue to enforce single family home construction, no apartments.
Noise and congestion. Traffic in and around 1709 continues to get worse. Houses are getting larger while lots are getting smaller. The
introduction of high density housing in Town Square is something the city at one time said would never happen.

Construction and traffic. I know there are a few neighborhoods coming, and traffic on Southlake Blvd can already be pretty bad.
TRAFFIC..ALWAYS TRAFFIC ON SOUTHLAKE BLVD AND ON 114. And then the concern of building out and loosing green space.
Too much commercial development
Density control. We have reached saturation in my mind.
Responsible growth and other cities competing for restaurant and shopping.
overcrowding, construction, traffic, the types of businesses that are moving into the area
managing commercial growth
1ST--NOT ENOUGH DIVERSITY. RACIAL OVERTURES EVERY WHERE.
TRAILS, OR BIKING LANES.

2ND-OVER BUILDING NOT ENOUGH GREEN SPACES, RUNNING

Maintaining high architectural, zoning, and design standards in face of changing state laws
keeping out all versions of apartments
Traffic, Parking, Overcrowding of stores,
Keeping green spaces and not overbuilding
Not allowing multi family properties to be built
Preserving the beauty and spirit of the city as the city and surrounding communities grow. Also, dealing with social issues, such as
addiction and mental health. Keep our schools strong, as well as our finances are also important, I believe.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
I think the Town Square is such an important center of Southlake. I am concerned over the number of stores that have closed. I
understand that turnover is inevitable but we need to be able to attract new business to keep the square from falling into "a thing
of the past".
overbuilding commercially / residential. I understand the goal is to raise money thru taxes to continue to provide a first class
community, but i fear what drove a lot of us to southlake is going to frustrate many of the citizenry. seeing open spaces is not an
issue. i know people don't like their taxes being raised, but if you continue to overbuild, you may find an upset citizenry. it's a
delicate balance, but one i fear you are getting very close to crossing the line on every street having something built, even when we
have vacant buildings sitting there.
Managing rapid growth
Development control
Over building and lack of trails and green space
Traffic congestion on SH114 and 1709. I believe the city has done a good job in managing the traffic but perhaps more can be done.
The city needs to keep a low population density to the maximum extent possible. That means no apartments!
Overcrowding! (Traffic and too many stores...not enough green areas.)
Reducing property taxes, out of control residential building.
I do not want to lose the small town feel. We like the large lots and estate homes throughout the city. Please increase the lot size
requirements to build new communities.
traffic management, residential build-out and community cohesion
Too much development, too much retail, lots being approved are too small.
Overcrowding of medical/office buildings, traffic, not leaving any soil unturned
expansion, losing quaint feel
Overgrowth, traffic, lost its village culture
Density worries and traffic
Too much construction affecting traffic
Cookie cutter homes and loss of green areas to more builder homes. It is becoming another Frisco
Financial burden on schools to constantly raise funds despite high property taxes, no retail except the high end stores, businesses
constantly shutting down
Business development, empty businesses and high turnover, construction and eye sores like malfunctioning fountain
over-development - both commercial and residential - without infrastructure or demand to sustain it.
Traffic and construction.
Competing with new development in Grapevine amp; Westlake that could take tax revenues from Southlake.
Congestion and over development.
Traffic continues to increase. Need access to public restrooms when in the town square. Need to attract more independently
owned businesses including restaurants and store to the town center
Overcrowding of community with small lot expensive housing.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Lack of open spaces, vacant office/restaurant space that has no activity for months/years, more houses on tiny lots, overcrowded
schools
Traffic and over crowding
We need more books in Southlake Public Library. We also need more options for office spaces in and around Southlake.
Traffic. Overbuilding, and not enough roads to handle the traffic. Too much new construction - southlake feels like Arlington. It used
to have a country feel, and now it's nothing but concrete and traffic at all hours of the day. Another issue is parks. All the parks are
for sports, such as Bicentennial Park. Other cities provide more picnic areas, and places for the community. The only non-sport park
is Bob Jones, but there need to be more.
Too many tall/ commercial buildings coming up. Should not give permission for apartments. Nice to keep it small and the same old
like city charm
traffic is getting worse and small shops and restaurants are being replaced with franchise and big names.
Southlake has to step up in attracting corporate companies and SMEs. Attracting retailers is not enough. Need more corporate
buildings like Granite Place.
Too much construction every where. We need more open space and trees. We don’t want more buildings.
Crowding
Zoning - Insure we are not over building office space
Stop overdevelopment! This is not the Southlake we chose 15 years ago. We are not Frisco/Plano!
Over growth. The city is just allowing anything and everything to be built here. No green spaces left, empty buildings taking up green
space. Putting a hotel yards from a school where children are the majority of their day, with all that is going on in the world with
human trafficking. Not to mention the traffic. When we need more schools where would you build those?

The re-zoning of large single family parcels of land. There was recently an approval to build approximately 10 homes where there
previously had been 1 on Peytonville. If this trend continues the high quality of living in Southlake will erode. Single Homesites
should remain single homesites, regardless of the acreage involved.
Too many people!! Schools are overcrowded, streets are overcrowded, no more open spaces, it’s all homes everywhere.
Empty office buildings + building more in addition to the empty bldgs
With growth in commercial development, traffic congestion is becoming a significant concern

High property tax and permits for apartments
the new Texas state law usurping design and building codes,
Maintaining a sense of community with the addition of so much additional retail and commercial business.

Becoming too big and quality decreasing.
Almost at "build out" and that may impact future funding
Schools and overcrowding
Traffic and overcrowding. Quit building stuff and tearing down everything green!
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

Too much commercial growth -- many vacant stores and too much traffic
Over populated, to many new homes being built
Effectively managing future growth (people and businesses) while ensuring appropriate support (roads and services)
Traffic, crowding, lack of bike and pedestrian paths
overbuilding with RPUD's , the threat of apartments, all of which increase the traffic on 1709
Overdevelopment of space, leading to traffic and reduced open space
Too much of business opening , traffic getting worst, crowding of roads, shortage of green spaces and parks, will be worst with multi
family housing
Growth not being controlled; lack of diversity; property values
There is far too much commercial (office, primarily) building going on. We have lost every bit of that small town feel (which was
what we loved so much about the town, 9+ years ago when we moved here). It makes me so sad, and honestly sick to my stomach
to see the bulldozers plowing down trees.
Too much growth. Increased traffic on Southlake Blvd. Also, I don't like the idea of the possibility of apartment/multi-unit buildings
going up in the city. The small town charm/character of Southlake is diminishing. Safety at Southlake Blvd. stop lights, especially at
the Southridge Lakes Pkwy. I've seen many cars eastbound run the red light at this intersection. My husband has also witnessed an
accident when an eastbound vehicle ran the red light and hit the first car turning left to westbound Southlake Bvd. Perhaps, there
needs to be a study of this intersection to determine whether the timing of the light needs to be changed? Flashing lights for
vehicles to slow down as the light turns yellow to red? Something needs to be done to make this intersection safer.
Controlling growth so community does not become overcrowded with cars and buildings.
Too many office buildings that are empty. There needs to be more areas zoned for residential.

Expansion and Diversity
The number of empty business spaces and yet they build more (i.e. donkey field), should be a push to fill the vacant spots before
constructing new. Also, not allowing them to construct those projected apartments!
Being built out - making sure the space Left us utilized to fit the needs of the city now and in the future
failing retail and restaurants while developers continue to build new - who gains from this? The developer? or the resident?
Sidewalks that connect the city and planning for the growth that is blowing up all over.

Zoning
Controlling growth so it doesn’t get out of hand. Don’t “Dallas” Southlake
Growth and build out. Changing attitude towards density issues
Competition from other suburbs in the DFW area as popularity of DFW continues to rise with company relocations, etc. We need to
ensure we stay best in class to continue to attract new residents and maintain the premiere status we currently hold.
Traffic, sidewalks and bike paths, over crowding, parking,
We are a city that is growing too much!! Our traditions and community feeling and good quality service will end if we continue
growing. There is so much construction...we need to stop building and making things smaller. We live in Texas! No more construction
and no buildings
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Over development. Seems to be less and less open spaces now. Also although we have many restaurants they are all chains and very
few mom and pop or original restaurants in the area. I would love to see the community do a good hall idea
Over development of both retail and potential development of high density rentals.
The many many empty restaurants, stores, offices, etc and we continue to build more. The traffic is already horrible.
Too many empty buildings and too many business being build for short term. When we moved here there were so much beautiful
land and tress, now you see cement in every direction and most of these buildings are empty. Way too many houses being build in
small spaces. The beautiful city is becoming very congested.
Commercial over development / rent prices keeping retailers away
Keeping apartments out of Southlake
Concerned that there is a lot of building going on but also stores going out of business. Are we making sound choices? Are
outrageous rent costs driving business out?
Lack of sidewalks and growth in traffic due to increased retail spaces.
Traffic, too many businesses, multi family residences, ugly non working fountain at SL Blvd and Carroll
Traffic, keeping schools excellent, bring in quality restaurants
traffic, overcrowding, congestion
Too much construction, not enough green spaces left
Over crowding and too much development
Many small businesses continue to be pushed out of town square due to the high rent cost. This continues to hurt Southlake as
many of these companies have moved on to Keller or surrounding town squares whom are now thriving to the level of Southlake.
Please don't continue to chase Highland Park prestige and focus on the community Southlake once built.
Ability to keep businesses in town square. Tax incentives offered to small businesses should be developed, its slightly embarrassing
to walk thru town square and see multiple businesses open and close because of high rent cost (for lease signs throughout town
square is not appealing).

over crowding
1. Traffic 2. Amount of household family members per home 3. Decline of stores open in Town Square
Deteriorating sub divisions.
Measured Zoning approvals, IE: Must keep large setbacks, low density, sidewalks, low store signs, no billboards, enforce building
codes, eliminate run down buildings, repair pavement
I believe the most important issue is around the continued growth of the city - both residential and commercial. This growth impacts
our schools, traffic and the type of businesses we bring in.
Lack of sidewalks linking everything together--very few things are joined together. Lack of ability to have FAMILY restaurants that
don't cost a fortune. Simple weeknight kind of places would be great.....no more burgers, no more mid-high range places. You look
at so many other cities with options and Southlake is so limited or much higher in price. We have so many things closing due to
high rents or low turn out---DUH!
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
residential growth
Maintaining green spaces and ensuring the development has tenants prior to building.

The continued growth; i.e. hotels, business adding to increase traffic.
Housing for empty-nest couples who would prefer to stay in Southlake but don't want the same home choices and would prefer
much more housing like what is in Town Square where the area is walkable and much more of an urban lifestyle center.
Too much growth and loss of green space and open land.
Wish we had more local restaurants instead of as many chains - helps make the community unique.
Dealing with seniors in the community and allowing housing that is appropriate for seniors that no long have children living in their
home. Most seniors will and or want to downsize both their living space and yards. There are very few options for them to stay in
Southlake, and I believe that MOST do not want to move our of Southlake.
Road expansions/resurfacing, sidewalks completion to allow walkers, bikers and schools to grow without impeding cross traffic,
town events and regular 114 traffic/accidents. Residents need to see safe ways for students to get places, bikers to travel places, and
school buses to pass easily among residents on roadways that support travel, lights, stop signs, and traffic circles. Larger businesses
such as Verizon TD Ameritrade should maintain the grounds along the roadways their businesses are regularly. Walkers should not
continue to find trash debris along these businesses with their own employees walking on their lunch breaks. Last note *Shady
Oaks is still overgrown at times of the year narrow for bus traffic cars passing over tiny bridges and narrow roadway for residents
who live along this street. Trees brush need to be lifted cut back away from roadsides twice yearly.
Traffic and growth
Too much building which produces too much traffic with lot sizes being reduced to jam in more housing.
less chains, more botique retail; more running/walking trails; consider traffic when adding additional retail on SL blvd.
Too much construction, using up all the open spaces, approval of high density homes, allowing the wrong type of businesses to be
opened... This is not the Southlake we fell in love with or envisioned living in
over development - too many unused buildings and office spaces already exist yet more development and building keeps occurring
without regard for available spaces; congested shopping spaces show poor planning,over the top rent keeping more unique options
out of area...all resulting in crazy traffic and waste of resources (ie unused buildings and uniqueness going out of town
Rapid growth. Concerned that the excessive growth will impact small town feel.
Over development of land
Over development, crowding and rental properties like apartments.
The overcrowding
It appears that there is alot of open vacant office and retail space. But we keep building more strip malls and office parks. Are
there plans to keep encouraging large employers to Southlake?
Too much traffic and commercial buildings

Controlling future growth.
Too little green space - becoming over built and over crowded
Continuing to manage further growth to a sustainable level and on a incremental trajectory
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Southlake Blvd Traffic. Exits to 114, lack of night life

Need to reduce building. Used to be a low density community. Now there is impending apartments being discussed, which will ruin
the original community plan. This is a bedroom type town/city which is becoming another Frisco type community
Too much retail
Overbuilt, overcrowded, too much traffic
housing for older citizens
City growth. Growth too fast for the transportation system. Issues of speeding on highways not enough Police force to handle the
growth of drivers. Growth in Town Square with not enough parking for the town residents to enjoy the square.
Lack of non-chain restaurants and parks. Would be great to have more cycling lanes. Security needs to improve a bit.
The apartments wanting to move into Southlake.
Growth. It seems every last open space is already or is about to be under development. One of the reasons we like living here is
because parts of the city feel more rural than suburban, but that's really changing now, especially in the eastern part around 114
and to the north.
Managing use of remaining open spaces
Preserving the spirit of Southlake despite tremendous growth within and outside the city (e.g., Westlake).
Quality dining and shopping opportunities
traffic,zoning for small lots so density is too high ,spending levels are too high in my opinion
Managing the growth. There needs to be balance in terms of access, roads, infrastructure with recreation/parks and quality of life.
We don't have to front-running and forget to enjoy the ride.
Reducing commuter cut thru Southlake/1709 traffic. Beyond Highy Property taxes every year. We realistically cannot sell our home
today on what TAD estimates our home value to be every year. School safety for our students. Maintaining green spaces. Building
out. Southlake is following Plano’s footsteps in building out on anything remaining. When Plano reached capacity, everyone moved
North to Allen, McKinney, Frisco, and Prosper.
Overdevelopment
Growth and how to accomplish it

Growth management. Need to keep an attractive feel for the community
Emergency weather alert and outdoor sirens. Completing construction projects and street repair.
Not overgrowing our infrastructure. Don't chase always getting bigger - not always better.

All the new commercial construction ruining the beauty and appeal of Southlake
Better diverse restaurants
Overdevelopment. The commercial building continues, yet there are for sale / lease signs in windows and along the roads all over
town. The overdevelopment is also causing traffic flow issues (1709, Dove 114)
Over crowding...High property taxes Continuing growth
Apartment zoning
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Not considered friendly to developers or persons doing business in Southlake
Too much traffic and way too many stores, too many new residential and commercial developments, which increases the traffic and
decreases any open fields and pastures. I oppose the proposed development of a European style shopping center north of 114,
because we already have way too many stores in Southlake. It will only increase the traffic nightmare we already have.

Expansion
Growth
Managing Growth
Traffic and getting a surplus of retail. There seems to be a rapid turnover for some restaurants and shopping.
channelling the development in a way that it adds to the City instead of detracting. Flow of traffic and encroachment of commercial
on residential are key issues. PZ seems to say yes to everything, even wanting to redirect flow of roads like FM 1709 through
residential neighborhoods or changing zoning so high traffic commercial areas are next to residential neighborhoods when they were
not contemplated at the time the neighborhoods were built.
Too much development. Greedy developers, builders, furniture salesmen packed the council PZ, which destroyed what made
Southlake special. Now we have traffic and people speeding as they cut through neighborhoods, the cops are no use.
Over development including high density
The amount of retail and office space development. There are plans to continue to develop space and there is currently much empty
space. The traffic has become a nightmare over time. Southlake no longer feels like a high end enclave in the Metroplex. It feels like
an over developed area.
Traffic too much growth
Migration and demographics, mainly from california and out of state, negatively changing the conservative composition of the city
Continuing to feel like a small town in an overcrowded metropolis
Lack of building/ inspection over site
Being aware of not becoming too commercialized. We need to keep some green space and limit the development. I am personally
not a fan of the higher rise condos
Thinking about allowing high occupancy homes NO apartments and no condos outside of those currently in existence.
We are all so fortunate to live in Southlake, and thus have such high expectations of our community. I think the greatest challenge is
just to maintain that greatness that we all enjoy, through responsible growth, managing property tax rates, and continuing to
provide the excellent services that we have all grown accustomed to.
Now that Southlake is mostly developed I think it is important to fill the office buildings with tenants, keep up the good quality
shopping and restaurants (and maybe add a TARGET or KROGER marketplace!), maintain the roads, maintain the beautiful parks,
maintain, maintain, maintain so we can keep the good quality of life here.
Traffic on 1709 and 114. Would like to see more park spaces (not necessarily attached to sports complexes). Would like to see
businesses stay in town center instead of the high turn over rate of businesses there.
Over development by commercial enterprises is destroying Southlake. We are well on our way to becoming another Plano
High density housing
Growth?
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Managing development

Overbuilding and loss of green space
Growth
Thoughtful use of resources: specifically, in appropriate commercial vs. residential development; and, in leading the area by
advancing policy toward sustainability, including reduction of single-use plastics.
Ensuring that it is not overdeveloped and lose it's personality.
Overdevelopment of the City - the beauty of SL has been lost in overdevelopment of the city. Commercial real estate has been
devloped at every corner with huge numbers vacant. Too many franchise restaurants being opened and loosing rhe unique mom
and pop shops and restaurant. Too many restaurants have resulted in making survival of these difficult. We are seeing so many
shops, restaurants coming and closing in a short time. We ourselves go to Grapevine, Colleyville, Raonke for the unique shops. We
have too much traffic and noise on the roads. Too many medical buildings being built with empty offices. We need to allow down
the development. We miss the unique, quiet SL from 8 to 10 years ago.
Prevention of high density housing
Overbuilding and those pressing for multi family units
growing too fast causing traffic management issues
The Most important issue is the reputation and growth of Southlake. The city itself has grown tremendously but not necessarily in a
positive way. It has become a little over crowded and too many homes. This problem has overflowed into our schools with classroom
sizes overflowing. Housing growth needs to stop. The reputation of Southlake is also declining. With the amount of money in the
city, (or perception of) the values need to be reassessed... especially of children and families. Because some negative issues are
“swept under the rug” in fear of tarnishing the city’s reputation, there seems to be an “invincible” mentality especially if you have a
lot of money. This is prevalent in the city, in the community and in the schools. There needs to be a set of standards and rules that
need to be followed no matter who you are or how much money you have.
Developers who. Want to put in apartments. I am against. Would ruin city and school district.
55 plus affordable housing
Over crowding. One of the beautiful aspects of Southlake was the rural feel and open spaces that provided a sense of peace and a
unique quality of life. With the continued growth and higher density building in recent years, there are traffic issues, parking issues,
and we have lost some of the peace that a less impacted community once offered.

Growth/density/traffic
School taxes are too high. The city is becoming crowded and loosing the charm we once had as a smaller town. We have too many
hotels and too many office spaces (more are being built, while many remain empty). It was better to have the open spaces than
build unneeded buildings. Traffic is gridlocked in many places (1709, 114, Continental, Davis).
Climate change--it is the most important issue facing every living thing on Earth today. But Southlake continues to contribute to the
problem with profit-driven, unsustainable, sneaky, back-door development deals on every parcel of land (even when
residents/neighbors are trying to buy the land for more conservation-minded purpose), and nary a solar panel in sight. This is NOT a
smart way to "plan" for a city to be resilient in the fast-approaching future.
Need to save Green space. Density of housing.
traffic and quality of businesses allowed to come in
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic Real Estate Tax. secondly is water for lawn, multi tenant buildings
Over building! Losing green space and trees. Too much traffic. None of these things is good for the environment.
Too much new construction causing congestion and displacement of wildlife
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Over-development resulting in inconvenience to and infringement upon our ability to move about our town easily and to enjoy open
spaces.

Through TRAFFIC
Traffic - not enough north/south exits
Real estate taxes Low capacity roadways (Continental, White Chapel)
Traffic flow on 1709 during rush hours. No liquor stores.
Traffic control in the Town Square Area.
Sidewalks, bike lanes Traffic on SL BLVD and Continental
Traffic
Over development.
The need for green accessible parks and open spaces, lack of parking areas in the Southlake Town Square due to immense building
and the traffic has become unbearable
Traffic-road construction. Need to continue expanding and improving roads and improving traffic flow and efficiency.
Traffic flow
Traffic
TRAFFIC
traffic and possible apartment buildings which will lead to crowding of schools and roads
Managing traffic as the city and area continues to grow.
Transportation. Lack of transparency on city council. All the back room shenanigans of the mayor and city council members with
developers

Managing growth with traffic flow, controlling property taxes
Mobility
Over crowding of roadways, 114, 1709, Davis and Continental. Drug use at school and by members of the community.
Lack of Public Transportation and Traffic
Traffic congestion
Traffic management, especially on the major east/west roads.
Traffic associated with the schools
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Road construction and congestion

Mobility. Lack of bike paths (all types). Auto congestion. Parks - let the citizens use the parks. The city locks the baseball and
softball parks.
Congestion
Traffic
Traffic congestion. East-West streets for traffic flow. Right hand turn lanes for traffic flow.
Infrastructure to support growth, traffic
mobility
LOOSING THE COUNTRY LIVING ATMOSPHERE FROM CONSTRUCTION - CREATING MORE CONGESTION/TRAFFIC AND WILDLIFE
HABITATS AND FOOD SOURCES ARE EFFECTED.
Over Crowded - Too many constructions all around, during peak hours southlake blvd always has traffic jams. Beautification - Needs
more attractive plantation than the same old stuff, the exists and entrances to southlake needs some spice to it. Southlake needs to
have a edge over other cities. Internet - Its pretty bad needs update Inner Roads - Have over grown trees and during night time the
stop signs and road edges are hardly visible Open Forums - More of these - Suggestion boxes school projects to up lift southlake
image, Like Southlake 2025 Trash Collection Trucks - Needs some paint on them and some eco friendly message on them Ban /
Minimize - Plastic Usage in Southlake, Restaurant waste Incentive for installing smart devices
Southlake is the most upscale parking lot in North Texas. The traffic congestion is unbelievable. Apparently the City Fathers have no
limit on their quest for sale tax dollars, so Southlake is now a maze of traffic congestion.
TRAFFIC
Zoning. This impacts our traffic, schools, congestion, quality of life, green spaces--you name it.
The impact of growth. Especially 1) Automobile (speed, red light timing) and pedestrian (sidewalks, safe crossings) traffic
management. And 2) Balancing development with natural space preservation (trees on city property are being cut at an alarming
rate)
traffic problems
Public safety issues that may become more prevalent with time. Social media, hotels, large companies, higher traffic all bring more
people, tempers and increase targets for theft and kidnapping.
Overdevelopment. Losing the small town feel. Too much traffic. Crowded housing.
Too much traffic
Road infrastructure and need to add wide bike paths to encourage biking and walking instead of driving ones car from A to B within
the city. Help the community be healthy and reduce emissions and traffic
Traffic, continued safety.

Congestion
Traffic Congestion frustrates drivers causes more aggressive driving ...... Traffic lights poorly timed if correctly set you should be able
to navigate 1709 in half the time. Certain intersection U turns should not be allowed
Traffic flow during rush hour - AM PM. Continental has become very congested at times.
Traffic in the city. Specifically, speeding on ALL roads, dangerous driving on Hwy 114 and 1709. No one obeying stop signs in Town
Center and congestion in general
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
traffic

traffic, especially on SL blvd and development. Sometimes its sad to see our open spaces with cattle, donkeys etc. sold and
developed into housing or office space.
traffic and over development
traffic, retail and dining
Traffic
Traffic congestion
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic, rental apartments in Town Square

Traffic and motor vehicle safety
Traffic (speeding on SL blvd, U-turns) TOO MUCH commercialism/building city-wide
Traffic congestion. Finishing construction in a timely manner.
Traffic / safety on 1709. Southlake version of the German Autobahn in front of Carroll Sr High and Southridge Lakes Parkway. Traffic
Speeding through intersections has made it very dangerous.
Traffic
Southlake is being over developed and traffic is getting worse.
Too much clearing and building office spaces in such a small area. Leading to worse traffic, and many older office space vacant. Not
very good planning. If you want Southlake to be an exclusive area for shops and offices it shouldn’t be so easy to build. You are
diminishing the charm of Southlake.
Traffic congestion
Traffic management
Traffic congestion
walkability of the city. Traffic on 1709 for walkers.
Traffic. Commuters from Keller and Trophy Club are using Continental Boulevard causing such back-ups that I have waited over 5
minutes to leave Bent Creek and make a left on Continental.
Managing growth and associated issues (traffic, crowded schools, etc)
Over building has created too much traffic. We keep building new office and retail space while there are already so many empty
spaces. Traffic continues to get worse.

Movement of traffic.
Overdeveloping creating issues all across , traffic , access to services, etc
Accepting Diversity, Property Taxes increasing, Traffic Management
over populated , too much traffic
Increase in traffic, density in housing and commercial development
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Density and that effects so many other issues our city is facing...for example traffic. I can’t believe having multi family housing in
Southlake is even a consideration. It is bad enough that the “rules” changed from anything built north of 114 was to be 1/2 acre lots
to what has actually happened. And now we are thinking of putting apartments in, please NO!
Growth - overbuilding, traffic, population density
Proposition of high density developments which will increase traffic and strain city and school resources. We chose Southlake over
Plano specifically because it didn't contain these type of residences. If the city approves many more of these type of developments,
we will move elsewhere. Too many transient residents change the demographics in a negative manner.
Traffic and the proposed multi- family developments that are being proposed that will only make traffic much worse.
traffic
Overcrowding/traffic
Traffic

Traffic
Traffic congestion
Traffic congestion is getting worse, and with new subdivisions being constructed, the traffic will likely become unbearable.
Traffic and the quality of drivers. Speeding and distracted driving has gotten much worst; including tailgating. Lights are not
synchronized, at times you stop at every light.
Traffic, particularly on 1709. The traffic circles on side streets are helping there, but 1709 continues to be a challenge, particularly
the intersections of Whites Chapel, Carroll and Kimball.
Population increases to schools, traffic, losing small town rural feel
Development - city shouldn't change stance on high density development of any kind including residential or commercial. It seems
developers run Southlake these days with only profits in mind as residents pay the price through increased traffic, crowded schools,
new residents that don't take care or can't afford to care for their home and more cement everywhere so water management issues
grow.
Lack of mobility (pedestrian and vehicular). The city needs more sidewalks throughout. There are several areas of the city where a
sidewalk will span a block or two then stop. We also need more lighting for evening/early morning pedestrian mobility. We need
more street lights for vehicular traffic and we need better traffic control in general especially along Continental Blvd and Southlake
Blvd.
traffic to congested, to commercialized with businesses
Traffic continues to increase; new houses continue to get bigger
Higher density housing is decreasing property values and increasing traffic.
The City is allowing more and more new neighborhoods to be developed, which seem to be higher density. This impacts traffic and
CISD schools greatly.
Traffic and diversity
Transportation and bicycle access
Traffic and mushrooming development. The development seem to be out of control resulting in overcrowding and traffic issues 7 am
to 10 pm. We are losing the outer suburb feel.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
1. Traffic congestion on Southlake boulevard. It is no longer a boulevard, it is an highway. Too much speeding. Will like to see many
police stationed on Southlake boulevard and give tickets. They don’t obey speed limits. If they want to speed, they need to use Hwy
14 (2) congestion on continental Blvd is terrible between 5pm to 6:30pm . People that don’t live in Southlake going to north
Richland Hills used continental Blvd to avoid traffic on both highway 26 /colleyville Blvd and Southlake Blvd and yet we residents that
lives off continental Blvd are paying taxes for these people that do not live in Southlake. Non residents need to be made aware that
it is a residential area and need to enter from Pool Road. Continental Blvd is no longer a residential quiet but a passage for people
who are also spending and they will give you the fingers when going slow. A child was hit with a car while trying to cross
Continental Blvd and Baron Nelson by a non resident of Southlake . Chief of Police and the Mayor of Southlake need to address this.
Thank you so much
TRAFFIC
Traffic, need to improve beauty on main streets where homes fences have fallen down or landscaping unkept. For example, homes
across from White’s Chapel on 1709 before cVS with broken fences. Perhaps allocate money to build nice brick wall
While I rated the city has improved, the TRAFFIC IS ABSOLUTELY ABHORRENT. I don't think the amount of traffic heading north of
114, i.e. Carillon, was taken into account. The flow around Town Square most days is terrible. I will be glad, I think, when Davis
Boulevard is totally finished. I also believe people avoid Davis Boulevard because of the low speed limit.
Traffic/Mobility
Transportation through the city as Southlake and the surrounding areas grow

The addition of high density housing and loss of green space; increasing traffic.
Crowding and traffic
Traffic
Traffic and loss of open spaces
Traffic, increased population, safety of citizens
Population growth. There are way too many roof tops and way too many cars.
Managing density and traffic.
Overcrowding and traffic
Traffic

Affordability on housing. Have lived here for 25 years, would like to retire here however buying an equally or higher priced home
than what we have is our only option. Also Traffic is dreadful.
traffic
management of growth and traffic
Traffic
Traffic congestion and speeding on Southlake Blvd.
The new developments are getting the schools crowded and the increase of traffic.
Traffic management and road safety
traffic saturation

High cost of water to residence Heavy Traffic
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Too much traffic and significant speeding on southlake blvd. Too many houses with population increases. Lack of walking trails and
sidewalks. Unsafe to cross southlake blvd on foot at Shady Oaks bear the Marq
traffic
Traffic, Highway 114 Corridor Development
Traffic is a continuing issue in and around Southlake
Overdevelopment and higher density housing are changing the traffic, feel, and demographics.
Managing traffic flow and keeping speeds at or below the posted speed limit.
Continue to deal with increasing traffic congestion.
traffic congestion...especially on Continental. Not enought right hand turn-offs with mostly 2 lane street.
Horrible traffic congestion everywhere.

Growth. Southlake is losing it's small town charm. 1709 is often congested , crime in town square appears to have increased. I
worry that it is becoming to crowded
Too many houses, too much traffic, too many speeders. Southlake was special when it was more rural with minimum acre lots. Now
it's just like any place else.
traffic, 30 mph speed limit needs to go up to 35 in non residential areas
Traffic, too much filling of open spaces, no independent affordable senior housing, traffic, not sticking to low density, allowing
permits and over crowding to create traffic issues.
Traffic on 1709!
Traffic, over pushing curriculum.
Need more activities in parks other than Town center rustic park, so trafic will not be congested in Town center area.
Traffic. 114 needs more lanes in both directions. In the evenings heading west, there is always a bottleneck just before Kimble,
particularly where the carpool lane ends and the merge causes lots of traffic. There is a ton of concrete that goes unused, let alone
needed to pour more for additional lanes. More lanes and an extension of the carpool lane would help reduce the nightly traffic
bottlenecks.
Traffic from commuters cutting through our secondary streets.
Taxes are ridiculous, traffic is terrible, over building
Traffic
Traffic and need for more bike paths/green space.
Overcrowding and traffic

Traffic. I go to the town center every week day. A drive that should take 10 minutes or less takes 20 to 30 minutes most of the time.
The turning light from 1709 to Carroll is a huge problem. On a normal day it can take 3 light cycles before you can turn. This causes
drivers to run the red light, cut in front of cars turning or in the worst case turn from the lane going straight. I understand backups
during holidays and festivals, but this is everyday. For the homecoming a few nights ago the turning lane was backed up to byron
Nelson. There has to be something that can be done to improve conditions at this light. In general the traffic has gotten worse since
we moved here
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Maintaining quality while managing growth and increasing commuter traffic from neighboring cities and towns.

traffic and congestion and keeping the "community" feel that we all love so much
There is too great of a shift from residential to commercial property. It's creating traffic issues, is visually unattractive and makes me
feel like it's less safe for my child both because it's not safe for him to physically walk around so much traffic and also because there's
so many random people constantly travelling through Southlake.
TRAFFIC on Southlake Blvd and Carroll! CAR ACCIDENTS because Southlake residents are trying to get their kids to school, work,
exercise and other activities. Also getting too built up! if i see one more nail spa and medical office building I'm moving! then they
move a street down and the empty buildings look terrible!
Overdevelopment - The city is becoming too congested. Traffic is terrible and there is little open space and trees left.
Traffic congestion.
Traffic

Overbuilding and congestion
Over developed .... too many people... too many cars...not enough natural green spaces left. Every natural patch of grass that’s left
with trees is being developed. The city is losing its charm. I don’t want apartments or more brownstones. I didnt want to live in a
busy city like Dallas.... it’s why we moved to Southlake. So stop trying to turn it into Dallas.
Traffic Management
Too many cars. Traffic gets worse and worse!
Overcrowding, more and more housing, including high density is taxing the schools and traffic
traffic
Traffic control due to continued development
Traffic
traffic. Continental/Southlake Blvd. Missed opportunities to keep greenspace/parks/ball fields. SIDEWALKS.
traffic and the size of the schools
traffic on 1709, continental
traffic, continued building, many empty buildings and office complexes
Traffic and mobility
Traffic. So heavy on main thoroughfare streets it’s forcing cars onto residential streets which endangers pedestrians, including school
children. Many using turn lanes to make a U turn in heavy, fast traffic.
Traffic and houses for downsizing
Traffic and lack of a decent stand alone library with ample parking
Growth (and traffic)
Traffic, preservation of open space, too many medical plazas
traffic
Traffic, overcrowding in schools
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic

Over growth, traffic
Traffic
Traffic congestion and water pressure - due to the number of new homes traffic is very congested and is taking more time to get
around. Also as new homes are built and they run their sprinklers, we are seeing water pressure drop.
Too much traffic and not enough police presence on 1709.
Too many people per sq mile, becoming over built and roads are suffering
Repeated Traffic accidents at intersections
The clear cutting of trees is alarming. The lack of sidewalks it frustrating. Traffic is getting worse.
Traffic....commute has increased from Coppell through SL

Overdevelopment! I would like to see more parks and green spaces. We have too many empty office/retail spaces, yet new ones are
being built everyday. Traffic is getting worse with all the development. I do NOT want apartments built in Southlake. I miss the
beautiful farm land and cattle I used to see everyday.
Traffic congestion
Traffic and managing residential growth
Traffic
Traffic congestion
Automobile Traffic - Removing the "Left Turn Lane" on Southlake Blvd and replacing with restrictions and trees have made traffic
soooo much worse. Please return Southlake Blvd to allowing a left turn. Making that change was a huge mistake in traffic congestion
and quality of life.

Managing the growth from a desirability perspective and traffic
overall growth. New housing going in without roads to ease traffic especially in my area.
Preventing the city from overextending itself by overbuilding too many doctor's offices onto our beautiful open fields, increasing
mobility for citizens, through better control of traffic flow, building more sidewalks and crosswalks, and perhaps building a
pedestrian bridge at Carroll and 1709.
Traffic on 1709
Traffic congestion
Transportation for people with disabilities and elderly.
Traffic at Davis/SL Blvd and at Carrol/SL Blvd

Traffic, increasing taxes on homeowners, places for kids to safely hang out,
Traffic
Noise and congestion. Traffic in and around 1709 continues to get worse. Houses are getting larger while lots are getting smaller. The
introduction of high density housing in Town Square is something the city at one time said would never happen.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Construction and traffic. I know there are a few neighborhoods coming, and traffic on Southlake Blvd can already be pretty bad.

traffic and the millions of moving violations unnoticed
TRAFFIC..ALWAYS TRAFFIC ON SOUTHLAKE BLVD AND ON 114. And then the concern of building out and loosing green space.
Traffic
Traffic congestion
Traffic and road conditions
overcrowding, construction, traffic, the types of businesses that are moving into the area
Increasing traffic congestion; city not connected with bike paths and sidewalks.
Traffic, especially around town square, central market and the fountain shopping center. Too much concentrated in one area. I love
to shop at town square - just to stop in at a store or two but so much of the parking has been given up it's hard to stop in quickly. My
friends from surrounding towns don't shop here as much because of lack of parking.
Traffic, Parking, Overcrowding of stores,
No public transport
Traffic
1. TexRail train stop in Southlake 2. Paved bike trails parallel to Dove Road to keep bicyclers off the narrow, curvy road and keep
them safe.
TRAFFIC CONTROL
Traffic control. Too much traffic and inadequate roads to handle the load. This is especially true in some of the school zones on two
lane roads.
Traffic
Traffic
The traffic problems are out of control!!
Traffic issues and lack of sidewalks in some areas. Also, the money spent on signs pointing to areas in the city is a complete waste.
Everyone has GPS and can find the location they are seeking. Those signs wasted taxpayer money and will deteriorate and then
more taxpayer money will be spent to replace them. Also, too much money was spent on the police station and firehouse on N.
Carroll. 21 Million dollars, are you kidding me? The baseball fields for youth baseball are an example of over spending on the part of
the city. There aren't enough green city parks with trails. Most are quite small. One thing some of the people of Southlake are very
good at is prioritizing appearances rather than practical use of taxpayer money.
Traffic congestion on SH114 and 1709. I believe the city has done a good job in managing the traffic but perhaps more can be done.
The city needs to keep a low population density to the maximum extent possible. That means no apartments!

I am disappointed in the lack of sustainability efforts taking place in the City which is a critical issue facing not only Southlake but all
cities. Most sustainability efforts in Southlake are being done by citizens and individuals but I don't see the city tackling these issues
or setting up programs. When comparing ourselves to peer cities, other ciites have robust sustainability programs for their
businesses and citizens, sustainability newsletters, water conservation programs (besides just watering schedules), and they have
very clear long term goals that are tracked with quantitative metrics, not just qualitative goals. As Southlake builds out, there will
also be issues with even more traffic congestion which is already very bad. So making sure that we continue to have roundabouts
put in and other means to relieve traffic congestion is important.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic and road repairs

Roads traffic management
Overcrowding! (Traffic and too many stores...not enough green areas.)
traffic
traffic management, residential build-out and community cohesion
Overcrowding of medical/office buildings, traffic, not leaving any soil unturned
Traffic
Overgrowth, traffic, lost its village culture
Traffic and its consequences
Density worries and traffic

Too much construction affecting traffic
traffic flow
Traffic on 114
Traffic and construction.
Traffic
Traffic continues to increase. Need access to public restrooms when in the town square. Need to attract more independently
owned businesses including restaurants and store to the town center
Traffic
High water/sewer rates (highest in the area?) Maintaining roads Traffic

Improvement to diversity, traffic and walker/biker safety
Traffic and over crowding
Traffic on two lane busy roads
Traffic management and control.
Traffic management and road improvements
Traffic
Traffic. Overbuilding, and not enough roads to handle the traffic. Too much new construction - southlake feels like Arlington. It used
to have a country feel, and now it's nothing but concrete and traffic at all hours of the day. Another issue is parks. All the parks are
for sports, such as Bicentennial Park. Other cities provide more picnic areas, and places for the community. The only non-sport park
is Bob Jones, but there need to be more.
traffic is getting worse and small shops and restaurants are being replaced with franchise and big names.
TRAFFIC has become unbearable; partly because there is too much TEXTING while driving on 1709 and other roads. Enforcing this
law would prevent many accidents that happen and traffic would flow instead of seeing how likes/comments are on your lastest
social media post or responding to an unimportant text.
Traffic issues. Especially the stop lights. I waste so much time sitting in traffic and watching the upcoming light turn yellow after I just
sat through a red light at the previous stop light.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Increasing traffic that impacts mobility and safety.
Traffic
Traffic, not enough bicycle/walking trails and too small parking spots for all the BIG SUV's
Over growth. The city is just allowing anything and everything to be built here. No green spaces left, empty buildings taking up green
space. Putting a hotel yards from a school where children are the majority of their day, with all that is going on in the world with
human trafficking. Not to mention the traffic. When we need more schools where would you build those?
Mobility within the city. Not only congestion of car traffic, but safe ways for cyclists and pedestrians to move about. While
improvements have been made with sidewalks, there are still many gaps, often in the highest car congestion areas.
Too many people!! Schools are overcrowded, streets are overcrowded, no more open spaces, it’s all homes everywhere.
traffic congestion
With growth in commercial development, traffic congestion is becoming a significant concern
Proper updates and maintenance of streets and storm drainage, particularly north of Hwy 114 (the forgotten part of the city). And
finding ways to move the ever increasing amount of traffic on what were and still are country roads. We moved here 31 years ago
and not much has changed up here, other than more runoff and erosion due to more concrete than pasture. We've paid a monthly
"storm drainage" fee for years and have gotten nothing for it. And the ever increasing traffic on roads that were never meant to
accommodate the volume. We live on a peaceful and quiet dead-end street, but it is frequently a lengthy wait to just exit Creekside
Drive onto Dove Road. Our street has now become a disaster due to the faulty sewer project in the past, the cracks and sink holes
are becoming a dangerous obstacle course.
Traffic
traffic
Traffic drugs in public school
Traffic congestion
Traffic Control
Traffic is a problem especially during peak commuter times.
Heavy traffic

Growth: over crowded schools and traffic
Traffic and overcrowding. Quit building stuff and tearing down everything green!
Too much commercial growth -- many vacant stores and too much traffic
Poor traffic and pedestrian infrastructure - most roads are single lane each way and hasn’t kept up with growing traffic. It also most
pedestrian unfriendly with lack of sidewalks, etc.,
Traffic
Traffic and community safety
Traffic, crowding, lack of bike and pedestrian paths
overbuilding with RPUD's , the threat of apartments, all of which increase the traffic on 1709

Overdevelopment of space, leading to traffic and reduced open space
Increasing traffic congestion.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic

Traffic and enforcement
Too much of business opening , traffic getting worst, crowding of roads, shortage of green spaces and parks, will be worst with multi
family housing
Too much growth. Increased traffic on Southlake Blvd. Also, I don't like the idea of the possibility of apartment/multi-unit buildings
going up in the city. The small town charm/character of Southlake is diminishing. Safety at Southlake Blvd. stop lights, especially at
the Southridge Lakes Pkwy. I've seen many cars eastbound run the red light at this intersection. My husband has also witnessed an
accident when an eastbound vehicle ran the red light and hit the first car turning left to westbound Southlake Bvd. Perhaps, there
needs to be a study of this intersection to determine whether the timing of the light needs to be changed? Flashing lights for
vehicles to slow down as the light turns yellow to red? Something needs to be done to make this intersection safer.
Controlling growth so community does not become overcrowded with cars and buildings.
Traffic
Traffic on Continental Ave. between Old Union and Kimball is horrible, that road should have been widened years ago. There is also
no sidewalk on that strech of Continetal and I see joggers on the grass close to cars. I risk my life daily pulling out of Woodsey Ct.
and one day there is going to be a very bad accident there. There are also business there are block visual path so cars can't see oncoming traffic.
Traffic
traffic
Traffic
Traffic, sidewalks and bike paths, over crowding, parking,
Trafffic

Traffic is getting worse - particularly on 1709
Traffic on 1709 and property taxes are too high!
The many many empty restaurants, stores, offices, etc and we continue to build more. The traffic is already horrible.
Lack of sidewalks and growth in traffic due to increased retail spaces.
Traffic, too many businesses, multi family residences, ugly non working fountain at SL Blvd and Carroll
Traffic, keeping schools excellent, bring in quality restaurants
Traffic
traffic, overcrowding, congestion
Traffic

Traffic very congested roads. New homes are priced too high. I’d like to buy a smaller new home in Southlake without paying
$1Million and it is not there
1. Traffic 2. Amount of household family members per home 3. Decline of stores open in Town Square
traffic congestion
I believe the most important issue is around the continued growth of the city - both residential and commercial. This growth impacts
our schools, traffic and the type of businesses we bring in.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic congestion and parking

The continued growth; i.e. hotels, business adding to increase traffic.
Road expansions/resurfacing, sidewalks completion to allow walkers, bikers and schools to grow without impeding cross traffic,
town events and regular 114 traffic/accidents. Residents need to see safe ways for students to get places, bikers to travel places, and
school buses to pass easily among residents on roadways that support travel, lights, stop signs, and traffic circles. Larger businesses
such as Verizon TD Ameritrade should maintain the grounds along the roadways their businesses are regularly. Walkers should not
continue to find trash debris along these businesses with their own employees walking on their lunch breaks. Last note *Shady Oaks
is still overgrown at times of the year narrow for bus traffic cars passing over tiny bridges and narrow roadway for residents who
live along this street. Trees brush need to be lifted cut back away from roadsides twice yearly.
Terrible traffic management
Logistics and quality of streets and roads, especially in the "older" areas of the city. Continental Ave. for example, is a main road
with a lot of traffic, but it is narrow with no shoulder or curbs, and unsightly overhead power lines and poorly trimmed trees. In
addition to the aesthetics, during peak periods, if an emergency vehicle were to try to get through it would be nearly impossible.
Also it just doesn't look very good or fit the image of what Southlake should look like. More effort seems to be made near the newer
developments such as Carillon.
Traffic
Traffic and growth
Too much building which produces too much traffic with lot sizes being reduced to jam in more housing.
Taxes and traffic
Traffic congestion.
less chains, more botique retail; more running/walking trails; consider traffic when adding additional retail on SL blvd.
The flow of new residents has increased tremendously. Traffic can be a nightmare at times. I’m concerned we are moving away from
trying to invest in eco friendly projects ( recycling, sidewalks. Etc) and focus instead on widening roads. In my opinion, The spirit of a
medium sized community is vanishing,
over development - too many unused buildings and office spaces already exist yet more development and building keeps occurring
without regard for available spaces; congested shopping spaces show poor planning,over the top rent keeping more unique options
out of area...all resulting in crazy traffic and waste of resources (ie unused buildings and uniqueness going out of town
Traffic, infrastructure, aging community
Traffic
The impact of the train route to Grapevine, whereby I believe we'll have increasing crime with a route in and out.
The traffic flow
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic issues; need more sidewalks; school taxes are too high
Too much traffic and commercial buildings
Transportation
Traffic on Southlake Boulevard
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic flow

Southlake Blvd Traffic. Exits to 114, lack of night life
Traffic is obviously a concern. Besides FM1709, many of the roads are overcapacity and sometimes dangerous. In some areas, like
north of Hwy 114, roads are in poor condition. Too much traffic for a "blacktop" road. No place for anybody not in a car, so few
sidewalks or bike lanes. Little traffic enforcement to control aggressive drivers. Southlake has a budget surplus, but this is because
of poor investment in mobility infrastructure. When money is invested in repairs it takes way too long and makes roads dangerous
during construction. Again, FM1709 is working well, but look outside of this main corridor and there are many issues.
Too much traffic
trafic congestion
Overbuilt, overcrowded, too much traffic
Traffic

Maintaining financial stability, maintaining strong residential feel, traffic, sidewalks (very limited on the west side of the city),
drainage (runoff during heavy rains)
Traffic
City growth. Growth too fast for the transportation system. Issues of speeding on highways not enough Police force to handle the
growth of drivers. Growth in Town Square with not enough parking for the town residents to enjoy the square.
Traffic with all the wonderful shopping we have which brings in many from surrounding areas.. managing this traffic without losing
the small feel of roads like continental and dove. I would not want to see these roads widened.
The traffic is getting worse because you are developing too much and worried too much about money. Our property taxes are
skyrocketing every year. It’s too much. You are ruining Southlake. The crime is getting worse because you advertise what a great city
it is so basically telling the criminals to come here.
Southlake and the State 114 corridor continues to expand and has caused congestion in a number of areas, especially intersections
along that route and Southlake Boulevard. Newly placed stoplights at 114 and Kirkwood/Solana requires a much increased waiting
time (as opposed to stop signs) to pass under 114 to turn left onto the frontage roads in either the East or Westbound directions.
One reason this has occurred is due to the lack of a "Texas U-turn" at this intersection. If the City wants to be known as a "green"
city, that is, believes in cutting emissions from cars and other sources, much of what has been done in the name of progress has
accomplished the opposite.
Traffic, lack of street lights at important intersection! Continental Blvd. is a nightmare from 4 to 7
Too much traffic, especially on North Carroll.
traffic,zoning for small lots so density is too high ,spending levels are too high in my opinion
Reducing commuter cut thru Southlake/1709 traffic. Beyond Highy Property taxes every year. We realistically cannot sell our home
today on what TAD estimates our home value to be every year. School safety for our students. Maintaining green spaces. Building
out. Southlake is following Plano’s footsteps in building out on anything remaining. When Plano reached capacity, everyone moved
North to Allen, McKinney, Frisco, and Prosper.
Traffic
Try to fix the heavy traffic issues, congested on continental blvd and also sometimes 1709.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
traffic

Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Overdevelopment. The commercial building continues, yet there are for sale / lease signs in windows and along the roads all over
town. The overdevelopment is also causing traffic flow issues (1709, Dove 114)
traffic
traffic
Too much traffic and way too many stores, too many new residential and commercial developments, which increases the traffic
and decreases any open fields and pastures. I oppose the proposed development of a European style shopping center north of 114,
because we already have way too many stores in Southlake. It will only increase the traffic nightmare we already have.
Trafic
Traffic
The Chick-fil-A traffic management during lunch, needed repairs to older neighborhood drainage, addition of sidewalks to schools
from older neighborhoods
Traffic especially on Southlake Blvd
Traffic on 1709. Need timed traffic lites asap
Traffic, sidewalks, affordable commercial rent space (pushing existing businesses out).
Traffic and the Democrat influence.
Increasing traffic congestion
Traffic congestion and speeding on Southlake Blvd.
Traffic on 1709, flow is poor in both mornings and evening
Traffic and getting a surplus of retail. There seems to be a rapid turnover for some restaurants and shopping.
traffic and parking in town center
channelling the development in a way that it adds to the City instead of detracting. Flow of traffic and encroachment of
commercial on residential are key issues. PZ seems to say yes to everything, even wanting to redirect flow of roads like FM 1709
through residential neighborhoods or changing zoning so high traffic commercial areas are next to residential neighborhoods when
they were not contemplated at the time the neighborhoods were built.
Traffic
control traffic; not over growing of the population;keep and community safe; environmental protection
Too much development. Greedy developers, builders, furniture salesmen packed the council PZ, which destroyed what made
Southlake special. Now we have traffic and people speeding as they cut through neighborhoods, the cops are no use.
The amount of retail and office space development. There are plans to continue to develop space and there is currently much
empty space. The traffic has become a nightmare over time. Southlake no longer feels like a high end enclave in the Metroplex. It
feels like an over developed area.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

traffic/climate change
Traffic management needs improvement. Roadways have not kept up with the increased traffic in the area.
Traffic too much growth
Traffic
Managing traffic
traffic,
Traffic
Traffic and congestion.
Too many people in our small city which makes traffic horrible. This causes frustration and stress trying to go place to place in town.

Over crowding/traffic
Too much traffic
Traffic
Traffic on 1709 and 114. Would like to see more park spaces (not necessarily attached to sports complexes). Would like to see
businesses stay in town center instead of the high turn over rate of businesses there.
Traffic Congestion
Traffic and sidewalks
Excess development
Traffic

Too much traffic
Overdevelopment of the City - the beauty of SL has been lost in overdevelopment of the city. Commercial real estate has been
devloped at every corner with huge numbers vacant. Too many franchise restaurants being opened and loosing rhe unique mom
and pop shops and restaurant. Too many restaurants have resulted in making survival of these difficult. We are seeing so many
shops, restaurants coming and closing in a short time. We ourselves go to Grapevine, Colleyville, Raonke for the unique shops. We
have too much traffic and noise on the roads. Too many medical buildings being built with empty offices. We need to allow down
the development. We miss the unique, quiet SL from 8 to 10 years ago.
Too much traffic aroun town square area.
Enough roads for all the traffic
traffic

growing too fast causing traffic management issues
Traffic
traffic congestion
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

Over crowding. One of the beautiful aspects of Southlake was the rural feel and open spaces that provided a sense of peace and a
unique quality of life. With the continued growth and higher density building in recent years, there are traffic issues, parking issues,
and we have lost some of the peace that a less impacted community once offered.
Traffic
Growth/density/traffic
School taxes are too high. The city is becoming crowded and loosing the charm we once had as a smaller town. We have too many
hotels and too many office spaces (more are being built, while many remain empty). It was better to have the open spaces than
build unneeded buildings. Traffic is gridlocked in many places (1709, 114, Continental, Davis).
traffic and quality of businesses allowed to come in
Traffic

Traffic
traffic
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Over building! Losing green space and trees. Too much traffic. None of these things is good for the environment.
Too much new construction causing congestion and displacement of wildlife
Over-development resulting in inconvenience to and infringement upon our ability to move about our town easily and to enjoy open
spaces.
too many new buildings going up and taking away natural green areas
Ridiculous amount of building goin on. The mayor and city council will not be happy until there are no open spaces left in Southlake.
The threat of apartments in our area is alarming. We already have an eyesore being built in the TownSq. In 3-5 years the city will not
be what it is today.
The need for green accessible parks and open spaces, lack of parking areas in the Southlake Town Square due to immense building
and the traffic has become unbearable
Over development. Lessening the standards for residential construction. When I moved here in 1996, you had to have a 1/2 acre
lots and apartments were not allowed.
Overcrowded, too much development and need better integration of all the residents
Over development
Environmental degradation, over development and school size
Out of control growth development
Overbuilding. Why must we bulldoze every tree for new retail when there are plenty of vacant buildings? Look what happened to
the Fresh Market center!! We will be concrete, vacant and ugly when economy turns.

Too many businesses and residential growth without much adequate infrastructure development.
Overgrowth- Population and Business
Over Crowded - Too many constructions all around, during peak hours southlake blvd always has traffic jams. Beautification - Needs
more attractive plantation than the same old stuff, the exists and entrances to southlake needs some spice to it. Southlake needs to
have a edge over other cities. Internet - Its pretty bad needs update Inner Roads - Have over grown trees and during night time the
stop signs and road edges are hardly visible Open Forums - More of these - Suggestion boxes school projects to up lift southlake
image, Like Southlake 2025 Trash Collection Trucks - Needs some paint on them and some eco friendly message on them Ban /
Minimize - Plastic Usage in Southlake, Restaurant waste Incentive for installing smart devices
Southlake is the most upscale parking lot in North Texas. The traffic congestion is unbelievable. Apparently the City Fathers have no
limit on their quest for sale tax dollars, so Southlake is now a maze of traffic congestion.
Zoning. This impacts our traffic, schools, congestion, quality of life, green spaces--you name it.
development
Overdevelopment. Losing the small town feel. Too much traffic. Crowded housing.
Over building
Overbuilding and decreasing lot sizes
traffic, especially on SL blvd and development. Sometimes its sad to see our open spaces with cattle, donkeys etc. sold and
developed into housing or office space.
traffic and over development
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
over crowding
Overcrowding. Our city does not have the school space or the infrastructure to support more people.
1. Tax rates (do not need any further development). 2. Water availability and cost.
Growth and Density
Overdevelopment
Avoiding overbuilding and becoming too crowded
Overhrowth
Overcrowding and ridiculous school/property taxes
I feel safe here in Southlake, I really have a hard time seeing all the destruction of every available piece of natural land. The city went
from beautiful large open spaces houses with big yards lots of natural spaces around to “Beverly Hills“. It is also a shame that when
lots of people retire they have to move away because of high taxes and the fact that services by local providers seem to cost more
just because of our location.
Southlake is being over developed and traffic is getting worse.
We're losing green space. Maybe 'overdevelopment' is a better way to put it.
Overcrowding
*Keeping property values high. *Improving and updating town square. It looks old and run down. *Do not overbuild!! Empty
stores, and offices bring down the value!
Over building has created too much traffic. We keep building new office and retail space while there are already so many empty
spaces. Traffic continues to get worse.
Development Need to preserve open space

Overdeveloping creating issues all across , traffic , access to services, etc
Overused space....taking EVERY bit of green space and turning it into more office buildings or shopping centers. SPEEDING.....I’ve
been a driver in 4 stares. Lived outside of major cities like Washington DC. This town is full of reckless, impatient, rude drivers. I drive
from one end of Continental to the other 4-6 times a day.....unbelievable! Especially in areas where one lane needs to merge into
another (Byron Nelson intersection and also near train tracks on Brumlow!!!) I’ve never seen anything like it, but here in SL!
Overdevelopment! Please stop! Apartments and condos (other than the Brownstones at Town Square) should not be permitted in
Southlake. This was one of the big things that drew us to Southlake when we moved here and current City Council and Government
officials are entertaining this idea with several developers. This will bring more crime into our city and we have already seen an
increase in crime due to all the development and retail going on currently and in the past few years.
Increase in traffic, density in housing and commercial development
Overcrowding

Tax base and development
Less development
Growth - overbuilding, traffic, population density
Proposition of high density developments which will increase traffic and strain city and school resources. We chose Southlake over
Plano specifically because it didn't contain these type of residences. If the city approves many more of these type of developments,
we will move elsewhere. Too many transient residents change the demographics in a negative manner.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Overcrowding/traffic
Destroying all of the forest which minimize the noise from the freeway. Way too much construction and adding more homes instead
of keeping nature and its inhabitants alive.
Traffic congestion is getting worse, and with new subdivisions being constructed, the traffic will likely become unbearable.
Overdevelopment

Over development and multifamily housing. A lot of commercial development has occurred but it doesn't appear that all this space
can be supported by business that are able to thrive. Many businesses have opened only to be shuttered. There appears to be too
much open commercial space. I also do not want to see apartments or other multifamily housing that would change the nature of
the ownership and feeling of the city.
Over population, high density, swaying away from Biblical and Christian values.
The rapid growth and prospect of apartments
Traffic and mushrooming development. The development seem to be out of control resulting in overcrowding and traffic issues 7 am
to 10 pm. We are losing the outer suburb feel.
Too much building of commercial and residential buildings. Losing the small town feel as a result.
Over development and school crowdimg
Crowding and traffic
Zoning and planning, there seems to be an effort to fill every space Speeding, somebody is going to get hurt. When we first moved
here everybody knew not to speed in Southlake.
building too much, empty retail space
Population growth. There are way too many roof tops and way too many cars.
Overcrowding and traffic
TOO CROWDED
Growth of the city
The new developments are getting the schools crowded and the increase of traffic.
Over development, only caring about visitors and not your tax payer. Too much trying to be a big boy and not sticking to the roots
and value of what is Southlake
Overdevelopment and higher density housing are changing the traffic, feel, and demographics.
Growth. Southlake is losing it's small town charm. 1709 is often congested , crime in town square appears to have increased. I
worry that it is becoming to crowded
OVERBUILDING
Traffic, too much filling of open spaces, no independent affordable senior housing, traffic, not sticking to low density, allowing
permits and over crowding to create traffic issues.
STOP DEVELOPING! The council is RUINING our city for their own financial gain! Start following proper procedures instead of
breaking protocol to scratch each other’s backs.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Taxes are ridiculous, traffic is terrible, over building
Building taking away open spaces
Over development
Overcrowding and traffic
density! Southlake needs to be built out using existing code enforcement. One house per acre needs to be one house per acre. No
Apartments or additional condominiums. No RPUDs that increase density per acre. No easements that allow additional homes to
be built. Enforce zoning regulations. No zoning changes that increase density over what exists today.

Overdevelopment - The city is becoming too congested. Traffic is terrible and there is little open space and trees left.
Overbuilding and congestion
Over developed .... too many people... too many cars...not enough natural green spaces left. Every natural patch of grass that’s left
with trees is being developed. The city is losing its charm. I don’t want apartments or more brownstones. I didnt want to live in a
busy city like Dallas.... it’s why we moved to Southlake. So stop trying to turn it into Dallas.
Overcrowding, more and more housing, including high density is taxing the schools and traffic
Traffic control due to continued development
Over crowded
traffic, continued building, many empty buildings and office complexes
overgrowth
Over development
Over growth, traffic
Overcrowding by zoning changes not in line with plans
Too many people per sq mile, becoming over built and roads are suffering
I think development needs to slow down.
Clean air, green space, too much development

Overdevelopment! I would like to see more parks and green spaces. We have too many empty office/retail spaces, yet new ones are
being built everyday. Traffic is getting worse with all the development. I do NOT want apartments built in Southlake. I miss the
beautiful farm land and cattle I used to see everyday.
Over growth
Too much growth, too fast.
Stop the over-building of the city! Too many empty storage and retail establishments...
overall growth. New housing going in without roads to ease traffic especially in my area.
Build out and schools to support.
I think they are on the verge of over building the city, too many houses and not enough green space. We will end up like Houston
area where rain brings floods because there are no wetlands or places for water to run off.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Thoughtful build out
Construction and traffic. I know there are a few neighborhoods coming, and traffic on Southlake Blvd can already be pretty bad.
TRAFFIC..ALWAYS TRAFFIC ON SOUTHLAKE BLVD AND ON 114. And then the concern of building out and loosing green space.
Density control. We have reached saturation in my mind.
overcrowding, construction, traffic, the types of businesses that are moving into the area
1ST--NOT ENOUGH DIVERSITY. RACIAL OVERTURES EVERY WHERE.
TRAILS, OR BIKING LANES.

2ND-OVER BUILDING NOT ENOUGH GREEN SPACES, RUNNING

Keeping green spaces and not overbuilding
overbuilding commercially / residential. I understand the goal is to raise money thru taxes to continue to provide a first class
community, but i fear what drove a lot of us to southlake is going to frustrate many of the citizenry. seeing open spaces is not an
issue. i know people don't like their taxes being raised, but if you continue to overbuild, you may find an upset citizenry. it's a
delicate balance, but one i fear you are getting very close to crossing the line on every street having something built, even when we
have vacant buildings sitting there.
Over building and lack of trails and green space
Overcrowding! (Traffic and too many stores...not enough green areas.)
expansion, losing quaint feel

Overgrowth, traffic, lost its village culture
Density worries and traffic
Too much construction affecting traffic
Business development, empty businesses and high turnover, construction and eye sores like malfunctioning fountain
over-development - both commercial and residential - without infrastructure or demand to sustain it.
Traffic and construction.
Congestion and over development.
Traffic and over crowding
Traffic. Overbuilding, and not enough roads to handle the traffic. Too much new construction - southlake feels like Arlington. It used
to have a country feel, and now it's nothing but concrete and traffic at all hours of the day. Another issue is parks. All the parks are
for sports, such as Bicentennial Park. Other cities provide more picnic areas, and places for the community. The only non-sport park
is Bob Jones, but there need to be more.
Crowding
Stop overdevelopment! This is not the Southlake we chose 15 years ago. We are not Frisco/Plano!
Over growth. The city is just allowing anything and everything to be built here. No green spaces left, empty buildings taking up green
space. Putting a hotel yards from a school where children are the majority of their day, with all that is going on in the world with
human trafficking. Not to mention the traffic. When we need more schools where would you build those?
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Becoming too big and quality decreasing.
Almost at "build out" and that may impact future funding
Schools and overcrowding
Traffic and overcrowding. Quit building stuff and tearing down everything green!
Traffic, crowding, lack of bike and pedestrian paths
Overdevelopment of space, leading to traffic and reduced open space
Too much growth. Increased traffic on Southlake Blvd. Also, I don't like the idea of the possibility of apartment/multi-unit buildings
going up in the city. The small town charm/character of Southlake is diminishing. Safety at Southlake Blvd. stop lights, especially at
the Southridge Lakes Pkwy. I've seen many cars eastbound run the red light at this intersection. My husband has also witnessed an
accident when an eastbound vehicle ran the red light and hit the first car turning left to westbound Southlake Bvd. Perhaps, there
needs to be a study of this intersection to determine whether the timing of the light needs to be changed? Flashing lights for
vehicles to slow down as the light turns yellow to red? Something needs to be done to make this intersection safer.
Traffic, sidewalks and bike paths, over crowding, parking,
We are a city that is growing too much!! Our traditions and community feeling and good quality service will end if we continue
growing. There is so much construction...we need to stop building and making things smaller. We live in Texas! No more construction
and no buildings
Over development. Seems to be less and less open spaces now. Also although we have many restaurants they are all chains and very
few mom and pop or original restaurants in the area. I would love to see the community do a good hall idea
Too many empty buildings and too many business being build for short term. When we moved here there were so much beautiful
land and tress, now you see cement in every direction and most of these buildings are empty. Way too many houses being build in
small spaces. The beautiful city is becoming very congested.
traffic, overcrowding, congestion
Too much construction, not enough green spaces left
Over crowding and too much development
over crowding
Too much growth and loss of green space and open land.
Too much building which produces too much traffic with lot sizes being reduced to jam in more housing.
Too much construction, using up all the open spaces, approval of high density homes, allowing the wrong type of businesses to be
opened... This is not the Southlake we fell in love with or envisioned living in
over development - too many unused buildings and office spaces already exist yet more development and building keeps occurring
without regard for available spaces; congested shopping spaces show poor planning,over the top rent keeping more unique options
out of area...all resulting in crazy traffic and waste of resources (ie unused buildings and uniqueness going out of town
Rapid growth. Concerned that the excessive growth will impact small town feel.
Over development of land
Over development, crowding and rental properties like apartments.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
The overcrowding

Too little green space - becoming over built and over crowded
Overbuilt, overcrowded, too much traffic
City growth. Growth too fast for the transportation system. Issues of speeding on highways not enough Police force to handle the
growth of drivers. Growth in Town Square with not enough parking for the town residents to enjoy the square.
Growth. It seems every last open space is already or is about to be under development. One of the reasons we like living here is
because parts of the city feel more rural than suburban, but that's really changing now, especially in the eastern part around 114 and
to the north.
Preserving the spirit of Southlake despite tremendous growth within and outside the city (e.g., Westlake).
Overdevelopment
Over crowding...High property taxes Continuing growth
Too much development. Greedy developers, builders, furniture salesmen packed the council PZ, which destroyed what made
Southlake special. Now we have traffic and people speeding as they cut through neighborhoods, the cops are no use.
Over development including high density
Traffic too much growth
Continuing to feel like a small town in an overcrowded metropolis
Being aware of not becoming too commercialized. We need to keep some green space and limit the development. I am personally
not a fan of the higher rise condos
Overbuilding and loss of green space
Ensuring that it is not overdeveloped and lose it's personality.
Overdevelopment of the City - the beauty of SL has been lost in overdevelopment of the city. Commercial real estate has been
devloped at every corner with huge numbers vacant. Too many franchise restaurants being opened and loosing rhe unique mom
and pop shops and restaurant. Too many restaurants have resulted in making survival of these difficult. We are seeing so many
shops, restaurants coming and closing in a short time. We ourselves go to Grapevine, Colleyville, Raonke for the unique shops. We
have too much traffic and noise on the roads. Too many medical buildings being built with empty offices. We need to allow down
the development. We miss the unique, quiet SL from 8 to 10 years ago.
Overbuilding and those pressing for multi family units
growing too fast causing traffic management issues
The Most important issue is the reputation and growth of Southlake. The city itself has grown tremendously but not necessarily in a
positive way. It has become a little over crowded and too many homes. This problem has overflowed into our schools with classroom
sizes overflowing. Housing growth needs to stop. The reputation of Southlake is also declining. With the amount of money in the
city, (or perception of) the values need to be reassessed... especially of children and families. Because some negative issues are
“swept under the rug” in fear of tarnishing the city’s reputation, there seems to be an “invincible” mentality especially if you have a
lot of money. This is prevalent in the city, in the community and in the schools. There needs to be a set of standards and rules that
need to be followed no matter who you are or how much money you have.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

Over crowding. One of the beautiful aspects of Southlake was the rural feel and open spaces that provided a sense of peace and a
unique quality of life. With the continued growth and higher density building in recent years, there are traffic issues, parking issues,
and we have lost some of the peace that a less impacted community once offered.
School taxes are too high. The city is becoming crowded and loosing the charm we once had as a smaller town. We have too many
hotels and too many office spaces (more are being built, while many remain empty). It was better to have the open spaces than
build unneeded buildings. Traffic is gridlocked in many places (1709, 114, Continental, Davis).
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Lack of independent restaurants. Frisco and Plano are known for having interesting, unique, and healthy restaurants. All we have are
chains and with limited variety (Mexican, Italian, some Asian). I also suggest a large food facility with incubator restaurants and a
place to gather and meet friends.
Traffic flow on 1709 during rush hours. No liquor stores.
Selling out to possible apartments. Not apartments in Southlake!! Also need grocery store in Northwest part of town where much
housing growth has happened.
Keeping business successful
maintaining excellent school system, quality shopping and dining to draw visitors and keep residents, continuing to add sidewalks
Overbuilding. Why must we bulldoze every tree for new retail when there are plenty of vacant buildings? Look what happened to
the Fresh Market center!! We will be concrete, vacant and ugly when economy turns.
Lack of quality restaurants, shopping and adult entertainment. We are dying of boredom!

Managing commercial growth without losing our close-knit community feel.
Public safety issues that may become more prevalent with time. Social media, hotels, large companies, higher traffic all bring more
people, tempers and increase targets for theft and kidnapping.
Businesses close - keep rents affordable
Over commercialization of space
making sure not to sacrifice property values/small-community feel with excessive new growth (more office buildings). I think it
would be a big mistake to consider multi-unit properties/condos/apartments to start here
The building of new commercial office buildings (one story office complexes) when we have so many that are empty and have yet to
be rented.
The closest whataburger is in keller

They continue to keep crime low in our city. Good oversight with new construction both commercial and residential. I feel concerned
when I see businesses closing down even in prime locations.
traffic, retail and dining
Too many vacant buildings. Would not support apartments.
I think there are too many stores being built, and they will take business away from the Town Square. The Town Square is what
makes Southlake special, and it is the reason I chose to live in Southlake.
Too many empty buildings and yet the city continues to issues permits to build new strip malls, stores, offices.
Traffic (speeding on SL blvd, U-turns) TOO MUCH commercialism/building city-wide
Too much clearing and building office spaces in such a small area. Leading to worse traffic, and many older office space vacant. Not
very good planning. If you want Southlake to be an exclusive area for shops and offices it shouldn’t be so easy to build. You are
diminishing the charm of Southlake.
Too much commercial, the city is losing its small town feel
Too much empty retail office space. Appears to be too much emphasis on business space growth pushing quality of residential life
to a secondary issue.
Overbuilding of retail space
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
*Keeping property values high. *Improving and updating town square. It looks old and run down. *Do not overbuild!! Empty
stores, and offices bring down the value!
Over building has created too much traffic. We keep building new office and retail space while there are already so many empty
spaces. Traffic continues to get worse.
Overused space....taking EVERY bit of green space and turning it into more office buildings or shopping centers. SPEEDING.....I’ve
been a driver in 4 stares. Lived outside of major cities like Washington DC. This town is full of reckless, impatient, rude drivers. I drive
from one end of Continental to the other 4-6 times a day.....unbelievable! Especially in areas where one lane needs to merge into
another (Byron Nelson intersection and also near train tracks on Brumlow!!!) I’ve never seen anything like it, but here in SL!
Zoning, keeping local businesses open and thriving.
Commercial congestion
Over development and multifamily housing. A lot of commercial development has occurred but it doesn't appear that all this space
can be supported by business that are able to thrive. Many businesses have opened only to be shuttered. There appears to be too
much open commercial space. I also do not want to see apartments or other multifamily housing that would change the nature of
the ownership and feeling of the city.
Development - city shouldn't change stance on high density development of any kind including residential or commercial. It seems
developers run Southlake these days with only profits in mind as residents pay the price through increased traffic, crowded schools,
new residents that don't take care or can't afford to care for their home and more cement everywhere so water management issues
grow.
traffic to congested, to commercialized with businesses
Smart development of remaining land. Bringing quality (preferable not big chain) dining and shopping.
would like to see more non chain dining options
Businesses going out of business
building too much, empty retail space
highest taxes, arrogance by city administration. Difficulty retaining independent local businesses.
having shopping and dining options to match the demographics of the citizens
Bringing down property tax. Following through with the new facilities shopping, cultural arts, library and performance hall at Whites
Chapel near Carillon.
Growth; the matrix of available space to rent and new builds going up in comparison to tenants to actually fill those spaces is very
uneven. It is so hard to watch commercial land and property be developed then put up for rent as it was built for no one to occupy it.
Small businesses staying in business
Most important challenge is Economic Development - bringing in the right mix of retail and restaurants to maintain our position as
the premier City in DFW metroplex and our strong financial base Most important issue or asset that is not currently a "challenge" is
our excellent school system
Growing number of businesses closing and empty stores
High property taxes. Also not having big sales tax revenue stores in Southlake.
Businesses and restaraunts going out of business
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
community overgrowth in both residential and business. It seems like there is an effort to fill up every piece of green space with
shopping, residential areas, hotels or business office buildings. I’m unconvinced all of this growth is necessary or in the best interest
of the community.
There is too great of a shift from residential to commercial property. It's creating traffic issues, is visually unattractive and makes me
feel like it's less safe for my child both because it's not safe for him to physically walk around so much traffic and also because there's
so many random people constantly travelling through Southlake.
TRAFFIC on Southlake Blvd and Carroll! CAR ACCIDENTS because Southlake residents are trying to get their kids to school, work,
exercise and other activities. Also getting too built up! if i see one more nail spa and medical office building I'm moving! then they
move a street down and the empty buildings look terrible!
Lack of small businesses to support the needs of the city.
This city has been over built with chain restaurants and ordinary retail, the rate of turnover and vacant buildings is alarming. Our
city has been cheapened by the lack of better planning. We should have retained some of the natural open spaces which is what
drew so many citizens to the area in the first place. We are now a mirror image of Plano and that's not what Southlake was
supposed to be.
An unattractive excess of existing unleased retail and commercial properties while continuing to approve MORE new retail and
commercial construction without having a requirement for strict pre-leasing levels prior to beginning construction which now leaves
a blight of unleased or never has been leased retail and commercial properties in Southlake.
There aren’t too many places focused on family fun, be it well done parks or restaurants themed for all ages.
traffic, continued building, many empty buildings and office complexes
Town Square is becoming dated and Southlake is falling behind other cities' projects- Legacy West in Plano Clearfork in Fort Worth
specifically. Southlake residents are leaving Southlake and opting to spend their time money outside of Southlake.
Development is lacking with the new modern shops and restaurants and fountains that don't work should never be the case within
our city limit, let alone allow city funds to convert the fountain to an art structure. Hold developers accountable.
Sidewalks, recycling, empty retail locations
1. Vacant office and medical spaces. 2. Parking at town square. 3. Sidewalks and bike lanes.
Attracting and keeping high quality and unique shopping and dining, and being mindful as remaining land is developed that it is used
in the city's best interest
Traffic, preservation of open space, too many medical plazas
NO APARTMENTS, terrible garbage pu; have ruined Southkake with ugly strip malls along 1709; have cut way too many trees have
not required new buildings to replant; ugly office space; lack of response to citizens from the current mayor city council; hotels,
shopping strips not required to adhere to aesthetically pretty requirements.
Continuing to attract a variety of restaurants and amusement type businesses without compromising the safety of the community.

The ability to attract and retain good retail and businesses. They don’t stay and close so fast with how high it costs to be here and
they never are as nice as other cities.
Still sidewalks. Too many vacant businesses. Need to do something about making rent more affordable for small businesses.
Preserving the quality of life residents desire: no multi-family rentals, minimal condos/townhomes; more open green space;
attracting and retaining more independent retailers and restaurants
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Overdevelopment! I would like to see more parks and green spaces. We have too many empty office/retail spaces, yet new ones are
being built everyday. Traffic is getting worse with all the development. I do NOT want apartments built in Southlake. I miss the
beautiful farm land and cattle I used to see everyday.
Empty businesses/store fronts in Town Square and other developments
Stop the over-building of the city! Too many empty storage and retail establishments...
Preventing the city from overextending itself by overbuilding too many doctor's offices onto our beautiful open fields, increasing
mobility for citizens, through better control of traffic flow, building more sidewalks and crosswalks, and perhaps building a
pedestrian bridge at Carroll and 1709.
too many empty retail spaces... it looks like the town is on the downswing and that empty fountain is ridiculous
Too much commercial construction like hotels and all the nice land and open areas is going away
Too much commercial development

overcrowding, construction, traffic, the types of businesses that are moving into the area
managing commercial growth
Traffic, Parking, Overcrowding of stores,
I think the Town Square is such an important center of Southlake. I am concerned over the number of stores that have closed. I
understand that turnover is inevitable but we need to be able to attract new business to keep the square from falling into "a thing
of the past".
overbuilding commercially / residential. I understand the goal is to raise money thru taxes to continue to provide a first class
community, but i fear what drove a lot of us to southlake is going to frustrate many of the citizenry. seeing open spaces is not an
issue. i know people don't like their taxes being raised, but if you continue to overbuild, you may find an upset citizenry. it's a
delicate balance, but one i fear you are getting very close to crossing the line on every street having something built, even when we
have vacant buildings sitting there.
Overcrowding! (Traffic and too many stores...not enough green areas.)
Too much development, too much retail, lots being approved are too small.
Overcrowding of medical/office buildings, traffic, not leaving any soil unturned
Financial burden on schools to constantly raise funds despite high property taxes, no retail except the high end stores, businesses
constantly shutting down
Business development, empty businesses and high turnover, construction and eye sores like malfunctioning fountain
Traffic continues to increase. Need access to public restrooms when in the town square. Need to attract more independently
owned businesses including restaurants and store to the town center
Lack of open spaces, vacant office/restaurant space that has no activity for months/years, more houses on tiny lots, overcrowded
schools
We need more books in Southlake Public Library. We also need more options for office spaces in and around Southlake.
Too many tall/ commercial buildings coming up. Should not give permission for apartments. Nice to keep it small and the same old
like city charm
traffic is getting worse and small shops and restaurants are being replaced with franchise and big names.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Southlake has to step up in attracting corporate companies and SMEs. Attracting retailers is not enough. Need more corporate
buildings like Granite Place.
Too much construction every where. We need more open space and trees. We don’t want more buildings.
Zoning - Insure we are not over building office space
Over growth. The city is just allowing anything and everything to be built here. No green spaces left, empty buildings taking up green
space. Putting a hotel yards from a school where children are the majority of their day, with all that is going on in the world with
human trafficking. Not to mention the traffic. When we need more schools where would you build those?
Empty office buildings + building more in addition to the empty bldgs
With growth in commercial development, traffic congestion is becoming a significant concern
Maintaining a sense of community with the addition of so much additional retail and commercial business.
Too much commercial growth -- many vacant stores and too much traffic
Too much of business opening , traffic getting worst, crowding of roads, shortage of green spaces and parks, will be worst with multi
family housing
There is far too much commercial (office, primarily) building going on. We have lost every bit of that small town feel (which was
what we loved so much about the town, 9+ years ago when we moved here). It makes me so sad, and honestly sick to my stomach
to see the bulldozers plowing down trees.
Too many office buildings that are empty. There needs to be more areas zoned for residential.
The number of empty business spaces and yet they build more (i.e. donkey field), should be a push to fill the vacant spots before
constructing new. Also, not allowing them to construct those projected apartments!
failing retail and restaurants while developers continue to build new - who gains from this? The developer? or the resident?
Over development. Seems to be less and less open spaces now. Also although we have many restaurants they are all chains and very
few mom and pop or original restaurants in the area. I would love to see the community do a good hall idea
Over development of both retail and potential development of high density rentals.
The many many empty restaurants, stores, offices, etc and we continue to build more. The traffic is already horrible.
Too many empty buildings and too many business being build for short term. When we moved here there were so much beautiful
land and tress, now you see cement in every direction and most of these buildings are empty. Way too many houses being build in
small spaces. The beautiful city is becoming very congested.
Commercial over development / rent prices keeping retailers away
Concerned that there is a lot of building going on but also stores going out of business. Are we making sound choices? Are
outrageous rent costs driving business out?

Lack of sidewalks and growth in traffic due to increased retail spaces.
Traffic, too many businesses, multi family residences, ugly non working fountain at SL Blvd and Carroll
Traffic, keeping schools excellent, bring in quality restaurants
Many small businesses continue to be pushed out of town square due to the high rent cost. This continues to hurt Southlake as
many of these companies have moved on to Keller or surrounding town squares whom are now thriving to the level of Southlake.
Please don't continue to chase Highland Park prestige and focus on the community Southlake once built.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Ability to keep businesses in town square. Tax incentives offered to small businesses should be developed, its slightly embarrassing
to walk thru town square and see multiple businesses open and close because of high rent cost (for lease signs throughout town
square is not appealing).
1. Traffic 2. Amount of household family members per home 3. Decline of stores open in Town Square
I believe the most important issue is around the continued growth of the city - both residential and commercial. This growth impacts
our schools, traffic and the type of businesses we bring in.
Lack of sidewalks linking everything together--very few things are joined together. Lack of ability to have FAMILY restaurants that
don't cost a fortune. Simple weeknight kind of places would be great.....no more burgers, no more mid-high range places. You look
at so many other cities with options and Southlake is so limited or much higher in price. We have so many things closing due to
high rents or low turn out---DUH!
Maintaining green spaces and ensuring the development has tenants prior to building.
Wish we had more local restaurants instead of as many chains - helps make the community unique.

Road expansions/resurfacing, sidewalks completion to allow walkers, bikers and schools to grow without impeding cross traffic,
town events and regular 114 traffic/accidents. Residents need to see safe ways for students to get places, bikers to travel places, and
school buses to pass easily among residents on roadways that support travel, lights, stop signs, and traffic circles. Larger businesses
such as Verizon TD Ameritrade should maintain the grounds along the roadways their businesses are regularly. Walkers should not
continue to find trash debris along these businesses with their own employees walking on their lunch breaks. Last note *Shady Oaks
is still overgrown at times of the year narrow for bus traffic cars passing over tiny bridges and narrow roadway for residents who
live along this street. Trees brush need to be lifted cut back away from roadsides twice yearly.
less chains, more botique retail; more running/walking trails; consider traffic when adding additional retail on SL blvd.
over development - too many unused buildings and office spaces already exist yet more development and building keeps occurring
without regard for available spaces; congested shopping spaces show poor planning,over the top rent keeping more unique options
out of area...all resulting in crazy traffic and waste of resources (ie unused buildings and uniqueness going out of town

It appears that there is alot of open vacant office and retail space. But we keep building more strip malls and office parks. Are there
plans to keep encouraging large employers to Southlake?
Too much traffic and commercial buildings
Keeping people in the downtown area to support our shops and restaurants Too much retail
Lack of non-chain restaurants and parks. Would be great to have more cycling lanes. Security needs to improve a bit.
Quality dining and shopping opportunities
All the new commercial construction ruining the beauty and appeal of Southlake
Better diverse restaurants

Overdevelopment. The commercial building continues, yet there are for sale / lease signs in windows and along the roads all over
town. The overdevelopment is also causing traffic flow issues (1709, Dove 114)
Not considered friendly to developers or persons doing business in Southlake
Too much traffic and way too many stores, too many new residential and commercial developments, which increases the traffic and
decreases any open fields and pastures. I oppose the proposed development of a European style shopping center north of 114,
because we already have way too many stores in Southlake. It will only increase the traffic nightmare we already have.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

Traffic and getting a surplus of retail. There seems to be a rapid turnover for some restaurants and shopping.
channelling the development in a way that it adds to the City instead of detracting. Flow of traffic and encroachment of commercial
on residential are key issues. PZ seems to say yes to everything, even wanting to redirect flow of roads like FM 1709 through
residential neighborhoods or changing zoning so high traffic commercial areas are next to residential neighborhoods when they
were not contemplated at the time the neighborhoods were built.
Too much development. Greedy developers, builders, furniture salesmen packed the council PZ, which destroyed what made
Southlake special. Now we have traffic and people speeding as they cut through neighborhoods, the cops are no use.
The amount of retail and office space development. There are plans to continue to develop space and there is currently much
empty space. The traffic has become a nightmare over time. Southlake no longer feels like a high end enclave in the Metroplex. It
feels like an over developed area.
Now that Southlake is mostly developed I think it is important to fill the office buildings with tenants, keep up the good quality
shopping and restaurants (and maybe add a TARGET or KROGER marketplace!), maintain the roads, maintain the beautiful parks,
maintain, maintain, maintain so we can keep the good quality of life here.
Traffic on 1709 and 114. Would like to see more park spaces (not necessarily attached to sports complexes). Would like to see
businesses stay in town center instead of the high turn over rate of businesses there.
Over development by commercial enterprises is destroying Southlake. We are well on our way to becoming another Plano
Overdevelopment of the City - the beauty of SL has been lost in overdevelopment of the city. Commercial real estate has been
devloped at every corner with huge numbers vacant. Too many franchise restaurants being opened and loosing rhe unique mom
and pop shops and restaurant. Too many restaurants have resulted in making survival of these difficult. We are seeing so many
shops, restaurants coming and closing in a short time. We ourselves go to Grapevine, Colleyville, Raonke for the unique shops. We
have too much traffic and noise on the roads. Too many medical buildings being built with empty offices. We need to allow down
the development. We miss the unique, quiet SL from 8 to 10 years ago.

School taxes are too high. The city is becoming crowded and loosing the charm we once had as a smaller town. We have too many
hotels and too many office spaces (more are being built, while many remain empty). It was better to have the open spaces than
build unneeded buildings. Traffic is gridlocked in many places (1709, 114, Continental, Davis).
traffic and quality of businesses allowed to come in
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic Real Estate Tax. secondly is water for lawn, multi tenant buildings

High property taxation
Tax rate. As a recent retiree if my tax for my home continues to go up, we may be forced to leave Southlake. We love it here and have
friends and church and raised our kids here and we want to stay.
Taxes
Real estate taxes Low capacity roadways (Continental, White Chapel)
Property tax
Property Taxes
taxes
Property taxes too high!

Managing growth with traffic flow, controlling property taxes
FISCAL SECURITY
High taxes and multi-family development ; I do not believe multi-family units in Town Square or other areas of Southlake are needed.
The condo and high-rise structure in Town Square detract from the overall feeling of the community. I am against building any multifamily, regardless of price point or location.
Very high accessed tax values of homes which doesn’t coincide with actual market values, and is very hefty for southlake citizens.
taxes
REAL ESTATE TAX INCREASES
High property taxes is first on the list
Property taxes
Businesses close - keep rents affordable
making sure not to sacrifice property values/small-community feel with excessive new growth (more office buildings). I think it
would be a big mistake to consider multi-unit properties/condos/apartments to start here
Tax rate for homeowners
Affordable housing (less than say the apartments in Town Square) for seniors who want to downsize but still stay in Southlake.
1. Tax rates (do not need any further development). 2. Water availability and cost.
Taxes
Affordable housing
Overcrowding and ridiculous school/property taxes
Excessive property valuations for larger homes
I feel safe here in Southlake, I really have a hard time seeing all the destruction of every available piece of natural land. The city went
from beautiful large open spaces houses with big yards lots of natural spaces around to “Beverly Hills“. It is also a shame that when
lots of people retire they have to move away because of high taxes and the fact that services by local providers seem to cost more
just because of our location.
Sustaining the high level quality of living supporting property values, safety, desirability, etc.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Continued excellent long term planning. Continued fiscal restraint.

Keeping property taxes from pushing longtime residence from having to move as they are increased.
Property tax
High Property Taxes.
Maintaining property values
*Keeping property values high. *Improving and updating town square. It looks old and run down. *Do not overbuild!! Empty
stores, and offices bring down the value!
Financial responsibility of the city. Spending on items that benefit citizens of all ages including senior citizens.
We need more affordable housing on smaller lots. This 1 acre crap is terrible. You can’t afford the water to keep lawn green
keeping Retail and residential services viable to support the community

Accepting Diversity, Property Taxes increasing, Traffic Management
There is no single family houses for those of us who have been here before Southlake grew to the city it is today. We are headed to
retirement phase and no single story houses are available within the $400-500 price range. Some of us would like to stay here but
don't want brownstone living or assistant living.
Tax base and development
Wasting money on round about art
Higher density housing is decreasing property values and increasing traffic.
Property taxes rising
Maintaining a city where property values continue to be stable
High cost of housing. High property taxes
Real Estate Taxes Too High
High Taxes
Property Taxes
taxes
highest taxes, arrogance by city administration. Difficulty retaining independent local businesses.
Continuing to maintain its small town appear, quality of life, high quality of services and high degree of community that is ever
present in Southlake without raising taxes.
Rising rent in town square causing small businesses to close
Affordability on housing. Have lived here for 25 years, would like to retire here however buying an equally or higher priced home
than what we have is our only option. Also Traffic is dreadful.
Bringing down property tax. Following through with the new facilities shopping, cultural arts, library and performance hall at Whites
Chapel near Carillon.
high taxes, high water bill
Traffic, too much filling of open spaces, no independent affordable senior housing, traffic, not sticking to low density, allowing
permits and over crowding to create traffic issues.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Taxes are ridiculous, traffic is terrible, over building

High property taxes and Robin Hood laws which make residents have to pay for school bus transportation, etc.
The high taxes, I may have to move due to the property tax increase every year.
High property taxes. Also not having big sales tax revenue stores in Southlake.
High Taxes
Maintaining real estate taxes so residents on fixed income are not forced to move.
Affordable housing
Taxes are too high.
Not letting property taxes get too high.
High rent for local businesses

Taxes
High School Taxes
The ability to attract and retain good retail and businesses. They don’t stay and close so fast with how high it costs to be here and
they never are as nice as other cities.
High taxes
Still sidewalks. Too many vacant businesses. Need to do something about making rent more affordable for small businesses.
Not having apartments in southlake, Also high water bills property taxes
Taxes
real-estate worth has gone up so the taxes are more, however properties are not selling very quickly

Southlake Taxes excessively high.
Traffic, increasing taxes on homeowners, places for kids to safely hang out,
maintaining strong property values and remaining to be a top choice for relocation/home purchase.
Tax base
Taxes
Property taxes
High taxes
Preserving the beauty and spirit of the city as the city and surrounding communities grow. Also, dealing with social issues, such as
addiction and mental health. Keep our schools strong, as well as our finances are also important, I believe.

Taxes
Commercial Tax base
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Traffic issues and lack of sidewalks in some areas. Also, the money spent on signs pointing to areas in the city is a complete waste.
Everyone has GPS and can find the location they are seeking. Those signs wasted taxpayer money and will deteriorate and then
more taxpayer money will be spent to replace them. Also, too much money was spent on the police station and firehouse on N.
Carroll. 21 Million dollars, are you kidding me? The baseball fields for youth baseball are an example of over spending on the part of
the city. There aren't enough green city parks with trails. Most are quite small. One thing some of the people of Southlake are very
good at is prioritizing appearances rather than practical use of taxpayer money.
overbuilding commercially / residential. I understand the goal is to raise money thru taxes to continue to provide a first class
community, but i fear what drove a lot of us to southlake is going to frustrate many of the citizenry. seeing open spaces is not an
issue. i know people don't like their taxes being raised, but if you continue to overbuild, you may find an upset citizenry. it's a
delicate balance, but one i fear you are getting very close to crossing the line on every street having something built, even when we
have vacant buildings sitting there.
Reducing property taxes, out of control residential building.
Reducing taxes
property value/taxes
Financial burden on schools to constantly raise funds despite high property taxes, no retail except the high end stores, businesses
constantly shutting down
Property taxes
High taxes. Homes are being appraised really high which raises the taxes. This is only beneficial if you're selling your house.
Pricing people out of the city....property costs/taxes
Valuation of homes are skyrocketing
Property taxes
High property taxes and excessive city spending. The whole city does not have to look like a country club
High property tax and permits for apartments
Property taxes. You are spending WAY too on things that we DO NOT NEED OR WANT! For example: the round about on north
White Chapel - how much will be spent on a decorative statue for this round about - like the one on Continental at Carroll - what a
total waste of my dollars!!!! Even a Fort Worth has stopped roundabouts! Another example the HUGE statues in front of the police
station!!!
Affordable housing for seniors
Lack of sustainability efforts
Growth not being controlled; lack of diversity; property values
We just moved to Southlake a couple of years ago and just getting to know the community. In my time here the property values have
increased and so have the taxes. I would like the taxes to be little lower.
Not sure- property taxes are very high
Traffic on 1709 and property taxes are too high!
Commercial over development / rent prices keeping retailers away
Concerned that there is a lot of building going on but also stores going out of business. Are we making sound choices? Are
outrageous rent costs driving business out?
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today?

Many small businesses continue to be pushed out of town square due to the high rent cost. This continues to hurt Southlake as
many of these companies have moved on to Keller or surrounding town squares whom are now thriving to the level of Southlake.
Please don't continue to chase Highland Park prestige and focus on the community Southlake once built.
Ability to keep businesses in town square. Tax incentives offered to small businesses should be developed, its slightly embarrassing
to walk thru town square and see multiple businesses open and close because of high rent cost (for lease signs throughout town
square is not appealing).
Traffic very congested roads. New homes are priced too high. I’d like to buy a smaller new home in Southlake without paying
$1Million and it is not there
Lack of sidewalks linking everything together--very few things are joined together. Lack of ability to have FAMILY restaurants that
don't cost a fortune. Simple weeknight kind of places would be great.....no more burgers, no more mid-high range places. You look
at so many other cities with options and Southlake is so limited or much higher in price. We have so many things closing due to
high rents or low turn out---DUH!
Taxes and traffic
Keep property taxes from sky rocketing
over development - too many unused buildings and office spaces already exist yet more development and building keeps occurring
without regard for available spaces; congested shopping spaces show poor planning,over the top rent keeping more unique options
out of area...all resulting in crazy traffic and waste of resources (ie unused buildings and uniqueness going out of town
High property tax rates
Traffic issues; need more sidewalks; school taxes are too high
Taxes

housing affordability
Affordable commercial realestate in order to attract family owned business
Maintaining financial stability, maintaining strong residential feel, traffic, sidewalks (very limited on the west side of the city),
drainage (runoff during heavy rains)
Affordable housing.
Taxes
Taxes too high
rising property tax
The traffic is getting worse because you are developing too much and worried too much about money. Our property taxes are
skyrocketing every year. It’s too much. You are ruining Southlake. The crime is getting worse because you advertise what a great city
it is so basically telling the criminals to come here.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Affordable housing
Cost of living
traffic,zoning for small lots so density is too high ,spending levels are too high in my opinion
Reducing commuter cut thru Southlake/1709 traffic. Beyond Highy Property taxes every year. We realistically cannot sell our home
today on what TAD estimates our home value to be every year. School safety for our students. Maintaining green spaces. Building
out. Southlake is following Plano’s footsteps in building out on anything remaining. When Plano reached capacity, everyone moved
North to Allen, McKinney, Frisco, and Prosper.
Property Taxes with increasing Home/Land values.
Property Taxes.
Financial responsibility
Taxes

Property taxes are over burdening homeowners. By taxing the appreciation of the property on the homeowner the city, state, and
county benefit each year while the property owner only drives that benefit when they sell, and by then the governments has already
taken that appreciation via taxes. Property value should be frozen at the time if purchase an not reassessed until the home us sold
to a non family member
Over crowding...High property taxes There are too many people trying to "keep up with the Joneses". Everything is more expensive than in surrounding cities - the
"Southlake markup". This gives a negative impression of the town, and a snobby reputation.
ever increasing property taxes, community fees, etc ,forcing longtime residents to sell and move out. Example is the Marq was paid
for with my tax dollars(lived here 25 yrs.) and all we get is a 20% discount? Compare that to the city of Grapevines rec center and
cost structure. I still cant afford the use of a building that I helped fund.
Traffic, sidewalks, affordable commercial rent space (pushing existing businesses out).
High property taxes and water bills.
We are all so fortunate to live in Southlake, and thus have such high expectations of our community. I think the greatest challenge is
just to maintain that greatness that we all enjoy, through responsible growth, managing property tax rates, and continuing to
provide the excellent services that we have all grown accustomed to.
Improving the infrastructure especially adequate roads to support the thousands of people that have moved into this community are
paying extremely high property taxes and water bills. For instance the tiny country lane of Shadyoaks and Highland Avenue are
dangerous and unacceptable. Having new berm, no shoulder and cars driving at high speed is a recipe for disaster. Couple that with
an elderly man driving on a recumbent bike on a regular basis and men hanging off the back of garbage trucks stopping frequently I
am deeply concerned that someone is going to die on this road.
Property Taxes

High property tax
taxes are way to high
School taxes are too high. The city is becoming crowded and loosing the charm we once had as a smaller town. We have too many
hotels and too many office spaces (more are being built, while many remain empty). It was better to have the open spaces than
build unneeded buildings. Traffic is gridlocked in many places (1709, 114, Continental, Davis).
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today?
Over building! Losing green space and trees. Too much traffic. None of these things is good for the environment.

Over-development resulting in inconvenience to and infringement upon our ability to move about our town easily and to enjoy open
spaces.
too many new buildings going up and taking away natural green areas
Ridiculous amount of building goin on. The mayor and city council will not be happy until there are no open spaces left in Southlake.
The threat of apartments in our area is alarming. We already have an eyesore being built in the TownSq. In 3-5 years the city will not
be what it is today.
The need for green accessible parks and open spaces, lack of parking areas in the Southlake Town Square due to immense building
and the traffic has become unbearable
I wish the champions club membership was less expensive for residents. It’s the same price, if not more, than the gym with less
equipment and classes.
Overbuilding. Why must we bulldoze every tree for new retail when there are plenty of vacant buildings? Look what happened to
the Fresh Market center!! We will be concrete, vacant and ugly when economy turns.
green spaces. Southlake is beginning to look like a concrete box. Lots of trees are torn down with every development.
Growth. I see SL as filling with businesses, homes. Land for parks green space is going away. I don't mean planned spaces like the
Marq area, but land with trees trails for hiking, biking, etc. I am 78 yrs old I see these spaces as important to human life.
Mobility. Lack of bike paths (all types). Auto congestion. Parks - let the citizens use the parks. The city locks the baseball and
softball parks.
Zoning. This impacts our traffic, schools, congestion, quality of life, green spaces--you name it.
The impact of growth. Especially 1) Automobile (speed, red light timing) and pedestrian (sidewalks, safe crossings) traffic
management. And 2) Balancing development with natural space preservation (trees on city property are being cut at an alarming
rate)
Measured, balanced growth that keeps building and infrastructure growth and green space / visual appeal balanced
Our image in other communities; over-development of our green spaces with unattractive buildings and sprawl versus density
loss of green space
traffic, especially on SL blvd and development. Sometimes its sad to see our open spaces with cattle, donkeys etc. sold and
developed into housing or office space.
Too few bike lanes, sidewalks and parks to help lead an active lifestyle
The management of the Marc
We're losing green space. Maybe 'overdevelopment' is a better way to put it.
Aging infrastructure to support erosion.Most homes are 20-30 years old. Parks and green belts need to be dealt with.
I don’t think there are any significant issues, but I am saddened by the lack of participation in the city-coordinated classes through
Champions Club. I’m not sure if it’s poor marketing or schedule conflicts. I think the city has done a great job organizing fun classes,
but they keep getting cancelled because of low enrollment. I’m worried the city will stop organizing the classes altogether since the
participation is so low.
Development Need to preserve open space
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today?
Overused space....taking EVERY bit of green space and turning it into more office buildings or shopping centers. SPEEDING.....I’ve
been a driver in 4 stares. Lived outside of major cities like Washington DC. This town is full of reckless, impatient, rude drivers. I drive
from one end of Continental to the other 4-6 times a day.....unbelievable! Especially in areas where one lane needs to merge into
another (Byron Nelson intersection and also near train tracks on Brumlow!!!) I’ve never seen anything like it, but here in SL!
Area that could use the most improvement is the lack of a quality off leash dog park. Bob Jones just does not cut it compared to the
many parks around. Needs bigger space to play fetch and some play features for the dogs to jump on, a water area. Anything would
help. There is a reason the existing one is under utilized with the mulch and no natural surface for dogs to run on.
Destroying all of the forest which minimize the noise from the freeway. Way too much construction and adding more homes instead
of keeping nature and its inhabitants alive.
Balancing growth and keeping open areas
Development - city shouldn't change stance on high density development of any kind including residential or commercial. It seems
developers run Southlake these days with only profits in mind as residents pay the price through increased traffic, crowded schools,
new residents that don't take care or can't afford to care for their home and more cement everywhere so water management issues
grow.
I want more parks and open space
Sidewalks and PARKS to safely walk in and around.
Lack of parks and open spaces
The addition of high density housing and loss of green space; increasing traffic.
Traffic and loss of open spaces
Maintaining high quality schools and allow only thoughtful development that will increase the attractiveness of the city. Having
said that, I think that the city lacks and would benefit greatly from having a better building for the library. The location is great now,
but the physical structure isn't inviting. Also, the city could use more Southlake resident focused events. The events at Town
Square are great, but they tend to be crowded and an unlikely place to meet other Southlake residents. It would be great to have an
event where there were kids activities (bounce house, etc.) where the activities were less crowded and less expensive.
Bringing down property tax. Following through with the new facilities shopping, cultural arts, library and performance hall at Whites
Chapel near Carillon.
Protecting green space and becoming more sustainable with our waste.
Need more activities in parks other than Town center rustic park, so trafic will not be congested in Town center area.
Traffic and need for more bike paths/green space.
Overdevelopment - The city is becoming too congested. Traffic is terrible and there is little open space and trees left.
Over developed .... too many people... too many cars...not enough natural green spaces left. Every natural patch of grass that’s left
with trees is being developed. The city is losing its charm. I don’t want apartments or more brownstones. I didnt want to live in a
busy city like Dallas.... it’s why we moved to Southlake. So stop trying to turn it into Dallas.
This city has been over built with chain restaurants and ordinary retail, the rate of turnover and vacant buildings is alarming. Our
city has been cheapened by the lack of better planning. We should have retained some of the natural open spaces which is what
drew so many citizens to the area in the first place. We are now a mirror image of Plano and that's not what Southlake was
supposed to be.
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today?
traffic. Continental/Southlake Blvd. Missed opportunities to keep greenspace/parks/ball fields. SIDEWALKS.
There aren’t too many places focused on family fun, be it well done parks or restaurants themed for all ages.
Traffic, preservation of open space, too many medical plazas
NO APARTMENTS, terrible garbage pu; have ruined Southkake with ugly strip malls along 1709; have cut way too many trees have
not required new buildings to replant; ugly office space; lack of response to citizens from the current mayor city council; hotels,
shopping strips not required to adhere to aesthetically pretty requirements.
Socialists are more prominent than ever before in Texas, and Southlake is no exception. Keeping Southlake great doesn't always
require new programs and elaborate spending, sometimes it smaller items, e.g. the 2x $700k in fitness equipment for the Marq
wasn't a problem but yet no child care is available at the Marq during most of the weekend. The Southlake Community Band also
played a concert at the Marq, yet there were no concessions / catering present, that could be coordinated a bit better. Southlake
also doesn't need more bike paths, especially as long as there aren't even sidewalks in front of our home, and we're literally right
across from the Town Square.
Clean air, green space, too much development
The clear cutting of trees is alarming. The lack of sidewalks it frustrating. Traffic is getting worse.
Green areas, trails
Preserving the quality of life residents desire: no multi-family rentals, minimal condos/townhomes; more open green space;
attracting and retaining more independent retailers and restaurants
The green spaces - which make this city unique - that are being built up. We're becoming every other city around us without the
beauty.
Overdevelopment! I would like to see more parks and green spaces. We have too many empty office/retail spaces, yet new ones are
being built everyday. Traffic is getting worse with all the development. I do NOT want apartments built in Southlake. I miss the
beautiful farm land and cattle I used to see everyday.
Continuing to grow but in a way that is aesthetically attractive and leaves plenty of green space. Southlake has never really had
apartment-style rental property, and I see no reason to start now.
Preventing the city from overextending itself by overbuilding too many doctor's offices onto our beautiful open fields, increasing
mobility for citizens, through better control of traffic flow, building more sidewalks and crosswalks, and perhaps building a
pedestrian bridge at Carroll and 1709.
I think they are on the verge of over building the city, too many houses and not enough green space. We will end up like Houston
area where rain brings floods because there are no wetlands or places for water to run off.
Keeping Southlake "Southlake" We need more community spirit in our town square and neighborhoods. More Dragon Pride ...and
more exclusive events for residents only
Too much commercial construction like hotels and all the nice land and open areas is going away
Preserve green space and continue to enforce single family home construction, no apartments.
TRAFFIC..ALWAYS TRAFFIC ON SOUTHLAKE BLVD AND ON 114. And then the concern of building out and loosing green space.
Sr center programs
1ST--NOT ENOUGH DIVERSITY. RACIAL OVERTURES EVERY WHERE.
TRAILS, OR BIKING LANES.

2ND-OVER BUILDING NOT ENOUGH GREEN SPACES, RUNNING

Keeping green spaces and not overbuilding
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The worse library facility in the area... WHY is the Library so small for the City of Southlake... Keller, North Richland Hills and Bedford
are SO MUCH BETTER... Let's spend some money of a BETTER LIBRARY. No community pool... Grapevine has a community pool.
Traffic issues and lack of sidewalks in some areas. Also, the money spent on signs pointing to areas in the city is a complete waste.
Everyone has GPS and can find the location they are seeking. Those signs wasted taxpayer money and will deteriorate and then
more taxpayer money will be spent to replace them. Also, too much money was spent on the police station and firehouse on N.
Carroll. 21 Million dollars, are you kidding me? The baseball fields for youth baseball are an example of over spending on the part of
the city. There aren't enough green city parks with trails. Most are quite small. One thing some of the people of Southlake are very
good at is prioritizing appearances rather than practical use of taxpayer money.
Lack of sustainability practices. Lack of recycling bins in public areas. Lack of trails for walking and bike riding safely from
neighborhood to neighborhood and to Town Square. Too few open spaces designed for nature instead used for athletic fields. Lack
of progress in executing Bob Jones nature center plan.
Over building and lack of trails and green space

Destruction of the natural environment due to development that doesn't protect rivers, animals, plants and trees.
Overcrowding! (Traffic and too many stores...not enough green areas.)
Overcrowding of medical/office buildings, traffic, not leaving any soil unturned
Cookie cutter homes and loss of green areas to more builder homes. It is becoming another Frisco
Lack of open spaces, vacant office/restaurant space that has no activity for months/years, more houses on tiny lots, overcrowded
schools
NOT ENOUGH OPEN SPACE
Traffic. Overbuilding, and not enough roads to handle the traffic. Too much new construction - southlake feels like Arlington. It used
to have a country feel, and now it's nothing but concrete and traffic at all hours of the day. Another issue is parks. All the parks are
for sports, such as Bicentennial Park. Other cities provide more picnic areas, and places for the community. The only non-sport park
is Bob Jones, but there need to be more.
Natural environment
More parks n bike trails
Too much construction every where. We need more open space and trees. We don’t want more buildings.
Over growth. The city is just allowing anything and everything to be built here. No green spaces left, empty buildings taking up green
space. Putting a hotel yards from a school where children are the majority of their day, with all that is going on in the world with
human trafficking. Not to mention the traffic. When we need more schools where would you build those?
Too many people!! Schools are overcrowded, streets are overcrowded, no more open spaces, it’s all homes everywhere.
Proper updates and maintenance of streets and storm drainage, particularly north of Hwy 114 (the forgotten part of the city). And
finding ways to move the ever increasing amount of traffic on what were and still are country roads. We moved here 31 years ago
and not much has changed up here, other than more runoff and erosion due to more concrete than pasture. We've paid a monthly
"storm drainage" fee for years and have gotten nothing for it. And the ever increasing traffic on roads that were never meant to
accommodate the volume. We live on a peaceful and quiet dead-end street, but it is frequently a lengthy wait to just exit Creekside
Drive onto Dove Road. Our street has now become a disaster due to the faulty sewer project in the past, the cracks and sink holes
are becoming a dangerous obstacle course.
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Traffic and overcrowding. Quit building stuff and tearing down everything green!
Too much of business opening , traffic getting worst, crowding of roads, shortage of green spaces and parks, will be worst with multi
family housing
spending money on schools when young population is not growing; not spending money on lightning of streets; taking too many
trees out and not replacing them; widening too many roads;
Over development. Seems to be less and less open spaces now. Also although we have many restaurants they are all chains and very
few mom and pop or original restaurants in the area. I would love to see the community do a good hall idea
Too many empty buildings and too many business being build for short term. When we moved here there were so much beautiful
land and tress, now you see cement in every direction and most of these buildings are empty. Way too many houses being build in
small spaces. The beautiful city is becoming very congested.

Too much construction, not enough green spaces left
Maintaining green spaces and ensuring the development has tenants prior to building.
Too much growth and loss of green space and open land.
Too much construction, using up all the open spaces, approval of high density homes, allowing the wrong type of businesses to be
opened... This is not the Southlake we fell in love with or envisioned living in
Too little green space - becoming over built and over crowded
Lack of non-chain restaurants and parks. Would be great to have more cycling lanes. Security needs to improve a bit.
Growth. It seems every last open space is already or is about to be under development. One of the reasons we like living here is
because parts of the city feel more rural than suburban, but that's really changing now, especially in the eastern part around 114 and
to the north.

Managing the growth. There needs to be balance in terms of access, roads, infrastructure with recreation/parks and quality of life.
We don't have to front-running and forget to enjoy the ride.
Reducing commuter cut thru Southlake/1709 traffic. Beyond Highy Property taxes every year. We realistically cannot sell our home
today on what TAD estimates our home value to be every year. School safety for our students. Maintaining green spaces. Building
out. Southlake is following Plano’s footsteps in building out on anything remaining. When Plano reached capacity, everyone moved
North to Allen, McKinney, Frisco, and Prosper.
Too much traffic and way too many stores, too many new residential and commercial developments, which increases the traffic and
decreases any open fields and pastures. I oppose the proposed development of a European style shopping center north of 114,
because we already have way too many stores in Southlake. It will only increase the traffic nightmare we already have.
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ever increasing property taxes, community fees, etc ,forcing longtime residents to sell and move out. Example is the Marq was paid
for with my tax dollars(lived here 25 yrs.) and all we get is a 20% discount? Compare that to the city of Grapevines rec center and
cost structure. I still cant afford the use of a building that I helped fund.
Being aware of not becoming too commercialized. We need to keep some green space and limit the development. I am personally
not a fan of the higher rise condos
Continued safety, sidewalks to access anywhere across town. Utilize parks more. Better marketing for athletic and community
programs provided by the Marq. Be ahead of the game and not behind. Classes and teams are being cancelled due to nonparticipation but the word is not getting out there more. Host more tournaments for baseball/softball at Centennial Park. Bring
more revenue in to the city. When I drive by they are not being utilized enough. Post recent openings for Community Events and
Opportunities on Moms of Southlake and Southlake Moms Facebook pages.
Now that Southlake is mostly developed I think it is important to fill the office buildings with tenants, keep up the good quality
shopping and restaurants (and maybe add a TARGET or KROGER marketplace!), maintain the roads, maintain the beautiful parks,
maintain, maintain, maintain so we can keep the good quality of life here.
Traffic on 1709 and 114. Would like to see more park spaces (not necessarily attached to sports complexes). Would like to see
businesses stay in town center instead of the high turn over rate of businesses there.
Over crowding. One of the beautiful aspects of Southlake was the rural feel and open spaces that provided a sense of peace and a
unique quality of life. With the continued growth and higher density building in recent years, there are traffic issues, parking issues,
and we have lost some of the peace that a less impacted community once offered.
Need to save Green space. Density of housing.
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today?
Traffic Real Estate Tax. secondly is water for lawn, multi tenant buildings

it's decision on whether or not to allow high-density housing, which I totally oppose. If people want high density housing, there are
plenty of nearby options. Southlake is not obligated to provide it.
Ridiculous amount of building goin on. The mayor and city council will not be happy until there are no open spaces left in Southlake.
The threat of apartments in our area is alarming. We already have an eyesore being built in the TownSq. In 3-5 years the city will not
be what it is today.
Selling out to possible apartments. Not apartments in Southlake!! Also need grocery store in Northwest part of town where much
housing growth has happened.
The City is rapidly losing its special quality of preserving any kind of rural ambiance and is becoming a "concrete" city. Yes, we have
fancy parks that are environmentally sterile but little real efforts are put into preserving the environment that made this community
special. Every piece of land is continually subdivided to allow the maximum dwelling per space--money seems to drive the planning
decisions. We literally close our preserved areas and lose years of work while surrounding communities are taking real steps to not
only preserve environmental areas but are actually restoring original habitats for indigenous species. Where Southlake once led in
the area now finds itself trailing in the dust. A sad commentary on a community that had so much environmental quality.
Apartments coming to Southlake! Absolutely against!
Over development. Lessening the standards for residential construction. When I moved here in 1996, you had to have a 1/2 acre
lots and apartments were not allowed.
traffic and possible apartment buildings which will lead to crowding of schools and roads
Threat of multi family
Building more and more residences in Town Square is ruining the "home town feel." Are you just greedy for more property tax?
You're wrecking the feel of it by building high rise multi unit residences. They look like apartments. This goes against the image /
look and feel of Town Square. BAD CHOICE AND YOU GUYS WANT TO BUILD EVEN MORE! Give me a break. What are you thinking?

High taxes and multi-family development ; I do not believe multi-family units in Town Square or other areas of Southlake are needed.
The condo and high-rise structure in Town Square detract from the overall feeling of the community. I am against building any multifamily, regardless of price point or location.
The prospect of high density living. Please do not allow apartments to be built in our city and thereby allow every amenity we enjoy
to slowly deteriorate!
threat of multi-family housing (apartments)
High Density Housing
Density. I moved here 20 years ago, before there was a Town Square. The Brownstones made city more dense. Now the
"apartments" being built by Harkins Theater...make the city even more denser.
Overdevelopment. Losing the small town feel. Too much traffic. Crowded housing.

Keeping the small town feel and not letting developers add multi family housing
making sure not to sacrifice property values/small-community feel with excessive new growth (more office buildings). I think it
would be a big mistake to consider multi-unit properties/condos/apartments to start here
The increase population and the thoughts of adding apartment dwellings
Affordable housing (less than say the apartments in Town Square) for seniors who want to downsize but still stay in Southlake.
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Too many vacant buildings. Would not support apartments.
Take control of recent attempts of residential overpopulation by developers, particularly in the Town Square area by Cooper
Company. I believe they are the only ones that would benefit from it, but to the detriment of its current residents. Cooper's attempt
to bring in lower price-point rental properties will be devastating to the vision set by the City and it must be stopped.
Not allowing apartment complexes into our city . Trying to maintain the small town feel of a community.
Aging infrastructure to support erosion.Most homes are 20-30 years old. Parks and green belts need to be dealt with.
Providing living space for our older citizens so they’ll stay in Southlake
I do not want high density living options (apartments) in the city.
We need more affordable housing on smaller lots. This 1 acre crap is terrible. You can’t afford the water to keep lawn green
Overdevelopment! Please stop! Apartments and condos (other than the Brownstones at Town Square) should not be permitted in
Southlake. This was one of the big things that drew us to Southlake when we moved here and current City Council and Government
officials are entertaining this idea with several developers. This will bring more crime into our city and we have already seen an
increase in crime due to all the development and retail going on currently and in the past few years.
There is no single family houses for those of us who have been here before Southlake grew to the city it is today. We are headed to
retirement phase and no single story houses are available within the $400-500 price range. Some of us would like to stay here but
don't want brownstone living or assistant living.
Density and that effects so many other issues our city is facing...for example traffic. I can’t believe having multi family housing in
Southlake is even a consideration. It is bad enough that the “rules” changed from anything built north of 114 was to be 1/2 acre lots
to what has actually happened. And now we are thinking of putting apartments in, please NO!
Traffic and the proposed multi- family developments that are being proposed that will only make traffic much worse.
Destroying all of the forest which minimize the noise from the freeway. Way too much construction and adding more homes instead
of keeping nature and its inhabitants alive.
Keeping multi family residences out of Southlake
Over development and multifamily housing. A lot of commercial development has occurred but it doesn't appear that all this space
can be supported by business that are able to thrive. Many businesses have opened only to be shuttered. There appears to be too
much open commercial space. I also do not want to see apartments or other multifamily housing that would change the nature of
the ownership and feeling of the city.
Development - city shouldn't change stance on high density development of any kind including residential or commercial. It seems
developers run Southlake these days with only profits in mind as residents pay the price through increased traffic, crowded schools,
new residents that don't take care or can't afford to care for their home and more cement everywhere so water management issues
grow.
Traffic continues to increase; new houses continue to get bigger
Higher density housing is decreasing property values and increasing traffic.
The City is allowing more and more new neighborhoods to be developed, which seem to be higher density. This impacts traffic and
CISD schools greatly.

The rapid growth and prospect of apartments
Multi Family housing - Apartments. I do not want apartments
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developers trying to build apartment complexes and/or resort style living

The addition of high density housing and loss of green space; increasing traffic.
The possibility of the building of multi-family housing.
Affordability on housing. Have lived here for 25 years, would like to retire here however buying an equally or higher priced home
than what we have is our only option. Also Traffic is dreadful.
discipline per no multi-family housing and quality retail
Too much traffic and significant speeding on southlake blvd. Too many houses with population increases. Lack of walking trails and
sidewalks. Unsafe to cross southlake blvd on foot at Shady Oaks bear the Marq
MULTI FAMILY DWELLINGS, INCLUDING RENTAL TOWNHOME/APARTMENTS, BUT ALSO MULTIPLE FAMILIES LIVING IN SNGLE FAMILY
DWELLINGS
Overdevelopment and higher density housing are changing the traffic, feel, and demographics.
Too many houses, too much traffic, too many speeders. Southlake was special when it was more rural with minimum acre lots. Now
it's just like any place else.
Traffic, too much filling of open spaces, no independent affordable senior housing, traffic, not sticking to low density, allowing
permits and over crowding to create traffic issues.
Not having apartments and high density housing
Saying NO to high density housing like apartments, condos, and similar residences.
community overgrowth in both residential and business. It seems like there is an effort to fill up every piece of green space with
shopping, residential areas, hotels or business office buildings. I’m unconvinced all of this growth is necessary or in the best interest
of the community.
Apartments and high-density housing. When we moved to Southlake we were told this would not be considered and the Southlake
city council would not let this happen. However, we are faced with that very issue and we are not happy with the mayor or the city
council for entertaining the possibility.
density! Southlake needs to be built out using existing code enforcement. One house per acre needs to be one house per acre. No
Apartments or additional condominiums. No RPUDs that increase density per acre. No easements that allow additional homes to
be built. Enforce zoning regulations. No zoning changes that increase density over what exists today.
Over developed .... too many people... too many cars...not enough natural green spaces left. Every natural patch of grass that’s left
with trees is being developed. The city is losing its charm. I don’t want apartments or more brownstones. I didnt want to live in a
busy city like Dallas.... it’s why we moved to Southlake. So stop trying to turn it into Dallas.
I think the introduction of multi-family residential rentals (apartments) will have a negative impact on the city, two of which are
currently being discussed.
Overcrowding, more and more housing, including high density is taxing the schools and traffic
zoning. We are under attack for apartment zoning! We should have NEVER allowed condos, so now the next step is apartments!
There seems to be NO stamina to deflect such from council. Those proposals should be denied when they hit the city - we do not
allow such, and they will keep coming until such is made clear. People from New York, New Jersey California (i.e.) come her to get
away from terrible policies and then VOTE like they did there - which kills what they came here for!... This is the same with
apartments …. because we don't have them, Southlake is the "plum" for their wants... then it will kill what we have start the slide in
our property values will start the slide in our "plum'ness".
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Development of multi tenant homes
Traffic and houses for downsizing
Preventing apartments or other multi family units, owned and especially rentals
Housing for Senior citizens that would like smaller homes and the cost of water
Development density. I’m concerned about requests for high-density dwelling and apartments. Many people moved here because
there were no apartments. I am annoyed that I feel I must go to Town Hall meetings. SPIN forums and send my input to City Council
members in order to KEEP our city this way, the way probably 90% of residents prefer it.
NO APARTMENTS, terrible garbage pu; have ruined Southkake with ugly strip malls along 1709; have cut way too many trees have
not required new buildings to replant; ugly office space; lack of response to citizens from the current mayor city council; hotels,
shopping strips not required to adhere to aesthetically pretty requirements.
Traffic congestion and water pressure - due to the number of new homes traffic is very congested and is taking more time to get
around. Also as new homes are built and they run their sprinklers, we are seeing water pressure drop.
Stopping multi resident developments (apartments and condominiums)
Preserving the quality of life residents desire: no multi-family rentals, minimal condos/townhomes; more open green space;
attracting and retaining more independent retailers and restaurants
Not having apartments in southlake, Also high water bills property taxes
Overdevelopment! I would like to see more parks and green spaces. We have too many empty office/retail spaces, yet new ones are
being built everyday. Traffic is getting worse with all the development. I do NOT want apartments built in Southlake. I miss the
beautiful farm land and cattle I used to see everyday.
Adding apartments to the city, which would overcrowd our schools.
Traffic and managing residential growth
Continuing to grow but in a way that is aesthetically attractive and leaves plenty of green space. Southlake has never really had
apartment-style rental property, and I see no reason to start now.
There are so many good things here, it’s difficult to complain. I believe the city addresses concerns as they happen. Community
pride is everywhere! One thing I do see, is our age group, over 65, does not want to leave Southlake when it comes time to
downsize. Yet, there are very few smaller homes. We are fortunate to have bought in Timarron Villas five years ago. This may not
be the most important issue, but an observation.
APARTMENTS!!!
I think they are on the verge of over building the city, too many houses and not enough green space. We will end up like Houston
area where rain brings floods because there are no wetlands or places for water to run off.
Preserve green space and continue to enforce single family home construction, no apartments.
Noise and congestion. Traffic in and around 1709 continues to get worse. Houses are getting larger while lots are getting smaller. The
introduction of high density housing in Town Square is something the city at one time said would never happen.
keeping out all versions of apartments
Not allowing multi family properties to be built
Traffic congestion on SH114 and 1709. I believe the city has done a good job in managing the traffic but perhaps more can be done.
The city needs to keep a low population density to the maximum extent possible. That means no apartments!
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Reducing property taxes, out of control residential building.

traffic management, residential build-out and community cohesion
Too much development, too much retail, lots being approved are too small.
Cookie cutter homes and loss of green areas to more builder homes. It is becoming another Frisco
Overcrowding of community with small lot expensive housing.
Lack of open spaces, vacant office/restaurant space that has no activity for months/years, more houses on tiny lots, overcrowded
schools
Too many tall/ commercial buildings coming up. Should not give permission for apartments. Nice to keep it small and the same old
like city charm
The re-zoning of large single family parcels of land. There was recently an approval to build approximately 10 homes where there
previously had been 1 on Peytonville. If this trend continues the high quality of living in Southlake will erode. Single Homesites
should remain single homesites, regardless of the acreage involved.
Too many people!! Schools are overcrowded, streets are overcrowded, no more open spaces, it’s all homes everywhere.
High property tax and permits for apartments
Over populated, to many new homes being built
overbuilding with RPUD's , the threat of apartments, all of which increase the traffic on 1709
Too much of business opening , traffic getting worst, crowding of roads, shortage of green spaces and parks, will be worst with multi
family housing
Too much growth. Increased traffic on Southlake Blvd. Also, I don't like the idea of the possibility of apartment/multi-unit buildings
going up in the city. The small town charm/character of Southlake is diminishing. Safety at Southlake Blvd. stop lights, especially at
the Southridge Lakes Pkwy. I've seen many cars eastbound run the red light at this intersection. My husband has also witnessed an
accident when an eastbound vehicle ran the red light and hit the first car turning left to westbound Southlake Bvd. Perhaps, there
needs to be a study of this intersection to determine whether the timing of the light needs to be changed? Flashing lights for
vehicles to slow down as the light turns yellow to red? Something needs to be done to make this intersection safer.
The number of empty business spaces and yet they build more (i.e. donkey field), should be a push to fill the vacant spots before
constructing new. Also, not allowing them to construct those projected apartments!
Over development of both retail and potential development of high density rentals.
Too many empty buildings and too many business being build for short term. When we moved here there were so much beautiful
land and tress, now you see cement in every direction and most of these buildings are empty. Way too many houses being build in
small spaces. The beautiful city is becoming very congested.
Keeping apartments out of Southlake

Traffic, too many businesses, multi family residences, ugly non working fountain at SL Blvd and Carroll
Deteriorating sub divisions.
residential growth
Housing for empty-nest couples who would prefer to stay in Southlake but don't want the same home choices and would prefer
much more housing like what is in Town Square where the area is walkable and much more of an urban lifestyle center.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Dealing with seniors in the community and allowing housing that is appropriate for seniors that no long have children living in their
home. Most seniors will and or want to downsize both their living space and yards. There are very few options for them to stay in
Southlake, and I believe that MOST do not want to move our of Southlake.
Too much construction, using up all the open spaces, approval of high density homes, allowing the wrong type of businesses to be
opened... This is not the Southlake we fell in love with or envisioned living in
Over development, crowding and rental properties like apartments.
Need to reduce building. Used to be a low density community. Now there is impending apartments being discussed, which will ruin
the original community plan. This is a bedroom type town/city which is becoming another Frisco type community
housing for older citizens
The apartments wanting to move into Southlake.
traffic,zoning for small lots so density is too high ,spending levels are too high in my opinion
Too much traffic and way too many stores, too many new residential and commercial developments, which increases the traffic and
decreases any open fields and pastures. I oppose the proposed development of a European style shopping center north of 114,
because we already have way too many stores in Southlake. It will only increase the traffic nightmare we already have.
channelling the development in a way that it adds to the City instead of detracting. Flow of traffic and encroachment of commercial
on residential are key issues. PZ seems to say yes to everything, even wanting to redirect flow of roads like FM 1709 through
residential neighborhoods or changing zoning so high traffic commercial areas are next to residential neighborhoods when they
were not contemplated at the time the neighborhoods were built.
Thinking about allowing high occupancy homes NO apartments and no condos outside of those currently in existence.
High density housing
Prevention of high density housing

The Most important issue is the reputation and growth of Southlake. The city itself has grown tremendously but not necessarily in a
positive way. It has become a little over crowded and too many homes. This problem has overflowed into our schools with classroom
sizes overflowing. Housing growth needs to stop. The reputation of Southlake is also declining. With the amount of money in the
city, (or perception of) the values need to be reassessed... especially of children and families. Because some negative issues are
“swept under the rug” in fear of tarnishing the city’s reputation, there seems to be an “invincible” mentality especially if you have a
lot of money. This is prevalent in the city, in the community and in the schools. There needs to be a set of standards and rules that
need to be followed no matter who you are or how much money you have.
Developers who. Want to put in apartments. I am against. Would ruin city and school district.
55 plus affordable housing
Need to save Green space. Density of housing.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Entitlement of citizens.

The City is rapidly losing its special quality of preserving any kind of rural ambiance and is becoming a "concrete" city. Yes, we have
fancy parks that are environmentally sterile but little real efforts are put into preserving the environment that made this community
special. Every piece of land is continually subdivided to allow the maximum dwelling per space--money seems to drive the planning
decisions. We literally close our preserved areas and lose years of work while surrounding communities are taking real steps to not
only preserve environmental areas but are actually restoring original habitats for indigenous species. Where Southlake once led in
the area now finds itself trailing in the dust. A sad commentary on a community that had so much environmental quality.
I’m not sure. There are several issues that I see are problematic here as well as the rest of the US and possibly the world. For
instance, social media behavior and bullying linked consequences. The examples we set for our children. Entitlement, lack of
humility. These are not just southlake related, these are people related epidemics.
Not sure if it is just Southlake or in general overall but there are some bad parenting teaching bad habits to their kids and kids'
friends. I see it in social media on a regular basis and first hand. First hand example would be at a Dragon football game this year. A
large SUV with a handicap placard quickly pulls up and parks at a handicap parking space. He (driver was adult male, Dragon dad
obviously) parks way crooked that the front half of the SUV takes up about half the area next to it (marked with diagonal lines so it's
not a parking space but instead for handicap people to exit and enter their cars easily). Quickly gets out of the SUV were a Dragon
dad and 4 younger teenage boys (maybe middle school age). He did not look like he had a disability (not that he doesn't). If the
placard was for him, the perception is terrible and teaches the kids no respect and mannerism. It also tells me that he drives and
parks like that on a regular basis. It gives people a sour taste in their mouths and why sometimes gives Southlake a bad reputation.
Resisting changes that would impair the high quality we enjoy now.
How to maintain the quality and safety of Southlake with all the population expansion in and around the City.
Maintaining quality of residential life
Building more and more residences in Town Square is ruining the "home town feel." Are you just greedy for more property tax?
You're wrecking the feel of it by building high rise multi unit residences. They look like apartments. This goes against the image /
look and feel of Town Square. BAD CHOICE AND YOU GUYS WANT TO BUILD EVEN MORE! Give me a break. What are you thinking?
Zoning. This impacts our traffic, schools, congestion, quality of life, green spaces--you name it.
Overdevelopment. Losing the small town feel. Too much traffic. Crowded housing.
Keeping the small town feel and not letting developers add multi family housing
Road infrastructure and need to add wide bike paths to encourage biking and walking instead of driving ones car from A to B within
the city. Help the community be healthy and reduce emissions and traffic
Our image in other communities; over-development of our green spaces with unattractive buildings and sprawl versus density
making sure not to sacrifice property values/small-community feel with excessive new growth (more office buildings). I think it
would be a big mistake to consider multi-unit properties/condos/apartments to start here
Materialism and competitiveness preventing authentic community/caring for one another. Kids being pressured/expected to
succeed. Too much emphasis on being “the best.” High rates of anxiety/depression are correlated with these values.
sustaining/improving the quality of life.
Take control of recent attempts of residential overpopulation by developers, particularly in the Town Square area by Cooper
Company. I believe they are the only ones that would benefit from it, but to the detriment of its current residents. Cooper's attempt
to bring in lower price-point rental properties will be devastating to the vision set by the City and it must be stopped.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
I feel safe here in Southlake, I really have a hard time seeing all the destruction of every available piece of natural land. The city went
from beautiful large open spaces houses with big yards lots of natural spaces around to “Beverly Hills“. It is also a shame that when
lots of people retire they have to move away because of high taxes and the fact that services by local providers seem to cost more
just because of our location.
Sustaining the high level quality of living supporting property values, safety, desirability, etc.
Not allowing apartment complexes into our city . Trying to maintain the small town feel of a community.
Push by developers, both residential and commercial, towards higher density development that goes against our character and
vision as a city.
Too much commercial, the city is losing its small town feel
Losing it’s small town feel
Too much empty retail office space. Appears to be too much emphasis on business space growth pushing quality of residential life
to a secondary issue.
Development of the Highway 114 corridor to fit and compliment the Southlake standards.
Proposition of high density developments which will increase traffic and strain city and school resources. We chose Southlake over
Plano specifically because it didn't contain these type of residences. If the city approves many more of these type of developments,
we will move elsewhere. Too many transient residents change the demographics in a negative manner.
Destroying all of the forest which minimize the noise from the freeway. Way too much construction and adding more homes instead
of keeping nature and its inhabitants alive.
Controlling development to maintain a small community feel so that Southlake does not end up with the feel of Plano or Frisco.
Over development and multifamily housing. A lot of commercial development has occurred but it doesn't appear that all this space
can be supported by business that are able to thrive. Many businesses have opened only to be shuttered. There appears to be too
much open commercial space. I also do not want to see apartments or other multifamily housing that would change the nature of
the ownership and feeling of the city.
Population increases to schools, traffic, losing small town rural feel
Resident negativity. A few vocal negative residents can greatly impact development opportunities, current local businesses and
resident life.
Over population, high density, swaying away from Biblical and Christian values.
Traffic and mushrooming development. The development seem to be out of control resulting in overcrowding and traffic issues 7 am
to 10 pm. We are losing the outer suburb feel.
Too much building of commercial and residential buildings. Losing the small town feel as a result.
Maintaining what we have. Keeping the City a Safe and Wonderful place to live; eg. maintaining public safety, keeping the schools
great.
Continuing to maintain its small town appear, quality of life, high quality of services and high degree of community that is ever
present in Southlake without raising taxes.
maintaining a high quality of life (excellent schools, safe community, etc)
Properly developing available land, diversity, maintaining good schools, and keeping families in SL.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?

Over development, only caring about visitors and not your tax payer. Too much trying to be a big boy and not sticking to the roots
and value of what is Southlake
Overdevelopment and higher density housing are changing the traffic, feel, and demographics.
Growth. Southlake is losing it's small town charm. 1709 is often congested , crime in town square appears to have increased. I
worry that it is becoming to crowded
Too many houses, too much traffic, too many speeders. Southlake was special when it was more rural with minimum acre lots. Now
it's just like any place else.
Drugs ana alcohol in schools and media attention drawn to the community in a negative way.
Over developed .... too many people... too many cars...not enough natural green spaces left. Every natural patch of grass that’s left
with trees is being developed. The city is losing its charm. I don’t want apartments or more brownstones. I didnt want to live in a
busy city like Dallas.... it’s why we moved to Southlake. So stop trying to turn it into Dallas.
This city has been over built with chain restaurants and ordinary retail, the rate of turnover and vacant buildings is alarming. Our
city has been cheapened by the lack of better planning. We should have retained some of the natural open spaces which is what
drew so many citizens to the area in the first place. We are now a mirror image of Plano and that's not what Southlake was
supposed to be.
zoning. We are under attack for apartment zoning! We should have NEVER allowed condos, so now the next step is apartments!
There seems to be NO stamina to deflect such from council. Those proposals should be denied when they hit the city - we do not
allow such, and they will keep coming until such is made clear. People from New York, New Jersey California (i.e.) come her to get
away from terrible policies and then VOTE like they did there - which kills what they came here for!... This is the same with
apartments …. because we don't have them, Southlake is the "plum" for their wants... then it will kill what we have start the slide in
our property values will start the slide in our "plum'ness".

Maintaining the high standards
Maintaining the close knit, small town feeling that we recently moved here to be a part of. I think that helps drive the school quality
that we also moved here for our children.
Making the most responsible decisions on use of developable property, balancing municipal revenue requirements and quality of
life.
Image to outsiders
The green spaces - which make this city unique - that are being built up. We're becoming every other city around us without the
beauty.
The city council favoring a club girls lacrosse team to use city fields. The city council preaches fairness to let all our girls play on city
field but violated that intent. It is sad that the council puts its member above the needs and right of our young girls and women. It
gives our city a petty reputation across the metroplex.
Automobile Traffic - Removing the "Left Turn Lane" on Southlake Blvd and replacing with restrictions and trees have made traffic
soooo much worse. Please return Southlake Blvd to allowing a left turn. Making that change was a huge mistake in traffic congestion
and quality of life.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Safety. Image- This last year it was promoted that we are a racist city. I don’t believe it is true at all. But isolated experiences were
promoted as if it is representative of the city, it only represented at few people in the city, mostly children. I may be naïve because I
don’t think that way, but I think isolated instances should not be exploited as if it is bigger than they are. Although I love our
school district, it was inappropriate for them to allow children to walk out as a form of activism. This activity, although not
promoted by the school district, was certainly liberal in its agenda and was supported by the district.
I think the high school
cheerleaders, supporting Odessa is much more representative of the city and its people.
Keeping Southlake "Southlake" We need more community spirit in our town square and neighborhoods. More Dragon Pride ...and
more exclusive events for residents only
Noise and congestion. Traffic in and around 1709 continues to get worse. Houses are getting larger while lots are getting smaller. The
introduction of high density housing in Town Square is something the city at one time said would never happen.
Maintaining high standards and exclusivity
Maintaining quality single family residences. I lived in Irving and had a beautiful home but conditions there became not welcoming.
Schools had a hard time maintaining standards. Crime seemed to go up. We left.
Preserving the beauty and spirit of the city as the city and surrounding communities grow. Also, dealing with social issues, such as
addiction and mental health. Keep our schools strong, as well as our finances are also important, I believe.
Maintaining the excellent quality of life
I do not want to lose the small town feel. We like the large lots and estate homes throughout the city. Please increase the lot size
requirements to build new communities.
expansion, losing quaint feel
Overgrowth, traffic, lost its village culture
Safety in our community. From people stealing packages on our front porches to incidents of crime now being profiled on Texas tv, it
is a major concern. The quality of our schools and neighborhoods are major draws for maintaining our quality of life. If either suffer
our city will suffer exponentially.
Traffic. Overbuilding, and not enough roads to handle the traffic. Too much new construction - southlake feels like Arlington. It used
to have a country feel, and now it's nothing but concrete and traffic at all hours of the day. Another issue is parks. All the parks are
for sports, such as Bicentennial Park. Other cities provide more picnic areas, and places for the community. The only non-sport park
is Bob Jones, but there need to be more.
Too many tall/ commercial buildings coming up. Should not give permission for apartments. Nice to keep it small and the same old
like city charm
High property taxes and excessive city spending. The whole city does not have to look like a country club
Proper updates and maintenance of streets and storm drainage, particularly north of Hwy 114 (the forgotten part of the city). And
finding ways to move the ever increasing amount of traffic on what were and still are country roads. We moved here 31 years ago
and not much has changed up here, other than more runoff and erosion due to more concrete than pasture. We've paid a monthly
"storm drainage" fee for years and have gotten nothing for it. And the ever increasing traffic on roads that were never meant to
accommodate the volume. We live on a peaceful and quiet dead-end street, but it is frequently a lengthy wait to just exit Creekside
Drive onto Dove Road. Our street has now become a disaster due to the faulty sewer project in the past, the cracks and sink holes
are becoming a dangerous obstacle course.
Becoming too big and quality decreasing.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Our children being raised with a sense of entitlement inside the bubble. The recent efforts related to diversity are good, but what
about economic diversity? Or diversity in family situation (I.e. not all families have a stay at home mom). Many Southlake and school
programs are largely catered to the stay at home mom demographic.
There is far too much commercial (office, primarily) building going on. We have lost every bit of that small town feel (which was
what we loved so much about the town, 9+ years ago when we moved here). It makes me so sad, and honestly sick to my stomach
to see the bulldozers plowing down trees.
Too much growth. Increased traffic on Southlake Blvd. Also, I don't like the idea of the possibility of apartment/multi-unit buildings
going up in the city. The small town charm/character of Southlake is diminishing. Safety at Southlake Blvd. stop lights, especially at
the Southridge Lakes Pkwy. I've seen many cars eastbound run the red light at this intersection. My husband has also witnessed an
accident when an eastbound vehicle ran the red light and hit the first car turning left to westbound Southlake Bvd. Perhaps, there
needs to be a study of this intersection to determine whether the timing of the light needs to be changed? Flashing lights for
vehicles to slow down as the light turns yellow to red? Something needs to be done to make this intersection safer.
Controlling growth so it doesn’t get out of hand. Don’t “Dallas” Southlake
We are a city that is growing too much!! Our traditions and community feeling and good quality service will end if we continue
growing. There is so much construction...we need to stop building and making things smaller. We live in Texas! No more construction
and no buildings
Many small businesses continue to be pushed out of town square due to the high rent cost. This continues to hurt Southlake as
many of these companies have moved on to Keller or surrounding town squares whom are now thriving to the level of Southlake.
Please don't continue to chase Highland Park prestige and focus on the community Southlake once built.
Logistics and quality of streets and roads, especially in the "older" areas of the city. Continental Ave. for example, is a main road
with a lot of traffic, but it is narrow with no shoulder or curbs, and unsightly overhead power lines and poorly trimmed trees. In
addition to the aesthetics, during peak periods, if an emergency vehicle were to try to get through it would be nearly impossible.
Also it just doesn't look very good or fit the image of what Southlake should look like. More effort seems to be made near the newer
developments such as Carillon.
Too much construction, using up all the open spaces, approval of high density homes, allowing the wrong type of businesses to be
opened... This is not the Southlake we fell in love with or envisioned living in
The flow of new residents has increased tremendously. Traffic can be a nightmare at times. I’m concerned we are moving away from
trying to invest in eco friendly projects ( recycling, sidewalks. Etc) and focus instead on widening roads. In my opinion, The spirit of a
medium sized community is vanishing,
over development - too many unused buildings and office spaces already exist yet more development and building keeps occurring
without regard for available spaces; congested shopping spaces show poor planning,over the top rent keeping more unique options
out of area...all resulting in crazy traffic and waste of resources (ie unused buildings and uniqueness going out of town
Rapid growth. Concerned that the excessive growth will impact small town feel.
Traffic with all the wonderful shopping we have which brings in many from surrounding areas.. managing this traffic without losing
the small feel of roads like continental and dove. I would not want to see these roads widened.
Maintaining the high standard of living while keeping the “small town” feel as we move forward with growth.
Growth. It seems every last open space is already or is about to be under development. One of the reasons we like living here is
because parts of the city feel more rural than suburban, but that's really changing now, especially in the eastern part around 114 and
to the north.
Preserving the spirit of Southlake despite tremendous growth within and outside the city (e.g., Westlake).
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Managing the growth. There needs to be balance in terms of access, roads, infrastructure with recreation/parks and quality of life.
We don't have to front-running and forget to enjoy the ride.
Find a way to keep the small town community feel
There are too many people trying to "keep up with the Joneses". Everything is more expensive than in surrounding cities - the
"Southlake markup". This gives a negative impression of the town, and a snobby reputation.
Sidewalks, safe bike lanes. I would live to see it more have a small town feel... more walkability...
As it continues to grow, keeping the quality atmosphere and demographic.
The amount of retail and office space development. There are plans to continue to develop space and there is currently much
empty space. The traffic has become a nightmare over time. Southlake no longer feels like a high end enclave in the Metroplex. It
feels like an over developed area.
Continuing to feel like a small town in an overcrowded metropolis
We are all so fortunate to live in Southlake, and thus have such high expectations of our community. I think the greatest challenge is
just to maintain that greatness that we all enjoy, through responsible growth, managing property tax rates, and continuing to
provide the excellent services that we have all grown accustomed to.
Now that Southlake is mostly developed I think it is important to fill the office buildings with tenants, keep up the good quality
shopping and restaurants (and maybe add a TARGET or KROGER marketplace!), maintain the roads, maintain the beautiful parks,
maintain, maintain, maintain so we can keep the good quality of life here.
Traffic noise
Ensuring that it is not overdeveloped and lose it's personality.
Overdevelopment of the City - the beauty of SL has been lost in overdevelopment of the city. Commercial real estate has been
devloped at every corner with huge numbers vacant. Too many franchise restaurants being opened and loosing rhe unique mom
and pop shops and restaurant. Too many restaurants have resulted in making survival of these difficult. We are seeing so many
shops, restaurants coming and closing in a short time. We ourselves go to Grapevine, Colleyville, Raonke for the unique shops. We
have too much traffic and noise on the roads. Too many medical buildings being built with empty offices. We need to allow down
the development. We miss the unique, quiet SL from 8 to 10 years ago.
The Most important issue is the reputation and growth of Southlake. The city itself has grown tremendously but not necessarily in a
positive way. It has become a little over crowded and too many homes. This problem has overflowed into our schools with classroom
sizes overflowing. Housing growth needs to stop. The reputation of Southlake is also declining. With the amount of money in the
city, (or perception of) the values need to be reassessed... especially of children and families. Because some negative issues are
“swept under the rug” in fear of tarnishing the city’s reputation, there seems to be an “invincible” mentality especially if you have a
lot of money. This is prevalent in the city, in the community and in the schools. There needs to be a set of standards and rules that
need to be followed no matter who you are or how much money you have.
Over crowding. One of the beautiful aspects of Southlake was the rural feel and open spaces that provided a sense of peace and a
unique quality of life. With the continued growth and higher density building in recent years, there are traffic issues, parking issues,
and we have lost some of the peace that a less impacted community once offered.
School taxes are too high. The city is becoming crowded and loosing the charm we once had as a smaller town. We have too many
hotels and too many office spaces (more are being built, while many remain empty). It was better to have the open spaces than
build unneeded buildings. Traffic is gridlocked in many places (1709, 114, Continental, Davis).
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Diversity and Inclusion - acceptance of others

Socioeconomic disparity, privileged society
Over population
I’m not sure. There are several issues that I see are problematic here as well as the rest of the US and possibly the world. For
instance, social media behavior and bullying linked consequences. The examples we set for our children. Entitlement, lack of
humility. These are not just southlake related, these are people related epidemics.
Not sure if it is just Southlake or in general overall but there are some bad parenting teaching bad habits to their kids and kids'
friends. I see it in social media on a regular basis and first hand. First hand example would be at a Dragon football game this year. A
large SUV with a handicap placard quickly pulls up and parks at a handicap parking space. He (driver was adult male, Dragon dad
obviously) parks way crooked that the front half of the SUV takes up about half the area next to it (marked with diagonal lines so it's
not a parking space but instead for handicap people to exit and enter their cars easily). Quickly gets out of the SUV were a Dragon
dad and 4 younger teenage boys (maybe middle school age). He did not look like he had a disability (not that he doesn't). If the
placard was for him, the perception is terrible and teaches the kids no respect and mannerism. It also tells me that he drives and
parks like that on a regular basis. It gives people a sour taste in their mouths and why sometimes gives Southlake a bad reputation.
Diversity
Overcrowded, too much development and need better integration of all the residents
keeping the community feel as the town integrated future growth into the city
Diversity
Density. I moved here 20 years ago, before there was a Town Square. The Brownstones made city more dense. Now the
"apartments" being built by Harkins Theater...make the city even more denser.
Over Crowded - Too many constructions all around, during peak hours southlake blvd always has traffic jams. Beautification - Needs
more attractive plantation than the same old stuff, the exists and entrances to southlake needs some spice to it. Southlake needs to
have a edge over other cities. Internet - Its pretty bad needs update Inner Roads - Have over grown trees and during night time the
stop signs and road edges are hardly visible Open Forums - More of these - Suggestion boxes school projects to up lift southlake
image, Like Southlake 2025 Trash Collection Trucks - Needs some paint on them and some eco friendly message on them Ban /
Minimize - Plastic Usage in Southlake, Restaurant waste Incentive for installing smart devices
Ensuring that as our community grows and becomes more diverse that we are welcoming and inclusive to all our new residents.
Managing commercial growth without losing our close-knit community feel.
Diversity and Inclusion - working as a community to help everyone feel welcomed and included.
Materialism and competitiveness preventing authentic community/caring for one another. Kids being pressured/expected to
succeed. Too much emphasis on being “the best.” High rates of anxiety/depression are correlated with these values.
The increase population and the thoughts of adding apartment dwellings

Attracting new generation
Increasing pipulation
Intangible: lack of unity; people of color don’t feel they belong here — I know I don’t. Tangible: lack of sidewalks and poor, poor
road and bar ditch maintenance in parts of the city.
Population aging
racial issues/stereotypes
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Accepting Diversity, Property Taxes increasing, Traffic Management

over populated , too much traffic
Growth - overbuilding, traffic, population density
Social issues: need to encourage diversity, focusing on mental health issues that may be affecting our youth due to the pressures in
CISD
Population increases to schools, traffic, losing small town rural feel
Over population, high density, swaying away from Biblical and Christian values.
Traffic and diversity
Cyber bullying in schools and among parents. Lack of diversity. Lack of acceptance to change.
Traffic, increased population, safety of citizens

Population growth. There are way too many roof tops and way too many cars.
Properly developing available land, diversity, maintaining good schools, and keeping families in SL.
Build an identity that is truly community focused
Southlake will be a more desirable place to live once it sincerely embraces diversity, and inclusion.
Overdevelopment and higher density housing are changing the traffic, feel, and demographics.
To help to push for a stronger sense of community, but not only around the "dragon Pride" or "the Southlake bubble" a real
community.
Keeping a strong community feel as demographics change. Inclusiveness
traffic and congestion and keeping the "community" feel that we all love so much

Adapting to younger generation
Over developed .... too many people... too many cars...not enough natural green spaces left. Every natural patch of grass that’s left
with trees is being developed. The city is losing its charm. I don’t want apartments or more brownstones. I didnt want to live in a
busy city like Dallas.... it’s why we moved to Southlake. So stop trying to turn it into Dallas.
Being too protectionist, too right-wing. It's scary how exclusionary and implicitly racist the citizens of this community are.
Embracing diversity to foster a sense of community
Security and Safety and inclusiveness
Inclusion of various diverse groups
Diversity, Global Vision - Outlook. We are educating our children to be global citizens and leaders, thus the City needs to have such
vision.
Development density. I’m concerned about requests for high-density dwelling and apartments. Many people moved here because
there were no apartments. I am annoyed that I feel I must go to Town Hall meetings. SPIN forums and send my input to City Council
members in order to KEEP our city this way, the way probably 90% of residents prefer it.
Diversity
Too many people per sq mile, becoming over built and roads are suffering
Density and zoning.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Safety. Image- This last year it was promoted that we are a racist city. I don’t believe it is true at all. But isolated experiences were
promoted as if it is representative of the city, it only represented at few people in the city, mostly children. I may be naïve because I
don’t think that way, but I think isolated instances should not be exploited as if it is bigger than they are. Although I love our
school district, it was inappropriate for them to allow children to walk out as a form of activism. This activity, although not
promoted by the school district, was certainly liberal in its agenda and was supported by the district.
I think the high school
cheerleaders, supporting Odessa is much more representative of the city and its people.
Community
Lack of diversity and inclusion, too much focus on athletic amenities.
Keeping Southlake "Southlake" We need more community spirit in our town square and neighborhoods. More Dragon Pride ...and
more exclusive events for residents only
1ST--NOT ENOUGH DIVERSITY. RACIAL OVERTURES EVERY WHERE.
TRAILS, OR BIKING LANES.

2ND-OVER BUILDING NOT ENOUGH GREEN SPACES, RUNNING

Maintaining quality single family residences. I lived in Irving and had a beautiful home but conditions there became not welcoming.
Schools had a hard time maintaining standards. Crime seemed to go up. We left.
The need to be a more racially and culturally sensitive community. For the most part, I've encountered openness and kindness from
most as an ethnic minority in this city but I have faced some racism here amongst local moms, which is in large part due to their
ignorance and fear of the unfamiliar. Xenophobia is a disease that has increasingly taken root in America but I want Southlake to be
free of it as the general socioeconomic standards of the Southlake community lends an expectation of people being above such
common pettiness.
Preserving the beauty and spirit of the city as the city and surrounding communities grow. Also, dealing with social issues, such as
addiction and mental health. Keep our schools strong, as well as our finances are also important, I believe.
Immigration - aka stealth jihad. there seems to be a LOT of people moving to our City from States and Countries that are counter to
the Texas way of life - God (Jesus), Family and Country. There is an intentional method to this, they first come in and grow their
numbers, then they start taking seats on the City Council... before you know it, we are having special events to honor their god and
way of life.
Population
growing population
traffic management, residential build-out and community cohesion
Accepting Diversity. As Southlake is becoming more diverse it is unfortunate some places still come across rude and somewhat
discriminatory.
Needs to work on accepting differences and get more qualified teachers
Lack of diversity and polarizing city leaders

Inclusivity—understanding and welcoming difference whether based on race, religion, sexuality, etc
Improvement to diversity, traffic and walker/biker safety
The sheer influx of new people.
not diverse enough
Too many people!! Schools are overcrowded, streets are overcrowded, no more open spaces, it’s all homes everywhere.
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Now, thinking about the City of Southlake overall, what would you say is the most important issue facing Southlake
today?
Unity

Meeting the needs of the diverse population.
Over populated, to many new homes being built
Our children being raised with a sense of entitlement inside the bubble. The recent efforts related to diversity are good, but what
about economic diversity? Or diversity in family situation (I.e. not all families have a stay at home mom). Many Southlake and school
programs are largely catered to the stay at home mom demographic.
Growth not being controlled; lack of diversity; property values
Expansion and Diversity
Race
Sidewalks from homes to school.Safe crossings for children on bikes. Population overcrowding.

The flow of new residents has increased tremendously. Traffic can be a nightmare at times. I’m concerned we are moving away from
trying to invest in eco friendly projects ( recycling, sidewalks. Etc) and focus instead on widening roads. In my opinion, The spirit of a
medium sized community is vanishing,
Traffic, infrastructure, aging community
Diversity
Keeping a strong community given the level of diversification. We have a strong influx of foreigners which is great but some of these
groups are segregated by their own community (eg. Indian families) or cannot easily integrate into the existing community
Maintaining financial stability, maintaining strong residential feel, traffic, sidewalks (very limited on the west side of the city),
drainage (runoff during heavy rains)
Intolerance/bigotry

We don’t embrace diversity, we hide our heads about the bullying problems at schools, the town council candidates felt like it was
ok to take personal shots at the other candidates and we are beginning to reflect the politics and mood of the nation.
Racism is still a serious issue. Although CISD and the city have developed diversity councils, I personally feel the focus has been more
on celebrating certain cultures. There is nothing wrong with that but it won’t stop the degrading ignorant remarks. The bulk of the
racism is towards the African American community. I doubt that today’s youth even know, let alone understand the history, the real
raw history of these beautiful human beings. Sure the school participates in Black History month but it is all surface ‘going through
the motions’. I have personally witnessed children asking WHY questions that were basically ignored by diverting the attention. I
don’t blame the instructor because they have not been trained as to how to handle these questions nor perhaps given ‘permission’
to tell the real truth. But until society opens their minds and hearts to understand the background of the angst, change will not
come. This issue must be addressed head on instead of beating around the bush and fooling ourselves that something effective is
being done.
Diversity
control traffic; not over growing of the population;keep and community safe; environmental protection
Migration and demographics, mainly from california and out of state, negatively changing the conservative composition of the city
Civil treatment and communications among citizens
Too many people in our small city which makes traffic horrible. This causes frustration and stress trying to go place to place in town.
A lot of racism in the community and students in schools don’t respect each other
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of
Q32X:traffic congestion in Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.

Too much traffic/Road
Congestion
Poor traffic-light
timing

Road-safety
concerns

Too much construction/City
growth/development
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Although SLPD is wonderful, overwhelming new construction has resulted in congestion. Frightening to see cyclists on busy
roadways during high volume traffic hours. Construction at CSHS ill timed.
Southlake Blvd
Mainly Southlake Boulevard and N. Carroll Avenue and 114 Service Road due to the Gateway Church.
Traffic flow during rush hours is really bad. Focusing on 1709.
Southlake BLVD and Continental a mess at rush hour. I can hardly get out of my neighborhood on Continental at those times. These
roads are overused by Keller and North Richland Hills residents.
Traffic congestion on Peytonville during school hours blocks in neighborhood residents as drivers continue to block exits.
Lights are never synchronized around town square on 1709. Traffic continues to increase.
Traffic congestion is AWFUL! Traffic signals are not in sync with each other. There is NO reason to sit at EVERY signal on 1709.
It’s just a hot mess on 1709 even after the work was done to it
The timing of traffic lights is terrible and causes to much congestion of traffic during rush hour. You are late to expanded roads for
traffic. North White Chapel road from Southlake Blvd. to 114 should have been expanded a long time ago.
Combine entrance to the HS and Durham on a single street and allow direct access to HW114 off WC and not all throughout 1709
SOUTHLAKE BLVD remains very busy most of the day.
1709 is very congested during rush hour in the morning and in the evening. Continental has a similar problem.
The traffic for the elementary school on Continental just west of Davis is a daily nightmare. They repaved the roads last year but did
not address the daily traffic congestion. Then there was construction at the school itself and the problem was not addressed. We
need a solution to the daily traffic completely stopped on Continental in both directions blocking other traffic due to parents waiting
to pick up children.
This should be obvious. Traffic continues to get worse. The City does a poor job managing growth in terms traffic.
Traffic flow through Town Square is very cumbersome. The high density housing boom in creating increasing pressure on the
surrounding roadways.
Too much traffic in Southlake
Roads are very congested, especially 1709. Traffic lights unfortunately don't always help the situation. Lights at Carroll and 1709 are
one of the worst spots as you wait a long time for light to change to turn onto Carroll, then only 4 cars make it through. Another
spot as bad is Davis and 1709. The round about has definitely helped at White's Chapel by the high school. Need a round about at
Bryan Nelson and Continental as that is another spot that can get congested.
Too many busy roads and very dangerous exits out of neighborhood on to busy roads.
Southlake Boulevard is a traffic nightmare. I've had to figure out ways to take back streets to most of the businesses I wish to visit. I
often debate with myself how badly I need something because I just can't deal with the traffic on 1709. Some of the strip centers are
next to impossible to get into because of the traffic medians. Nothing is being done to alleviate the congestion on our main road and
the city keeps putting in higher density housing and more and more office space, making the road's conditions worse. I'd like to see
the city actually address the traffic issue. Something has to be done.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
crowed roadways that add traffic time to trips

Development doesn’t take traffic congestion into account enough. It’s gotten unpleasant to go anywhere in town, especially
Southlake Boulevard.
It's just getting busier with more and more traffic
generally to crowded
I can’t get out of my neighborhood (Southview) onto Carroll in a reasonable amount and in a safe manner; traffic into/out of Carroll
High is unacceptable at peak times and blocks the use of Whites Chapel. Overall traffic is too heavy in so many places.
1709 continues to be a nightmare on the weekends and during commuter hour. White Chapel has been torn up for months and
very little work is currently being done on the roundabout.
Peak times such as holidays create significant overcrowding and excessive congestion near Central Market. Carroll Avenue becomes
impassable.

Getting from E. Highland to Carroll during school hours is a pain.
It has gotten better thanks for jumping in and helping out. The SRO’s have done a great job in the mornings at the SHS. More help
in town square during the holidays would be appreciated.
1709 is problematic, especially making u turns. Also, traffic at the four way stop at byron nelson and continental is bad during the
morning commute. People run that stop sign continually.
The roads have become so congested. High density housing is not good for traffic. It can take 10-15 minutes to clear the traffic
circle on White Chapel and Continental Boulevard during rush hour.
Not enough turnaround lanes on 1709 and 114 gets too congested too often
Traffic needs to be diverted away from 1709. Retail development should be on 114 not 1709. Do not expand roads within
Southlake divert traffic outside Southlake. Reduce posted speed on 1709 to get people to 114.

Congestion on Continental Blvd during rush hour times is very frustrating
The volume on 1709 has increased drastically and 114 is often jammed. The side streets don't provide alternatives and are a
patchwork of design, age and maintenance.
Rush hour traffic continues to be a challenge to navigate at peak times
Traffic has gotten increasingly heavier and speed limits are being ignored by out of city drivers using Southlake as a cut-through to
highway.
Too much traffic on residential streets being used as alternative routes instead of thoroughfares. Very much dislike that drivers can
make u turns at major intersections - VERY DANGEROUS
Way too much traffic. In addition, due to lack of forests you can hear all of the traffic noise from 114 at my house. When I moved
here 20 years ago, it was a quiet peaceful city. It has been ruined.

The City has not kept up with the massive congestion in the streets, esp. Southlake Blvd.
I feel that the city keeps approving more development and that the current roads cannot handle the increased traffic without
major inconvenience to current residents
To much traffic and traffic lights are not synchronized. Some lights are to short on SLB.
Timing of traffic lights. Overwhelming traffic for many n thoroughfares
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
The city has been planning to make improvements to alleviate the traffic problem on W Continental Blvd for years, but has not made
sufficient progress toward a resolution. As of the date of this survey, they still have not approved a final design plan.
What is there to tell~ You can clearly see for yourself. Southlake Blvd is congested with traffic everyday and getting worse because
the City keeps building crap on every little single inch of grass. I moved here for a small town, open area with donkeys and cows.
Now, they are all gone and it's all cluttered with businesses.
Traffic continues to get worse. We do not need more businesses, we need more open spaces.
I don’t know if much can be done at peak hours of traffic hours and so many people going to the same places at once.
Southlake boulevard is no longer a boulevard . It is an highway abd getting too congested especially. Too much spending. Same thing
for continental Blvd towards going to Davis Boulevard. You cannot have an emergency and try to go through continental boulevard.
Already responded: i.e. around Town Square Horrible, doesn't seem Carillon or things N of 114 were taken into account for traffic,
speed limit on Davis too slow.

Traffic on 1709 worsened after the expensive center boulevard and landscaping installation. Must have been someone’s personal pet
project. Pretty, but completely inconvenient assessing local businesses.
traffic continues to congest and is getting worse.
Traffic by the high school off 1709 M-F around 7:30-8:30 am coming from west bound (starting at Randol mill) until kimball is
horrible. Shouldn’t take me 20-30 mins to drive this stretch
The traffic is getting worse throughout the city and also on 114. We have lived here 10 years and every year it is worse. I worry we
can’t accommodate the amount of people moving out this direction
Roads are becoming too congested with all the build out going out
I think that a roundabout could help with traffic backups on W Continental Blvd Peytonville Ave.
1709 is impossible most hours of the day, during rush hour forget it. The city has allowed too many new home permits which has
resulted in the city being overwhelmed with too many people. Now I understand you are considering multi-family housing? Has the
mayor and city council completely lost their minds!!!
I have lived in Southlake for almost 16 years and the traffic has gotten unbearable since first moving here.
Both 1709 and Continental Blvd are dreadful during morning and afternoon rush hours.
Only one main road and too much traffic at times, properly timing traffic lights, some speed limits are inconsistent on same roads in
different parts of the city.
Traffic congestion so much worse than it used to be.
In my opinion, several streets in Southlake are congested, especially during key business hours. Streets like Southlake Blvd., Kimble,
Continental, Brumlow (trees block view of incoming traffic) to name a few. When was the last time a “traffic study” was done on the
entire infrastructure of Southlake. Continental needs to be widened as the school zones create a traffic jam when parents are
dropping and picking up there children. Southlake’s growth has contributed to these problems and the City must stay abreast of the
matter. Thank you.
with only 3 roads for east-west traffic through Southlake, Dove, Southlake Blvd and Continental - I've seen this traffic grow
exponentially over the last 10 years. Need to widen Continental, or add right hand turn lanes.
The congestion in Southlake is so bad that I will choose to go to other cities to do business rather than fight the traffic in Southlake.
Continental has become too crowded at rush hour. CANNOT get out of my own neighborhood in Timarron. Need a light installed
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
TRAFFIC ON SOUTHLAKE BLVD IS TERRIBLE, YET MORE BUSINESSES ARE BEING BUILT THERE EVERY DAY.

Allowing too much building, office space, without first doing a better job of figuring out a traffic flow that is adequate to support
flow. Example, Carroll Avenue, Chuy exit, not enforcing wrong way exits from Chuy center etc.
There has been WAY too much development due to our corrupt city council trying to make Southlake “a vacation destination” all the
while lining their own pockets and resumes. The amount of traffic created is out of control!
I previously mentioned traffic on 114, lots of unused concrete that exists that is not used, just need to restripe lanes, extend carpool
lane further west, traffic heading west towards Kimble is terrible in the evenings.
The traffic on Continental between Peytonville and Davis Blvd is dangerous. At times of high traffic we are not able to enter or exit
our neighborhood. I am concerned regarding the lack access of emergency vehicles at the busy traffic times. Especially at 3 pm
When the Elementary lets out. The city needs to work with ISD to control traffic flow. Also bicyclists on Continental continue to be
an issue. Do they ever get ticketed for not following traffic laws? Also the speed of drivers approaching the round abouts at Whites
Chapel and Brumlow need to be monitored.
The Traffic in Southlake is getting worse every year! much much and more accidents! need another turning lane on Carroll off of
southlake blvd why ? residents wanting to get to 114 and cutting other car off is so dangerous! and this U turn at every Traffic light
you have created ???? you built side walks for what? residents don't want to use them because they are so unsafe! also the
landscaping trucks and larger cars ruin the entry flower beds doing it!
Traffic congestion is terrible on 1709 and 114 and we continue to add more offices and stores without adequate street
infrastructure.
With increasing traffic volumes, the chance of accidents occurring also is going up, especially on main arteries like Southlake Blvd. Uturns at traffic lights should be prohibited at major intersections (or all intersections): I've seen numerous near-accidents and it also
tends to reduce the number of cars that can get through when the left-turn signal is green (e.g., eastbound in front of Trader Joe's).
Over developed with too many people , too many cars. Don’t bring in more homes or people.

City has allowed retail growth to exceed current roadways, causing congestion especially around Carroll and 1709
While I recognize that 1709 is controlled by the state, traffic in and around town is consistently getting worse
The intersection of Union Church/Continental at Davis is a mess at rush hour. Traffic prevents me leaving my house to go east
because I won't be able to get back home in a reasonable amount of time.
Too many U Turns, not enough turn lanes, traffic is being pushed to residential streets, increasing noise pollution and risk to citizens.
1709 and other streats are clogged at times particularly due to school zone construction that started after schools started. Why did
this not get done during summers?
Traffic on Southlake Blvd is getting worse.
Many drivers do not understand the flashing arrow for left turns when through traffic is stopped in the lanes to the right, so they
refuse to make a turn until the green arrow appears. Also, traffic circles slow when drivers come to a complete stop even if it is safe
to enter the circle. The improvements on North Kimball are exceedingly exceptional and makes having Continental Boulevard South
Carroll 2 lane, undivided surface roads with open bar ditches a frustration for all the residents and non-residents who use these road
daily.
traffic is terrible and you keep adding houses and hotels...it will negatively impact the city over time.
1709 is so crowded. Continental has become crowded. Continental is a neighborhood street and it's hard to get anywhere in the
morning and late afternoon. I'm not sure if there is a solution.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Traffic congestion is increasing rapidly. Traffic lights do not seem to be synchronized to maintain traffic flow, green light durations for
some directions are very small, some lights do not appear to have pads in street surface to indicate when car present.
Traffic in Southlake is awful and continues to get worse.
Traffic has gotten worse. I understand we have more people and business but the lights and the intersection and the entrances/exits
to existing and new development don't seem well thought out. I avoid 1709 99% of the time, which stinks.
Main streets are very busy and, sometimes, dangerous. I think the speed limit on 1709 is too high to begin with and some drivers go
even faster. More sidewalks on Continental would also be appreciated. Trying to cross when the sidewalk ends is like playing a game
of frogger.
Traffic congregation on Carroll road near 114 exacerbated by offices on corner of Carroll 114. Have had to wait for 3 lights to get
thru the light I live less than 1/2 mile from That intersection.
Too much traffic. Freeway noise is very loud in my neighborhood as their are no sound barrier structures.

There is a lot of construction on the roadways and traffic isn’t any better. Plus it seems to take so long for these projects to be
finished.
The traffic on 1709 Is horrible
Traffic is awful during rush hour. People cut through the side streets due to the traffic on 114 and tend to run stop signs and lights.
We've nearly been hit several times crossing roads in cross walks and walking on the side of the roads where there is no sidewalks.
Too much traffic.
Increased congestion on SL BLVD and continental during peak times...114 from Coppell to White chapel is horrible during the week
in the evening rush
1790 is a nightmare on rush hour! Also several intersections such as Kimball and 1790 are a hub for constant traffic accidents.
The City is making decisions to allow more and more businesses into Southlake and it's increasing the number of cars on the road.
Construction projects move too slowly and cause all kinds of congestion. It should not take me 15 minutes to be able to turn left out
of Timarron onto Continental at 8 am and 5 pm.
The city keeps approving new housing developments that add congestion to the 1709. Allowing cars to do u-turns is extremely
dangerous when the speed of traffic exceeds 50 mph, as it regularly does during non-commuting hours. The city of Southlake should
stop u-turns and right turns on red to reduce risk of accidents.
We’ve spent so much money widening yet turn lanes remain congested, left uncleared through multiple lights, and back up into
traffic.
1709 is very congested and parking is limited in town square.
Our traffic is a nightmare...not sure a good fix. Encourage 114 on ramp maybe?
Overgrowth of town square area results in bottlenecks at kimball, Carroll and whites chapel intersections

To many areas allow U-turns and right turns on red the other. The north exit from town square to Carroll ave needs a light- or
prohibit left hand turns. The left turn lane from 1709 to Carroll, is frequently full and cars are blocked and unable to get in... suggest
either increasing time for left turns or allowing left turn fro two lanes.
Traffic has been the top issue for Southlake residents for quite some time. Efforts are being made but traffic appears to be getting
worse. The city continues to bring traffic from outside the city into the city limit for shopping and services.
And the traffic congestion on 1709 and also on 114.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
There needs to be 2 lane left turn from 1709 to north carroll. There are 2 lanes from Carroll o to 1709 and that runs alot more
smoothly. Also there are annoying places where the median gets in the way and you can't get into the turn lane because the main
lane is backed up (whites chapel turning left on 1709)
Too many businesses bring too many cars and our roads/lights are not equipped to handle, especially during rush hour. 1709 is a
nightmare!
The density factor is causing too much congestion on 1709, internally and coming from the West and East.
TRY GOING TO JR HIGH OR HIGH SCHOOL AROUND 3PM OR 330PM. TRY GOING DOWN 1709 BETWEEN 2PM-6PM
1709 is ridiculous and turning right on 1709 from Davis is a joke
I'm afraid of the traffic circles. On Dove road the traffic on Dove road seems to think they have the right of way. I have avoided the
Whites Chapel Circle while under construction. I think these circles need to be monitored more. Some drivers don't know how to use
them and others try to just beat the traffic in the circle. I fear the high school kids driving through the new circle. The area around
Town Square is too congested. I avoid that area during the holidays. It took me 25 minutes one day to get from Home Depot to
Central Market.
Traffic in Southlake is terrible and getting worse. I can't see that the City is doing anything material about this.
Traffic congestion is worse than ever on Southlake Blvd during rush hour. The same goes for Davis Blvd which doesn't have a
dedicated right turn lane onto Southlake Blvd, thus having people who want to make a right on to Southlake Blvd from Davis Blvd,
after morning school drop offs, very difficult. Cars needing to go straight will just block off the right turn lane by stopping there at
red lights with the consequence that there is a 30 to 40 car backlog of cars there in the morning and during evening rush hour.
Similarly, cars trying to take a left turn onto Continental from Davis Blvd during school drop off, have to forego their chance to take a
left on the green arrow because lawn mowers and pool company vehicles are blocking that road. Our children are often tardy at
school, simply because parents trying to drop off their children to CES have to fight with these oversized lawnmowers vehicles for
space to get on to the one lane Continental Blvd. These vehicles are often there taking shortcuts to their routes and have no
business blocking school bound traffic in the mornings. The City should have a ban on commercial vehicles taking that route during
morning school drop offs as it is EXTREMELY frustrating for us parents to have to contend with this issue every morning and no one
seems to know or care enough to do anything about it!! This road has a further issue that right turning traffic to CES onto
Continental from Davis, often keep turning right onto Continental in such a way that when it's the turn of the vehicles turning left to
get onto Continental from Davis, there is simply no room for us to make that turn because all the right turning cars have completely
blocked up that street. I understand the need to keep a road leading to a school narrow for safety reasons but the situation at that
intersection in the mornings is frankly ridiculous and ridiculously frustrating! It's about time the City stepped in to make the lives of
parents better. Tardy kids l
1709 AND DAVIS BLVD ARE A NIGHTMARE IN THE MORNING AND EVENING EACH DAY MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Mercy - the blvd at 8, 11-1, and 5 pm is horrible... even with 3 lanes across. The traffic lights need to be better sequenced to keep
the flow of traffic moving. The tree's in the center median look lovely; but in some spots they block your ability to see on-coming
traffic. Also, law enforcement should not be working radar in the center turn lanes as they create a hazard for people trying to see
around their vehicle to turn. Red light camera's - get rid of them. They make the City look cheap and the citizens pay enough in taxes
as it is.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Traffic is a nightmare on White's Chapel when school is in session. It backs up making it extremely difficult to get in and out of my
neighborhood Oak Hill Estates where we only have ONE way in and out. It is even worse when the weather is bad. Parent's
continually park at the entrance of the neighborhood to pick up their kids creating a hazard. The construction only makes it worse.
There seems to be no sense of urgency in completing the round about and the mess all around it left by construction crews is
unsightly. The traffic signs in Bicentennial Park are not observed - drivers speed through the area and run the stop signs on a daily
basis. There appears to be no traffic enforcement in the park. While in the cross walk, I almost got hit one day by someone
speeding and running one of the stop signs.
Traffic volume on Carroll with visual hindrances exiting Southcrest Ct.
not sure if it is the city or the state, but the intersection at Davis Blvd and Southlake Boulevard is a disaster. There is NO need for
TWO left hand turning lanes from 1709 headed east to North on FM1938. When driving north on 1938 and wanting to turn on to
east bound 1709 they took away the right turn only lane. So now, an idiot driver that doesn't know any better will sit at the light
when 98% of drivers are wanting to turn east (right) on to 1709. In fact, in the morning there should really be TWO dedicated lanes
to turn east on to 1709. There is NO NEED for two west turning lanes from 1938 to 1709. I don't know who the engineers were that
"did a traffic study" of that intersection, but they should get a "F" for that congestion they created. The funny or ironic thing, is that
westbound on 1709, there are TWO LEFT turn lanes on to southbound 1938! So, it's like they knew there was a need in the evening
to have two lanes to go south, but had NO FREAKING idea that if you do that, then you likely need to right turning lanes off of 1938
to go east on 1709. I would have provided the consulting on the intersection for free and would have saved the city or the state
hundreds of thousands of dollars from the engineer that totally failed in the design of that intersection.
Traffic on 1709 is too heavy at traffic lights. Too many businesses vs. road load capability causes congestion.
streets were not built to hold traffic flow, constant traffic problems down southlake blvd, no street maintenance on feederv streets
Continental and 1709 are thorough ways for non locals and extremely irritating
Major intersections along 1709 are a disaster, and this is our commercial thoroughfare. For example the lights appear to be timed all
wrong at Kimball and 1709/114. You cannot make a left turn onto Kimball from 1709 without waiting for multiple cycles of the light.
Also, the medians on 1709 didn’t help - access is limited and confusing. Now that u-turns are allowed, no one knows who has the
right of ay and it’s dangerous.
Gosh- there is so much traffic. The U-turns are nutso.
Lights stay red for a long time and turn green for a short time. Sheer volume of cars and congestion on smaller roads
The traffic is getting worse and worse. Some of the lights need to be timed better to manage the flow of traffic during peak periods.
Traffic on Carroll at the round-about at Dove; Traffic at Highland and Carroll - Carroll Middle School and Johnson Elementary is a
nightmare; Traffic at Kimball and 1709 - you could right tickets every minute for violations; Traffic on 1709 is congested and the yield
to u-turn - HOW DO YOU KNOW THEY ARE NOT TURNING LEFT - it doesn't work; The round-abouts at Dove and Carroll and Dove and
White's Chapel are too small - the curves need to be bigger in order for cars to slow down - the inside of the round abouts cause
obstruction to the driver to see if anyone is walking or riding a bike. There is no shoulder on Dove and the amount of bicycle packs
make it impossible to pass

Traffic is a problem.
It used to just be bad traffics around Christmas now it’s all the time everywhere. It shouldn’t take 15min to go 3-5miles. With all the
new hotels and houses coming in it’s only going to get worse. I can’t even shop in Town Square because traffics is awful and parking
stinks
Southlake Blvd during peak hours is a mess.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1709 has become a dead lock freeway. Trying to get out of our neighborhood on a week day is frustrating, the line to go right onto
1709/SL Blvd from Davis is backed up past our neighborhood Ridgeview to Hidden Knoll sometimes further. We can't pull out
because the line to turn blocks us and won't leave space to allow us to pull out. Starts your day off very stressful. Not sure why
Davis to 1709 is a 2 lane turn to West 1709, but not East bound to 1709 (which is higher demand). That's the first battle, then you
get to go bumper to bumper down 1709/SL Blvd. This is all day long. After living here for 27 years the traffic and concrete/buildings
have just caused so much congestion and yet, we continue to build.
Too much traffic on 114
We moved to Southlake because it was a “small town”. Quit increasing the availability for more traffic!!
I know you can't control the number of businesses and stores that want to come into Southlake but there is so much traffic
congestion. I believe the city should be looking to preserve what open space is left so that not every inch of it is developed.
There are stop lights everywhere, and too much traffic everywhere. It’s a beating to drive around this town anymore.
Southlake Blvd is very congested, lots of wrecks. It's difficult turning into and out of my Timber Lake neighborhood.
Answer provided earlier
The roads are all congested. Road constituting at schools should be done at night and in the summer.
Really, you actually need to ask this question?!?! Traffic is terrible and getting worse every day! It is starting to hurt home prices,
too! And, what work you have got going takes FOREVER, AND EVER to get done - see north White Chapel - what a joke!!! And now
they are tearing out pavement they JUST poured! This should have been finished 10 years ago, and now you want to start the rest of
White Chapel south to 1709, which is predicted to take years!!! Used to like in Kansas and this whole road issue reads of Kansas NOT a thing you should be proud of!
Traffic is horrible
N Peytonville Ave , during the morning school hours is congested and blocking the road to make double lane and not following the
traffic rules specially at the signal of Southlake blvd and Peytonville ave.
Traffic has become a major issue in the city, and it's a daily problem not just when something is happening.
Too much expansion and building so that traveling during certain times is difficult, and the traffic takes a toll on road conditions.
there is also little protection of cyclists on roads, or positive promotion of sharing the road and respecting cyclists. This is especially
off-putting since Southlake promotes a strong community atmosphere.
It has become impossible to turn left on 1709, so now everyone takes Continental to avoid it and that has caused massive
congestion on a road that is not equipped to handle that much traffic
Please refer to my comments with regards to stoplight at Southridge Lakes Pkwy and Southlake Blvd.
Traffic
Continental can't seem to handle the amount of traffic that uses it during peak hours. The left turn from 1709 onto Carroll can cause
quite the backup. As long as the timing of the lights doesn't get messed up, traffic seems to flow, just don't get the timing off :)
Southlake Blvd is a disaster of traffic planning. So much traffic, continuing to grow on the only ground street that goes from Keller to
Grapevine. The lack of left turn lanes makes navigating to a business difficult and downright dangerous at some intersections. 114
is a continuing mess. Davis Blvd construction between 1709 and 114 has dragged on and on - five years now?
Continental Blvd. handles too much traffic with constant noise. There are signs stating 'No Trucks,' yet we see 18 wheelers and other
large trucks going through this area frequently.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Traffic congestion is getting progressively worse

City growth and the council allowing overdevelopment and more high density development in Town Squar has created significant
traffic congestion in the city.
Traffic gets very congested on 1709. Especially when I’m taking my son to the high school. Traffic at 1709 and Peytonville is
rediculous. They are doing construction at CSHS and so at the light sometimes I have to sit through 5 lights to get across 1709 to get
to the school. They need an officer at the intersection helping cars to get across because people turning move into the intersection
and when the light is green for our lane we have to just sit and wait because these cars are in the intersection and we cannot go.
The traffic on 1709 is horrible.
Traffic has become too congested especially during rush hour
There are some areas that get very congested with no apparent plans to improve the traffic flow or on site police officers to help
direct traffic. Specifically, every morning at Highland and Carroll, the traffic is extremely congested due to parents dropping off
children at Johnson Elementary School, taking children to Carroll Middle or Gateway service traffic. There is only ONE lane to turn
right or left or go straight, and during the peak times in the mornings and afternoons on weekdays, this gets so busy often causing
delays and stress. On the weekends during service times for Gateway, there are police officers at least helping. Either there needs to
be an additional turn lane at this intersection, a roundabout, or some police traffic assistance.
There is TOO much traffic congestion. 114 needs additional highway U-turns at intersections, such as eastbound 114 @ Carroll and
eastbound 114 at 1709.
1709 is a mess around Town Square.
Traffic light management is a problem, especially the left turn arrows on Southlake Blvd. With the traffic medians in place it is very
difficult to make left hand u turns during heaviest traffic times. Sometimes you get a green arrow but mostly flashing amber
lights.Drivers during heavy rush hours will run yellow to red lights making it dangerous to complete left turn u turns. I say fix the
turn signals to more consistent green arrows removal of the center garden tree medians. That was a huge mistake.Also, the traffic
lights should be timed better in unison. We should be able to move through the city on Southlake Blvd. more easily in non congested
times. School zones during pickup drop offs are also a problem.Not sure what to do but the traffic congestion is too much.
Inadequate left turn lane eastbound 1709 at Carroll. The green arrow is not long enough and there should be a double left turn lane
from EB 1709 to N Carroll. I sit through 3 light rotations sometimes (holidays it’s even far worse). The exit from Village Park onto
1709 fight before the Carroll intersection is also a nightmare. Cars come out of there and block the left lane bc they want to go north
on Carroll and the left turn lane is so long that it extends well passed the PV exit. I’ve also seen cars turn left from the left lane that is
intended to go straight. It’s ridiculous and dangerous. Further eastbound, it is very dangerous where cars are attempting to turn left
(to go WB 1709) out of the strip center where Torchy Tacos is located! This needs to be addressed too. I’ve seen too many close calls
there.
Traffic continues to be more and more congested, especially on 1709.
Westbound Continental during the evening rush our is ridiculous. The traffic circles are dangerous.
Traffic has become so congested that I avoid shopping to southlake. It’s very stressful
The traffic is just crazy. Also, parking in certain strip malls seems illogical. Also such poor signage for the shops and restaurants that
are hidden from the street in many instances.
Several roads, Continental, Carroll, Davis, back up seriously with traffic and school zones.
Congestion on Southlake Blvd.
Getting worse
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Traffic is intense on weekdays due to schools and lack of fast exits to 114th. I comute to Coppell everyday and I spend most time
inside Southlake only.
Traffic is getting impossible in Southlake. While I truly appreciate the efforts being done to move traffic around CSHS, i would love to
see if anything could be done to alleviate traffic in our city.
Too much overall traffic congestion.
Everyday the traffic is the same. And have been worst ever year.
Too much traffic on Southlake Boulevard! Southlake residents should not have to bear the load for all of the Keller commuters. Also
too many retail stores bring too many cars from other areas which creates major traffic congestion and parking problems for the
Southlake residents who are paying very high taxes
Speeding and Traffic congestion on 1709, speeding on Kimball, Carroll and congestion and speeding on Whites Chapel and
congestion and speeding on Continental Blvd. There are enough officers to patrol during school zones.

Continental Blvd. and FM1709 seem to be congested at certain times of the day.
Westbound Continental is a problem every evening. Additionally, Continental has traffic issues near Carroll Elementary School when
children are first getting to school, as well as in the afternoons when they are leaving school.
Very congested in the mornings east bound on 1709; traffic lights seem to malfunction often; hard to make left turns off 1709 at
several traffic lights due to traffic and hills creating blind spots
There are still issues on white chapel. And still some problems during school pick up
Traffic is becoming a problem on Southlake Blvd and it seems like the signals are not correctly set for efficient traffic management.
Traffic is a nightmare in Southlake and it has become downright dangerous. Way too many cars and trucks on 1709 and way too
many people driving and texting. Just two weeks ago I almost got hit by a female driver on 1709 who was texting. She was moving
into my lane not paying any attention to the traffic. When traffic stops at a red light people are constantly on their phone not paying
attention when the light turns green. It has become too dangerous to get out of my sub division in the mornings and afternoons
trying to cross 1709 to go west. Instead, I have to turn right and drive to the next intersection (Shady Oaks) and make a U-turn on
Shady Oaks. These U-turns are quite dangerous as well. In addition, TX Dot has done a very poor job on synchronizing traffic lights on
FM 1709. Traffic is so congested in the mornings and afternoons that police and fire/ambulances have a hard time in case of an
emergency because there is no space to move to make room for a fire truck or ambulance. And the city plans to build more shopping
centers in addition to more residential developments. That will increase traffic even more. We have enough stores in Southlake as it
is and a lot of them are very high end stores, especially in town square. A lot of them do not get the business they would like to
have, because they are just too expensive. We can't afford to shop in these stores. I do oppose the development of more stores
because of the increase in traffic (and we just don't need any more), more concrete parking lots and roads which increases the
temperature and creates more problems with water when we have heavy rains. Why can't we have some fields and pastures left in
Southlake? Because the City only wants more tax dollar revenues, but can't see that nature has its own beauty and tranquility. I
really prefer a Longhorn over another concrete parking lot.
Better traffic planning in accordance with city growth.
Traffic on 1709 in mornings and evenings does not flow well. Lights not really synchronized.
Traffic seems to be an all time high on 1709
It didn't appear to me that the City was engaged enough in the Davis Blvd/FM 1938 debacle. This includes keeping us citizens
informed about the project. I don't see that the City is doing anything manage traffic congestion. I thought the lights on 1709 were
supposed to be timed, but I never hit them right, no matter my speed or how congested it is.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.

Congestion along FM 1709 and Hwy 114 have historically been bad and continue to worsen. The intersections at Kimble, Carroll, and
White Chaple with the two aforementioned roads are frustrating to use on a good day. Most of the issues lie with left turn
constraints and the backups caused by the excess vehicles awaiting their turn.
Too much traffic, up and down Davis and Southlake blvd
The intersection of Peytonville and Continental should be a roundabout. The traffic in front of Carroll Elementary at pick up time is
really bad and blocks the one entrance into our neighborhood. Southlake Blvd needs timed lights
I stated it in my earlier response...
Southlake Blvd. has become very congested during rush hours.
Traffic is bad, and police officers pull you over for going 1 mph over the limit

Traffic near the Senior High due to the construction is ridiculous. By blocking off two entrances for west bound 1709 traffic forces a
huge back up and only a u turn option for getting to the front of the school. It’s dangerous and is compounded by an officer or
principal stopping traffic by the front entrance to allow exiting traffic to flow onto 1709.
Too much traffic and no public bus service
the traffic on contenental blvd at the time school lets out the street is blocked from the school to Davis and no one cares I have
called on it multiple times. The parent are blocking the street
Exponential Increased traffic on Southlake Blvd. The U turns have made driving difficult as drivers making risky turns.
There had been an increased of congestion btw Randol Mill and Peytonville in the mornings. It is bad.
U turns should not be allowed on major intersections such as 1709 and Carroll or 1709 and Kimball. It takes forever to turn left to
Carroll from my neighbourhood because of too many cars especially at midday and rush hour.

Our city has become too congested and I have to sit at traffic lights for extended periods of time.
in my opinion, the city has become too populated with businesses and residents Which has increased the traffic activity. Many
businesses in Southlake close within a couple years of opening. The ”mom pop” businesses don’t stand much of a chance to
succeed. The businesses in SL are the same ones you find in all other cities. Traffic keeps increasing, commercial building keeps
continuing to bring big businesses to the city for tax revenue but property taxes don’t get reduced and traffic keeps increasing
making quality of life in SL less.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Lights are not timed optimally. Some stops are too long, causing backup. Too many of the left turn options were removed by
medians. The eastern-most part of Southlake Blvd is better because it's open.
Lights are never synchronized around town square on 1709. Traffic continues to increase.
The lights off of 1709 don't last very long when turning across traffic, ie. Peytonville by the Senior High, Carroll, White Chapel and
Kimball. Kimball and Peytonville need more time when turning.
Traffic congestion is AWFUL! Traffic signals are not in sync with each other. There is NO reason to sit at EVERY signal on 1709.
The timing of traffic lights is terrible and causes to much congestion of traffic during rush hour. You are late to expanded roads for
traffic. North White Chapel road from Southlake Blvd. to 114 should have been expanded a long time ago.
The challenges of driving in the city have not improved. Lights are poorly timed on 1709 most of the time.
There is too much traffic on our streets... names previously noted. Also, the left turn light at 1709 and Paytonville heading in
easterly direction does not always give a green arrow with sometimes sitting through 2 light rotations. It gives a yellow arrow but
you can not turn due to the continual flow of traffic heading west. Each missed light means another 2 minutes sitting at the light.
Traffic cameras are not sensitive enough to pick up motorcycles at many of the intersections around town. You have to wait until a
car or truck comes up behind you and wait for another light cycle. Also, There are NO motorcycle only parking spaces around Town
Sq. You can take 1 vehicle spot and make 3 to 4 Motorcycle spots if pulled in straight to the curb.
In an age of the Internet of Things and sophisticated automation programming, it is shocking that you can't seem to time your stop
lights (length of red and green lights) to correspond with traffic patterns. Some lights stay red forever when the traffic patterns don't
warrant it. Other lights when there is substantial traffic don't stay green long enough to drain off the back ups. Can't you set these
to have better traffic flows, ESPECIALLY AS YOU CONTINUALLY BUILD AROUND TOWN SQUARE... guess what... more residences, more
businesses means more traffic! Can't you manage that better?
Need to do a study on how long to keep lights on green red. For example, in the morning when most traffic is going east on
FM1709, lights should be longer for traffic traveling east and vice versa in the after noon

Roads are very congested, especially 1709. Traffic lights unfortunately don't always help the situation. Lights at Carroll and 1709 are
one of the worst spots as you wait a long time for light to change to turn onto Carroll, then only 4 cars make it through. Another
spot as bad is Davis and 1709. The round about has definitely helped at White's Chapel by the high school. Need a round about at
Bryan Nelson and Continental as that is another spot that can get congested.
Traffic signals on FM 1709, help if they were synchronized. City controlled traffic signals, change to flashing between 9pm and 6am.
Enforce traffic law requiring vehicles turn into inner lane, then signaling to go over each lane, instead of turning and crossing straight
across several lanes. Provide a flashing yellow light at FM1709/Central for left turns onto Central when heading West. Mark road at
FM1709/Village Center, like Central so drivers stay in their turn lanes.
Every morning, I find myself waiting at the same stop light for over 10 minutes because of traffic, and that is on a light traffic day
lights do not sync well for continuous flow. some side street light changes take forever and barely hold long enough for one car to
cross. often changes before a bicycle can cross
the light timing on slk blvd needs to be addressed with TxDOT regularly
The lights at many intersections outside of Southlake Blvd. don’t seem to make sense. The focus is on Southlake Blvd., but outside of
that corridor, there seems to be little attention paid to keeping traffic moving.
Is there any better way to time the traffic lights on #1709 to better reflect the changes in traffic flow?
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
I realize it's a difficult challenge but Whites Chapel and 1709 is a dangerous intersection. The change in the law around cameras
have embolden people to run red lights. I realize there was never a camera at this intersection but still folks are driving aggressively.
To much traffic and traffic lights are not synchronized. Some lights are to short on SLB.
Timing of traffic lights. Overwhelming traffic for many n thoroughfares
We need more lanes. We need to time traffic signals better to alleviate congestion. We need officers to direct traffic when there are
issues.
It seems the lights are not timed to each other to keep the flow from one light to another. At the speed limit traffic should get green
lights as the flow goes down the street (Southlake Blvd) rather than stopping and triggering a change in light
traffic lights are not smart lights. Lights should be programmable to adjust for low traffic times and be on Blinking yellow at times of
lightest travel. I don’t feel safe waiting in a left turn lane at 2:00 AM when there is no traffic, but I sit there for 90 seconds.
Only one main road and too much traffic at times, properly timing traffic lights, some speed limits are inconsistent on same roads in
different parts of the city.
A lot of congestion at traffic lights on Davis/Southlake and Carroll/Southlake Blvd. A fair amount of speeding on Southlake Blvd.
Need to have better traffic control in mornings at 114 and Dove. The light is to short as you have Walnut Grove traffic going straight
and other drivers trying to turn right to get on 114 and traffic backs up sometimes to the roundabout. If you held the light longer in
certain times of the day it would fix issues
Need more walking paths for us walkers / hikers Need to sync traffic lights better - especially 114 and Dove. If I exit 114 off Dove and
wait a for the light. Why make me wait again to get cross the frontage road again. Need increase speed on Davis to 114 to 50 mph
just like Davis south of Southlake Blvd. Stop charging private group to meet at City Hall/Court House. Let the citizens use the
property at a lower cost. Stop charging $1000/month for citizen to use the MARQ. This is outrageous cost.
Southlake Blvd is a DISASTER!!!! The light for TOWER ROAD behind Michaels is especially annoying. Why the hell did you allow that
light to go up when it so close to the Carroll light. You need to get the 4 lights at town center in sync!!! That area in particular is a
freakin nightmare!!! FIX IT NOW!!!!!
Lights should be timed better. ie Time lights to make it through several intersections without stopping. Don't waste time with a left
green arrow if no one is in that lane wanting to turn.
Continental has become too crowded at rush hour. CANNOT get out of my own neighborhood in Timarron. Need a light installed
Lights that are stale and traffic in certain areas thst could be maintained a little better.
Traffic lights aren't timed properly to match with the speed limit. I'm not sure how to improve it, but there has to be another way to
get traffic moving during busy times. In some places, the light blinks red when the light is about to change to green. This way when
someone has their face buried in their phone, on the off chance they look up once in a while, they might see the light is about to
change. This would allow more cars through.
I feel like more can be done to alleviate traffic. I think that some of the lights should be adjusted I already went into detail about
1709 and Carroll, but there is also occasionally problems at the light at Central and 1709 turning into town square. It sometimes
doesn't give a green to the turning lane and it is turn on green only. There are other problem areas as well but only highlighted 2.
With increasing traffic volumes, the chance of accidents occurring also is going up, especially on main arteries like Southlake Blvd. Uturns at traffic lights should be prohibited at major intersections (or all intersections): I've seen numerous near-accidents and it also
tends to reduce the number of cars that can get through when the left-turn signal is green (e.g., eastbound in front of Trader Joe's).
Synchronize the traffic lights on 1709 - saves wear and tear on the streets (and vehicles), saves resources, reduces pollution, reduces
commute times, ...
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Traffic flow or control on North Carroll especially between 114 and 1709 is dangerous for residents trying to leave local
neighborhoods especially going North. I would like to see a signal light especially at Southcrest and Division to improve safety at this
intersection.
Better timed traffic signals. Get more reliable equipment; too many failures of signals.
taking 3 lights to turn left from 1709 to Carroll is ridiculous. Speed limits are TOO slow on Brumlow, Carroll, Byron Nelson,
Continental
Traffic congestion is increasing rapidly. Traffic lights do not seem to be synchronized to maintain traffic flow, green light durations for
some directions are very small, some lights do not appear to have pads in street surface to indicate when car present.
While the city indicates it is very pedestrian friendly the walk lights don't stay on long enough. Police don't monitor walk areas
across 1709.
Lights are rarely timed correctly for the amount of traffic at different times of the day.

We’ve spent so much money widening yet turn lanes remain congested, left uncleared through multiple lights, and back up into
traffic.
To many areas allow U-turns and right turns on red the other. The north exit from town square to Carroll ave needs a light- or
prohibit left hand turns. The left turn lane from 1709 to Carroll, is frequently full and cars are blocked and unable to get in... suggest
either increasing time for left turns or allowing left turn fro two lanes.
Too much traffic in Southlake. Need to review the stop lights to provide better flow.
Mercy - the blvd at 8, 11-1, and 5 pm is horrible... even with 3 lanes across. The traffic lights need to be better sequenced to keep
the flow of traffic moving. The tree's in the center median look lovely; but in some spots they block your ability to see on-coming
traffic. Also, law enforcement should not be working radar in the center turn lanes as they create a hazard for people trying to see
around their vehicle to turn. Red light camera's - get rid of them. They make the City look cheap and the citizens pay enough in taxes
as it is.

It is impossible to drive down Southlake BLVD and make even a few lights without having to stop at all of them. This is at varying
times of the day!
Lights are not timed well on 1709 causing backup near Carrol Avenue.
Lights timed poorly during peek traffic hours. I realize 1709 is a TxDOT issue, but the city can make requests. New businesses,
developments, and residence will continue to push the threshold for traffic management. I feel the city needs to be more proactive
and less reactive
When south of 1709 and driving north on kimball, making a left hand turn onto 1709 usually takes 2 light cycles. It's worse when
heading north on Carroll and turning left onto 114 access road, when heading west on 1709 and turning north on Carroll, and when
heading west on 1709 and turning south on Davis.
Major intersections along 1709 are a disaster, and this is our commercial thoroughfare. For example the lights appear to be timed all
wrong at Kimball and 1709/114. You cannot make a left turn onto Kimball from 1709 without waiting for multiple cycles of the light.
Also, the medians on 1709 didn’t help - access is limited and confusing. Now that u-turns are allowed, no one knows who has the
right of ay and it’s dangerous.
Signals are long , too many residential projects leading to more traffic and school issues
Lights stay red for a long time and turn green for a short time. Sheer volume of cars and congestion on smaller roads
The traffic is getting worse and worse. Some of the lights need to be timed better to manage the flow of traffic during peak periods.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
How are the lights on 1709 not timed to promote better traffic flow?!

Dove Road and Carroll need to be widened and wait time at traffic lights seems excessively long and you can barelyget across before
light changes
Traffic lights on 1709 are poorly timed. Too much traffic and no east/west road other than 1709. Overbuilding contributes to the
excess traffic.
Timing the traffic lights to help traffic congestion could be improved. Specifically the light at South Ridge Lakes Pkwy. This light
should not turn red right after getting a green light at Peytonville.
Already answered in a previous box.
There are stop lights everywhere, and too much traffic everywhere. It’s a beating to drive around this town anymore.
Traffic lights poorly timed. Get stopped at Shady Oaks and 1709 daily. Miss one light, miss several.
Too much traffic. I think the timing of lights especially left turn lane should be studied especially at different times of day
Please refer to my comments with regards to stoplight at Southridge Lakes Pkwy and Southlake Blvd.
Traffic congestion is terrible and putting more traffic lights on 1709 and White's Chapel do not solve the problem. Also, continued
blocked traffic on White's Chapel during high school pick up and drop off times causes an inconvenience and prevents emergency
vehicle (and residents) from access to nearby neighborhoods.
Traffic gets very congested on 1709. Especially when I’m taking my son to the high school. Traffic at 1709 and Peytonville is
rediculous. They are doing construction at CSHS and so at the light sometimes I have to sit through 5 lights to get across 1709 to get
to the school. They need an officer at the intersection helping cars to get across because people turning move into the intersection
and when the light is green for our lane we have to just sit and wait because these cars are in the intersection and we cannot go.
Traffic light timing can be improved
It takes way too much time to get from one end of a small town to the other. I’ve had to leave 30 minutes early too arrive in time.
Lights are too long.
Traffic light management is a problem, especially the left turn arrows on Southlake Blvd. With the traffic medians in place it is very
difficult to make left hand u turns during heaviest traffic times. Sometimes you get a green arrow but mostly flashing amber
lights.Drivers during heavy rush hours will run yellow to red lights making it dangerous to complete left turn u turns. I say fix the
turn signals to more consistent green arrows removal of the center garden tree medians. That was a huge mistake.Also, the traffic
lights should be timed better in unison. We should be able to move through the city on Southlake Blvd. more easily in non congested
times. School zones during pickup drop offs are also a problem.Not sure what to do but the traffic congestion is too much.
Inadequate left turn lane eastbound 1709 at Carroll. The green arrow is not long enough and there should be a double left turn lane
from EB 1709 to N Carroll. I sit through 3 light rotations sometimes (holidays it’s even far worse). The exit from Village Park onto
1709 fight before the Carroll intersection is also a nightmare. Cars come out of there and block the left lane bc they want to go north
on Carroll and the left turn lane is so long that it extends well passed the PV exit. I’ve also seen cars turn left from the left lane that is
intended to go straight. It’s ridiculous and dangerous. Further eastbound, it is very dangerous where cars are attempting to turn left
(to go WB 1709) out of the strip center where Torchy Tacos is located! This needs to be addressed too. I’ve seen too many close calls
there.
The mediums are beautiful yet the amount of people making u-turns is dangerous. Which slows traffic lights. There are several
lights that people are unaware of where the sensor is to allow for the light to change such as by central market to make the left onto
Carroll or the same goes for leaving the shopping area across the street.
The traffic light vs. the traffic at the senior high is absolutely ridiculous! I’ve never seen anything like it.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
The people that control the traffic lights seem to be totally unable to grasp what they are doing!! Big case in point is the north enter
section of 114 and White Chapel!! Both South bound traffic and west bound traffic sit for an unbelievable loooong time with NO
traffic from the north at all. I see this same thing in several places!
Very congested in the mornings east bound on 1709; traffic lights seem to malfunction often; hard to make left turns off 1709 at
several traffic lights due to traffic and hills creating blind spots
Traffic is becoming a problem on Southlake Blvd and it seems like the signals are not correctly set for efficient traffic management.
Traffic is a nightmare in Southlake and it has become downright dangerous. Way too many cars and trucks on 1709 and way too
many people driving and texting. Just two weeks ago I almost got hit by a female driver on 1709 who was texting. She was moving
into my lane not paying any attention to the traffic. When traffic stops at a red light people are constantly on their phone not paying
attention when the light turns green. It has become too dangerous to get out of my sub division in the mornings and afternoons
trying to cross 1709 to go west. Instead, I have to turn right and drive to the next intersection (Shady Oaks) and make a U-turn on
Shady Oaks. These U-turns are quite dangerous as well. In addition, TX Dot has done a very poor job on synchronizing traffic lights on
FM 1709. Traffic is so congested in the mornings and afternoons that police and fire/ambulances have a hard time in case of an
emergency because there is no space to move to make room for a fire truck or ambulance. And the city plans to build more shopping
centers in addition to more residential developments. That will increase traffic even more. We have enough stores in Southlake as it
is and a lot of them are very high end stores, especially in town square. A lot of them do not get the business they would like to
have, because they are just too expensive. We can't afford to shop in these stores. I do oppose the development of more stores
because of the increase in traffic (and we just don't need any more), more concrete parking lots and roads which increases the
temperature and creates more problems with water when we have heavy rains. Why can't we have some fields and pastures left in
Southlake? Because the City only wants more tax dollar revenues, but can't see that nature has its own beauty and tranquility. I
really prefer a Longhorn over another concrete parking lot.
Timing of lights and flow of traffic seem inconsistent.
1709 needs traffic timing for the stop lites. Whether or not there is traffic or not you can’t make it thru Two red lights without
stopping. Don’t spend money on city vehicles that don’t need emergency lite bars. I saw one on an info systems vehicle the other
day. Now why is that vehicle in need of a thousand dollar lite bar????
Traffic on 1709 in mornings and evenings does not flow well. Lights not really synchronized.
It didn't appear to me that the City was engaged enough in the Davis Blvd/FM 1938 debacle. This includes keeping us citizens
informed about the project. I don't see that the City is doing anything manage traffic congestion. I thought the lights on 1709 were
supposed to be timed, but I never hit them right, no matter my speed or how congested it is.
The intersection of Peytonville and Continental should be a roundabout. The traffic in front of Carroll Elementary at pick up time is
really bad and blocks the one entrance into our neighborhood. Southlake Blvd needs timed lights
1709 is terrible. The traffic lights at Carroll 1709 late night/early morning do not pick up northbound/southbound traffic. I am often
headed south in the early morning hours. There is no east/west bound traffic, but I have to stop and wait for the light to change.
When it changes, it is only green for a very, very short period of time. It has already turned yellow before I am through the
intersection.
Timing of traffic lights could be improved Please check traffic light Zena Rucker and Carroll
The stop lights on FM1709 are not managed well at all. I use 1709 to go to DFW at very early morning hours at also very late at
night. I am constantly sitting at red lights when there is absolutely no crossing traffic. I will routinely hit 4-5 red lights on 1709 at
345am for no reason at all.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.

I hate the medians because most people have to make u-turns and takes a lot of extra time at the light especially when someone
may be taking a right on red and not letting the U-turn people go first. Light is not long enough for this.
Traffic lights do not seem to be coordinated. Some intersections need upgrading.
Our city has become too congested and I have to sit at traffic lights for extended periods of time.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Although SLPD is wonderful, overwhelming new construction has resulted in congestion. Frightening to see cyclists on busy
roadways during high volume traffic hours. Construction at CSHS ill timed.
Speeding traffic through neighborhood, Southridge Lakes and No. Paytonville!! 1709 is out of control with speeders and very little
policing is ever seen.
Southlake Boulevard is a traffic nightmare. I've had to figure out ways to take back streets to most of the businesses I wish to visit. I
often debate with myself how badly I need something because I just can't deal with the traffic on 1709. Some of the strip centers are
next to impossible to get into because of the traffic medians. Nothing is being done to alleviate the congestion on our main road and
the city keeps putting in higher density housing and more and more office space, making the road's conditions worse. I'd like to see
the city actually address the traffic issue. Something has to be done.
I don't know what to do about the congestion however being very strict with driving rules may discourage many people from cutting
through our city . 1709 has become a raceway, even with all the stop lights. Jack rabbit starts and stops, typically people are going
50-60 MPH East or West on 1709 and tailgating in the attempt to make us drive faster is downright scary sometimes.

There have been too many accidents at the intersection of Whites Chapel and 1790. The cars on 1709 should only be able to make a
Left Turn with a protected arrow. Also there are so many accidents and near accidents caused by the number of u-turns being made.
I can’t get out of my neighborhood (Southview) onto Carroll in a reasonable amount and in a safe manner; traffic into/out of Carroll
High is unacceptable at peak times and blocks the use of Whites Chapel. Overall traffic is too heavy in so many places.
SPEED! More patrol on SL Blvd.
1709 is problematic, especially making u turns. Also, traffic at the four way stop at byron nelson and continental is bad during the
morning commute. People run that stop sign continually.
I realize it's a difficult challenge but Whites Chapel and 1709 is a dangerous intersection. The change in the law around cameras
have embolden people to run red lights. I realize there was never a camera at this intersection but still folks are driving aggressively.
Traffic has gotten increasingly heavier and speed limits are being ignored by out of city drivers using Southlake as a cut-through to
highway.
Kids were riding bikes very fast and did not even look around to make turns
Would like more patrol during school zones and or add speed bumps on kimball by Eubanks and Dawson. It’s crazy how fast people
fly down that road!
Too much traffic on residential streets being used as alternative routes instead of thoroughfares. Very much dislike that drivers can
make u turns at major intersections - VERY DANGEROUS
Already responded: i.e. around Town Square Horrible, doesn't seem Carillon or things N of 114 were taken into account for traffic,
speed limit on Davis too slow.
traffic lights are not smart lights. Lights should be programmable to adjust for low traffic times and be on Blinking yellow at times of
lightest travel. I don’t feel safe waiting in a left turn lane at 2:00 AM when there is no traffic, but I sit there for 90 seconds.

Only one main road and too much traffic at times, properly timing traffic lights, some speed limits are inconsistent on same roads in
different parts of the city.
no traffic cops whn there is congestion, speed limits are not consistant
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
In my opinion, several streets in Southlake are congested, especially during key business hours. Streets like Southlake Blvd., Kimble,
Continental, Brumlow (trees block view of incoming traffic) to name a few. When was the last time a “traffic study” was done on the
entire infrastructure of Southlake. Continental needs to be widened as the school zones create a traffic jam when parents are
dropping and picking up there children. Southlake’s growth has contributed to these problems and the City must stay abreast of the
matter. Thank you.
A lot of congestion at traffic lights on Davis/Southlake and Carroll/Southlake Blvd. A fair amount of speeding on Southlake Blvd.
Mainly concerned about road and traffic safety. I witness vehicles speeding, driving dangerously, running red lights and stop signs,
not stopping before turning right on red light. Never see a police presence on 1709 during rush hours. Another concern is lack of
street lights on dark roads and intersections. The street light on South Peytonville and Continental is back behind some trees.
Intersection is dark and dangerous.
Need more walking paths for us walkers / hikers Need to sync traffic lights better - especially 114 and Dove. If I exit 114 off Dove and
wait a for the light. Why make me wait again to get cross the frontage road again. Need increase speed on Davis to 114 to 50 mph
just like Davis south of Southlake Blvd. Stop charging private group to meet at City Hall/Court House. Let the citizens use the
property at a lower cost. Stop charging $1000/month for citizen to use the MARQ. This is outrageous cost.
Speeding is a huge problem on southlake blvd
I believe that some intersections need to have some changes made to increase safety
Traffic congestion is not the City's fault. BUT... you could do better to slow down the speeders cutting through our neighborhood.
We don't have sidewalks or streetlights, so the speeders are dangerous. I've cut way back on walking since it's just plain scary. I see
police patrols at low traffic times (middle of the morning, for example) which is pretty useless. One of your motorcycle cops spent a
day on our street and stopped people constantly. The speed limit is 25 but the average is at least 35 mph. Water - water rates are
very high and keep getting higher. Ridiculous. Storm water - with all the construction our drainage just keeps getting worse and
worse. You need to do more to mitigate the effects of development. You shouldn't make the citizens pay $8 per month for
stormwater, you should have been making the developers pay for it.

The traffic on Continental between Peytonville and Davis Blvd is dangerous. At times of high traffic we are not able to enter or exit
our neighborhood. I am concerned regarding the lack access of emergency vehicles at the busy traffic times. Especially at 3 pm
When the Elementary lets out. The city needs to work with ISD to control traffic flow. Also bicyclists on Continental continue to be
an issue. Do they ever get ticketed for not following traffic laws? Also the speed of drivers approaching the round abouts at Whites
Chapel and Brumlow need to be monitored.
Rude drivers and constant road works where you cannot see anyone actually working
The Traffic in Southlake is getting worse every year! much much and more accidents! need another turning lane on Carroll off of
southlake blvd why ? residents wanting to get to 114 and cutting other car off is so dangerous! and this U turn at every Traffic light
you have created ???? you built side walks for what? residents don't want to use them because they are so unsafe! also the
landscaping trucks and larger cars ruin the entry flower beds doing it!
Hate the placement of turn lanes in medians on 1709

With increasing traffic volumes, the chance of accidents occurring also is going up, especially on main arteries like Southlake Blvd. Uturns at traffic lights should be prohibited at major intersections (or all intersections): I've seen numerous near-accidents and it also
tends to reduce the number of cars that can get through when the left-turn signal is green (e.g., eastbound in front of Trader Joe's).
Traffic flow or control on North Carroll especially between 114 and 1709 is dangerous for residents trying to leave local
neighborhoods especially going North. I would like to see a signal light especially at Southcrest and Division to improve safety at this
intersection.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Too many U Turns, not enough turn lanes, traffic is being pushed to residential streets, increasing noise pollution and risk to citizens.

Many drivers do not understand the flashing arrow for left turns when through traffic is stopped in the lanes to the right, so they
refuse to make a turn until the green arrow appears. Also, traffic circles slow when drivers come to a complete stop even if it is safe
to enter the circle. The improvements on North Kimball are exceedingly exceptional and makes having Continental Boulevard South
Carroll 2 lane, undivided surface roads with open bar ditches a frustration for all the residents and non-residents who use these road
daily.
taking 3 lights to turn left from 1709 to Carroll is ridiculous. Speed limits are TOO slow on Brumlow, Carroll, Byron Nelson,
Continental
Living next to a thoroughfare there's promises of enforcement though it's rarely if ever enfored. Continual commercial vehicles at all
hours of the day and night despite being a NO truck route. It's a school zone too with daily speeders and those driving unsafe i.e.
texting, on cell in a no cell zone during school zone times, continual cars blocking my neighbors and our driveways with almost
nonexistent enforcement. Way too much building creating more cars on the road. Widening White Chapel is NOT gong to fix the lack
of traffic flow on CHS campus. The city should have worked with them instead of disrupting everyone along WC life with cars
zooming well above the posted speed limit as it's a safety hazard considering we have 3 schools 2 major parks that add to the extra
traffic
While the city indicates it is very pedestrian friendly the walk lights don't stay on long enough. Police don't monitor walk areas
across 1709.
Main streets are very busy and, sometimes, dangerous. I think the speed limit on 1709 is too high to begin with and some drivers go
even faster. More sidewalks on Continental would also be appreciated. Trying to cross when the sidewalk ends is like playing a game
of frogger.
Traffic is awful during rush hour. People cut through the side streets due to the traffic on 114 and tend to run stop signs and lights.
We've nearly been hit several times crossing roads in cross walks and walking on the side of the roads where there is no sidewalks.
I see very little police presence on 1709 and as a result there is too much speeding.

I live off of Continental between White Chapel and Peytonville, so I drive the length of the road everyday, a lot. People drive way too
fast and get angry at those of us that do follow the posted speed limit bc it’s rarely patrolled. I’ve been tailgated scary close, nasty
hand gestures etc
UTurns are extremely dangerous. It was better before the medians
1790 is a nightmare on rush hour! Also several intersections such as Kimball and 1790 are a hub for constant traffic accidents.
See previous answer regarding removing left turn lane on Southlake Blvd - a very bad move.
The city keeps approving new housing developments that add congestion to the 1709. Allowing cars to do u-turns is extremely
dangerous when the speed of traffic exceeds 50 mph, as it regularly does during non-commuting hours. The city of Southlake should
stop u-turns and right turns on red to reduce risk of accidents.
To many areas allow U-turns and right turns on red the other. The north exit from town square to Carroll ave needs a light- or
prohibit left hand turns. The left turn lane from 1709 to Carroll, is frequently full and cars are blocked and unable to get in... suggest
either increasing time for left turns or allowing left turn fro two lanes.
There needs to be 2 lane left turn from 1709 to north carroll. There are 2 lanes from Carroll o to 1709 and that runs alot more
smoothly. Also there are annoying places where the median gets in the way and you can't get into the turn lane because the main
lane is backed up (whites chapel turning left on 1709)
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
As they are expanding the roads, there have been multiple accidents. Also, there is always water run off from the city and people
over watering and they are destroying the roads.
I'm afraid of the traffic circles. On Dove road the traffic on Dove road seems to think they have the right of way. I have avoided the
Whites Chapel Circle while under construction. I think these circles need to be monitored more. Some drivers don't know how to use
them and others try to just beat the traffic in the circle. I fear the high school kids driving through the new circle. The area around
Town Square is too congested. I avoid that area during the holidays. It took me 25 minutes one day to get from Home Depot to
Central Market.
Traffic congestion is worse than ever on Southlake Blvd during rush hour. The same goes for Davis Blvd which doesn't have a
dedicated right turn lane onto Southlake Blvd, thus having people who want to make a right on to Southlake Blvd from Davis Blvd,
after morning school drop offs, very difficult. Cars needing to go straight will just block off the right turn lane by stopping there at
red lights with the consequence that there is a 30 to 40 car backlog of cars there in the morning and during evening rush hour.
Similarly, cars trying to take a left turn onto Continental from Davis Blvd during school drop off, have to forego their chance to take a
left on the green arrow because lawn mowers and pool company vehicles are blocking that road. Our children are often tardy at
school, simply because parents trying to drop off their children to CES have to fight with these oversized lawnmowers vehicles for
space to get on to the one lane Continental Blvd. These vehicles are often there taking shortcuts to their routes and have no
business blocking school bound traffic in the mornings. The City should have a ban on commercial vehicles taking that route during
morning school drop offs as it is EXTREMELY frustrating for us parents to have to contend with this issue every morning and no one
seems to know or care enough to do anything about it!! This road has a further issue that right turning traffic to CES onto
Continental from Davis, often keep turning right onto Continental in such a way that when it's the turn of the vehicles turning left to
get onto Continental from Davis, there is simply no room for us to make that turn because all the right turning cars have completely
blocked up that street. I understand the need to keep a road leading to a school narrow for safety reasons but the situation at that
intersection in the mornings is frankly ridiculous and ridiculously frustrating! It's about time the City stepped in to make the lives of
parents better. Tardy kids l
Mercy - the blvd at 8, 11-1, and 5 pm is horrible... even with 3 lanes across. The traffic lights need to be better sequenced to keep
the flow of traffic moving. The tree's in the center median look lovely; but in some spots they block your ability to see on-coming
traffic. Also, law enforcement should not be working radar in the center turn lanes as they create a hazard for people trying to see
around their vehicle to turn. Red light camera's - get rid of them. They make the City look cheap and the citizens pay enough in taxes
as it is.
It amazes me that bicyclist are allowed to tie up traffic on already much too congested roads. And to top it off, often there is little
ability to pass safely. THINK CONTINENTAL!!!!!
Traffic is a nightmare on White's Chapel when school is in session. It backs up making it extremely difficult to get in and out of my
neighborhood Oak Hill Estates where we only have ONE way in and out. It is even worse when the weather is bad. Parent's
continually park at the entrance of the neighborhood to pick up their kids creating a hazard. The construction only makes it worse.
There seems to be no sense of urgency in completing the round about and the mess all around it left by construction crews is
unsightly. The traffic signs in Bicentennial Park are not observed - drivers speed through the area and run the stop signs on a daily
basis. There appears to be no traffic enforcement in the park. While in the cross walk, I almost got hit one day by someone
speeding and running one of the stop signs.
Traffic volume on Carroll with visual hindrances exiting Southcrest Ct.
To many drivers texting and talking on their phones causing traffic congestion. People still don't understand who has the right of
way for U turns vs. right turns and traffic circle entry and exit.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Major intersections along 1709 are a disaster, and this is our commercial thoroughfare. For example the lights appear to be timed all
wrong at Kimball and 1709/114. You cannot make a left turn onto Kimball from 1709 without waiting for multiple cycles of the light.
Also, the medians on 1709 didn’t help - access is limited and confusing. Now that u-turns are allowed, no one knows who has the
right of ay and it’s dangerous.
Gosh- there is so much traffic. The U-turns are nutso.
Need to address drivers who intentionally run red lights and speed
Traffic on Carroll at the round-about at Dove; Traffic at Highland and Carroll - Carroll Middle School and Johnson Elementary is a
nightmare; Traffic at Kimball and 1709 - you could right tickets every minute for violations; Traffic on 1709 is congested and the yield
to u-turn - HOW DO YOU KNOW THEY ARE NOT TURNING LEFT - it doesn't work; The round-abouts at Dove and Carroll and Dove and
White's Chapel are too small - the curves need to be bigger in order for cars to slow down - the inside of the round abouts cause
obstruction to the driver to see if anyone is walking or riding a bike. There is no shoulder on Dove and the amount of bicycle packs
make it impossible to pass

No sidewalks, too many people speeding, no proper and safe way to cross from our neighborhood on to a sidewalk
Southlake Blvd is very congested, lots of wrecks. It's difficult turning into and out of my Timber Lake neighborhood.
N Peytonville Ave , during the morning school hours is congested and blocking the road to make double lane and not following the
traffic rules specially at the signal of Southlake blvd and Peytonville ave.
Too much expansion and building so that traveling during certain times is difficult, and the traffic takes a toll on road conditions.
there is also little protection of cyclists on roads, or positive promotion of sharing the road and respecting cyclists. This is especially
off-putting since Southlake promotes a strong community atmosphere.
Still don’t like center island on 1709. U turns at traffic light are very dangerous because of right turn on red.
Roads should be wider, more traffic lanes, overpasses, traffic circles bad idea speacilly close to school
Please refer to my comments with regards to stoplight at Southridge Lakes Pkwy and Southlake Blvd.
Traffic light management is a problem, especially the left turn arrows on Southlake Blvd. With the traffic medians in place it is very
difficult to make left hand u turns during heaviest traffic times. Sometimes you get a green arrow but mostly flashing amber
lights.Drivers during heavy rush hours will run yellow to red lights making it dangerous to complete left turn u turns. I say fix the
turn signals to more consistent green arrows removal of the center garden tree medians. That was a huge mistake.Also, the traffic
lights should be timed better in unison. We should be able to move through the city on Southlake Blvd. more easily in non congested
times. School zones during pickup drop offs are also a problem.Not sure what to do but the traffic congestion is too much.
Inadequate left turn lane eastbound 1709 at Carroll. The green arrow is not long enough and there should be a double left turn lane
from EB 1709 to N Carroll. I sit through 3 light rotations sometimes (holidays it’s even far worse). The exit from Village Park onto
1709 fight before the Carroll intersection is also a nightmare. Cars come out of there and block the left lane bc they want to go north
on Carroll and the left turn lane is so long that it extends well passed the PV exit. I’ve also seen cars turn left from the left lane that is
intended to go straight. It’s ridiculous and dangerous. Further eastbound, it is very dangerous where cars are attempting to turn left
(to go WB 1709) out of the strip center where Torchy Tacos is located! This needs to be addressed too. I’ve seen too many close calls
there.
Westbound Continental during the evening rush our is ridiculous. The traffic circles are dangerous.
The mediums are beautiful yet the amount of people making u-turns is dangerous. Which slows traffic lights. There are several
lights that people are unaware of where the sensor is to allow for the light to change such as by central market to make the left onto
Carroll or the same goes for leaving the shopping area across the street.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.

Very congested in the mornings east bound on 1709; traffic lights seem to malfunction often; hard to make left turns off 1709 at
several traffic lights due to traffic and hills creating blind spots
Traffic is a nightmare in Southlake and it has become downright dangerous. Way too many cars and trucks on 1709 and way too
many people driving and texting. Just two weeks ago I almost got hit by a female driver on 1709 who was texting. She was moving
into my lane not paying any attention to the traffic. When traffic stops at a red light people are constantly on their phone not paying
attention when the light turns green. It has become too dangerous to get out of my sub division in the mornings and afternoons
trying to cross 1709 to go west. Instead, I have to turn right and drive to the next intersection (Shady Oaks) and make a U-turn on
Shady Oaks. These U-turns are quite dangerous as well. In addition, TX Dot has done a very poor job on synchronizing traffic lights on
FM 1709. Traffic is so congested in the mornings and afternoons that police and fire/ambulances have a hard time in case of an
emergency because there is no space to move to make room for a fire truck or ambulance. And the city plans to build more shopping
centers in addition to more residential developments. That will increase traffic even more. We have enough stores in Southlake as it
is and a lot of them are very high end stores, especially in town square. A lot of them do not get the business they would like to
have, because they are just too expensive. We can't afford to shop in these stores. I do oppose the development of more stores
because of the increase in traffic (and we just don't need any more), more concrete parking lots and roads which increases the
temperature and creates more problems with water when we have heavy rains. Why can't we have some fields and pastures left in
Southlake? Because the City only wants more tax dollar revenues, but can't see that nature has its own beauty and tranquility. I
really prefer a Longhorn over another concrete parking lot.
Due to the island put in down 1709 traffic is more congested gets worse everyday
Dangerous at some intersections such as Kimball ?Wooded Lane?
I hate the medians because most people have to make u-turns and takes a lot of extra time at the light especially when someone
may be taking a right on red and not letting the U-turn people go first. Light is not long enough for this.
Exponential Increased traffic on Southlake Blvd. The U turns have made driving difficult as drivers making risky turns.
U turns should not be allowed on major intersections such as 1709 and Carroll or 1709 and Kimball. It takes forever to turn left to
Carroll from my neighborhood because of too many cars especially at midday and rush hour.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
Traffic continues to get worse due to over building.

Although SLPD is wonderful, overwhelming new construction has resulted in congestion. Frightening to see cyclists on busy
roadways during high volume traffic hours. Construction at CSHS ill timed.
This has more to do with the city council allowing high density development
The construction on highly travelled roads such as White's Chapel, etc. needs to be better managed and more help with traffic
facilitation
I blame the mayor and city council for not addressing the lack of infrastructure before they allow building
Road construction seems to go on forever...
Nothing changes Construction of round bouts, roads, etc takes time and we realize that but short term changes to help traffic flow
even on a temporary basis non existant
As the city continues to grow, Southlake Boulevard traffic continues to get worse and worse. I think we have built too many new
residences for our current roads to handle.
1709 continues to be a nightmare on the weekends and during commuter hour. White Chapel has been torn up for months and very
little work is currently being done on the roundabout.
Too much building expansion and not enough roadways to support all the traffic
The roads have become so congested. High density housing is not good for traffic. It can take 10-15 minutes to clear the traffic
circle on White Chapel and Continental Boulevard during rush hour.
Traffic needs to be diverted away from 1709. Retail development should be on 114 not 1709. Do not expand roads within
Southlake divert traffic outside Southlake. Reduce posted speed on 1709 to get people to 114.
Way too much traffic. In addition, due to lack of forests you can hear all of the traffic noise from 114 at my house. When I moved
here 20 years ago, it was a quiet peaceful city. It has been ruined.
I feel that the city keeps approving more development and that the current roads cannot handle the increased traffic without major
inconvenience to current residents
What is there to tell~ You can clearly see for yourself. Southlake Blvd is congested with traffic everyday and getting worse because
the City keeps building crap on every little single inch of grass. I moved here for a small town, open area with donkeys and cows.
Now, they are all gone and it's all cluttered with businesses.
Traffic continues to get worse. We do not need more businesses, we need more open spaces.
The city’s population is simply getting too large to be accommodated by our roads.
Southlake boulevard is no longer a boulevard . It is an highway abd getting too congested especially. Too much spending. Same thing
for continental Blvd towards going to Davis Boulevard. You cannot have an emergency and try to go through continental boulevard.
Relates to over development and too many houses being built
The traffic is getting worse throughout the city and also on 114. We have lived here 10 years and every year it is worse. I worry we
can’t accommodate the amount of people moving out this direction
Roads are becoming too congested with all the build out going out
Population growth exceeded infrastructure creating traffic issues
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
1709 is impossible most hours of the day, during rush hour forget it. The city has allowed too many new home permits which has
resulted in the city being overwhelmed with too many people. Now I understand you are considering multi-family housing? Has the
mayor and city council completely lost their minds!!!
Traffic congestion is not the City's fault. BUT... you could do better to slow down the speeders cutting through our neighborhood.
We don't have sidewalks or streetlights, so the speeders are dangerous. I've cut way back on walking since it's just plain scary. I see
police patrols at low traffic times (middle of the morning, for example) which is pretty useless. One of your motorcycle cops spent a
day on our street and stopped people constantly. The speed limit is 25 but the average is at least 35 mph. Water - water rates are
very high and keep getting higher. Ridiculous. Storm water - with all the construction our drainage just keeps getting worse and
worse. You need to do more to mitigate the effects of development. You shouldn't make the citizens pay $8 per month for
stormwater, you should have been making the developers pay for it.
TRAFFIC ON SOUTHLAKE BLVD IS TERRIBLE, YET MORE BUSINESSES ARE BEING BUILT THERE EVERY DAY.
Allowing too much building, office space, without first doing a better job of figuring out a traffic flow that is adequate to support
flow. Example, Carroll Avenue, Chuy exit, not enforcing wrong way exits from Chuy center etc.
There has been WAY too much development due to our corrupt city council trying to make Southlake “a vacation destination” all the
while lining their own pockets and resumes. The amount of traffic created is out of control!
Rude drivers and constant road works where you cannot see anyone actually working
Opening the opportunity to high density housing while working to solve congestion is counterintuitive.
The constant construction and excessive commercial space forces me to take multiple difference routes to and from home and work
depending on the time of day due to traffic backups. I'm curious if Southlake has a city planner and if so, if he or she is consulted
about all of the changes from residential to commerical zoning that is occurring constantly and creating excessive traffic.
Traffic congestion is terrible on 1709 and 114 and we continue to add more offices and stores without adequate street
infrastructure.
Over developed with too many people , too many cars. Don’t bring in more homes or people.
City has allowed retail growth to exceed current roadways, causing congestion especially around Carroll and 1709
Too much construction
1709 and other streats are clogged at times particularly due to school zone construction that started after schools started. Why did
this not get done during summers?
traffic is terrible and you keep adding houses and hotels...it will negatively impact the city over time.
Living next to a thoroughfare there's promises of enforcement though it's rarely if ever enfored. Continual commercial vehicles at all
hours of the day and night despite being a NO truck route. It's a school zone too with daily speeders and those driving unsafe i.e.
texting, on cell in a no cell zone during school zone times, continual cars blocking my neighbors and our driveways with almost
nonexistent enforcement. Way too much building creating more cars on the road. Widening White Chapel is NOT gong to fix the lack
of traffic flow on CHS campus. The city should have worked with them instead of disrupting everyone along WC life with cars
zooming well above the posted speed limit as it's a safety hazard considering we have 3 schools 2 major parks that add to the extra
traffic
Traffic congregation on Carroll road near 114 exacerbated by offices on corner of Carroll 114. Have had to wait for 3 lights to get
thru the light I live less than 1/2 mile from That intersection.
There is a lot of construction on the roadways and traffic isn’t any better. Plus it seems to take so long for these projects to be
finished.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.
It’s taking too long to improve the north south traffic patterns in the city

The more multifacilty storefront shopping centers there are along Southlake Blvd the slower and more congested it gets.
The City is making decisions to allow more and more businesses into Southlake and it's increasing the number of cars on the road.
Construction projects move too slowly and cause all kinds of congestion. It should not take me 15 minutes to be able to turn left out
of Timarron onto Continental at 8 am and 5 pm.
The city keeps approving new housing developments that add congestion to the 1709. Allowing cars to do u-turns is extremely
dangerous when the speed of traffic exceeds 50 mph, as it regularly does during non-commuting hours. The city of Southlake
should stop u-turns and right turns on red to reduce risk of accidents.
Too many businesses bring too many cars and our roads/lights are not equipped to handle, especially during rush hour. 1709 is a
nightmare!
White chapel round about construction is going at a snail’s pace. It is causing lots of traffic problems for us

Traffic is a nightmare on White's Chapel when school is in session. It backs up making it extremely difficult to get in and out of my
neighborhood Oak Hill Estates where we only have ONE way in and out. It is even worse when the weather is bad. Parent's
continually park at the entrance of the neighborhood to pick up their kids creating a hazard. The construction only makes it worse.
There seems to be no sense of urgency in completing the round about and the mess all around it left by construction crews is
unsightly. The traffic signs in Bicentennial Park are not observed - drivers speed through the area and run the stop signs on a daily
basis. There appears to be no traffic enforcement in the park. While in the cross walk, I almost got hit one day by someone
speeding and running one of the stop signs.
Lights timed poorly during peek traffic hours. I realize 1709 is a TxDOT issue, but the city can make requests. New businesses,
developments, and residence will continue to push the threshold for traffic management. I feel the city needs to be more proactive
and less reactive
Traffic on 1709 is too heavy at traffic lights. Too many businesses vs. road load capability causes congestion.

We have too many stores in Southlake. We keep tearing down green areas to build more stores. We have turned into Plano!
Southlake needs more green areas so we can help cut down on all the traffic.
Too much development allowed relative to infrastructure
Signals are long , too many residential projects leading to more traffic and school issues
It used to just be bad traffics around Christmas now it’s all the time everywhere. It shouldn’t take 15min to go 3-5miles. With all the
new hotels and houses coming in it’s only going to get worse. I can’t even shop in Town Square because traffics is awful and parking
stinks
Investment in improvements needs to be higher on the priority list and work needs to be completed more quickly. Money spent
recently in the Marq and Champions Club could have been used to improve traffic capacity and road improvements first!
Traffic lights on 1709 are poorly timed. Too much traffic and no east/west road other than 1709. Overbuilding contributes to the
excess traffic.
1709 has become a dead lock freeway. Trying to get out of our neighborhood on a week day is frustrating, the line to go right onto
1709/SL Blvd from Davis is backed up past our neighborhood Ridgeview to Hidden Knoll sometimes further. We can't pull out
because the line to turn blocks us and won't leave space to allow us to pull out. Starts your day off very stressful. Not sure why
Davis to 1709 is a 2 lane turn to West 1709, but not East bound to 1709 (which is higher demand). That's the first battle, then you
get to go bumper to bumper down 1709/SL Blvd. This is all day long. After living here for 27 years the traffic and concrete/buildings
have just caused so much congestion and yet, we continue to build.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.

We moved to Southlake because it was a “small town”. Quit increasing the availability for more traffic!!
I know you can't control the number of businesses and stores that want to come into Southlake but there is so much traffic
congestion. I believe the city should be looking to preserve what open space is left so that not every inch of it is developed.
My concern is how long it takes to complete road construction projects. The excessive time to finish projects causes significant
congestion.
Answer provided earlier
The roads are all congested. Road constituting at schools should be done at night and in the summer.
Really, you actually need to ask this question?!?! Traffic is terrible and getting worse every day! It is starting to hurt home prices,
too! And, what work you have got going takes FOREVER, AND EVER to get done - see north White Chapel - what a joke!!! And now
they are tearing out pavement they JUST poured! This should have been finished 10 years ago, and now you want to start the rest
of White Chapel south to 1709, which is predicted to take years!!! Used to like in Kansas and this whole road issue reads of Kansas NOT a thing you should be proud of!
Quit building more. Town square is about half vacant and going downhill fast.
Too much expansion and building so that traveling during certain times is difficult, and the traffic takes a toll on road conditions.
there is also little protection of cyclists on roads, or positive promotion of sharing the road and respecting cyclists. This is especially
off-putting since Southlake promotes a strong community atmosphere.
Please refer to my comments with regards to stoplight at Southridge Lakes Pkwy and Southlake Blvd.
Southlake Blvd is a disaster of traffic planning. So much traffic, continuing to grow on the only ground street that goes from Keller to
Grapevine. The lack of left turn lanes makes navigating to a business difficult and downright dangerous at some intersections. 114
is a continuing mess. Davis Blvd construction between 1709 and 114 has dragged on and on - five years now?

City growth and the council allowing overdevelopment and more high density development in Town Squar has created significant
traffic congestion in the city.
Too much development is causing excessive traffic
Our road infrastructure is not keeping pace with traffic growth, resulting in ever more congested traffic, especially along major
roads. Road improvement projects are moving along at an agonizingly slow pace. Driving on Whitechapel Blvd, it is far more
common to see no work taking place rather than some work taking place on the as yet unfinished 114 to Highland phase. If the
project is technically "on schedule", then the schedule is much too long.
Too much traffic on Southlake Boulevard! Southlake residents should not have to bear the load for all of the Keller commuters. Also
too many retail stores bring too many cars from other areas which creates major traffic congestion and parking problems for the
Southlake residents who are paying very high taxes
What traffic management? The more you let these big builders come in the more traffic you are creating.
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You previously indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s management of traffic congestion in
Southlake. Please tell us more about your dissatisfaction.

Traffic is a nightmare in Southlake and it has become downright dangerous. Way too many cars and trucks on 1709 and way too
many people driving and texting. Just two weeks ago I almost got hit by a female driver on 1709 who was texting. She was moving
into my lane not paying any attention to the traffic. When traffic stops at a red light people are constantly on their phone not paying
attention when the light turns green. It has become too dangerous to get out of my sub division in the mornings and afternoons
trying to cross 1709 to go west. Instead, I have to turn right and drive to the next intersection (Shady Oaks) and make a U-turn on
Shady Oaks. These U-turns are quite dangerous as well. In addition, TX Dot has done a very poor job on synchronizing traffic lights on
FM 1709. Traffic is so congested in the mornings and afternoons that police and fire/ambulances have a hard time in case of an
emergency because there is no space to move to make room for a fire truck or ambulance. And the city plans to build more shopping
centers in addition to more residential developments. That will increase traffic even more. We have enough stores in Southlake as it
is and a lot of them are very high end stores, especially in town square. A lot of them do not get the business they would like to
have, because they are just too expensive. We can't afford to shop in these stores. I do oppose the development of more stores
because of the increase in traffic (and we just don't need any more), more concrete parking lots and roads which increases the
temperature and creates more problems with water when we have heavy rains. Why can't we have some fields and pastures left in
Southlake? Because the City only wants more tax dollar revenues, but can't see that nature has its own beauty and tranquility. I
really prefer a Longhorn over another concrete parking lot.
They seems to be more emphasis on new buildings in town center and it is taking away convenient parking in the area. Many
businesses are moving out of town center... why???
We've been here for 30+ years. The water rates have become insane! Too high. If it costs so much, why build so many houses?
Especially on small lots? Stupid. Greed.
I stated it in my earlier response...
The closing of streets (Highland) and the related construction on White's Chapel has taken far longer than what seems reasonably
necessary. We lost power during that process and it still is not completed. Also, the school traffic has not been well planned.
in my opinion, the city has become too populated with businesses and residents Which has increased the traffic activity. Many
businesses in Southlake close within a couple years of opening. The ”mom pop” businesses don’t stand much of a chance to
succeed. The businesses in SL are the same ones you find in all other cities. Traffic keeps increasing, commercial building keeps
continuing to bring big businesses to the city for tax revenue but property taxes don’t get reduced and traffic keeps increasing
making quality of life in SL less.
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You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe your experience with the
City’s trash and recycle contractor.
I’ve made 6 phone calls during the last two weeks regarding a bulk pick up. They keep promising it will get picked up and it has not
been picked up.
The automated recycle truck does not allow for large recycle pick up and the driver will not step out of the truck to pick up. You can
schedule a Bulk Pickup, but the y come on the same day as the trash and both times I have done this, the trash truck picked up my
bulk recycling. Need a more user/community friendly recycle program
called for a bulk collection. promised collection, no one ever showed up - called again, no show, called again, no show despite
acknowledgement of pick up order and missed dates. They don't care and neither does city employees
Every single time trash is collected, they throw the bins on the ground upside down or sideways. Much of the time, they are partially
in the street. How hard is it to take a whole extra second today and the bins upright?
Not enough recycling and not opportunities for composting or other waste reduction.
They do not empty the trash bin. They pick up bags from it. It requires to place all small bags in big plastic bags. It creates
unnecessary plastic waste.

Recycling doesn't pick up collapsed cardboard boxes that are too big to fit in container. These go to trash. They should pick up
cardboard at least for recycling.
I'm not sure we are really recycling. I would love to be reassured that my effort to segregate things really goes to recycling.
They usually leave trash or branches around after they pick up
They have broken two trash containers within the past 6 months. They throw the empty container on the ground or upside down,
which causes it to break. I had purchased a heavy duty container last March. They collectors threw it down and then hit it with the
collection truck, breaking the new container. Which by the way replaced a container they broke in 2018. The collection company did
sort of replace the container, but the replacement was not even close to the quality of the one they ran over. Within a couple of
months, the replacement was also broken. I have not reached out to them again because it seems to be a waste of time and energy.
I am not dissatisfied with Republic. I am dissatisfied that the city does not provide regular recycling service for yard waste (grass
clippings, leaves, branches, etc.). Please consider going to once/week trash pick-up and use that day for yard waste.
I think it is extremely wasteful to have twice a week trash pickup. Having no means of compost or responsible yard waste disposal is
terrible.
No bulk brush pick up available. Is available in Grapevine.
Trash cans are no longer emptied. They just grab the bag from inside and leave anything small or loose.
trash cabs are tossed into my driveway
Trash - the fact that they don't care how they place the bins after emptying them is beyond comprehension. I've seen them in
middle of street, upside down, in the middle of the driveway, and impeding traffic on the smaller, narrow streets.
Recycle - do not understand why we are paying more than Colleyville for their services yet can't recycle the same things as them
(published in Community Impact).
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You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe your experience with the
City’s trash and recycle contractor.

Seems alot of items cant be recycled and they should. Maybe better options?
Sometimes bulk trash is not picked up (like tree branches) even when we follow the specific rules for bundling.
Our trash cans have been thrown across the street. The trash cans are not always emptied. Items are left inside.
They frequently leave a mess on the road that being disabled is hard to manage at times. Occasionally I will have people try to help
with clearing limbs, but they won't take. I wish they had some incentive to care! Perhaps a bonus based on feedback. Perhaps a get
together at the park to realize who they're helping and that we care? That sounds lofty, so just a contracted amount based on
feedback seems more likely.
About 10 years ago when we first moved here, I asked a Southlake employee what was recyclable. Her response was a dismissive
"everything." So for years I put plastics that weren't recyclable in our recycle bin. I have come to find out that her answer was very
wrong. I would like to see a campaign to encourage people to recycle, and what is actually recyclable. I would also like to add
composting to our city services.

Difficulty getting cut limbs removed after storm damage
We don’t have recycling in public spaces in 2019. Their standards for what they recycle is sub-standard.
The recycling pickups are sloppy and do not take large cardboard boxes. They also damaged my landscapers trailer and did nothing
about it after I reported the accident.
they throw my trashcans in the ditch.
More information on what to recycle and what is happening to waste once removed
They distribute conflicting information about what can or cannot be recycled. From information that I have received, it appears that
they will not recycle and instead send to landfill too many loads for questionable reasons. In my opinion, they should be
confidentially audited.
Often garbage bags are removed from the cans, but the cans are not tipped over to remove small bags/objects
I wish the recycling crew would also pickup cardboard or other larger recyclable material near the green container, not just what's
inside the recycling container. Everything not in the green container is always left for the regular trash pickup and ends up in the
landfill.
need doing more job to promote better recycling program
They leave tree branches sitting for days at a time, even if it's only a couple of them which are bundled and cut to 4 ft. Sometimes
they take big stuff, other times they don't (apparently it's the whim of the trash truck driver). It's ridiculous for us to call Republic for
complaints - does the city even know about the complaints?
I understand Republic Services sends most of its collected recycle material to the land fill.
They did not take the bags of grass clippings our yard service had outside. I called and asked to have them give me a quote to
remove them. We never got a call for the quote so I found a trash removal service off Facebook market and they came the same day
and removed the bags.
Upon emptying, they frequently leave my can in the street and directly in the middle of the exit of my driveway rather than
returning it to the spot I place it between the street and the sidewalk.
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You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe your experience with the
City’s trash and recycle contractor.
Trash cans are thrown down landing in street, yard, or driveway on side
n/a
They throw cans everywhere in our narrow alley and drop trash
They sometimes do not take all items
Need more hazardous material days.....paint and rubber etc. I am very satisfied with my home recycling pick up service.
There is confusion as to what can be recycled. Ex: Residents place cardboard boxes next to their full recycle bin assuming the truck is
picking g it up. They do not realize or care that the truck doesn’t or cannot pick it up. Also we need more hazardous waste days and
more grass/shrub days.
My empty trash cans are literally thrown into my yard at times.
Better recycled containers breaking down glass/ plastic / garden/ batteries/ so more choice in our trash container to b more specific
The trash and yard waste pickup services have been horrible. They either don’t come, don’t pick up the waste, don’t pick up all the
waste, throw our trash bin in the middle of the yard or street and/or break our trash bin. It’s a hassle anytime we have to rely on the
trash service, which is twice a week. Definitely needs improvement. We’ve been waiting for Southlake waste services to replace our
trash bin they promised us for over a month now too.
The recycling is automatic and many times, I see recyclable goods unable to fit in the bin left by the recycling truck. The garbage
folks pick it up, but it should have been the recycling team.

Unpredictable. What time are they coming? Why are some bags left in the bin?
Their pick up is fine - but the information we are receiving about what is recyclable and what is not - is very conflicting.
trash pick up employees toss our cans around while residents with more expensive homes trash cans are set down orderly
Do not always pick up recycle bin
they leave debris in street
I sent earlier. They are the worst I have ever seen
Bulk pickup services could be better for things like trimmed trees and leaves. They were very picky about how they were cut and
bundled even though I specifically requested a bulk pickup and everything was reduced to the 4ft or less. There is not a lot of
information on the website about this (do bundling requirements still apply for bulk pickup, will the bulk pickup be from the same
trash truck as normal, etc).
Also, leaf pickup being on Wednesdays in the Fall/Winter is challenging when most are bagging leaves over the weekend, and the
HOA does not want leaf bags at the curb until the night before pickup. Monday would be much easier.
The trash collection people were not careful and threw the trash can
They have missed my house twice i the last month. When I called they rescheduled but still failed to pick it up!
I have had several occasions in which I requested a "bulk pickup" of bundled tree branches. Each time, the branches were tied
appropriately and cut to the required length. There have been at least 3 instances in which the items were not picked up on the
scheduled date. I had to make several phone calls to Republic Services before the items were picked up. One time it took a week for
the items to be picked up.
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You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe your experience with the
City’s trash and recycle contractor.

We had some brush trimmings that we had piled up following the direction, < 4 feet long and small piles. They did not pick up. Had
to call twice before they picked up. Each representative gave different answers; e.g. the length 4 or 6 feet long, limit of 1 or 2 cu feet
or no limit, has to be tied or it has be small bundles.

It almost looked like they did not want to take and made it difficult. This is after I had called the bulk trash pick up and requested
service.
Recycling service is very restricted in the items accepted for recycling.
I am satisfied with Republic Services. My issue with recycling is that it is only collected once a week. I recommend recycling be
picked up TWICE a week with the trash pickup.
rather inconsistent in services, one week they will remove all our trash, the next week yard waste and cut trees and bushes won't be
removed but the trash in the container will. We purchase a new trash container just 15 months ago. It has been completely
destroyed, the bottom torn out and just this week, the handle was ripped off as they loaded the trash in their truck.
I dislike not having a rolling trash cart. I also dislike not having access to a transfer station to dispose of bulk material on demand.
They completely miss my street a handful of time a year - sometimes twice in a row & we have to call them.
Although the operators are very polite and friendly, they tend to be rough with trash containers and leave trash on the ground after
they've left.
The bulk pickup is awful. Sometimes they pick up stuff, other times it sits there for weeks. Not just our house but all across our
neighborhood. We especially have trouble with the tree branches. I've put them out cut to 4 ft and bundled but they still sit there.
I've put them out loose and they sit there. In last Sunday's storms, we had 3 tree branches bust off. I put them out Tuesday, the
trash truck drove by. They drove by again today. The branches aren't very big (probably 8 ft, less than 10 lbs each) and would easily
fit in the trash truck, but no. I'm not going to pay someone to come out with a chainsaw for 3 branches. I can't cut them myself.
Due to the wind, they blew out into the street then blew into the ditch blocking the culverts. This is just stupid.
I have doubts if the recycle is really recycled, it is sad to know that we pay for something that now is going mostly to the trash.
We scheduled multiple bulk trash pick ups throughout this last year for yard waste such as tree trimmings and every single
scheduled pickup had issues. They either did not pick it up or only picked up some of it but it was always a hassle to reschedule. We
had to move the waste from the street back to our yard and then back to the curb again or face an HOA fine on one occasion. They
also broke our trash can when they threw it back into our yard more than 5 feet away from where we left it and they have yet to
replace it after being told they would replace it that same week. It has been 3+ weeks. It feels like we have to try 3 times before we
can get anything accomplished.
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You expressed dissatisfaction with Republic Services. Please take a moment to describe your experience with the
City’s trash and recycle contractor.

Weekly there is trash left on my road fallen out of trash can this week was glass bottle smashed
Some times the recycling bins don't get emptied. I've gotton used to it that I have their reps name and cell and text them now when
that happens. Once our bin went missing and after many phone calls it was discovered that sometimes they fall in the truck and the
truck driver doesn't report it as they get in trouble. Last summer the truck knocked down our mailboxes with the automatic arms of
the truck. Replublic never called us back or our neighbor that fixed it in a timely manner.
I think we could recycle more if the driver would get out of his truck if you cannot get everything in the can.
The way they rush, they leave trash cans sometimes on the street or in middle of drive ways or turned over like someone litterally
tossed them... with no care for the resident's property, in coming traffic as some sit on the street. This is unsafe! and poorly handled.
Published, printed and available information regarding items to be recycled are very poor in Southlake. These standards differ from
city to city, so not easy to obtain from Republic's website. Grapevine recently had an informational meeting at The Rec for the
residents, and I would like to see Southlake do multiple meetings throughout the community every year. Too many residents are not
well informed as to what is acceptable and what is not acceptable for recycling.
Too many times trash not picked up on trash day, they won't pick-up trash when I put it by my upper driveway, the collectors have
questioned whether my kids & I actually raked and bagged our own leaf. They only take that in a can or bag unless I go out pick-up
the items and start putting it in the truck myself.
Throw trash cans everywhere restricting driving into my driveway or thrown n the ditch. Also
ALWAYS LEAVES TRASH EITHER IN THE TC OR I. THE YARD OR STREET!!!!
Trash cans are frequently encountered in an overturned condition. Trash service is by far the worst experience with any city service.
My dissatisfaction is the City's failure to promote sustainable practices, including reducing waste and promoting curbside
composting. More education is needed. We need to follow a real sustainability plan as set out in the Master Plan. We should not be
utilizing plastic at any City facility.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT

What other comments or messages, if any, would you like to share with the Police department about this issue?

I don't really know how professional the officers who responded to the call, were. There were three vehicles with teens, parked in
the street by my house and they were running back and forth onto city property and it was dusk out. The police showed up and
didn't look into the vehicles. It appeared they told the kids to leave and they did.
Police individually are great. City needs to change its laws and traffic flow to make people safe. Police can’t enforce laws that don’t
exist.
I think that the police department is doing a very good job for the growth of the city.
The people left before an officer got there. I called back and told them not to come.
thank you for taking the issue serious and listening
Superior customer service
regarding Identity Theft - i understand its not an easy thing to work, and most of the time the investigation doesn't go anywhere.
but to me and my family, it is real and time intensive. the officers were professional and polite, but i would have appreciated a little
more eagerness to help, vs having to ask repeatedly for help.
Very detailed report written. Very very pleasantly surprised
Nothing, they are absolutely outstanding, and impress us during every interaction.
I live in Cross Timber Hills. Seems there are about half a dozen aspiring AJ Foyts who either live in the subdivision or cut through
because we do have some nice straight aways. We do not have sidewalks so many of us get our walk on the sides of the streets.
Needless to say, keeping an eye for our aspiring race car drivers has become a challenge.
This is the second time in 4 years that we've reported a theft of property from a local business to SLK PD. The first time my wife was
told that her crime wasn't important enough to assign an officer. She went online, found the thief and even turned the info over to
PD...nothing. My wife ended up getting the thief to return her money after she did all of the legwork. This second time the theft was
from Scooter's and PD did the exact same thing. These are businesses that are allowed to be in SLK, but are actively committing
crimes against their customers. It's embarrassing when our PD just shrugs their shoulders.
The Police chief and his team do a great job. We are thankful for their service!
thank you for your help
A recent issue was handled satisfactory. One thing that could improve is for the Police Department to remove the papers that pile up
during vacation watch (feel free to keep them and read them or distribute to a city office) - We specifically requested that they keep
them since the newspaper boy for some strange reason keeps delivering them even when we request the paper delivery to be
suspended. That's a potential safety concern, especially during the upcoming holidays. We very much appreciate the SPD and thank
them for an overall stellar job!!
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
I am extremely disappointed that Southlake discontinued the Southlake Stingrays summer league swim team and year-round stroke
team opportunities. It was the perfect mid-point between neighborhood swim leagues (which are a joke due to pool overcrowding
and lack of competition), and the NTN year-round swim program, which has an intensity too high for anyone interested in anything
beyond swimming. With the Stingrays, the city had a great program to develop well-rounded athletes into great swimmers and good
citizens, provide them with a year-round way to keep up their skills in the stroke and turn program, and you abandoned it. You have
no idea how many swimmers you disappointed by canceling this program - we had dozens of Southlake swimmers qualify for State
each year, and travel to College Station, Houston, McAllen, or what have you, to represent our community with pride. So
disappointing that the City failed to recognize what a good thing it had, and abandoned.
I was told they would resolve the billing issue and they did not. I then got a notice that my membership was cancelled.
I moved into a new house and it took about a month to get a recycle can. They lost my original request and then it still took a long
time
I believe that residents paid for the construction of the Marq(taxes) and should be able to use with no fee. Non residents should be
able to use for a nominal fee.
Y'all waste water in ALL the parks, but the one I was talking with at North Park was neither helpful or not, just told me that the Estes
Park people complained about the grass not being green and they are killing the trees left and right.
It has been difficult to get complete and timely answers to my questions. At a joint meeting between us, planning & public works, I
didn't feel like the city representatives wanted to take responsibility to give me answers favorable or unfavorable to my request,
seemed distracted and perhaps needed to be elsewhere. We had the meeting because the city did not give a complete response to
me before a P&Z hearing. I could have avoided wasting the Commission's time had I had an accurate response with the city
beforehand.
You asked about the most recent interaction. Other interactions with planning and development have been fine.
The champions does not return any phone calls and the front desk is very confused
Code enforcement. Neighbor parked a vehicle in street and left it unmoved for two weeks. Called police department who referred
me to my HOA. Emailed code enforcement who said was a police matter and they forwarded to police. The car moved so I assume
someone eventually reached the homeowner although I did not receive follow up. Now, the homeowner has parked two 3500
Promaster vans in front of his house. Ugh.
City employees should treat everyone the same way regardless of how they look or where they come from
MARQ CHARGES FOR THE CHAMPIONS CLUB WERE COLLECTED BY A THIRD PARTY AND THEY HAD NO CLUE AS TO WHO OR WHAT
AGENCY IN SOUTHLAKE MADE THE CHARGES AND LEFT IT UP TO ME TO FIND OUT WHO IN SOUTHLAKE WAS MAKING THE CHARGES
AGAINST MY CREDIT CARD ACCOUNT.
Info on website doesn’t match what republic tells me
The only time I have really interacted with the City other than the library was when we had a construction project taking place. The
inspector had a bit of an attitude, was certainly not the friendliest, and was not very reliable in terms of when he did his inspections.
While I get there is a large amount of construction taking place and they are there to ensure the contractors do a proper job, when
interacting with a citizen / homeowner of Southlake, they should at least be somewhat friendly. A smile goes a long way.
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
I live on Ownby Lane..exiting our neighborhood onto Carroll has become a safety issue that I have brought to the attention of the
Department of Public Works. If you exit onto Carroll to go northbound requires a U-turn on to heavily travelled Carroll. If you exit at
Southcrest Ct. it is extremely difficult and unsafe to make a left turn northbound. This is due to tree limbs, stainless steel traffic
control box, telephone and light poles and several traffic signs. The engineer I spoke with was extremely helpful but she told it
would be an expensive venture to correct this matter. I sent her pictures of the exit point but she says it complies with regulations in
that one must be able to see 470 feet and this allows 440 feet of vision however it is very restricted. If oncoming traffic is complying
by speed limit of 30 mph they are moving at 44 ft per second. Hardly enough time to make a clear decision with city induced visual
restrictions. I have issue with this as both my wife and I have had several instances of nearly having an accident. The city did paint
new hold line and turn lanes on Southcrest Ct but I believe this was a project that did not fix the issue of visual hindrance. The irony
of all of this is it is directly across the street from the Department of Public Safety. Please, I urge the city to look into this matter
again.
When it came right down to it the city rolled over to the builders side and did not represent what the citizens had brought to them
over several meetings!
Officer DiAmico was disrespectful and rude. Treated me as though I was stupid.
Young person driving way too fast on residential road. Called police but person gone by the time they arrived. This happens. All. The.
Time.
Drainage issues with neighboring property. Lack on compliance with grading permit.
Financial information is hidden and obfuscated. City is unable to identify how SPDC tax money is "transferred" and on which specific
portion of parks and master plan via cost accounting or transparent processes.
The employee who seems to deal with matters relating to road construction and road safety seems unable to properly deal with the
issues at hand and replies with answers that don't resolve the problems. She also seems unable to escalate the issues to higher
management if she is unable to help. So the result is that nothing is done and school children continue to be put in danger every
day.

City employees simply pass complaints regarding the trash collection contractor along to the contractor who could care less about
providing customer services or take corrective action.
The department did a good job handling my concern but no one followed up to insure I was happy with the work.
The Marq employees knew very little about the facility when it opened. Poor training.
The Be buddy program never responded to my request of offering to be a volunteer
Have always experienced kind employees, but information is sometimes lacking and confusion about how to get answers
Door to sauna broken and doesn't shut all the way with large gap-didn't know how to address
Didn't know where and when towels were
Little things that add up to not knowing/not interested in solving a problem
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.

Had to follow-up a second time to achieve resolutions on an issue related to recreational activity. First person didn't follow through.
Ken Baker has always been kind, professional, informing, and respectful. I can't give these same compliments to Jarod Potts. He
could certainly never fill Ken Baker's shoes.
People are often sitting on their phones so that doesn’t promote a positive experience
I was told I would be contacted back and haven’t heard from them
Contacted code enforcement regarding canvas/portable structures restrictions. Their initial (and timely) response was totally
addressing business. When I replied it was residential, only crickets. No further interaction.

It came across that the Librarian was biased towards her counter part rather than sincerely apologetic for the way my family & I
were treated when utilizing the Library's services
I was inquiring to learn about the status of the Bob Jones nature center. After a recent, it looked as though the nature center had
been abandoned. Completely empty office, disarray in the building, and no one on the grounds.
I reached out to the city curious to see what was happening (as well as to offer my services in any sort of related committee)
I feel like the nature center is such an underutilized resource, and after my conversation with the city employee, I did not feel
confident that it was a priority for the city. This was several months ago, so the situation possibly has changed by then.
I have talked with Public Works about the condition of our street and the storm water run-off for years and still nothing has been
done.

Just another of many issues we have: literally EVERY other surrounding city with a center like the Marc does NOT CHARGE the
citizens of that city - who paid for the thing in the first place, for using the facility, but NOT SOUTHLAKE! Yes, many of our citizens
can afford $150 per family, but not all of, particularly not those of us on a fixed income. We work out at 24 Hour Fitness, and all
seniors there are talking about this issue in SOUTHLAKE. Christ, people from another city can go for the same price you want from
us - NOT ACCEPTABLE!
Had a question about the traffic light timing at Kimball and Continental, but o idea if it was addressed or not. Emailed my concern.
3+ weeks for a remodel permit is ridiculous
Aquatics hour have been reduced to be closed in the middle of the day, closed 1-4, Mon-Thur. I use the sauna after every workout.
The sauna is in the pool area. I emailed the aquatics director to ask why. She replied it was due to unavailability of daytime staff. It
would take just 1 staff member to supervise sauna use, not a complete complement of lifeguards.
Woodsey Ct. and Timberline are two streets totally ignored by Code Enforcement, those are transitional streets and there is still a
number of Tailor Homes on the street. Most of those are rentals and the tenants and owners totally disregard City codes for
everything from lawn maintenance to basically using the lots as junk yards. When we report the code violations the code
enforcement does little to nothing to resolve the issues. Please hire some diligent code enforcement people, or teach existing one's
how to do their jobs.
Called 911 for a fire at our home. Dispatcher was very rude and not responsive. Firemen were great.
Inquired about poor class schedule and child care availability at the Champions Club. This product clearly caters to families with a
non-working adult. I have since cancelled my membership and know others have as well.
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
I called because my daughter and her three friends had been playing soccer one afternoon at Bob Jones on a field NOT being used,
and a representative from a soccer team across the parking lot came over to tell the girls (girls were 13) that they couldn’t use the
fields. I had been walking my dogs around the lake when I returned to hear this I was flabbergasted. The field should sit vacant
rather than have kids play soccer practicing passes, and skills? The gentleman from the soccer company across the parking lot
seemed quite satisfied with himself, and had told the girls they had control of the fields so they could not play there. The adult
represented himself poorly to girls who have love of the sport wanting to improve & who live nearby & never encountered this man
before. Regarding the City’s revenue —on a regular basis these fields go unused & unattended, residents do not expect to show up
with their children & hear they may not use the field only to see NO ONE USING IT following this man’s bullish manner. There needs
to be A Field where the kids can practice & for the love of the game, whomever you rent Southlake’s Fields to they need to represent
themselves better than to bully girls who are just trying to improve their foot skills from practicing on a field not bothering anyone.
The City’s handling of the call was lack-luster and NOT very compassionate. The girls were NOT tearing up the field, misbehaving or
irresponsible & the man who approached them needed not to do anything—the fields were not his personally, and they were
accompanied by a parent albeit one walking her dogs around the lake.
It's not really the employee's fault. The Champions Club was a major disappointment for me with no towels for shower and
inadequate lockers for members that didn't reserve one. They suggested filling out an online form.
Applied for a volunteer position on the Parks and Rec Board (2nd time) was out of town for in person interview. Called the
interviewer for a telephonic interview and left message and never heard back.
After being treated poorly by a building inspection person, Paul ward took the reins and guided us to the process. He was amazing
and his counsel thru our project was invaluable. The building I did inspector was a nice enough guy. Yet he made requests which
were irrelevant to the project (eg. Proofing electrical wiring against water in an island without a sink). Not impressed.
I was concerned about the time frame given to me for an inspection. 8-12 and 1-5. I have children at school and I need to drop them
off and pick them up. I needed a more
Specific time frame. I was given an appointment after calling twice and leaving voicemails etc
I feel that the BJNC transition was not handled well and certain programs suffered in the transition. I am happy with the new forest
preschool program and I am not sure if the homeschool program was brought back but I feel that the homeschool program was a
great and unique service as it was originally and any change or decrease in frequency of services would be a detriment of offerings
to our community.
No one ever responded to our initial email, nor our followup.
drainage is a problem on Southfork road and city is not addressing . Mosquito breeding ground

Never returned my calls. Waste of my time calling
Bobcat concern.
I just didn’t get a call back was told to call at another time. No big issue
I am thrilled that the library offers notary service. However the person has never seemed pleased to do this.
Was not provided correct information about large trash pickup. Had to call back and again was not able to get the correct
information about scheduling pick-up
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
I have been waiting for over 4 years for the city to take care of a street drainage issue that has a severe impact on my property. Not
one promise has been kept as far as keeping me informed of the progress or has the work been started after it was promised over 2
years ago. The city staff is rude, difficult to deal with and could care less about my problem. And this is not the only negative
experience I have had with city staff in the Public Works, Planning and Building Departments. My company's headquarters is located
in Southlake and we own commercial property in the city as well. I have not encountered even one nice, friendly, caring party in any
of these departments - all the way to the assistant city manager. The City Manager never bothered to return my phone call. Another
office developer that also has their offices and projects in the city have determined, as has my company, that they have no
intentions of trying to do any future developments in the city. It is not due to high standards but in the difficulty working with the
city's staff.
After Marq opened I had questions about club and was told twice that someone would contact me. It never happened.
Ambulance was requested at my address. Unique situation in woodland heights is that we have double address numbers for
Eastwood dr and Westwood dr. I told the dispatcher we were the 2 story residential house not the 1 story. I was out front with a
flashlight and they still went to the wrong house. Evidently someone did not get the info about we being the 2 story. It was a cardiac
incident so time was of essence. End and fire do a great service
Was not a dissatisfaction. After obtaining information about membership, no one contacted me to follow up. Which is fine with me.
I don't want to be contacted constantly like gyms do to join.
Employee responded to my online concern but the issue was apparently ignored.
I was walking on path around Lake Carillon and I called 911 about a stray dog that was very large and aggressive. Eventually - more
than one hour a woman arrived from Animal Control and was unsuccessful in capturing the dog. She did the best she could and was
very polite and understanding but it seemed evident to me that she did not have the support necessary to handle her job.
n/a
applied for employment with the Marq attended a job fair and never heard from anyone and everyone I ask say it is the city
awaiting follow up
A neighbors dog is always let out on its own and is often in the middle of the street or in neighbors yards. Neighbors and the HOA
have tried to work with the resident with no success and we were then instructed to call animal control. The customer service
person did not seem interested in the problem. When we asked if they would be willing to send a message about leash laws to the
resident, that did not seem to be a reasonable request. The dog issue continued.
I was surprised to learn about our region's glass recycling program
The employee was matter of fact - not necessarily warm. I didn't have a problem with that as I was just trying to obtain info about a
water bill.
When I saw my water bill quadrupled no one from the city care to come out to evaluate
I asked about bringing my flat screen to crud cruiser. They said crud cruiser did not take flat screens but when I went there there did
and I missed my opportunity to get out of my garage. So city employee not aware of what crud cruiser accepted.
Was not able to resolve issue even after multiple calls
Conflicting information given about memberships at the marq
We have been waiting for more that 19 months for the City to address street flooding of our property from West Continental Blvd.
This is a drainage issue that Public Works agreed to remedy but has failed to do so, going on two years.
Code enforcement issue was not addressed for more than 30 days
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
First employee didn't seem interested in helping with the question & 2nd employee seemed confused & called supervisor.
Sense of entitlement

nothing was wrong. there was no follow up, but none was needed
We reported a water leak twice to Public Works that was evident all summer. First call was never answered. Second call resulted in
a check that we had called and no one did anything about it even though there were other calls about the problem. Then the
problem was addressed, but so. Ugh water was wasted before any action was taken. There was a green slick of algae in front of our
home all summer. From running water leak.
The trash and yard waste pickup services have been horrible. They either don’t come, don’t pick up the waste, don’t pick up all the
waste, throw our trash bin in the middle of the yard or street and/or break our trash bin. It’s a hassle anytime we have to rely on the
trash service, which is twice a week. Definitely needs improvement. We’ve been waiting for Southlake waste services to replace our
trash bin they promised us for over a month now too.

never heard back on the final resolution. paid for something my daughter didn't get to do (not due to us) and didn't get a refund
Resource needs to be trained in customer care
I was not contacted. I have had several questions the last couple of years and received no reply or if I did there has been no action
taken or a reason to why not. A dramatic change from past years.
Would have liked some more explanation/help finding the water leak information or what to do if i had a leak
City worker was rude and not interested in answering questions. Just handed me a pamphlet.
I had an issue with a dying/dead fox in my yard. I called the non-emergency police number for assistance. They were super helpful
and told me to contact animal control. Animal control was not available so I left them a message. They contacted me back promptly
after I left my voicemail but told me they simply could not help me. As I sincerely needed help with a wild animal in my yard I
reached out on facebook to local friends who indicated I should have been directed to the City of Keller Animal Services as they are
the ones who service Southlake for those types of issues. Once I got in touch with them they were lovely and helped me super
quickly but all i needed was for Southlake Animal Control to tell me to call Keller and not be told simply "we don't do that" and hang
up.
Service is not as it use to be. I am a long time resident and employees now are have a different demeanor
No follow up so we did not join the club
Overall, I'm satisfied with the City's customer service. I wouldn't describe the city planning department as "warm and friendly", but
they are knowledgeable and efficient.
Roof inspection was scheduled for a date specific and 4 hour block of time; inspector did not come; when I called the office, I was
told he had moved me to the following day. No one contacted me to let me know. The next day, I had asked that I get a call to let
me know he was coming. I did not get a call. When I called, the office said they would reach him directly and have him call to let me
know when he would get to the house. He then called me and came over within an hour. This is not how to handle appointments
nor follow up.
Marq seems mismanaged and their website/emails are uninformative
The issue I reported could not be resolved and I was not offered an alternative. I was told that the city was doing the best it could
and that on average there was no problem but they acknowledged that for some few of we did have a problem but nothing they
could do.
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You indicated some level of dissatisfaction with the City’s Customer Service. Please provide any comments or
feedback that you would like to share about your experience.
They resolved part of the issue but gave inaccurate information about the other issue and it has still not been taken care of after 3
years.
I had a ticket to pay for Municipal Court House - had high expectations for service as in other Southlake departments it is always
excellent. I was shocked at how unhelpful, impatient and rude the employee behind the desk was (female, long brown hair).... it
should have been a simple task but was a very unpleasant experience and when I got home I learned she didn’t even provide me
with correct information. I had to go back a second time and she was even more unpleasant to deal with.
Just take a ride down Peytonville. The right away heading north from the corner of Peytonville and Peytonville is not being kept up. I
have called many times because even though the city is cutting the grass they are not weed eating. Vines and tall weeds have
reached full maturity Because of total neglect in many of the spaces that the City Of Southlake is responsible for. Also, I am about
to make my third Monday call for help with a tree going up into the wires. The tree is in my yard the branch is extending up into the
wires and it is leaning on my fence. I have called two Mondays in a row and about to call a third because I am not sure what to do
about it. I am afraid to hire some local Tree Cutter I want help from the city because I don’t want to have somebody accidentally ruin
the wires above on the telephone and electrical poles. The people who I spoke to on the phone were great but I have gotten no
phone calls from anybody. In the meantime I am very uncomfortable whenever it is windy because I do not want damage to happen.
Again this is my tree from my yard but the fact it’s in the wires makes me uncomfortable to proceed on my own with some local Tree
Cutter.
There was no follow up to my concern about possible flooding issues with new construction on a Johnson Rd. near our home
The city employees are great my issues have been with republic and the way limps, leaves are handled. They used to take care of
everything no questioned asked now there is a lot of confusion. Designated leafy days do not work we should do what grapevine
does and have a designated limp/leaf pick up day. Do it on trash day number 2 which is very iight pick up for most neighborhoods.
The trees have grown and need more attention and there more to pick up.
There’s an Airbnb behind my house. I contacted the city several months ago as they were partying all night and very loud. After
several weeks I asked what was the city going to do and I was told they are monitoring it. They told me to contact me if there were
further problems. I did email them when there was another party about 6 weeks later. I never received a response from the 3 people
that they city told me to initially contact. Thus I don’t think they really are taking this Airbnb situation at 700 S White Chapel very
seriously.
I had to call three times and leave several messages (none of which were returned) before I was finally able to reach the right
person. No one I spoke to seemed to listen to my actual question/kept answering the question they assumed I was asking. However,
I’ve received excellent customer service every other time I’ve called Champions Club. I’m hoping my last experience was a fluke.
Work was not done and no follow up
Police department does not know how to interact with residents in a positive manner or building relationships. More concerned
about themselves than resident concerns.
We had poisonous snakes in our yard and no one responded
I live in an old neighborhood and we are experiencing drainage issues from the culverts being filled with sediment and runoff from
newer neighborhoods. I was basically told that we are on our own rectifying these issues as the city can't make improvements on
private property. Our older neighborhood would like more attention regarding being downstream from the new developments and
help maintaining the drainage culverts.
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Yes, I am disappointed with the city, but I love Southlake and have lived here 31 years. My neighbors are upset with the flooding and
communication also, so I hope they communicate with you. They even built a 3 ft wall in front of their property to help keep the
water out. I would like to say that the secretaries in the Planning department were always trying to help me get an appointment and
were very friendly. I am not sure how I will proceed with this flooding issue. I have met with an engineer in Dallas, and she has
recommended that I get a lawyer. I will discuss that with my neighbors first. Thank you for offering a survey to the residents.
Much appreciated. the letter I sent to the Mayor and city was on February 25, 2019. Pete Lane also sent a letter in February 2019.
The waste management company continues to put my trash cans in the street. Surely there isn’t a race to get this done. It’s
ridiculous how many trash cans I have bought.
I called the SLPD to express concern about the excessive traffic on Continental Dr. when driving from Davis Blvd passed Carroll ES in
the morning between 7:30-7:55AM. No real answer to the problem of congestion. Suggested I drive another way to get to my
neighborhood, Chimney Hill. The parents choose to ignore any traffic laws and treat the entrance & exits to the school as if there’s a
stop sign or red light there. The people driving in Continental going PASSED the school, not to enter or exit it, have the right of way.
I’ve been cut off multiple times by the school’s parents. The traffic gets backed up all the way to Davis Blvd. so that drivers can’t even
continue going north on Davis if they’re in the right lane. That is not just a turn lane, people can go straight. But, today at 7:45AM,
that would have been difficult with the back up on Continental. Why aren’t parents using the nice new buses? It’s October, not the
first week of school. Get up earlier and put your kid on a bus. Or that school needs a police officer directing traffic at the driveway
closest to the baseball fields.
I requested information about the paving operation on Continental Blvd. I was told my information would be passed on to the on to
the appropriate person and they would reach out. I was never contacted.
Public Works Department came out for water bubbling out of our street and indicated they would be back on the next business day
- it took over three weeks for them to come back and over three months for them to seal the seam in the road to stop the running
water and moss that people were falling on because of the water running for so long.
Work was done to fix a bridge that provides walking access to my children's school. I observed the completion of the repair but was
not notified of the progress. However, notification was not necessary as I could observe the completion.
was bounced around to several employees trying to find an answer to my question. left a VM - and no one ever responded
Dropped off a tennis racquet to be restrung. Got a phone call saying that it couldn’t be restrung because the string saddles were too
worn. Problem is he cut the strings off before looking at the saddles. He said he couldn’t restring it because the strings would break.
Should have looked at the saddles before deciding he couldn’t restring it. Now I have a racquet with no strings. The original strings
were old but they weren’t broken.
Also, SLTC’s has a policy that prevents younger kids from using adult tennis balls. My 10 year old can’t play in group activities
because SLTC won’t allow him to play with adult tennis balls. Using kiddie balls would be a step backwards. Not good.
When the sidewalks were built in front of my house the city decided to keep trees on the city side of the street. They are not
providing proper maintenance of the trees or the grass on their side of the sidewalk.
Every year you send me this survey i complete it but nothing changes

I contacted the city for our HOA. We were trying to renovate the entrance to Southridge Lakes along 1709 and no one would return
numerous calls or emails
delayed permit for no appropriate reason, was unprofessional.
Not so much with who I spoke with but just being able to get to the bottom of the problem. I water two times a week same time
same amount but yet my water bill increased. I feel like I have no way to prove the charges so that does not make me happy or
satisfied
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I WAS NOT DISSATISFIED, BUT THE QUESTION ASKED IF THE CITY FOLLOWED UP WITH ME, WHICH THEY DID NOT (AND IT WAS NOT
NECESSARY FOR THEM TO)
We have a problem that is ongoing and there was very little or no effort to resolve the issue.
water bill seems to be a recurring increase every August-Set
Recent theft and contacted SLK Police. Did not take my complaint seriously, delayed communications, and finally told us there was
nothing they could do to help me. This was after I posted on FB and had >50 other confirmations that the same theft had happened
to them at the same business. Very disappointing.
I think very poor decisions were made in planning the Marq and the services it provides. The swim area is less attractive to kids (no
fun water features) than the Grapevine Rec Center. The banquet rooms do not have access to a full kitchen - very poor decision that
makes it undesirable for users to host events because the lack of full kitchen facilities hampers the ability to provide a top level
enjoyable experience for guests (I know from experience). The Marq has studio rooms that are too small to accommodate everyone
who wants to attend yoga classes. There is not enough exercise equipment to accommodate all who want to use equipment and the
placement of the equipment is undesirable. The floor plan/layout of the Marq is poor and not user friendly. The classes/exercise
opportunities at the Marq are limited (what about aerial silks and other interesting and fun activities such as handball?) My family
has decided not to join the Marq for these and other reasons, and I am sure others are choosing to join other public and private
facilities for similar reasons.
No follow up on what was done but it is resolved.
I have only called SLFD while at work here in SL. Nothing wrong with SLFD, they're just stone cold and all business.
A few members of your staff where not on time to our meeting and it started 15 minutes late. We had other professionals
representing us on the clock. It has been hard to get complete and timely answers to our questions about our plat submittal. Most
staff have been helpful but Public works and your engineer have been disappointing on their response time. At a joint meeting
between us, planning & public works, I didn't feel like the city representatives wanted to take responsibility to give me answers
favorable or unfavorable to my request, one in particular seemed distracted and was on his phone most of the meeting. We had the
meeting because the city did not give a complete response to me before a P&Z hearing. We could have avoided having to table so
many times if I had an accurate response from the city beforehand. Your engineer even sprung a "need to know before hand" issue
at the P&Z meeting that if he had shared with planning or even us before the meeting would have saved everyone involved a
considerable amount of time and effort.
Need to help citizens, even if it is outside their job description.
we had entire family of coyotes living in a back yard od a neighbor while the family vacationed all summer long in another home (the
grass was so high but when we did complain to the city you guys got it cut, thank you we had to keep calling tho) we where told that
we have to call a animal control company and that you could not help???
Not dissatisfaction. The question asked about follow-up contact and there wasn't any.
The question concerned the correct name of our residential address: street name. Different departments had different names for
the same street. There was absolutely NO interest by either department to resolve the street name issue.
I reported a vacant lot NEAR the corner of N. Carroll Ave and Dove. The vacant lot had weeds over 4 ft. tall and several large piles of
debris (limbs, logs, etc.) The city notified me they had contacted the owner..But nothing has changed on that vacant lot. I think they
mowed but still has large piles of debris...So basically nothing done....
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I contacted the city back in March about getting the bar ditches in front of our house dug out. Although I received a response the
same day that my request was forwarded to the drainage department, it was two weeks before I heard from them saying that they
"have added you to our list for ditch cutting and will work on addressing this later this spring if not summer" We have not heard
anything since.
I have reported on several occasions about trash in the water at North Park, the landscaping looks terrible and I don't think the park
department is doing a very good job of maintaining our parks. We've also complained about burned out lights on the tennis courts,
they never get fixed.
Still... my concern is over zoning as before - a council issue
The employee took no responsibility and in fact made it or issue.
they are fine
Problem with my Marq membership cancellation

Building inspections need to be trained on knowledge and customer service
I have reported several issues, but either they are ignored, or "something" is done but the issue is never resolved or fully resolved
and no one bothered to reach back out to us to see whether it was handled properly. It feels like this is NOT the fault of the specific
person handling the job, but rather a disinterest from the top.
In trying to learn more about rec programs for my children, the staff at the Marq was unable to answer questions. It's very hard to
learn about the programing offered there, and even the employees don't seem to know.
Garbage pu has consistently been terrible. Public works never returns calls or handles any issues regarding the storm water $$ &
have garbage, downed trees & tires that have floated down the creek during heavy rains causing standing water.
I had an issue with code enforcement pertaining to overgrowth along my property line. I cited the code and provided pictures. The
property in question is owned by Zena Rucker. I was informed that there was nothing they could do and implied it was because she
is very powerful.
Service is now outsourced. It used to be part of our tax based services, now additional cost with poorer service
They seemed more concerned about the developer than the issue
Not dissstisfied.
The Marq representative was very informative, engaged, proactive - cared about providing a solution!
The City Hall representative was ok with information but not so engaged in the case I spoke about which I truly believe was in the
nature of that office. I have met the representative at a City Hall event shortly after and again a very noncaring attitude.
I did not rent facilities at Marq as they are outrageously expensive for a nonprofit organization.
Library personnel are excellent. Senior Citizen Center's methodology for registration for classes is burdensome. People are nice.
Questions re Bob Jones' future and loss of programs have not been answered.
Some of the people at the permit department were great and easy to work with. Some were very difficult! The process needs to be
simplified for people wanting to improve their property. Add on requirements and unnecessary expenses were not appreciated!
They have ignored my family for years. They are all crooked.
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